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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

Since World War II, flight training simulators have come
into ever increasing use due to their obvious economy in
equipment and fuel savings plus their other attendant
advantages of maintenance, availability and safety. Orlansky
(1982), and Orlansky and String (1977, 1979), have provided
eloquent summary statements of their effectiveness. New types
of simulators, such as those for training air combat
maneuvering and Skylab crews, seem to be in great demand.
Unfortunately, there has been a recent increase in reports of
discomfort and distress associated with the use of flight
simulators.

Since the phenomenon of simulator sickness was first
reported by Havron and Butler (1957), and Miller and Goodson
(1958), a large body of anecdotal evidence has accumulated.
This evidence suggests that simulator sickness symptomatology
resembles motion sickness and other forms of distress which
occur after exposure to altered and rearranged sensory
information (Frank, Kennedy, Kellogg, and McCauley, 1983).

The following questions regarding simulator use remain to
be answered: 1) What causes simulator sickness? 2) What is
the incidence? 3) To what degree does simulator sickness
degrade performance and impede training? 4) What can be done
to prevent the occurrence of simulator sickness?

PURPOSE %ND OBJECTIVES UF THIS SOURCEBOOK

S I... Lc investigations and resultant reports in the
literature on simulator sickness have been sparse (e.g., < 300
printed pages). Therefore, any student of simulator sickness
would need to search the information on related topics such as
postural equilibrium, visual/vestibular interaction, motion
sickness, adaptation to the environment, etc. Yet, simulation
is a high technology enterprise and team approaches to design
and acquisition of systems have been followed almost from the
first simulator. Therefore, simulator sickness is of interest
to the practitioners of several different disciplines,
including engineering, medicine, psychology, training, and
fleet operations. Quite rightly, these specialists are often
less familiar with information available in domains outside
their own. Thus far, no one has collated the information from
these disparate areas and made it available to the
technological and scientific communities. Hence, the primary
purpose of this Sourcebook is to survey the available
literature and reproduce it in a form that will enable the
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appropriate professionals to quickly upgrade their knowledge of
simulator sickness.

Out of this fundamental purpose, several subsidiary
objectives have emerged:

a. To define simulator sickness.

b. To determine the incidence and magnitude of the
problem.

c. To review the literature concerning simulator
sickness, including articles, reports, instructions, military
messages, and other pertinent documents.

d. To collect and present the most cogent publications in
the field of simulator sickness and related areas.

e. To offer suggested readings for the further study of
simulator sickness and related issues.

f. To introduce opportunities for new research
initiatives.

g. To contribute to the understanding and prevention of
simulator sickness.

PROCEDURE

In order to create a simulator sickness sourcebook that
would achieve these objectives, an extensive literature search
was conducted. This search determined who had addressed the
issue, what they studied, and what has been learned. The
search unearthed studies that dealt with: a) simulator
sickness directly; b) visual/vestibular interactions and their
relevance for flying and flight simulation; c) motion sickness
symptomatology and adaptation; d) perceptual experiences as
real and apparent motion perception, parallax, focal and
ambient visual information disordered, distorted, or otherwise
perceptually transformed worlds; and f) engineering issues for
flight trainers, such as visual and inertial motion delays and
frequency responses.

For all the documents in this series, the primary source
has been the personal files of the authors. We attempted to
consult every other possible resource, including DIALOG, NTIS,
MEDLARS, and Cumulated Index Medicus. No substitute was found
for spending many hours *digging" through files, bibliographies
and reference libraries (e.g.. Naval Aerospace Medical Research
Laboratory, Pensacola, Florida; Naval Training Equipment
Center, Orlando, Florida). The assistance of key investigators
(e.g., Herschel Lelbowitz) to whom we sent preliminary copies
of the reference list (Kennedy and Miller, 1983b) is also
recognized as a very useful approach to the problem of
literature retrieval.

2
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The initial literature search resulted in a reference list
(to be published separately in fall 1985) containing
approximately 1,800 items. A first "cull" of the reference
list yielded approximately 250 titles, all of which were read
or scanned and annotated. A second cull resulted in the
selection of 31 titles for this document. The most significant
25 articles were included in their entirety. An additional
document (Kennedy, McCauley, and Miller, 1985a) cites what we
consider the 100 most helpful items ancillary to, but integral
to, an understanding of simulator sickness; it also reproduces
what we considered to be the more important pages of these
documents.

ORGANIZATION OF THIS REPORT

This report is organized into three sections plus Appendix
A. The present section serves to introduce and orient the
reader to the remaining sections. Section II deals with the
issue of motion sickness and its relationship to simulator
sickness. The most important part of this report is contained
within Section III. In that section the studies of simuketor
sickness are reviewed. As we conducted the literature 4eview
and reviewed the modest state of our knowledge in this area we
surfaced and refined hypotheses for research. These
suggestions, in the form of research initiatives, have been
offered to stimulate further discussion in the scientific
community. Section III also introduces Appendix A, which
contains reproductions of articles dealing with simulator
sickness -- including reports of simulator sickness outcomes,
provocative experiments, messages, dispatches, and other
documentation of the aftereffects.

DOCUMENTS IN THIS SERIES

It is intended that six documents will appear in this
series, all under the general title, "Simulator Sickness:
Reaction to a Transformed Perceptual World." The prospective
subtitles are:

I. Scope of the Problem (Frank, Kennedy, Kellogg and
McCauley, 1983). This NTEC Technical Note was originally a
paper presented at the Annual Symposium of Aviation Psychology,
Ohio State University, 24 April 1983.

II. Sourcebook and Suggested Readings (this document)

III. Workbook on Related Topics (Kennedy, McCauley. and
Miller, 1984b, in preparation).

Here, subjects related to motion sickness will be
discussed. This document will be separated into five sections,
each of which, in turn, will be divided into article
reproductions (or excerpts) and a list of suggested readings
for that category. The sections and their contents may be
briefly described as: Motion Sickness, Visual/Vestibular

3
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Interaction, Motion Perception, Adaptation/Habituation,
Simulators and Simulation Engineering.

IV. A Content-Oriented Reference List (Kennedy, McCauley,
and Miller, 1985a, in preparation). This will cover simulator
sickness and related subjects.

V. An Integrated Review of Simulator Sickness (Kennedy,
Frank, McCauley, and Berbaum, 1985c, in preparation).

This will include what is known of previous incidences. It
will encompass the topics of simulator aftereffects and
simulator maladaptation. This document will review, interpret,
evaluate, and summarize existing simulator sickness research,
developments, and literatu-re. It will provide a connection
between related areas of research and it will advance new
theory and propose new research relevant to the origins and
prevention of simulator sickness.

VI. Preliminary Site Surveys (Kennedy, Frank, and
McCauley, 1984).

WHO MAY BENEFIT FROM THESE DOCUMENTS

These series of documents and others forthcoming in this
series on simulator sickness are intended to be used as
workbooks by technologists who desire to gain a rapid education
in the area of simulator sickness and related issues. The
technologist may use these documents for individual study or as
accompaniments to training sessions concerning flight simulator
technology. Lists of suggested readings should should satisfy
furtheL informational needs, whether for historical background
or general reference.

4
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SECTION II

PROBLEM DEFINITION

MOTION SICKNESS--A DEFINITION

Motion sickness is a general term for a constellation of
symptoms and signs, generally adverse, due to exposure to
abrupt, periodic or unnatural accelerations, One must have
organs of equilibrium for the malady to develop. Overt
manifestations (signs) are- pallor, sweating, salivation, and
vomiting (Reason and Brand, 1975). Drowsiness, dizziness, and
nausea are the chief symptoms. Less frequently reported, but
often present, are postural changes, sometimes referred to as
"leans," "staggers," or "sea legs." Other signs (viz. Money,
1970) include changes in cardiovascular, respiratory,
gastrointestinal, biochemical, and temperature regulation
functions. Other symptoms include gen,_ral discomfort, apathy,
dejection, headache, stnmach awareness, disorientation, lack of
appetite, desire for fresh air, weakness, fatigue, confusion,
and occasionally, incapacitation. The consequences for human
performance and operational efficiency are decreased
spontaneity, carelessness, and incoordination, particularly in
manual control. Table I lists the different categories of
symptoms (Kennedy, Dutton, Ricard, and Frank, 1984).

Motion sickness is theoretically preventable, but
prevention is not always practical. Once symptoms become
severe, treatment other than time may be impossible for
subsistence. Experimental evidence for the findings which are
reported above appears in Alexander, Cotzin, Hill, Ricciuti,
and Wendt (1945a, b, c; 1955a); Alexander, Cotzin, Klee, and
Wendt (1947)): Brand, Colquhoun, Gould, and Perry (1967);
Clark and Graybiel (1961); and Graybiel. Kennedy, Knoblock,
Guedry. Mertz, McCleod, Colehour, Miller. and Fregly (1965).

Many types of motion produce motion sickness. Generally,
acceleration of the environment is required, but there is
strong evidence that visual motion alone is sufficient (Reason
and Brand, 1975). The effects usually are limited to the
period of exposure, but post-adaptation phenomena occur (Fregly
and Kennedy, 1965; Witkin, 1949).

Ataxia induced by vestibular stimulation is known to occur
but is not often reported. F1or example, it occurs following
exposure to centrifuge and ships at sea (viz. Fregly, 1974).
Data are available whereby comparisons can be made between
ataxia performances due to blood alcohol levels and simulator
exposure (Fregly, 1974). Because both postural equilibrium and
manual control are closed-loop control systems under voluntary

5
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TABLE 1. MODIFIED DIAGNOSTIC CATEGORIZATION
TIME SHEET

PATHOGNOMIC SYMPTOM

Vomit

MAJOR SYMPTOMS

SIncreased salivation moderate and severe
Nausea " " "
Sweating severe
Pallor
Retch
Drowsiness

MINOR SYMPTOMS

Increased salivation slight
Nausea
Pallor moderate and slight
Sweating
Drowsiness "

MENTAL SYMPTOMS ("minor" and "other" symptoms)

Difficulty concentrating (minor symptom)
Confusion (minor symptom)
Fullness of head (other symptom)
Depression (other head)
Apathy (other symptom)

VISUAL SYMPTOMS ("minor" and "other symptoms)

Difficlilty focusing (minor symptom)
Visual flashbacks (minor symptom)
Blurred vision (other zymptoms)

SEye strain (other symptom)

"OT2IER" SYMPTOMS

Character facies
tInoreased yawning
Stomach awareness
Anorxia
Burping
BM desire
Headache
Dizziness
Aerophagia
Vertigo
General fatigue
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control in the cerebral cortex, and involuatary (motor) control
in the cerebellum, it would not be unreasonable to hypothesiZe
that if posture is disrupted by exposure to a simulator, so too
will human manual control (e.g., steering a car).

The other chief simulator sickness symptom of relevance to
the Navy is the soporific drowsiness often reported with
vestibular sickness. Reports from squadrons -- particularly in
Air Combat Maneuvering (ACM) -- are that even brief exposures
(e.g., less than one hour in the simulator) result in long-term
fatigue effects.

Woodward and Nelson (1976) have described the types of
performance impairment associated with lack of sleep and,
therefore, by inference, drowsiness. These include a slower
reaction time, short-term memory decrement, impairment in
reasoning and complex decision maki*ng, errors of omission, and
lapses of attention. Sleep loss has been shown to have a
deleterious effect on vestibular processes. Dowd (1974)
reported increased vestibular sensitivity, decreased recovery
rate, and abnormal vestibular habituation to be associated with
sleep deprivation. He warned of the implications of sleep loss
for increasing the hazards of flying due to degraded vestibular
function. It is possibli that the drowsiness that often
accompanies vestibular s '.ki-;ss may have similar effects on
human performance.

SIMULATOR SICKNESS

Motion sickness has been found in nearly all transportation
modes -- on land, sea, and air. Although sickness is not new
in simulation, the report and investigation of this phenomenon
has lagged behind other modes. The history of simulator
sickness, per se, is sparse. Those studies available in the
published literature include Miller and Goodson (1960); Reason
and Diaz (1971); Barrett and Thornton (1968); Puig (1971);
Ryan, Scott, and Browning (1978); Casali and Wierwille (1980);
Kellogg, Castore, and Coward (1980); and McGuinness, Bouwman,
and Forbes (1981). Additional information is available in the
form of official correspondence within the Navy and Air Force,
between flight surgeons, systems commands, training personnel,
arn training equipment centers. This information supports the
findings reported in the open literature on altered or
rearranged perceptions. We feel that simulator sickness is a
subclass of these phenomena.

A theoretical model and historical bibliography has been
prepared coucerning visual distortion (Kennedy, 1970) and the
general argument was advanced that adaptation to altered
perceptions (visual/vestibular, spatio/temporal) is similar to
an explanatory model of &-otion sickness (Reason and Brand,
1975).

7
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Figure 1 is a schematic depiction of the relationship among
simulator sickness and other classes of subject matter. We
feel that the largest category is perception. Another
category, which overlaps with perception but is not exactly
homologous, is motion sic.kness. Simulator aftereffects exist
within both worlds but are not perfectly encompassed by
either. Motion sickness indeed has some perceptual components
and some which are largely physiologic. The world of
perception can be used to understand, somewhat, problems of
motion sickness. Moreover, while simulator sickness exists
within both worlds, it is possible that some aspects of
simulator aftereffects are outside of both the motion sickness
and the perceptual worlds (some geometric illusions not
necessarily involving motion may be good examples). Because so
much of what we view as simulator sickness has a perceptual
component, the following have been given heavier emphasis in
this text than motioa sicknass, per se: visual information
processing, vestibular information processing, central nervous
system integration of those visual and vestibular inputs and
interactions, and the adaptation and habituation thereto.
Thus, we have used these categories reported above to decompose
simulator sickness into more manageable units.

EVIDENCE OF SIMULATOR SICKNESS. Studies by Havron and 3utler
(1957), and Miller and Goodson (1958, 1960) were the first
published reports of simulator sickness. They found a
substantial incidence of symptoms among users of the Navy's
2FH2 helicopter simulator. (Instructor pilots were found to be
more susceptible than students.)

In recent years, there has been increasing reference to the
problem of simulator sickness, although the extent of the
problem is still not clearly defined.

An investigation of simulator sickness in the Navy's 2E6
Air Combat Maneuvering Simulator (ACMS) found that 27% of the
aircrewb using the ACMS reported varying degrees of symptoms.
The more experienced aircrews (over 1500 flight hours) had a
higher incidence of symptoms than less experienced flight crews
(McGuinness, Bouwman, and Forbes, 1981).

One of the first attempts to document the problem in the
Air Force was reported recently by Kellogg, Castore, and Coward
(1900 and in press). They surveyed 48 pilots using the Air
Force Simulator for Air-to-Air Combat (SAAC) and found that a
majority (88%) had experienced some symptoms of simulator
sickness (primarily nausea) during SAAC training.

Representatives of NAUTRAEQUTPCEN and NAVBIODi'NLAB have
documented cases of simulator sickness in the Navy's P-3C
Operational Flight Trainer (2F87-OFT), particularly at the
flight engineer's position (Crosby and Kennedy, 1982). This
work was stimulated, in part, by earlier reports of

8
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(~PERCEPTUAL ADAPTATION

Figw. 1 Schemiatic rapsuiitatioe ot the relatimr.hip amnwig
Ptcmeptual Adqptation (sentory rwrangoemnt), M~otlou
Sickness and Simulator Sickness.
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symptomatology in the 2F87 by several instructor pilots (Ryan,
Scott, and Browning, 1978).

In a study of flight simulator motion sickness conducted
for the Canadian Department of National Defence, Money (1980)
reported that nearly half of the pilots using the Aurora
Simulator experienced sickness ranging from slight discomfort
to mild nausea. He provided a summary of the current
theoretical bases for motion sickness (sensory conflict
theory), and described how aircraft maneuvers performed in a
simulator may generate conflict between the visual and
vestibular senses.

IMPLICATIONS OF SIMULATOR SICKNESS. For the Navy, and for the
Naval Training Equipment Center, the possible negative
implications of simulator sickness can be grouped into three
broad categories.

Compromised Training. First, symptomatology may interfere with
and retard learning in the simulator through distraction.
Secondly, since humans are flexible, trainees may adapt to
unpleasant perceptual experiences. If new learned processes
are not similar to responses required in flight then the new
responses could lead to negative transfer to in-flight
conditions. We believe this is a most critical problem because
of its safety of flight implications.

Decreased Simulator Use. Because of the unpleasant
side-effects, simulators may not be used or persons may lack
confidence in the training they receive in such simulators.

Simulator Aftereffects. Simulator exposure may result in
aftereffects or post-effects. These are not unlike the
post-effects of other motion devices, but their relevance to
safety (e.g., egress down a ladder, or driving home) is not
)nown.

EVIDENCE OF NEGATIVE IMPLICATIONS. The consequences and
Iractical significance of varying degrees of simulator sickness
have been alluded to in the past. Crosby and Kennedy (1982) in
a Navy study of the 2F87-OFT stated:

"The cause(s) of these symptoms should be eliminated
for the following reasons. The flight engineers are at
risk when walking on the ladders at the exit of the
simulator following training because of extreme
unsteadiness induced by the simulator. The students become
reluctant to take more training after this experience.
Additionally, the symptoms of simulator sickness reduce the
effectiveness of the flight engineers and hence jeopardize
the flight crew in real flights that follow the training on
the same day. Training is probably less effective because
the flight engineers attend to their malaise rather uhan to

10
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the flight being simulated. Scheduling problems due to illness
result in lost crew time on the simulator following aborts."

The postural disequilibrium which sometimes results from
exposure to this environment should be studied further. The
purpose of the above study was to use equilibrium as a
sensitive probe for effects. It is not known whether the
postural disturbances observed are symptomatic of more general
incoordination (e.g., fine or gross motor control), nor is it
known whether certain conditions might amplify the effects
(e.g., sleep loss, alcohol, impoverished sensory conditions).
Other questions include: What is the time required for return
to baseline levels? Do all moving environments produce like
changes? Are individual differences large? Should particular
activities be avoided? I

In the Navy's 2E6 Simulator, similar problems of simulator
sickness were reported by McGuinness et al. (1981). Dizziness
was the most frequent symptom, followed by vertigo,
disorientation, "leans," and nausea. The incidence of
symptomatology was greater in pilots than in radar Intercept
officers (RIOs). The authors suggested that one reason for the
reduced levels of simulator sickness found in the 2E6, relative
to the Air Force SAAC, may have been the less intensive
schedule of simulator time.

Exposure duration and frequency appear to be potentially
important variables, as has been found in other environments
that produce motion sickness (McCauley and Kennedy, 1976;
McCauley, Royal, Wylie, O'Hanlon, and Mackie, 1976).

Perceptual aftereffects also have potential consequences of
disorientation and degraded motor control. Some F-4 pilots,
after training in the SAAC at Luke AFB, have reported
sensations of climbing and turning while watching TV, or
experiencing an 180-degree inversion of the visual field while
lying down (Kellogg, Castore, and Coward, 1980). These authors
cogently suggested that "users of such (wide field of view)
simulators should be aware that some adjustment may be required
by pilots when stepping back into the real world from the
computer-generated world."

13.
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SECTION III

SIMULATOR SICKNESS REVIEW AND SUGGESTIONS FOR RESEARCH

BACKGROUND

Humans, along with other species, adapt biologically to
ecological changes; otherwise, they do not survive.
Ordinarily, adaptation involves long-term evolutionary
modifications of structurer and function. However, less
permanent modifications occur which capitalize on the human
central nervous system's plasticity. These short-term changes
may be considered under the general rubric of adaptation to the
environment; but persons who study learning, habituation,
acclimatization, adjustment, compensation, satiation, and other
time-course events may be involved in examining similar
processes. These short-term changes make simulator sickness an
important problem for the Navy.

It is axiomatic that motion is the basis for motion
sickness and the constellation of symptoms which occur under
some force environments illustrates that this is an ecological
change to which humans have not yet adapted. Whether
individual differences in resistance may reflect differential
levels of development in this regard is speculative and will be
discussed later. The fact that the moving systems are usually
conceived and developed by humans (viz. ships, aircraft, and
space stations), rather than evolving through the course of
natural events, is probably not a logically meaningful
distinction for this argument. Admittedly, though, man-made
systems have introduced new force environments more rapidly
than would be the case for most ecological changes.

It is our view that motion sickness is an ordinary
consequence of exposure to certain moving environments. The
incidence, time course, symptom mix, etc., follow certain
rules, some of which are known. Frequently, if the stimulus
parameters of the force environment are sufficiently specified,
our technology can predict whether and how greatly sickness
will occur (McC.4uley and Kennedy, 1976). It follows that, to
the extent that the real system produces motion sickness, a
simulator which replicates the real environment is liable to
induce tbh same responses.

Hoie •t, when a simulator produces effects which are
dissimi*ar (and indeed worse) than those which ordinarily occur
(example, in the aircraft), then the adequacy of the simulator
must be challenged. Thus, we propose that the term "simulator
sickness" be reserved for those cirumstances where the sickness

12
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occurs only (or to a far greater extent) in the simulator. In
other cases, the terms car, air, camel, sea or motion sickness
should continue to be employed. It is with this philosophical
perspective that we have studied the research literature on
simulator sickness. It will only be through an adequate
understanding of how simulator sickness compares with more
"ordinary" varieties of motion sickness that remedies will be
forthcoming.

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO SIMULATOR SICKNESS

KEY FINDINGS FROM THE RESEARCH LITERATURE. A large literature
is available on altered and transformed perceptions.
Occasionally in these studies, discomfort similar to the
symptoms of motion sicknes's has been reported. Although the
findings have not been clearly connected with simulator
sickness, we believe much is to be learned from the study of
this literature. For example, in addition to the spectacles
and prism work, binoculars (Sternberg and Banks, 1970), striped
drums (Crampton and Young, 1953), rods/frames and tilted rooms
(Witkin, 1949), and other devices have been employed. In
addition to central nervous system plasticity issues, in all of
these studies a theme recurs; not all persons respond the same.
Individual differences in adaptation constitute a potent
variable, whether due to an acquired perceptual style or an
endowed nervous system predisposition. The practical
consequence of this factor is that, while individually tailored
simulator presentations are not feasible at this time,
individual regimens of exposures to simulators form a probable
approach in order to minimize the problem of simulator sickness.

Most reports of simulator sickness suggest that there is
only temporary discomfort resulting from the simulator, if any
occurs at all, and that such discomfort is a small price to pay
for the kind of training provided. Moreover, even when there
are problems initially, they appear to subside with continued
exposure to the simulator. It should be mentioned, however,
that if this adaptation occurs it implies that changes have
occurred in the central nervous system. If these changes do
not coincide with activities which are appropriate for control
of the aircraft, then safety of flight is compromised.

Several reports have shown that the stimulus for emesis can
summate, so that with radiation (Cordts, 1982) and the flu (de
Wit, 1957), thresholds for emesis are lowered under the
combined stress. It would seem likely that hangover, allergic
reactions, colds, flu shots, or other maladies might have a
similar effect on simulator sickness. Thus, stimulus
conditions which might be otherwise mildly distressing would
provoke more severe symptoms if trainees (students, pilots)
were not in their usual state of fitness. Attention to this
factor with appropriate warnings of possible limited simulator
usage for persons so afflicted may contribute towards lowering
the simulator sickness problem and its incidence.

13
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Simulator sickness resembles motion sickness in that the
signs and symptoms are very similar. Most of the distress and
upset present in true motion sickness are also present in
simulator sickness. Occasionally, the reports which occur in
connection with simulators, which may not involve nausea and
vomiting, include headache, visual streaming, and other more
migraine-like symptoms. However, careful perusal of the motion
sickness literature will reveal that these symptoms are also
present occasionally in motion sickness experiences. It should
be possible to alert individuals to symptoms and enable them to
diagnose their illness prior to it becoming debilitating.
Treatment should include termination of the training session.
Proper early diagnosis can mitigate the severity of the
symptoms.

The best theory of motion sickness resembles the template
matching model of Reason (1978), Oman (1980), and others who
posit a cue conflict type of notion. In this theory,
perceptions ordinarily are ordered and are generally in accord.
When perceptions are not in accord, the central nervous system
interprets the problem as one which requires "trouble-
shooting." If the vestibular system is one of the sensory
domains involved in the conflict, and if the stimuli are in the
appropriate bandwidth for it to be involved, then the central
nervous system interprets these events as though it has been
poisoned and sets in motion the requirement to regurgitate the
stomach contents to expel the poison (Treismann, 1977).

When cue conflict occurs, adaptation to distortion occurs
following certain rules. In general, the organism samples over
time, or past history (neural store), in order to determine
whether these things which are not in accord are at least
orderly, coherent, and systematic. To the extent that they
are, adaptation occurs in the form of new connections. These
new connections occur at some cost -- some penalty. In order
to write new programs, one has to pay for the software. This
may help to explain why people get drowsy in connection with
motion sickness; indeed, why they are drowsy following
long-term car rides or train trips. Included in this model is
an explanatory corollary for why performance is degraded during
motion sickness. Specifically, if the body undergoes extreme
duress, and has gone into the "I am poisoned" mode, it taps
available resources. Several theorists have suggested
analogous ideas; the "functional reserve" of Graybiel (1969),
the "distraction principle" of Teichner (1958), or the
"competition for the final common path" of Sherrington (1906).

In the early reports of simulator sickness, for example, in
the 2FH2 helicopter simulator, there were limitations in system
fidelity. Thece included vibration of the visual displays,
other distortions of the visual, and foggy, blurred, and
generally out-of-focus presentations.

14
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Later simulators, for example SAAC, also have produced
simulator sickness and the sickness which occurs in the latter
is probably not due to spatial distortion. In the 2FH2,
reported airsickness appeared to have the most pronounced
effect on hovering performance and students frequently lost
control of the helicopter and wound up in extreme
oscillations. A case in point is the Miller and Goodson (1958)
report where sickness prompted engineers to reevaluate the
simulation. The sickness present was far greater than was to
be expected in a similar exposure in flight. In their analysis
(pages 12-15), "...lags... two to three times normal."
"Transparency begins to shudder..." "Horizon rises to a peak
corresponding to a corner of the plate." "...too complex..."
"Three dimensional objects.. .appear tremendously distorted."
"Picture is dim and blurred" and "blur gives impression of
motion" and may lead to "poor performance by a student
... [because]...during hovering maneuvers, one must respond to
the slightest impression of movement." "Usual cues for retinal
"disparity and ocular convergence are lacking." "From the
cockpit, the furthest point upon which a pilot is called to
focus is about 12 feet. The closest point on the screen is
about 6 feet from his eyes. This difference of about 6 feet
represents, in the scene, a distance of a matter of miles." On
page 18 they state:

Obviously, the represented distance to an object in
the scene is some exponential function of the actual
distance to that given point on the screen. Therefore, any
movement of the head will increase or decrease the
represented distance to an object in an exponential manner,
and any correction effected by increasing the radius of the
screen would alleviate this problem in the same manner.

Because neither of the seats is located at the focal
point of the screen, a parallax is perceived by an observer
from either seat.... If this distortion were constant, the
observer would likely be able to adapt. Unfortunately,
however, the degree of the distortion is changing
continually with movements of either the scenery or the
observer's head. Since these distortions are due to the
offset position of the seats, the only area free of
parallax is that area on the screen which is aligned with
the observer's eyes and a vertical line from the light
source. The greater the distance from this area to a point
being attended, the greater the distortion will be. Thus,
a pilot performing a turn on a spot to the left may observe
that a fence post or telephone pole which slants about
fifteen degrees to the left, gradually approaches th^
vertical as it approaches this area of the screen, and then
begins to slant to the right. If this parallax contributes
to the cause of 'motion sickness,' one may readily account
for the fact that a greater percentage of instructors get
sick than do students; the instructors have learned to scan
the visible area constantly, whereas the students tend
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to fixate on a particular area of the screen and simply to
attend to that portion of the scene which comes into this
area.

A number of individuals have commented independently
that the apparent movement of the scenery in the 2FH2 is
considerably more rapid than the corresponding movement
observed from a helicopter. The cause of this effect is
not clear. It may be, however, the end result produced by
certain factors discussed previously such as blurring,
distorted size perspective, distorted movtment parallax,
etc.

Women exhibit larger fields of view than men from the
standpoint of the functioral peripheral fields (Burg, 1968,
cited in Leibowitz, 1973, Figure 1, p. 65). Sickness is more
prevalent in simulators with wide fields of view (Frank et al.
1983). Perhaps this mechanism partly explains the greater
incidence of motion sickness in females. One might look to
find greater incidence of simulator sickness in females also.

A subtle distinction runs through the documents supporting
design criteria for simulators. The philosophy of fidelity is
different depending on whether visual or inertial inputs are
being discussed. The attempt is often made to depict reality
as faithfully as possible for the visual image and, therefore,
to inform the eye. However, we set about to fool the
vestibular system through washout and other cues. It is
proposed that a self-conscious appreciation for these
differences in design philosophy may be helpful in
understanding why simulator sickness may occur. For example,
not only must the visual system and the vestibular system be
informed, but they must also be informed within the dynamic
range over which they both operate. Moreover, in those ranges
where the two operate together, care must be taken that the
peak sensitivities of each are informed both spatially and
temporally, simultaneously, in terms of the perceptual
simultaneity. Furthermore, it should be recognized that,
generally, visual information is more available to
consciousness than vestibular. Visual information (e.g.,
ambient) that is less conscious is also more likely to be
implicated in motion and simulator sickness since it is also
more likely to be in conflict with the vestibular information
in these environments.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

From the literature review, we have listed according to our
estimate of importance the following predisposing or
contributing factors to the incidence of simulator sickness:
a) motion base frequency effects (real motion and
visual/spatial); b) input/output lags in the simulator, both
visual and inertial; c) visual/vestibular mismatch; d)
individual differences; e) frequency of exposure; f) field of
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view; g) off-axis, poor resolution, flicker, and other
distortions in viewing; h) subject's physical state (flu,
fatigue, or anxiety); i) incidental head movement; j) task or
intensity of dynamic environment; i.e., landings versus
air-to-air combat [Effect = frequency X intensity X time X
individual susceptibility-adaptation]; k) use (i.e., freeze
while upside down); 1) adaptation; m) scene content (e.g., too
much detail); n) duration of exposure; o) model board vs
computer-generated imagery; p) high frequency vibration (> 3
Hz) which disrupts visual accommodation; and q) dark focus
interacting with display viewing distance.

The chief outcomes of simulator distress and sickness are
in the form of: 1) adverse training -- due to the plasticity
of the human nervous system; b) creature comforts and
motivational features -- which will surface in the form of
mistrust in the simulator's capabilities; and c) safety and
health -- where some of the aftereffects may produce problems.

RESEARCH INITIATIVES

RATIONALE. Through reading the studies in Appendix A, other
materials on simulator sickness, and the items collected and
cited in the Workbook (Kennedy, McCauley, and Miller, 1985b),
and through the context provided by the 1500 or so references
which will appear in the Reference List (Kennedy, McCauley, and
Miller, 1985a), we began to recognize the need for more
research in this area. A series of discussions among us led to
the identification of problems and unresolved issues. To
provide a structure for communicating these issues, we decided
upon a matrix where content areas versus lead time for solution
were compared. Thus, on the one hand, we pointed out wbere our
technological information may provide present-day answers
(e.g., conduct a spectral analysis of moving-base simulators to
determine whether the distribution of energy is in the same
region found conducive to sea sickness); and where there appear
to be opportunities for longer term research initiatives,
either in the form of experiments for specific problems (e.g.,
lags, off-axis viewing), or among more general themes (e.g.,
the time course of adaptation and post-adaptation following
different schedules of exposure). We have also included more
programmatic efforts (the relevance of focal versus ambient
visual information processing for minimizing conflict between
and within sensory systems in ground-based flight simulators).
We have listed first those cases for which we believe there is
sufficient ex information to suggest solutions ("Near Term").
Next, we have cited items where it is likely that it will be
possible to develop an answer, although engineering analyses
may need to be performed ("Midterm"). Lastly, there are forms
of solution which may only become available when research
programs are put in place to systematically study the problem
(*Long Term").
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TABLE 2A. FLIGHT SIMULATOR CHARACTERISTICS

Designation 2FH2 2E6 SAAC 2F87
Alternate Desig. 2F112
Aircraft Bell HTL F4/FI4 F4 P3-C
Type Helo Fixed Fixed Fixed

Wing Wing Wing
Mission Hover AirComb Air/Air Flight

Train Maneuv Combat Train
When Introduced 1956 1979

Base
Type Fix Fix Motion Motion
Deg. Freedom 6 6
Max g = .2 g
Enhanced* Yes Yes
.2 -. 4Hz
Component Yes Maybe

Noise Simulated Yes Yes Yes Yes
Vibration Simulated Yes

Cockpit
Type Open Encl Encl Encl
No. Crew Stns 2 2 1 3
No. Cockpits 1 2 2 1

Display
Type Project Project CIG CIG
Medium Screen Dome 8 CRTs CRT@
Source Point Pt.Source & CIG & CIG

Source TGT Proj Model Model
Content Sky/Earth Sky/Earth Sky/Earth Sky/Earth

Targets Targets
Luminance "Dim" Mesopic Mesopic Mesopic
Resolution "Blurred" Soft Good High
Motion Range 6DOF 6DOF 6DOF 6DOF
View Distance 6-12' 8-10' 2-3' 2-3'?
FOV Horizon

(deg) 260 360 296 >2C?
Vertical 75 270 142 >20?
Lag Visual 2-3xNorm >.20" >.20" >.15"?

Inertial ? Yes?
Typical Miss. Length 30-45' 30-454 4 Hrs.

Role: Cont/Pass Both Both C Both

Source: Miller & IcGuin- Hartman Various
Goodson ness & Hatsell
et al. et al.
(1958. (1981) (1976)
1960)

use of g-suit, g-seat, dim lights, etc.
* pilot a 2; copilot - 1; flight engineer - 0.
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TABLE 2B. FLIGHT SIMULATOR STUDIES

AUTHORS Hartman Kellogg McGuinness
& Hatsell et al. et al.
(1976) (1980) (1981)

Report Name SAACa SAACb 2E6
Type Study Survey Survey Survey
Focus of Study Incidence Incidence Incidence

Sim Sick Sim Sick Sim Sick
Simulator Type a/c a/c a/c
Simulator Desig. SAAC SAAC 2E6
Trial Duration 2.5 hrs 1 hr
No. Trials 4 1

Subjects Who IPs Pilot Pilot
No. 114 48 66

Role Cont/Pass C C C

Performance Deficit Symptoms

How Obtained Quest/Int Interview Quest
Onset During Dur/Post Dur/Post
Max Duration All Week 6 hrs
Max % w. Symptoms 52% 88% 27%
Max % Quitting +

% Reporting

Vomiting 2%
Nausea 14% 79% 9%
Dizziness 7% 17%
Ataxia/Kinesthetic 60% 10%
Sweat 54%
Pallor
Visual 50% 71% 8%
Headache 32% 6%
Drowsiness/Fatigue 32%
Disorientation S2% 11%
Attentional 35%

Habituation/Adaptation Some
Experience Effects No +
Instr/Stud Effects* No
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TABLE 2B. FLIGHT SIMULA.TOR STUDIES (cont'd)

AUTHORS Havron & Millr. & Ryan, Crosby &
Butler Goodson Scott & Kennedy
(1957) (1958; Browning (1982)

1960) (1978)

Report Name 2FHa 2FHb P-3a P-3b
Type Study Eval Field Exp Field Exp Field Exp
Focus of Study Train Etiology Motion Off-Axis

Effect Mot.Sick Effects Viewing
Simulator Type Helo Helo a/c a/c
Simulator Desig. 2FH2 2HF2 2F87 2F87
Trial Duration 30' "Hcp" 4 hrs 4 hrs
No. Trials 12 4 1 1

Subjects Who Inst/Stud Inst/Stud Inst/Stud Flight Eng
No. 36 10+ 47 20+

Role Cont/Pass Both C C P

Performance Deticit Symptal.

How Obtained ( 'est Q/Int@ Quest Quest/Int@
Onset i;ur/Post Dun/Post Dur/Post
'fax Duration 24 hrs
Max w. Symp 78% 60% Inst 11% 50

15% Stud
Max Quitting

% Reporting
Vomiting
Naursea +
Dizziness +
Ataxia/Kinesthctic + 11% 50%
Sweat.
Pallor
Visual +
Headache + 6%
Drowsiness/Fatigue +
Disorientation
Attentlonal +

Habituation/
Adaptatioii Some No

Experience Effectst No
Instr/Stud Effects* + + No

@ Symptoaatology either not evaluated or not evaluated in detail
* + = Instructor or experienced person with greater effects.
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TABLE 3A. DRIVING SIMULATOR CHARACTERISTICS

Designation D1 D2 D3 D4

Type Auto AuCo Auto Auto
Mission Driving Driving Driving Driving
Base

Type Fix Fix Motion Fix
Deg. Freedom 4

Max g
Enhanced*
.2-.4Hz Component Yes Maybe

Noise Simulated Yes
Vibration Simulated No
Cockpit

Type ? Encl Both Open
No. Crew Stns 1 2 1 1
No. Cockpits 1 1 1

Display
Type Project Project Project
Medium Screen Dome
Source Model Bd. Pt.Source Film

Source Tgt Proj Model. Model

Content Terrain/ Terrain/ Terrain/
Road Road Road

Luminance Mesopic Mesopic Mesopic
Resolution 500 lines 50 ft ?
Motion Range ?
View Distance ? 6' 10'
FOV Horizon (deg) 50 165

Vertical ? 130
Lag Visual .30 sec

Inertial .30 sec

Source: Barrett & Reason Casali & Benfari
Thornton & Diaz Wierwille (1964)
(1968) (1971) (1980)
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TABLE 3B. DRIVING SIMULATOR STUDIES

AUTHORS Barrett & Reason Casali & Benfari
Thornton & Diaz Wierwille (1964)
(1968) (1971) (1980)

Report Name Auto a Auto b Auto c Auto d
Type Study Lab Exper Lab Exper Lab Exper Lab Exper
Focus of Study Perc Styl Lack of Design Stimulus

& Sick Control Features Effects
Simulator Type Auto Auto Auto Auto
Simulator Desig. DI D2 D3 D4
Trial Duration - 10' 12' il'
No. Trials 14 1 1 1
Subjects Who Employee Stud/Stf Paid Misc

No. 50 31+ 64 9
Role Cont/Pass C P C P

Performance Deficit Symptoms

How Obtained Quest Q/Int@ Quest
Quest/Int@

Onset During
Max Duration
Max w. Symp ? 90%
Max Quitting 50% 22%

% Roporting

Vomiting
Nausea 42% 22%
Dizziness 71% 66%
Ataxia/Kinesthetic 33%
Sweat 29% + 66%
Pallor 29% +
Visual
Headache 45%
Drowsiness/Fatigue 3%
Disorientation
Attentional

Habituation/
Adaptation Some No

-Experience Effects* No
Instr/Stud Effectr* + + No

@ Symptomatology eltber not evaluated or not evaluated in
detail.
+* - Instructor or experienced person with greater effects.
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TABLE 4. INCIDENCE REPORTS, GUIDELINES,
INFORMATION REPORTS, SUMMARIES, ETC.

AUTHORS TYPE REPORT SIMULATOR FOCUS OF REPORT

Matheny et al. Summary Motion & Visual
(71) Illusions

Sinacori (69) Incidence V/STOL Simulation
Techniques

Frank & Crosby Incidence 2F117A Psychophysio-
(82) logical

Disturbed

USN Message (81) Guidelines 2F112 Aircrew Re-
adjustment

Casto (82) Information 2E6/ Simulator
2F112 Sickness

Money (80) Incidence & Aurora Simulator
Recommenda- CF140 Sickness
tions

Wenger (80) Incidence 2F87 Simulator
Sickness

USN Message (80) Requirements 2F87 Visual Display
Upgrade

Kennedy (81) Incidence & 2F87 Simulator
Recommenda- Sickness
tions

Kellogg, Castore Information SAAC Simulator
& Coward (1980) Sickness
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NEAR TERM

MOTION SICKNESS. Motion sickness due to vertical oscillation
has maximum symptomatology occurring at frequencies of about .2
Hz (McCauley and Kennedy, 1976; O'Hanlon and McCauley, 1974).
It would be enlightening to plot the density distributions of
various moving-base flight simulators against the acceleration
by frequency design criteria of US Military Standard 1472C
(1981). For example, the motion density distribution within
simulators may be of the wrong wave form for avoiding motion
sickness. The aircraft that these simulators are to depict
usually have a higher frequency (> 1.0 Hz) of motion
themselves, but washout and other methods employed to provide
the impression of movement in the simulator, as well as the
local adjustments sometimes performed in order to minimize
maintenance problems, may shift the frequency downward in the
simulator. Thus, even though the simulated aircraft dynamics
may not be particularly nauseogenic (probably around 1 Hz)
(Kennedy, Moroney, Bale, Gregoire, and Smith, 1972), the
simulator's resonant frequency may be in a "bad" region (e.g,
around .2 Hz).

Figure 2A presents exposure limits which are prescribed in
MILSTD 1472C (1981) for motion and vibration. These two solid
lines serve as design criteria in the test and evaluation of
moving vehicles (aircraft, ships, tanks) acquired by the
Department of Defense. The original document (MILSTD 1472C)
used: 1) the 90% protection limit from vomiting due to motion
sickness; and 2) the fatigue decreased performance efficiency
limit of the International Standards Organization for
vibration. In this figure, it may be seen that the most
disadvantageous area for very low frequencies is between 0.13
and 0.40 Hz, and for vibration, 3.0 - 8.0 Hz.

In 1975, Hartman (personal communication, 1983) recorded
the vertical motion of the Simulator for Air-to-Air Combat
(SAAC) over the course of a typical mission scenario. We have
transformed his power spectral density analysis to RMS g and
replotted the data in Figure 2B along with the MIL-STD 1472C
data of Figure 2A. Clearly, the major amount of energy is in a
frequency where seasickness predominates, but it also appears
to be below the point where 10% vomit over 8 hours.

However, if a more relaxed standard of sickness than 10%
vomiting were to be used (e.g., dizziness, nausea, drowsiness,
sweating, or pallor, etc., in half the subjects), then a
reasonable limit may be the curve drawn below the 10% vomit
curve of this figure. Moreover, if either a symptom DURING, or
an effect AFTER, in 50% of the population were to be the
criterion, then the lower curve of Figure 2C may apply. This
mapping reveals quite clearly that the predominant frequency of
the SAAC inertial systems intersects our estimated tolerance
envelopes and, therefore, could be conducive to simulator
sickness. Indeed, Hartman (1975) reported incidence rates for
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spatial disorientation, eye strain, tiredness, headache, and
nausea of 52%, 50%, 38%, 32%, and 14%, respectively. It is
readily apparent from this figure that simulator inertial
resonant frequency is of critical saliency relative to
"simulator sickness and that simulators should be designed (or
filtered) with this in mind.

In Figure 2D, the post-adaptation effects have been
extended into the vibration range; walking has been added, as
well as a schematic representation of regions where other
effects may occur. Note that we have shown the tolerance
limits for each of these envelopes shifts upwards coincident
with the spectrum for normal locomotion. This figure
uverstates what is presently available in our theory and
scientific data. However, it does not overstate what is
technologically feasible to obtain. It is proposed that more
precise measurement be undertaken in order to base these
functions on more substantive scientific evidence.

DELAYS AND LAGS. Simulators do not always do what the command
signals tell them. Evidence for such occurrences appears in a
paper by Seevers and Makinney (1979) where the Air Force
Simulator for Air-to-Air Combat (SAAC) was shown to have "a
reasonable doubt as to how well, if at all, the motion system
onset cuing scheme contributes to simulator effectiveness.
Erroneous onset cues are provided the pilot, tending to
compound further the dilemma of utility of motion systems
employed on visual system simulators;" and "A comparative
evaluation of responses of each lag disclosed discrepancies,
including excessive lag times and cross-coupling between
movements, that indicate errors exist in movement of the
platform" (Seevers and Makinney, 1979). It also has been
reported to one of the authors that a Navy helicopter simulator
has been "out of spec" with its specification for no visual lag
greater than 280 msec. We submit that these discrepancies can
contribute to the problem of simulator sickness. The standard
in question is Military Standard 1558, which governs motion
platform systems (MILSTD-1558, Six-Degree-of-Freedom Motion
System Requirements for Air Crewmember Training Simulators).

Speech and eye movement tracking exhibit distinctive
closed-loop temporal characteristics. Speech (delayed auditory
feedback) is affected most by temporal lags around .2 of a
second, and is less affected by delay values above and below
this value. Eye movement tracking may be seriously impaired by
feedback lags of 1 second or less. *The general rule is that
the more accurate and precise the motor-sensory system, the
more it is affected by small magnitudes of feedback delay"
(Smith and Sussman, 1969). In a paper by Rapin, Costa, Mandel,
and Fromowitz (1963), where key tapping was used as an
indicator of performance disruption due to auditory feedback
delays, performance disruption was proportional to the length
of delay, up to 1000 msec for tapping; but speech disruption
occurred at between 160 and 200 msec. These different time
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constants should be viewed in connection with a visual delay
time constant, which may be about 100 msec.

Most modern flight trainers employ computer image
generation (CIG) visual displays. Operating at 30 Hz would
require about 33 msec to generate an updated image, but
conventional wisdom is that phase shifts of less than 30
degrees to 45 degrees at 1 Hz (83 - 125 msec) probably will not
affect the control of a flight simulation (Ricard and Puig,
1977). Indeed, nearly all the information dealing with visual
displays in flight simulators is based on performance deficit
as a function of delay. Not taken into account is whether
certain delays are more or less conducive to simulator
sickness. It is not necessary that performance deficit and
physical discomfort follow the same functional relationship
relative to the magnitude of delay.

One of the best papers on CIG system delay is by Ricard,
Norman, and Collyer (1976). These authors suggest that adding
low pass filters to the linear depiction scheme may overcome
the limitations of lags. They also point out that there could
be negative transfer if the real system and the practicing
system do not have the same delay. This paper was prompted by
the question of pilot-induced oscillation. Simulator sickness
is not mentioned, per se, but the general content of the
article and its emphasis on temporal characteristics in
simulation leads to the simple projection of different temporal
characteristics for visual and vestibular responses in a
simulator environment.

With respect to lags, Puig (1970) pointed out that lag
time, i.e., optimal lag time, is probably not a constant but is
a function of the intensity of the stimulus.

Much of the literature of K. U. Smith reports on the
effects of lag and perceptual feedback with temporal or space
displaced vision. Howard and Templeton (1966) have seriously
questioned the results, although it is fairly well accepted
that lags and space displaced feedback impede learning and
disrupt performance. This literature should be critically
reexamined; two-dozen studies are cited in the Kennedy,
McCauley, and Miller (1985a) reference list. The work of Smith
(1963) has shown that there are difficulties when information
is visually delayed. The magnitude of the delay which degrades
motor performance may not be the same value (in msec) as the
interval which one might find most distressing. Both of these
forms of delay are present in flight simulators, but generally
only the delay which intrudes on performance is studied. The
latter is of importance for understanding simulator sickness.
In general, the motor deficit is proportional to the magnitude
of the visual delay, but delayed auditory feedback is most
disturbing at about 100 msec.
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Observed effects of feedback delays indicate that little or
no learning occurs in most response systems with feedback
delays longer than .4 seconds or, if limited learning occurs,
it is likely to be unstable. These and other findings indicate
that every motion system of the body is specialized in terms of
the temporal feedback compliances that regulate it.

ADAPTATION EFFECTS. Fineberg (1977) showed that previous
learning with visually displayed information has an effect on
subsequent perceptions of velocity. Fried (1962) has obtained
a similar outcome. The fact that motion perceptions can be
modified by previously experienced visual information suggests
that perceptions or estimates of velocity when driving an
automobile could be influenced by previous exposures in
simulators. In their study of the 2FH2 helicopter simulator,
Miller and Goodson (1960) reported that "on one occasion, an
instructor had to get out of his car on the way home and walk
around in order to regain his equilibrium" (page 208). When
persons were exposed to long periods under rotation (Fregly and
Kennedy, 1965), the post-effects were still measurable three
and four days after the exposure ceased. And in some cases
(Goodenough and Tinker, 1931), an aftereffect can be shown to
be retained as long afterwards as two years. Guedry (1965) has
shown post-adaptation effects of several weeks.

Many studies of adaptation to altered perceptual inputs
have been reported. One in particular by Taub (1973) showed
that most of the laboratory experiments performed on prisms
have used massed practice, where subjects put on the prisms and
were exposed to the experimental test. When this was done, the
magnitude of the effects were measured in the form of
post-effects. However, in Taub's study, distribution of
practice showed an extensive amount of transfer. One might
also infer, from the standpoint of simulators, that with
distributed practice -- perhaps once a day over a long period
of time -- the habits that are built up may become very strong,
so that when one does get into an aircraft, it may be more
difficult to unlearn them. These adaptation effects need not
result from active operations. Templeton, Howard, and Lowman
(1966) showed that post-adaptation effects from passive
adaptation can still be strong and this has direct relevance to
steering an automobile after simulator exposure.

Rosinski (1982) makes the important point that graphic
displays provide accurate representations of three-dimensional
space only when viewed from the geometric center of projection;
otherwise, there are distortions. He goes on to show that with
familiar display systems geometric distortions are well
tolerated and are, indeed, discounted by the perceptual system
(e.g., a windshield). If simulator distress is occasioned by
off-axis viewing and by other perceptual distortions, scene
content composed of familiar items and possibly even those with
"good form" may be less conducive to simulator distress than
those which are unfamiliar.
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HEAD MOVEMENT. Head movement may be an important issue in
simulator sickness. The relationship between simulator
sickness and head movement has not been determined. It has
been shown that head movements increase motion sickness
susceptibility in gliders, a slow rotation room and, perhaps,
in space flight. Motion sickness may be expected to decline in
flight simulators if head movements are restricted.

However, this potential efficacy may be lost because head
movement incidence may be related to the available and useful
field of view. Thus, if head movements, per se, are
restricted, field of view may also be restricted. If there are
requirements for extraction of information from other than the
central field, as in air combat maneuvering, then whether
interactions occur is an empirical question.

At least one author (Sinacori, 1969) has shown that pilot
head movements during moving--base operations are similar to
head movements found in-flight with a helicopter.
Alternatively, head movements in the simulator during
fixed-base operations were different. Conceivably, the head
movements are made in accord with the inertial inputs following
vestibular stimulation. In a fixed-base, nonvestibular
stimulation mode, these head movements may not be in accord and
may be the source of conflict in some future simulators. It is
possible that moving-base helicopter simulators may be less
conducive to simulator sickness than their fixed-base
counterparts. This conclusion is supported by the findings in
the 2FH2 Helicopter Simulator studies of Havron and Butler
(1957) and Miller and Goodson (1958, 1960).

POSTURAL EQUILIBRIUM AND ADAPTATION. Aftereffects occur
following exposure to transformed visual/proprioceptive inputs
(prisms, mirrors, moving devices). Frequently, these have been
measured using walking and standing tests of equilibrium. It
is also possible to measure a bias or an increased dispersion
by a method of past pointing, first reported by Slinger and
Horsely.(1906; see also Barany, 1906). Those authors used a
grid to measure felt position of limb in various different
meridians, both saggital and horizontal. Tests like these
should be devised for use with motion aftereffects. Changes in
felt position of the limb are directly relevant to the manual
control of vehicles following simulator exposure.

Post-adaptation effects, which have been shown in the form
of postural disequilibrium ("leans") and kinesthetic
aftereffects, might be expected to influence manual control in
the subsequent operation of aircraft, in egress from the flight
simulator, or when driving home. The oculobrachia illusion
(Lackner and Levine, 1978) can be considered analogous to the
motor output characteristics of a pilot subsequent to simulator
exposure.
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In his paper "Sensory Feedback in Human Posture Control,"
Nashner (1970) offers an engineering approach to the modeling
of control processes for remaining upright. Very likely, the
adaptation occurring in simulators is logged and registered in
the neural store as proposed by Nashner and the post-effects
represent either a bias or increased sway subsequent to those
exposures.

Obviously, changes which occur in postural equilibrium from
rotation and from alcohol do not have a common genesis from the
standpoint of the stimulus; yet, they very likely operate
through the same central nervous system pathways to the motor
system. Tracking performance has been disrupted by alcohol and
has been related to distortions and potential changes in
driving behavior (cf. Money and Myles, 1974, for interaction
between alcohol and vestibular function). Because alcohol
affects posture and tracking in a specific way that is not
unlike the way alcohol affects walking, it is not inconceivable
that simulator motion, which produces ataxia, may also produce
changes in manual control.

The "adaptation" literature and simulators may be viewed
analogously to the time when "habit patterns" were implicated
in aircraft accidents early in the study of human factors.
Compatibility and consistency have since been recommended as
design criteria for aircraft systems in order to avoid
accidents. If it can be shown that either anthropometry or
convention dictates a good and less-than-good design approach,
then it behooves designers to design controls and displays so
that they are operated in an optimal way. In addition,
whatever these design criteria turn out to be, they should be
consistently repeated throughout all systems where the same
individual is expected to operate. For example, in different
aircraft, the windshield wiper, radios, triggers, etc., should
be in the same positions. This consistency in design is
required in order to avoid inadvertent or improper usage or to
minimize accidental operations and errors. If one is to design
flight simulators with the same view in mind, and if it then
turns out that responses that are learned in simulators need to
be unlearned later in aircraft, then this constitutes negative
transfer and is to be avoided.

Information from massed long-term exposures shows that
post-effects are liable to surface, not only immediately after
the exposure is terminated but also days later. Astronauts
have reported feelings of levitations; persons who go to sea
report le mal de debarguement, or disembarkation sickness; "sea
legs" is a special case, as is the feeling of gliding one
experiences after two to four hours at a roller rink. It is
suggested that these post-effects of motor output are governed
by the same laws of learning and forgetting as other learned
activity.
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Many methods for assessing postural equilibrium are
offered. Stockwell (1981) points out that the control of
spinal-cerebellar pathways by vestibular inputs can be a
problem. Of more importance, however, "It may seem that
powerful methods of testing human postural stability are at
least several years away" (Fregly, 1974, p. 334). In an
extensive effort to develop a battery of simple clinical
balancing tests, Fregly (1974) was able to make reliable
discriminations among normal individuals and patients with
unilateral or bilateral peripheral vestibular lesions. "These
investigators assume, as Nashner did, that the body behaves as
a single linking pendulum" (p. 334). No good clinical test is
available for measuring postural stability that includes
considerations of the multiinputs/multilevel nature of human
postural control. In our opinion, the work of Fregly and his
test are the best to date.

MIDTERM

MOTION PERCEPTION. It is possible that the nauseogenic
properties of visually induced (heave) motions may be similar
to those of inertially presented stimuli. That is, for
fixed-base trainers, it is possible that .2 Hz may be
particularly distressing. The visual environment could be
characterized in the same way that the inertial environment was
in MILSTD-1472C. Possibly, the two envelopes overlap. A
spectral analysis of the visual system's response
characteristics, similar to what has been described in
MILSTD-1472C for motion sickness, should be prepared (Figure
2). Specifically, the displacement, in visual angle, and the
cycle, in terms of frequency of a visual input which serves as
a forcing function for vection, should be determined.
Insufficient research is available in this area of optokinetic
stimulation for sinusoidally presented stimuli.

The frequency response of the visual and the vestibular
systems to vertical oscillations may or may not coincide. If
they are differentially sensitive to various frequencies in the
form of gain, phase angle. etc., this difference could serve as
the measure of the magnitude of the conflict when the two are
not in accord. All cue conflict theories of motion sickness
would predict increased incidence where this occurs, but no
good measures of the magnitude of the conflicts are available.
It would be helpful if we could diagram the frequency response
of the visual system for linear oscillation for focal and
ambient stimuli.

In a paper by Brandt, Wist, and Dichgans (1975), dynamic
visual-spatial orientation was shown to rely mainly on
information from the scene periphery -- both retinally and in
depth. Moreover, vestibular information can be confused (e.g.,
the oculogyral illusion) and visual motion information can be
interpreted as either object-motion or self-motion. The
authors studied contrast density in the moving field and
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considered that when stationary and moving contrasts are
simultaneously present at different distances, self-motion
would be more affected when either the stationary or the moving
contrasts are located in the background, as opposed to the
foreground. "This hypothesis implies that dynamic spatial
orientation (in this case, self-motion perception) relies
mainly upon background information, whereas object-motion
perception depends predominantly upon foreground information.
Thus, in analogy to the finding that the retinal periphery is
dominant in determining self-motion perciption, the depth
periphery is dominant as well" (Brandt, Wist and Dichgans,
1975, 497-498). The authors conclude that background
information is of greater significance than foreground
information. Consequently, visually induced self-motion and
spatial orientation rely mainly on the information from the
scene periphery, both the retinal and the depth periphery. The
question should be raised as to whether computer image
generation provides adequate stimulation for the depth
periphery. Scene content is not infrequently a higher spatial
frequency than one is accustomed to channeling through the
peripheral visual system.

OPTICAL TRANSFORMATION. Several authors have shown the primacy
of vision over vestibular function, both from the standpoint of
resolution of conflict as well as the apparent validity of
sensory input (cf. Young, 1976). Research workers studying
transformed visual worlds (using displacing and reversing
prisms) have compared vision and proprioception. In those
studies, the primacy of vision over proprioception is
reasonably clear-cut. It would appear, from the standpoint of
the cue conflict theory, that visual disruptions are likely to
be most distressing because vestibular and proprioceptive
disruptions, if present, are liable to be brought into
correspondence by the central nervous system's plasticity. The
primacy of the visual system over these other two, from the
standpoint of perceptual rearrangement, does not imply (indeed,
may suggest otherwise) that disruption of the other two sensory
systems, particularly the vestibular system, may lead to motion
discomfort. The irony is that the other two are likely to be
weaker and vision stronger. In general, simulators are
designed philosophically to depict visual information as
veridically and faithfully as possible. The notion of an
eye-limited system is a design goal. Alternatively, the
announced approach, from the standpoint of stimulation of the
vestibular and proprioceptive systems, is to fool those systems
into thinking that they are flying. It is suggested that
consideration of simulator aftereffects (rescaling of
vestibular and proprioceptive function) may lead design
engineers to reconsider their design philosophy.

MOTION SICKNESS. Drowsiness is reported for nearly all
simulators exnibiting aftereffects. Drowsiness, of course, is
a well-known symptom of motion sickness, and the so-called
sopite syndrome ib likely to be the most debilitating problem
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of motion sickness and may be of simulator sickness also.
Ryan., Scott, and Browning (1978) report drowsiness after
simulator exposures. It is well known that the pontine
reticular formation receives some control from the vestibular
nuclei (Yules, Krebs, and Gault, 1966). Moreover, one paper
(Allen, Oswald, Lewis, and lagney, 1972) has shown the effects
of distorted visual input on sleep. Conceivably, this effect
can occur from exposure to distortion in visual inputs during
simulator exposures.

The soporific effects of motion are well known: moreover,
sleep deprivation itself has an adverse effect on the
vestibular habituation process (Dowd, 1974). Various methods
have been used to measure motion sickness symptomatology. One
which uses a seven-point scale (Wiker, Kennedy, McCauley, and
Pepper, 1979) has shown inter-rater reliabilities exceeding
.95; and it would seem that the simulator sickness
symptomatology might be scorable using diagnostic
categorization worksheets reported by Wiker et al. (1979).

The results of the Wendt studies (Alexander et al., 1945a,
b, c, 1947, 1955a, b) and the human factors research studies
(McCauley et al. 1976) on whole-body sinusoidal oscillation
show that .2 Hz is maximally conducive to motion sickness
symptcms. Both of these experiments were conducted in cabs,
where the subjects were denied visual information outside the
moving cabin. The studies performed on a swing by the Air
Force (Hemingway, 1942) show that .25 Hz is an adequate
stimulus for motion sickness induction. The differences in
those studies from the Wendt and HFR studies are: a) the swing
involved linear plus angular changes since the swing moved
along a 120-degree displacement from a 14-foot arm; and b)
vision was permitted. This has relevance for the visual
presentation in simulators. It is conceivable that .2 Hz also
may be maximally effective in producing motion sickness for a
visual stimulus only.

Biofeedback (Levy, Jones, and Carlson, 1981) is considered
by some to be a method of choice for minimizing the problems of
motion sickness in flight. Caution should be used, however, in
suggesting the use nf biofeedback, hypnosis, or other methods
for minimizing symptomatology in simulators, because it is not
known to what extent performance is degraded by the mocion or
the simulator distress; moreover, it is not knowa wherhor
biofeedback, per se, is intrusive and/or interactive with
performance -- even when it may minimize the neu:o-vegetative
symptoms occasioned by the motior stimuli.

Lowored thresholds to motion sickness have been shown with
flu (de Wit, 1957; Kellogg, Kennedy, and Graybiel, 1965) and
radiation induced emesis (Cordts, 1982). The prospective
summation of different causes of emesis suggest that other
symptomatology may occur with different simulation aspects.
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Flu shots, hangover, or anything else that may lower one's
tolerance in general may have a similar effect in simulators.

Exposure to a slow rotation room, a kind of simulator,
increased a person's tolerance to airsickness over previous
tolerance levels (Cramer, Graybiel, and Oosterveld, 1976). If
there is positive transfer from a centrifuge to an airplane,
there is evidence that modification occurs in the
visual/vestibular integrating mechanism. However, it cannot be
overemphasized that positive transfer does not imply positive
consequences.

LONG TERM

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES. "Subject-to-subject differences exist,
both in overall ability and in ability to improve performance
with the addition of motion cues .... The data of the individual
subjects permit differences among the data due to subject
differences to be allowed for" (Shirley, 1968). In other
words, there are group-specific outcomes; however, group
functions are manufactured out of individual differences. This
averaging is performed in order to obtain general functions.
It needs to be recalled, however, that even in a careful
control-theory experiment individual differences are present,
and that the stimulus properties employed in the models may,
more or less, fit an idual case. It is not suggested that all
simulators need to be individually tailored for inertial
inputs, but it needs to be understood that all averaging
techniques are compromises for some operators. Perhaps
simulator distress occurs because of a particular mismatch of
signals for an individual that may not be noticed as
conflicting by subjects with different sensory transduction
characteristics.

The overwhelming evidence for individual differences in
response to intensitive stimuli suggests that simulator visual
and inertial inputs are not phenomenally of the same intensity
across all people (Benson and Reason, 1966). The conclusion is
inescapable; much simulator sickness may be due to stimuli that
are discordant for some individuals but not for others.
Solutions to this problem include better definition of the
frequency response of visual and inertial presentator
individuals and for groups.

Individual differences in past experience are positively
correlated with increased motion sickness susceptibility in
simulators (Reason, 1968). Others have shown individual
differences in figural aftereffects (Over, 1970), apparent
motion thresholds (Henn, Cohen, and Young, 1980), simulator
sickness (Barrett and Thornton, 1970), perception of velocities
and accelerations (Puig, 1970), and exposure history as
measured by a motion sickness questionnaire (Reason and
Graybiel, 1972). We believe that study of the neuropsychologic
origins of these individual differences will be a profitable
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line of investigation, both from the standpoint of
understanding what causes simulator sickness, in order to
prevent it, and also to offer individual simulator regimens to
susceptible persons.

MOTION SICKNESS. Reason (1969) has posited that purely visual
stimulation can provoke motion sickness symptoms if the visual
angle subtended by the stimulus is sufficiently large, and the
visual stimulus is of the sort that would normally be
accompanied by vestibular stimulation. In other words,
expectancy from past experience sets up a correlation, and when
new events do not agree with expectancy, the lack of
correlation provokes sickness (shown unequivocably by Dichgans
and Brandt, 1973). It follows that more conflict may be more
provoking and the question: of how to quantify the size of the
conflict puzzles cue conflict theorists. We believe that the
magnitude of this conflict is proportional to the sensitivity
of the two channels involved at the point where they are not in
accord. If both of the sensory channels involved are within
ranges where both are sensitive, then the lack of accord will
be more disturbing than if the lack of concordance was in a
stimulus range beyond the sensitivity of one or both channels.
These points are important in terms of both the filter concept
and the channel concept (Regan and Beverly, 1982) which, in
turn, may be a useful explanatory principle for simulator
sickness. Since we claim that the magnitude of the conflict
may be proportional to the sensitivity of a particular channel,
this would imply that if one is outside the good sensitivity
region of either the vestibular or the visual system, sickness
should be reduced. For this reason, we suggest that detuning
either the visual or vestibular system will reduce the conflict
and thereby the symptoms.

MOTION PERCEPTION. Papers by Regan and Beverley (1973, 1982),
"Dealinq with Disparity Detectors in Human Depth Perception"
and "Confounding the Direction We Are Looking with the
Direction We Are Moving," suggest that perceptions in a
simulator may not be identical with perceptions in the real
world. For example, although parallax can be created in
simulators and relative motions can be produced similar to
those experienced in the real world, this only is true when the
eye is fixed relative to the cockpit. However, head movements
often occur incidental to the cockpit movement and parallax, as
one experiences in the real world, only occurs when the head is
stationary relative to the cockpit. These differences, plus
the fact that distortion increases the further the eye moves
from the design eye position, need to be examined. The
research literature on prismatic displacement (i.e., Held,
1970) may provide useful leads. Miller and Goodson (1958) make
a very similar point in discussing issues other than cue
conflict that they believed contributed to the high sickness
rates of the 2FfH2 helicopter simulator.
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In a paper by Wist, Diener, Dichgans, and Brandt (1975) it
was found that with the angular speed of the visual surround
held constant, perceived speed and rotary self-motion increased
linearly with increasing perceived distance. Subjective speed
as a function of perceived distance using computer image
generation should be studied psychophysically. Such studies
could provide important information for design criteria for
simulators.

Both Kinchla (1971) and the work of Harrington and
Harrington (1978a, b) suggest that the two kinds of motion --
absolute motion perception (seen in an otherwise homogeneous
visual field) and relative motion perception -- are used in the
real world. Simulators should be checked to determine whether
they veridically represent these motions. To the extent that
the perception of both relative and, particularly, self-motion
is more difficult in the simulator than in life, this may
contribute to simulator sickness.

FOCAL AND AMBIENT VISUAL SYSTEMS. According to Leibowitz,
Post, Brandt, and Dichgans (1982), "The peripheral visual
fields play a major role in spatial orientation. In a
simulator, the question of how much of a peripheral visual
field should be stimulated is important, both with respect to
transfer of training and economic considerations...A number of
studies suggested during psychological or physiological stress,
the functional visual fields are narrowed, but the implications
of this literature are not clear. We have suggested the
possibility that under some kinds of stress, narrowing may be
limited to focal processing while ambient functions remain
intact." These same authors have also indicated that the
ambient visual system in spatial orientation may be contrasted
with the focal visual system. The latter has a multisensory
basis of orientation, and disorientation is assumed to result
from a mismatch in comparison either with the previous
experience of the individual or of the simultaneously occurring
signal patterns. They suggest that disorientation in aircraft
under instrument flight conditions may result from the
substitution of an unnatural symbolic indicator to replace the
visual stimuli normally involved in orientation and the failure
of learned cognitive skill to compensate for mismatched
signals. Attributes of these two modes of processinig spatial
information need to be better understood.

"The complexity of the visual field was an important
deteriainer of the dominance of visual factors. In a well-
structured field, motion and flicker could be integrated;
whereas, in a field with poor differentiation, the visual world
and the visual field cannot be distinguished from one another"
(Gibson, 1950, p. 637). For example, the focal visual system
is sensitive to high spatial frequency detail, as one would
experience in a computer-generated image; the ambient visual
system to riddle and lower spatial frequency detail, to large
objects, wide fields of view, and briefly (< 70 msec) presented
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stimuli. We believe that spatial frequency, contrast, and
luminance may be useful in minimizing simulator sickness
because of their differential influence on ambient and focal
visual systems.

Disruptions of off-axis viewing are likely due to focal
problems, whereas rapidly moving wide field-of-view stimuli, as
in the Air Combat Maneuvering Simulator 2E6, may lead to
discomfort due to disruptions of ambient systems. it is not
inconceivable that there are visual/visual conflicts wherein
the focal and ambient are not in accord in the same way that
vestibular/vestibular conflicts (where the canals and the
otoliths purportedly are in conflict) have been speculated to
be a problem in space flight and in rotating centrifuges (cf.
Guedry, 1968).

In a review paper by Stenger, Zimmerlin, Thomas, and
Bronstein (1981), the authors comment that most CIG systems do
not produce a strong impression of self-motion. One wonders
whether the CIG displays have a high concentration of high
spatial frequency/high contrast imagery which forces the focal
visual system to conflict with the ambient visual system. This
conflict may be less imposing with model board displays which
may not set off so much apposition between these two visual
systems in wide FOV displays. The conflict between these two
visual systems, if it occurs, while it may not produce vomiting
and nausea, may challenge the adaptive characteristics of the
subject's nervous system and the extra energy expended in
"writing new software" may produce drowsiness. It would also
be interesting to determine whether a spectral analysis of
visual information is different for model board and CIG
displays.

The prismatic adaptation which can occur during scotopic
and photopic stimulus conditions (Graybiel and Held, 1970)
implies that the ambient visual system and the focal system can
both adapt to prismatic rearrangement. It follows that it
would be possible for the ambient and the focal systems to be
in conflict with each other. Held (1970) has pointed out that
while wearing prisms the ambient functions such as eye-head
coordination adapt readily, but distortions of perceived shape
persist. It is conceivable that motion sickness-like symptoms
in the form of neurovegetative discomfort are associated with
disruption of the ambient system; while other forms of
simulator distress (distortions of depth of field, perceived
shape) may be due to perturbations in focal system
functioning. It is attractive to hypothecate that the former
may occur with wide field-of-view systems and the latter to CIG
systems, but this notion may be too speculative for the data.

Leibowitz and Post (1982) have stated "Metamorphosia
resulting from 'buckling' of the retina produces an irregular
distortion of the retinal image which usually cannot be
compensated optically* (viz., Duke-Elder, 1966). Because the
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distortion of perceived shapes shows little adaptation, it is
very disruptive to the patient when in central vision.
"Treatment" involves blurring the distorted image (p. 349).
Under circumstances where distortion of focal inputs may be a
cause of discomfort, blurring may be a useful remedy. This
should be explored.
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Barrett, G. V., & Thornton, C. L. Relationship between
perceptual style and simulator sickness. Journal of Applied
Psychology, 1968, 52(4), 304-308.

= RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERCEPTUAL STYLE
AND SIMULATOR SICKNESS

S- GERALD V. BARRETT AXo CARL L. THORNTON-

Goodyear A crospace Coporatiox, Akron, Ohio

Simulator sickness was hypothesized to be caused by the conflict between the
visual presentation of apparent motion and the lack of any corresponding body
sensation of motion. The hypothesis was tested by correlating individual differ-
ences in scores on the Rod and Frame Test (RFT; which measures accuracy of
adjustment of a rod to true vertical under conditions of xisual-kinesthetic con-
flict) and degree of simulator sickness. The data for Series 3 of the RFT and
the indcxes of sickness were best represented by hyperbolic functions yielding
correlatinns of .40-.52. Implications for simulation technology and for a general
conflict of cue theory are discussed with emphasis on supporting evidence
from several areas of investigation.

Since World War 11, simulators have been This last hypothesis was investigated in the
developed which give the visual illusion of present study.
motion without any actual physical motion. Several other conflict situations have been
-Unfortunately, certain Ss became ill while found to produce sickness. Wood (1895) de-
operating these devices. The illness phe- scribed an amusement park device with a large
nomenon was first intensively studied by Mil- immobile swing inside a movable room. When
ler and Goodson (1953, 1960), who labeled it the room moved many individuals experienced
motion sickness because the symptoms re- considerable discomfort. Crampton and Young
sembled those experienced by some people in (1953) induced nausea in Ss seated in a fixed
moving vehicles. There was, however, no rea- chair in the center of a rotating room. Dis-
son to prematurely so label this phenomenon comfort lasted for some time after the ex-
motion sickness since motion is not involved perience, for one S up to 2 days. This wide
in fixed-base simulators. As Tyler and Bard range of sickness time (from 0 to 48 hr.) is
(1949) have pointed out, the primary cause noteworthy, since all Ss were subjected to the
of motion sickness Is probabiy motion, and same experience.
the failure to appreciate this fact can lead to While conflict between visual and body
confusion in conceptualization. In this paper cues may be the dominant cause of simulator
the term "simulator sickness," rather than sickness, other factors such as type of simu-
motion sickness, will be used to denote the lator, fidelity of simulation, S's experience,
symptoms which occur in fixed-ba.se simu- and S's Involvement are also important. Fixed.
lators incorporating a moving visual scene. base simulators may have two types of visual

A number of hyputheses have been in- displays: outside-in (0-1), such as a child's
formally advanced to explain simulator sick- remote control car, or inside-out (I-0), In
ness: distortion of vertical objects, rapid which the operator views the scene as he
change In brightness, too much detail, poor would from Inside a real vehicle. While sick-

resolution, excessive lag between simulator ness his been quite common with an I-0

controls and corresponding shift In visual dis- display, none has been reported for 0-I simu-
play, high-frequency vibrations which disrupt lators. Low Involvement resulting from being
pay, hhfqu ncy unable to put oneself psychologically into the
accommodation, distance between the visual vehicle is probably the reason that 0-I dis-
.d isplay and the observer such that accom- plays do not cause sickness. A comparison of
nmodation is different from that usually ex- 1-0 and 0-1 diplays (Matheny, Dougherty,
1,ericnced, and conflict between the apparent & Willis, 1963) revealed that performance
Snotion seen on the visual diaplay and lack of improved nith an 1-0 display (but not 0-I)
'any corresponding motion of the simulator, when motion cues were added. Since the op-
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erator "expects" motion'in an 1-O situation, Recently Barrett and Nelson (1965d, 1966b)a
"cue conflict which leads to sickness and/or evaluated an automobile simulator' which had

, decrement in performance can occur when all the aforementioned parameters: high
" such expected motion is not present. fidelity, 1-0 display, and experienced and in-"

Concerning S's experience, Miller and Good- volved Ss. They found symptoms which were
son (1958) found that 601 of the experienced quite similar to those reported in previous
helicopter pilots but only 12% of the student simulator research, including cold sweating,
pilots tested reported simulator sickness. upset stomach, vertigo, dizziness, nausea,
There was probably no cue conflict for the feeling of faintness and disorientation. About
student pilots since they had not learned the half of the Ss became too ill to continue after
particular body inputs which occur during only 5-10 min. Two Ss became so ill as to
helicopter operation. Fitts (1951) suggested regurgitate.
that visual control was important when an A research program was initiated to test
individual first learns a perceptual-motor the cue conflict and conflict sensitivity hy-
task, and proprioceptive feedback or "feel" pothesis, as measured with a Rod and Frame
becomes more important as experience in- Test (RFT) apparatus following the field-
creases. Fleishman and Rich (1963), for ex- dependence conceptualization of Witkin,
ample, using predictors of a perceptual-motor Lewis, Hertzman, Machover, Meissner, and
task, found that a visual test correlated sig- Wapner (1954). Field-independent Ss were
nificantly with the task in early but not later deemed more sensitive to body cues than field-
trials. Conversely, a kinesthetic test cor- dependent Ss. On this basis it was predicted
related on the later but not the early trials, that the field-independent Ss would experi-
This indicates that initially visual cues guide ence more discomfort in the simulated situa-

( performance, but with experience individuals tion than field-dependent Ss.
sensitive to proprioceptive cues can become
most proficient. METHOD

The importance of body cues was also Aulomobile Simulator
demonstrated by a factor analysis of 12 driv- An unprogrammed automobile simulator was the
ing tests (Herbert, 1963). One of the main basic research tool. A terrain model, an 9?:1 (HO
factors was labeled proprioception because of gauge) scale representation of several fBat roads, sup-
the high loading of a nonvisual driving task. plied the visual scene. Mounted above the terrain
Experience with the necessary proprioceptive model was a television camera with motions in dl-""e t responte to the movements of the brake, ac-feedback-, then, appears to be necessary before clerator, and steering wheel of the automobile. Thus,
cue conflict can result. S bad complete control over the part of the ter-

. Fidelity of simulation would be the degree rain model that the camera traversed.
to which the simulated conditions approach A projected Image visual display was used with
conditions of the real world. If the simulator bal of the Ss and a virtual image display with theremainder. Both visual displays gave the driver ap.
were of low fidelity no conflict or sicknes.; proximately a so' horizontal angle view of the tee-
would result since Ss cannot become involved rain model and a center resolution of approximately
In the very unrealistic task. SOO lines. There was no signifcant difference between

the displhys in the percentage who left the simulatorThe Ss will also not become involved in because of discomfort. Therefore, the two displays
the task if they have a "play set." Their be- were considered to be functionally equivalent. With
havior will not be pertinent to good driving each visual display the driver tat In the automobile
performance with, for example, an attempt to and performed the usual €ontrol movemenu as-
crash the simulated vehicle. Low involvement sociated with driving a car. A more detailed descrip.

S e. Ltion of the simulator and astsociated visual displhys
-yields no conflicing cues and therefore no 'has beer, reported by Barrett and Nelson (1965c,
i simulator sickness. This conclusion is con- lim6a).

- sistent with the finding that people do not Perceptual style was measured with a standard
" become ill in amusement park simulators even RFT (Witkin et at., 1954). The apparatus consisted

an ayof a luminou, frame (40 in. sq) pivoted at Its
though center so that it could be tilted left or ri:ht. Pivoted

Sbe present. at the same center, but moving independently of
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*" TABLE I the experimenter to move the top of the rod right-;
* " RpLATIONSIfIr BETWXE. PERCEPTUAL or left. The S's score was the number of degrees In

.SLE AN-D DISCOMFORT error In each series. In addition, an Orientation In-STYLE AN dex (01) was computed from the standard scores of Z
the three series.

Rod and frame measures
Measure bf RESULTS
discomfort

_/Ss I/St 1/St 1/01 Four measures of discomfort were corn-
Discomfort .14 .13 .40* .23 pared to RFT scores. The first measure was
Illness after .22 .31 .52" .4* S's rating of discomfort, using a 0-10 graphic
No. trials -. 22 -. 11 -. 45*" -. 25 rating scale. The scale was part of a 10-item
Stayed left -. 18 -. 14 -. 47"" -. 26 questionnaire concerning the simulator which

.S rwas administered 6 mo. after the simulator
Not-sl-S~it 1;S% Srie 2;Ss- Serits.; 01 -Oraten

= IndeLx- study. A second questionnaire measure wasS• •# < .01.
-P, <.0. S's estimate of the length of time after leaving

the simulator that the discomfort persisted-
the frame, was a luminous rod (39 in,). The S was termed "illness after." Responses to this ques-
stcted 8 ft. from the rod and frame in a chair which tion ranged from zero illness to 48 hr. Third,
could be placed in three positions: erect, tilted 28"
to the left, or tilted 28' to the right. Testing was the number of trials S was able to remain in
done in a completely darkened room and S wore the simulator was used as an index of dis-
goggles with dark lenses so that he could set only comfort. The range was from 1/4 trial to
the rod and frame., completion (14 trials). Fourth, Ss were di-
-Sujects vided into two categories: those who com-

ASrb msa e opleted all trials and those who did not. Twenty-" A random sample of S0 male Ss between the ages three Of 46 Ss were able to complete the
of 3'0 and 45 were selected from approximately 1,200
employees in an engineering division of an aerospace simulator study.
crrporation. Approximately 6 mo. after the comple- Linearity was approximated by reciprocal
tion of the simulator evaluation, 46 Ss (23 from each transformations of the perceptual style mea-ditplay) were able to be recontacted and tested with sures. Correlations are shown in Table 1
the RFT. where It can be seen that the only consistently

Procedure for Automobile Simulator significant relationships were between S& and
Jut.-cseigalion the four measures of sickness.

Each S drove three orientation trials around the Table 2 shows an apparent threshold phe-
terrain model followed by a pretrial run for a study nomena. The Ss were classified according to
of driving at requested speed, After making the an adult standardization sample for S3 (Wit-
tenth and final speed judgment, $ was exposed to an kin et al., 1954) with those who were either
emergency situation where he had to stop for a I standard deviation above or below the mean
suddenly emerging pedestrian dummy. The pro-
cedures have been detcribed In greater detail by labeled extreme field dependent or extreme
Barrett and Nelson (1965a, 1966b). During the evalu-
ation of the simulator, S was observed by the ex- TABLE 2
perimenter. If S complained of discomfort be was R tL~ rio.,isjtp airw rt L tkv ,m SIUCLroA AND
told that he was frce to kave at any tIme. PL tUL•RCoL. SrTVeX CLEAssiICATION

RFT Procedure o S ,, Sttt 3

Approximately 6 mo, after the data emergency be. Extreme Ertreme
havior study, the perceptual style of Ss was measured field Field Field field
following the standard procedure (Witkin et al., Subject indem inde. depend. depend.
1954). Series I (S1) of the RFT consisted of eight pendent pendent ent ent

-trials In which S ana the frame were tilted 28 In In , ent
the same direction; Series 2 (SO were eight trials In Left simulator 12 6 2 3
whith S and frame were tilted 28' in opposite di- (N - 23)
rections; Series 3 (Ss) consisted of eight trials with Remained in 21 2
the frame tilted 28" to the right or left while S re- simulator
mained upright. The S's task was to position the rod (V - 23)
to uhat he considered to be true vertical by asking
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field independent. All the extremely field-in- duced the illness. The finding that labyrin-
.'dependent Ss left the sim-::ator. thine-defective Ss (fewer body cues) showed .-

In order to determine i. 6ther aspects of the no signs of zero gravity sickness, while 641o -
RFT test would signific.•tly add to the re- of the normal Ss did, supports this hypothesis .'

klationship, multiple-regre_.sion equations were (Kellogg, Kennedy, & Graybiel, 1964).
calculated .using x, x2, l./x, in x-data trans- Wendt (1951) concluded that the vestibu-
formations of S1 , S1, S3, .nd 01. No measures lar apparatus per se causes motion sickness
were found to add significantly to the variance since people with no vestibular sensitivity do
accounted for by S3. not become sick. An alternate conclusion

Mention should be mat!'e of the possible rea- might be that, since labyrintliine-cue-related
son for S being the only measure which was body sensitivity is low for deaf people, it is
related to simulator discomfort. Witkin et al. less likely that they will experience any con-
(19S4) statistically an.lyzed 10 perception flict in cc-s.
subtes's and found three general groupings. It is possible that both cue conflict and
S3 was not in the same grouping of perception vestibular stimulation are important, but under
tests as were S1 and S&. indicating that the different conditions. Walsh (1962) oscillated
RFT taps at least two perceptual fact6rs and Ss in the horizontal plane. At I cps the Ss
that only one of them was related to simu- correctly felt they were traveling in a given
lator sickness. direction. When the oscillations were 1/3 cps

or slower, the sensations of moving were in
)DiscusszoN anticipation of the motion, there being a

If the conflict of cue hypothesis is correct, phase advance. Sensations of motion in one
an obvious remedy to the simulator sickness direction were frequently aroused when the.
problem is to introduce a certain degree of person was still traveling rapidly in the op-
physical motion into the simulated system. posite direction, thus conflict. It is possible
An interesting question is the degree of mo- that motion sickness may have different causes
tion required to give the necessary body cues. depending upon the rate of motion. At slow
Simple random vibration may be enough to rates the conflict of cues may apply; with
eliminate the cue conflict, a possibility having greater accelerative forces the associated
considerable practical and economic import symptoms might be due to excessive stimula-
for the simulation art, tion of the vestibu'lar mechanism.

Besides the specific cue conflict when mo- The fact that pilots and drihers rarely be-
tion is lacking, the results may have implica- come sick and passengers often do (Tyler &
tions for motion skcknoss research, in which Bard, 1949) can be explained by the conflict
case motion is present with inappropriate or of cue hypotheses. Since the driver receives
missing visual cues. This is supported by the direct feedback from the vehicular controls, It
finding that those who experience motion is understandable that he does not experience
sickness were also likely to experience sick- conflict, while the passenger has no such
ness in a conflict situation (Crampten & referent and may become Ill.
Young, 1953). It has been reported (Clark, The question remains as to why certain
1963) that some pilots become disoriented field-dependent people became ill In the simu-
while flying In extrone haziness or cloud lator situation, Other variables such as the
covering. They may be receiving adequate physical condition of Ss may have had so-le
motion cues but not the corresponding visual influence. Another explanation can be found
Inputs. In much the same manner, while flying from early perceptual style research. Witkin
under instrument conditions (again motion et al. (1954) stated that some Ss experienced
but no vision), soni pilots become dis- great difficulty in making a Judgment on the

'oriented and mistrust their instruments. Body Adjustment Test. They appeared to be
Simulation of zero gravity in aircraft pro- influenced by the visual scene but also aware

Iduced illness for SO-70% of the Ss tested by of body position. Being unable to consistently
-Loftus (1963). It is possible that cue con- utilize body position, their responses were
'8ict experienced in ths unusual situation In- quite variable. They eventually become dis-
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"toriented, with some experiencing physical dis- 12400, Contract No. PH-108-64-168, March 1966. -.
Scomfort akin to simulator sickness. The field- (b)

depeom dent. Sn wo siulctior sickne. Theis er- CAx, B. Visual space perception as influenced by
-dependent. Ss who function in this manner unusual vestibular stimulation. Human Factors,
may also experience simulator sickness. To 1963, 5, 265-274.
probe this possibility the 10 most-field-de- CxA.1sToS, G. H., & Youso, F. A. The differential
pendent Ss were compared as to variability of effect of a rotary visual field on susceptibles and

.Of the five sick Ss, tour were - nonsusceptibles to motion sickness. Journal ofresponses. Oftefv ikSfu eee- Comparative and Physiological Psychology, 1953,
tremely variable (range = 20') and four of 46, 4S1-4S3.
the five nonsick Ss were very consistent in Fi;s, P. M. Engineering psychology and equipment
their responses (range = S0). While the re- design. In S. S. Stevens (Ed.), Handbook of ex-
suits were suggestive, a large subsample would pcrimc,,tal psychology. New York: Wiley, 1951.

b rPp. 1287-1340.be required for statistical confirmation. FLsUM.AN, E. A., & Ricw, S. Role of kinesthetic
Although cue sensitivity in terms of per- and spatial-visual abilities in perceptual-motor

ceptual style appears to explain the extreme learning. Journal of Experimental Psychology,
discomfort that some people experience, Wit- 1963, 66, 6-11.

HE.hB.ErT, M. J. Analysis of a complex skill: Vchicle
kin, Dyk, Faterson, Goodenough, and Karp driving. Human Factors, 1963, 5, 363-372.
(1962) recently discussed perceptual style in KF.aocc, R. S., Kzxx.s. , R. S, & GPAvuzxL, A.
terms of being able to extract an item from Motion sickness symptomatology of labyrinthinean embedded context. The results of the study defective and normal subjects during zero gravityonldmbeddeplainedxtn Theseeterms ao. th n sty maneuvers. Aerospace Medical Reearch Labora-
could be explained in these terms also. In a tory, Tech. Documentation Rep.-64-47, June 1964.
simple laboratory study of kinesthetic sensi- Loyrus, J. P. Motion sickness in the C-131B. In J.
tivity where cues are isolated there may be P. Loftus (Ed.), Symposium on motion sickness
no differences between field-dependent and with special reference to weightlessnesw Aerospace
field-indcpen dent Ss. However, in the com- Medical Research Laboratory, Tech. Documenta-
plex simulaeto (an owe verdd- cmine the orn- tion Rep.-63-23, June 1963. Pp. 3-5.plex simulator (an embedding context) the MATIVaxY, W. G., DoucuxiRry, D. J., & Wrzas, J.
field-independent person may be more aware M. Relative motion of elements in instrument dis-
of the cues which are in conflict (i.e., can plays. Airospace Medicne, 1963, 34, 1041-1046.
disembed them), and thus he becomes ill. M.usa, J. W., & Gooosos', J. E. A note concerning

motion sickness In the 2.FH-2 hover trainer. Naval
Aviation Medical Center, Pensacola, Florida,
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PEl{RCI-I-"T1AI. VIERTIGO: A 1)1I:ENSI()NAI. SItlDY

-- )ROBERT (c. UIEN1:ARI

Sv,:s.'r).3.-Nine S, we"vr, m ill in xlrinc..nt to Juttrntii. th. vlkttt.
At rXvtiplhtri4l flicker and the dcgrfe of situicuru ,I the St muhs lf-hl]xan tht-
incidence and dCgrtv of vt'tigo. The grnul .(f S% wAVr dvtint, I ;a" 01i SuN-
.. ptice. (b) N•m.susceptible, and (c; a highly.trainv. Avitw.e gr.up. Vi.i,d
porientation t, the vitnuli wai, atcomntplid by nmcnivt tf a hcnipherali stvnv

Sad 2 .MhlgC kIns lyylt n. vS'tbl t.' .p)me wete tvklrdk'.l alkial .anal'yI..
"The groups rn.pondcd with a grt.ttc dAgftVe oI v-en ighuIns rtopa.o,. i tile ktitu!i
of petitr heril fli% kcr in a tid ,ot I,1w %rt~us.t1..

Previous rc".-rch in the area of motion sicknems has cttitered arottnd the
warch for hll, environmental and physical codtirion, that g've rim to this ti-c.
tional d.,ordter. nie of the older thcorics of motion .ick•v's or %et\rti,,*', h~lvt

( L a.ttgd ihac the causes for the symptomsn were rvl.oed to two fattors, (a)
averstihtul.tnrt)n of the nervous system and (b) the interaction of contflicting
sdtmuLhtion of different receptors in the organi.sii (Miller & cxcAsoln, 1958).
In addition t) these two theories, recently there have been explanations in terms
of perceptual activity, such as. the analysis and integratiun tf sensory inputs
ifrom the stinmlus field (Steele, 1961 ). In a number (if incidents, such as in
distorted lens experiments, obvrvations in cincrama prcseutcation and in cxperi.
stunts with rotary viual field (Cramnpton, 1955), there have been reports tf
motion sickne.- Tbe role of vision or perception. as an indep.ndrent factor in
"in|todn sickness, was corroborated.

It was the intent of the present research to: (a) dcmlonstrate that visual
stionnihli can affect the incidente of motion sickness and (b) ioi!a3t the particular
stimulus dinensions that were effective in producing the phentonwnon. In the
ptsr it has been shown that a rotating cylinder, total field flicker, amn reversal
Lens tan produce tle effect (Vogel, 1931 ). The present design attempted to
use strnmdus variables that corresponded very closely to Gibhn's concept of the
visual world (Gibson. 1950), i.e., strctured stimuli such as objccts in a real
",%enld (notion picture pesentation of a vehicle which moved in various per.
cepttil contexts). By carefully constructing anti analyting the filt sequences.
dimensions were varied so as to w.rmit systematic analysis of certain independent
variables such as flicker, figurc.grootd differentiation (contrast of the field),
and velucity.

Research using physiological menturcmtens of blhwk sugar level, respiration.
"blood presiwre. GSR. 1-EG and central retinal . after iressurle have Yielded low
Correlations with the presencu of .•ymntisn. For thti rean., intr.i-.p.tivc re.
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1pmrt, b~y S% werte ti'l d t, tile fmexturc of thc dlegrix -antd ioddc-Lnce of motion -

- ~Sickmmes-s or v*erti-.)

TVhe aippa~ratus included a 35-mm. Alhcraft Century Projcctinn Unit, fitted
with a widu-.n~ ,. m ax 165~' cinc clumc prujection screen, 2nL1 selcmrd movie
footage. T1he cine domu was an approximate heicsiphere, 22 ft. in diametcr.
It was constructeJ (if fibcrglass and plaster, with the inner or rcrlecting surface
painted white. Fig. I depicts the -shape of the cine domet and the j)~itiot) of
S during tile experiment.

7,5

*~~ i'1':'g- ý

FtG. 1. Ptumapa5'h ut cE jf m-4it Stit2m1in

The filmn ron cow,,st~ed (it 2,(,XK) ft. of 35.nirn. tmpx. &object maticr iwn~gel

humn sunc.% v'iVWLt wlw-h: (n) driven ahtmu.g a JL-nx4.--wutxk- roazd at high
noud Iow speeds. ratedl as a poorly-smituimle fit-!d with peripheral flicker-, (b)
drivecn in and mi't of traffic at dusk (abruptn stop% and turs), tatnl as a jpmtliy
StttictUrL- field with mum flicker, (c) Jrib-em ovcr a bridge with encloutd girder
w4lrk, raimcd i aca t~.ticuv fc k-Id with peripherid fil"'er; arud (d) dri~cn
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- TABLE I
()11)1:X~ OF IO Al( \ANt) iENtt it ojF Tminul 0' Si iI .XtLLA

I)MNMNON FILM STRIP'

stillildus tDinlcliis i~nd.n Order Tinic(s. )

I Po StructurtL-No FIliktr IN4)
2 High SiruLrurt.-N. Flikivr 1 'C0
i P.j,~r Strut turt--1-F1i kvr 1 (."
-i High Strutlur%'-IHIiokr 170)
rTiga Timec 60'

()vVL'A .1w.iJd.-opeit xa ns rated uo a bitjldy-%rttczurld fichl with no, flikevr.
Ilhc otwtr of prLva~ratio?1 and tile kigth of exNsjsure are shown ill Table 1.

A p-otirly~stwacturcd ficld was Meined -.u: (a) having a figurc.-ground con-
trast rahio of less than 2:1, ( h) having poo~rly articulaced obl~vcv in~ 014 field,
(c) lacking a dcfinitc frame*uf-Medvrec stiad as an hurizon (It Vurtical 1wrtia.k
and (01} having a relatively homogcm-ouu cexaural gradiont.

Thiz four scquencus wtere classificd with thev. criteria in mind. I'Criplivr.4
tucker w-as determnined a- prv~nt or abwcnc inl the "til.encvs accord!ing tra theL( (ollowing criteria: (a) light flikkering at 5 to 15 cpi aml (6) (4)' from cJttccr

(MI at vcuber side of tile vibuaI field.

Ss voalunicua'vt froin a Lt*rger gtoup and ,vrc cliisificdl ;%,ordliig to zhthir
own rwnings of susctptibility to imtion %itkncuis Ages ranbed fruom 22 to 37 yr.
Ihrm. Ss were rated as exarcmely stiv-,vp~ibt. 3 were rtpo~rmt as nut affcccwd, ;wtd
3 otlet Ss were pilots statimrted on the Base. The above sampling apjx-ririN W
4(1nIct clic 'eniret subjectivv fartse 44 Aux)iofl iskcSa u~eptibility.

S Was plarced withim th4- r~dhim of the: Cine JUome -Q thait 11Whe ml stIL
C IMA hi ntire range of vision. rt-n insitaiclion wt-ir that S was to teporxt

anmy wisadwio, svd% ": (a) M111MI monpeci-ved in the fied. (b) kim-staheric Lw
miestibulir stwontix of movemnsc, ('4) bodily sensaioins match 4Y wv)iar
tclnjxtaf~turc crinsts, stuwach crzirp-, ye prtessure. nimcular ewdovs, spatial
disorientamionr, tw digims. To inch ýV it was vrnphauizeJ that all venaitittr4 were
tU be mptcpAre at, the nuumni n! imlidnelw. A tinmr-hifm repxior f .dwCt vc-,b.'
esptntex wu~ ke? srul the film vis farW tii'J rdetermnine tile stiuluhs -it
mlicrit d~uo ctorrspolac'd to Owe report. 17hw ) protocol% wn'ere checkedf fitr
mrniLatity ofd sinmli rnd svtptao'e. 16ce firs, astdysit iinvtilwJ Si, counitcrt-d
as brtt 'mobgrimps furehl.Non.ttis piibW. aitld Aviator (rtuinpi). The
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'nith: reaictitis ito tite filin varied front MMxtre motion sickness to adaptive
re.ttuiot AlrhuuigIt the inldividual behaviorid reports differed, all Ss rAcared
to thte valritus stiniodi depicted on the film~. The time-line description of S's
verbal repo--rt. land the rirnc-line gruph of the film's content, demonstrated that
there were pints of consistent communality in Ss' reactions. The common
elemients were reactions to ch~anges :n peripheral flicker in fields of high and.
lowV structure.

Thec individual rtrctiuns were vxamiincd accurdirig tv prior susceptibility of
Ato motion sickrivss. When this was dune, it was apparent that the susceptible

Ss had the most extreme reactions in that 2 of the 3 Ss could not continue testing
after 9 ini. of the filin due to extreme dixziness and nausea. The third S con-
tinued, but suffcrtA a mild spell of dixziness,, pwoftr su'eating. and blond pics.
~.urc distubancm~

Vie 3 non-susiceptiblc Ss reported mild initial reactions of dizziness, sweat-
ing, and flushiing, but in time they adapted to the film½s stimuli. These non-
su~epri~t; 4 contiotied viewing the filmn fur the full length of the Prve&nta-
doun.

lit the .ivi.itor group there were no report-. tf dizziness or advers physiulugi.
CAI r cmO(MIS houWcCVr. (lthey did texpL-r(ncA the nwvt vivid kinesthectic senisations
of the 3 grtHopi. It almoxs appetared as if they were exrericncing actual ves~i-
bubTt stimulation. 'the re-sponscs of the sviatoir group were charActerixied by
a large nkinibtr tit compensatory body inowments. Thety perctive-d themae~lves
3s moving in at stable unvigu4Imenri whilv m Ow othe er hand, the su.%ceptible
grottp percvived that the cxtcrnal crnvironment rnoved. This group described
tht scren as whiirling about thcm

Civarctci.-Ifi.- o/ Prs..hd Ri'epon~i'
N14I~t rv.tclitios were retttvd to spIxific srtntulls tuntctnt tM1 tht. film. Ver-

iiit~k uiY1 1xehs.vio~%W ujaý* n)Afmmeixi whx w l tiir vt-as ;ý rthin-itiona of pooly-

TABLEX 1

Sonulmu-. Dinwitnion

%i_.u~ ~uurv.-Nu Flitker 2
Ilijglr Sttuccoirt-No F144,1 2

Hig~h Strvcturc--Flicker 21

A rvpncn ~rvsI~cwion toi tlrhim Thda 11pe11ti'lual
*eJk(ýWtl AnJ ti.Umd%v.. TIM W"I 1CPftvfttNw all chiw CC-PtM11 F*Ivtn "n ch* St.
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I vr((.pthIfl. It i% (III lvw %itmtil us (lhat one loscs equilibrium" ((;bs.o, 195u). I

- In (lhe nrcsi~xir experimnirt there was a compelling illubion of confincincnt
by thle boundarle, of the vi'sual field. Sinee tile frame-of-referunce was the
boundaries of dic cint: dome, no otlher reference coutld be. u!sed to sep~ratc S
from the vibual field. Ss who stoo~d outside the boundaries of the cine dome
wi:-e not affected as strongly by tile vertigo inducing stimiuli, It seemed as if
they wcru able~ to stand aside from tile visual field and integrate thc sensations
into stable perceptions. Thc sume inwgrativ,. functioning was found in thle
no.n-susceptible ai.! the aviator groutps. The suasceptible Ss appeared un~able to
separate the visuial sensorions and the visual world. A non-adaprive perc:eption
resulted ( the: environment was seen as moving and S passively expericaced
this).

Two responsc patterns wei~e generated by the stimulus conditions. S ex-
perincricd the illusion tht hie wats moving in a stable field-. motion, in that
-(ense, was translatet. to S and vivid kinesthetic sensations resulted. This ap.
pearud to be a cong-!.ent perception. In the second instance, the visual world or
field was perceiviod as mtovin-. This perception seemed to involve a litiral
mtriblatiun of the motion picture stimuli. This becinme an unstable field Which
appeared to be related to the stimulus correlites of nysta-mus brought abot~t
after rapid spinnin,- about. )- now trainslated the envirunmncrt :-s revolving
around him.

Irv the former condition, the percteivcr was an active participantc in the
tras~miunof he ensry esages and a stable perception resuilt X. In the latter

condition, it almost appeared that the visual field Jd:minatixt and S was a passive
recipicent of the inputs. The resuilt was po integration of the stimulus inputs.
Vertiginous behavior dk'elindd upon the niture of the stimulus field and on
some deg-ree of individual differences (\Vtxdworrh, 1955)

Thle individuial diffvre~ices are not discussed further since no personality
or other S variables svert; measured.

In sumnmary, it uppecared thAt the responsible stimutlus was the varying dt-
grey of differntmiation of the field (ambiguous figurn.grund) which led W
domination of thv stimulus field by such .9wis.ations as pet ipherall flickecr and
apparent novement. At the same time, the lack of diffvrenflation of the field
led to a Ioss of a definite framne-of-rcferwicc. In this instance, incegrati-C pru
ceVsmng of thle stimutlus inputs w.as more difficult. The flicker and velucity of

* objects in the field were misinterpreted as moving.
Tilt queistion arose as to whether thle susceptible Ss experincedct nystagmus

(indut~cd by the motion on thle screen) or whether the vertigo was produced on
.1higher It:% v raxther 0l'in just retinal nystagminot Inves.tci .ti ns with elcrro

ocular recordliogs could clarify this contention.
1IlIC I'M JJW" data sug~lestIIhat percepltual vetgcu~ld be dueit co indiVidual1
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-"ruttued ficld aikl pvripher.al flicker. Vtlidity anid motion 'it v.-tbiniu iln
Sith a highly-.trilured fildd did not induce vertigo. Velocity with Ilkkr in

Sa ptorly-strticrtired fie:ld did induce vertigo.
-. iData in Table 2 dcnion.trate that the gross measures of numbn.'r of verbal

Srt-slxmses to the .1 uimultis segmicnis of the film were nut signific.attly different
from each other. Althoutgh there were tu) ttouantitative diffcrcncei in the total

umber of respunsrs to the diffecent content on the film, there were differences
in the nuimnbr of vertigintio. resp, nses. Table 3 show•s that there were sig.
nificant differences betwven stimulis segmentis whe-n vertiginous respmns.s were
mcasured.

TABLE 3
Ntsutz.I ov VrTiKtimNOL" RhSiP( .'.5V TO FOUt STIMULUS UMENNIONS

-Simulus Dimension 9
Puor StrucrUrv-No Flicker
High Situctiun-No Fliker 2
PRmr Structurs-Flickie is
Hiih Sructutr-Flicker 4
Total 26 X8-" 27. 18, p < .001.

"Veigino respomtes wvrc rKtftltit dizzinm.s. di. oit'ntation or any adv.ts.
-- "physiogia r'atitm'a. The total repivicnted xily the -ctigiti os :eop•,w•s in the lArgvr
rV.%1onSw IM of4~ Tablc 2.

It seemed to be apparent that most vertiginous responses occurred in a
.ting of a poorly-stru.turk.-d field in combination with peripheral flicker. It

also Se.med that flicker or lxx)r suructure by itself had no apparent effect.
Since the order of prtsentatiun was randomly assigned, the effects of this variable
comld not be evaluated. It seenis that veitiginotts behavior was the cumulative
zesult of several facors and the order of presentation should have some effect
in inducing the phenomennon.

DISCUSSION
The data appeared to support the contention that there were indiiidoal

differences in the processing of perceptual data. The vfrtigo conditions showed
clearly that certain itimuli w.re necessary for injucing perceptual nm)tion sick-
ness. Although discrete variables were apparently operating, the combin.tti~in
Sin a :iven perceptual context and the subctucnt priressing of thee darn led
to the experience of varying degrees of vertiginous behavior.

SThe complexity of the vivial field was an important determiner of the
dominance of visual factors. In a well-structured field, motion and flicker
could be inegrated; whereas, in a field with poor diffcrentiation "thi visu.l
w.,rld and the visual field cannot be distinguished from one a.o1100 , and s5m1e
illusory fra.jnVof.ref:renc-C-a nu-gra itational v-tical--may then dtini&.ate

-(6
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- ~ .ijerei1ces relative t0: (a) PhYsiological di~psixicions, (b) perwnadity variatbks '

,,Cj~ with field depvtduzwe-indvepndecne (Witkin. et t/.. 1954 ), (c) stirn-

r.Lw c,,nditiofll of f igurc-grdusid definition, v'nd (d) pcriplicrat1 flicker.
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The Effects of Various Design Alternatives on
Moving-Base Driving Simulator Discomfort

JOHN G CASALI and WALTrER W. WIERWILLE'. Virginia Polytechnic Instittule and
State Universay

The eflictir of three indepenidenti variables ont eight mteasures of driving simnulator discomfort
were invr.szigated usting a high-lidelit, v. movin~g-ha.%e drivinig s intia tor. The bettveeni-subjects
si,,udator variables "vere: (1))simulat ion of lateral acceleration (LA T)-hy lateral tran ,slation
(standard method.) versuts by angular rotatlion; (2) presence or abwitce of'delay in the visual
and muotion systems (DEL)-n4ondelayed bionnal) versus delayed: and (3) simpulator platform
ICAB)--openz Inonnab) versuis enclosed.

SWYý/btfor sub jerts itere divided into eight groupiz, each grotip havi'ig equally distributted
scores ont a test of 1wi~~c 'dpil~c-exicm Each grouip twas then ti.%igned to onc of
the eight simunlator condiitions.

Afier sutbjects drove the simnidator. a nudtivnriate analYsis of variance iwas performed on
the data and tesidied in sign~ificance /br each main effect and the L4T x DEL interaction.
Stubsequent antal~yses deptionstra ted that depenidew t measuires of pallor, skin resi-ftance. respi-
rait .on rate, yaw deviationt, anid steering remnrals were eacht reli.-thlv sensitive to at leust one of

testun dtitur iudependemtt variables. It is conwhitkd that fuature simulator dexigus shouild
aivil: rutatiam# of the phukivrin to simuilate tranislation, declaY in theqsysem dyliamics, and
comptlet enclostere of slibjtet'v.

INTRODUCTION Ringland, 1973: and Testa. 1969). Unrortu.

One of the most serious yet least publicized fae~ itedfntv eerhh~be
shortcomings associated with the uw. o-f v4-done to determine either th, ziymptumatology

hicular simulators cspeicially drivng simfu- or the etiology of the sickness problem.
lators. is a recurring malady t1ermed -simula- One particularly important study concern-

tor sickness.- Residua! svmtptoms including ing the prediction and evaluation of fixed.
disoienatin, icresedpersraton.base driving simulator sickiness wws reported

dliturientati increase perspiorate ioni. by Testa (1969). The i search (lid not directly
ne,al~te r. -n vn a~sandvmt address S~mulator design influences on sick.

~ nest. but did demonstra.e (hat both phvsio-
boha Viw % an oInbciultrBr logical measures and self-report measures
rtoth fi-nd andlsovn. 1965 simulator (Br were needed to identify a state of simulitor

1966: BarIfCtt and Thornton, 1968b: B~reda. sikes -esta concluded thuat furiher re-

SKirkpatricli. and Shaffer. 19721: Jen and `each a eurd'o 'n htr-ut
'R'qw~.tu~a'e~nt ,hotd e ~~ B. ~from fixed.!)asc simulaitors can be applied to

Wmerttk u; jt, (us Ca-Vints h.l be sent Stoma Dt A" dynamic lmovinig-basel situation'C* itesta.
tIry. Itwa DLrliepnme. VP14iSU. lBIulltburg. VA 24061. 1969).

0 1990. The Human Faiwoft Society. Inc. Atl nill?"s fewvrd.
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There are many potentially useful applica- characteri~tics common to those simulators
tions of driving simulators in training. selec- that had a history of inducing nauseJ.a were
tion, performance assessment, research, and determined. Among moving-base simula-cors.
system design. It is important, therefore, to three characteristics that appeared as p~oten.
detvrmine the causes ofe simulator sickness tial contributors to simulator sickness were:
and - iminate themn in the design stage, if (1) the manner in which translational motion
possible. Ai Leonard aind Wici wille (1975) wa's achieved: (2) the presence of any lag or
have pointed out, a itausea-inducing simula. delay in the simulator response variable,:
tor cannot be relied upon to yiel'I accurate and (3) tie use of enclosing devices about the
and valid human response data. Thc occur- subject. Less prominent causes included lack
rence of sickness serves as an inappropriate of display collimation, display distortion.
v.%ti-anvous vairi;-'kle. confounding the .. j.nufa- overahundanct: of detail in the displa ' . large
tor data. lateral field-of-view, and discrepancies he-

While symptoms attributable to --imulator tween visual and pshysikal motion cues (other
sickness" aplkcar at least supcr-ficiaily akin to than delay. Lt. mentioned above). In this
those .J "mitiion sick-ness,'` tht two tet ins study. the three major potential contributors
should not bt used synonymously. Int the c..sýe %kere examined as independent variables.
of fixed-busev !riving simulators, many of Holcwever, the remaining, less prominent
which have t history of subject nausea, no causes are ako.worthy of future invCstigation.
translational -or rotational movemen' the IULTR(NDP DE )
subject is present. suggestiitg that illnesms maySIUAO (NEP DET
be induced by factors *.ther thtan motion. VARIABLES

Also, it is doubtful that motion is sulely re. Rotatiwnal Simidatiots of Trai.4catiost Verms~e

sponsible ur nausea in ntoving-base simula- True Translatiuu,
toms, considcring- the largc number of sirnu- The extent to which mtot ion cues are accu-
lator-nroduced stlimuli ~hat a subjvA~t ex. rately modeled directly affects the fidelity 0l
perien,"e. A,, noted b. Barrvtt and Nelson a driving, simulator. The importance of ino-
(1965), the precipitating causes of sicknmws tion cues% In driving simulator ivsearch has
may b,: specific for each i ndividual siimulator, been demonstrated in earlier investigationt.

This study ws conduicted to determine (NMeLanc and Wierwille. 1975).
cau'ss of simi.!'oui sicknenis in mioving-base With~ each degree or frviedom of movemnent
driving ~imumlators. There: apiear to have added, the cost of the simulation incrvawse
tieen no previou% sttudies aime~d directly at considerably. Also, the numb,.r of motion% ini-
this ohj%:.tith It would be Impossible to cx- clude:d u'td their as eiated escursiun dk.
arnm:ieIn a %itiwic stud ' all or the potential lances are often restricted by upat:V lim-
cause-. of simulator sickness. Therefore. itations of tlt. simulator laboratory. B-cause
wit-cling th._ Independent variables for an mini of economic and space constrainrts, certain
tial study requited %ome degree of Judgment. compromises have appeared in ihe motion
Published studies% utiliiing muving-base bases of several driving sinitlaturs. The most
simulaturs were examined for slaicnicnt% prominent comprmmise is associated with thec

2concernhig uneas~iness% and Also, ses* nicithd of s.imulating lateral and longitudi-
eral researchers who h:.d driven various iial translation. The platfurni of a simulator

rdriv'ing %imulatori were inierviewcd regard- mutt travel considerable distances if lateral
*Ing the degree of uneas-iimc-. they hatd esprir- and longitudinal acceleration-. are sustained
tenked. Bamsed oil all available informnation, fur aiiv period of time, using the "standard"
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-illetitix for simulating these ntiolinw. This Tile lag may he t le result of any of ithe fot-
%taiidard mcthiod is to tranislale the driver Iou~ing: (1) a lack of computationial speed,
platforni fut-waird and backward for longitu- such as that dLIC tu serial processing in tile
dinal translation and side-to-side for lateral computer that sovsthe vehicek dvnaniics
translation. Several sinmulator de'igners have equations: (2) a delay in tile response of servo
chosen to delete translational simulation of systemis used in the i mage generat ion process,
lateral and longitudinal motions and have iv'- such as those used to control thle movement of
--tead adopted the approach of usinr roll and a video camera over a terrain board, and (3) a
pitch motion to approximate translation. By delay in the response of the hydraulic.
rotating the subject in the roll axis. the lateral mechaiucal, or electrical equipment used to
acceleration forces of cornering and lane move the platfor.n (or the instruments)
changing are simulated. Similarly, by rotat- physically.
ing the subject in the piich axis, longitudinal Regardktss of their form, time lags in the
acceleration and braking forces are simu- cues presented to the subject cause two
fated. In both cases, the %ubject supposwulv problems, First, an apparent delay' between
exilt-I ictices thle sensationi of laterali or longi- the simulaltor's maniual controls and driver
tudinal acceleration, feedback cues may caum. the simulator to be

lIthtie technique of simulating translational difficult to handle. Inappropriate control-
acceleration by routtion is 'indeed a con- to-feedback delay places the additional bur-
tributing. factor to the incidence of simutlator den on thle subject of anticipating thle vehi.
sickness, its influence may be explained in dcl's response and introducing lead %compen-
ltermls of' a cue conflict theocry. While angular sat ion. Also. the delay is upt to contribute to
rutwaion does produce a lateral or longitudi- subject discomfort. When delay occur-, artid is
nal component of acceleration to a seated penceived by the subject, a cut: disparity
subject. cue ,_nfllct may arise when the sub. exists between actual feedbaick ct -s and ex.
J%.vt senses the rotational aspect of The mo- petted feedback cues.
tion. %%hich is in this case an artifact. in other E,~u essOetPufn
words, the possibility exists that .the subject Ecoe est 1vtPafr

aciutillv perrcivv% the motion as notational. A third! characteristic common to several
when the motion the subject expects Is simulators known to induce uneasinvesIs i the
translational. presence af a bos-type cab over the driver's

ZX-I~ed11crts otidla~d D~tioicsplatform. Usuall\ %vindoIclss. these cabs en-
Xhjvd VrsusNondov~d D~us'icsclose the subject by four walls and a ruoof.

In a vehicle simulation that is closed loop. with the di-play serving as the front wall. The
the vehicle dynamics eqtsat lons must be only light inside the cab is that emitted by the
smlvedun line and in real time. The outputsof roadway scene. lnter.'rvingl>'. al ,'\icrinincl.
these equations provide the necessary signals denc- of ifink ~s has generally bee rported
to drive [tic displays and Instruments, A .with automobile bud'-cubbed and unen-
problemn associated with some driving closecd simulators than in box-cabbed sim-
%iiiiulawt-i- is that thev Introduce computa- ulal2m

.tional or responw. lag% in addition to thle Theextplanawions for the potential influence
.nurm-Ial vehicle dynai.1c respunses. InI these of enclosure oil uneasiness are at bvst
,&iinulaiurs the subject e~pcri%:ncc% delayed speculative bui % ill he offered hcre. Fii stI, the
*secne updating. dcla%4ed physical motion simple kno%%ledgt: of being enclosed within
cues. or both. a box'shapic I structu-e may be initially dis'
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comforting to a subject. prebiasing his or her mental -conditions. Subjects ranged in age
expectati6ns. Furth,..rmorc. certain individu- from 18 to 36 yr. had a minimum of 2 yr
als may experience claustrophobic reaction drivini- experience, and had no previous Cx-
to enclosure. Finally. the lack of any perience with any driving simulator. Subjects
peripheral reference points other than the vi- were paid for their participation. All subjects
sual display, which appears to be suspended were requested to abstain from drugs and
in dark space inside the cab. may be dis- stimulants and to obtain at least 8 h sleep the
orienting to the subject. Unenclosed and au- night before each experimental session.
tomobile body-cabbed simulators (with win-
dows) do not have the last problem, since Perceptual Style Test
room t% Ifrenc cu,..s may be discernible. even Several earlier studies have indicated that
in a dark room. the incidence of driving simulator sickness is

METHOD related 'o subjects' perceptual style as to-
cated on a field ind.ipvndence-dvpendcnce

Eaperimental Design continuum (Barrett and Thornton, 1968b.
Barrett. Thornton. and Cabe, 1969: and Testa.

A three-factor, totally randomized, fticto- 1969). In general, these studies have sug-rially cumplt~te desiin was arplied in this re- gested'that field-independent- -ubjcct~ e

search. The i|,lept"ident variale's, havingmore suscc tibha to si--mUlator' sickness"-- " than

two levels ca, h. consisted of tie following- i: iuaorscresta
field-dependent subjects. Unlike the present

(I) Simulation of lateral acceleration (LAT) study, prior research concerning the driving
a, by true translation (stuandard m%;thod)
b. by angular (roll) rotation simulator sickness-perceptual ,iylc relation-

(2) Ptvnce or absence of delay in simulator vi- ship was performed on fixed-base simulators.
sual and physical feedback dynamics (DEL) In the current study, the Hidden FiguresS~a. nondelaywd (normal method)
b. delayed Test (HFT) was employed as a measure of

(3) Simulator platrurm (CAB) field independence.dependence. for the single
a. open (normal method) purpose of systematically assigning subjects
b. enclosed

to experimental conditions (Ekstrom. French.
With this design, vcih ,uhject was expoad to Harman. and D.rman. 1970.,
unly one ofl the eight (2 x 2 x 2) experimental
conditions (a mulquw combination otone level APprot"s
of each of the thrn'e factors). This design was The drivigt, sinitdator. The fundamental ap-
chosntoeliminateth, possibllityuf differen- paratus used In thiis experiment was the
tial iran.fer flects which might confound the highway driving simulator located in the
a.es•meni of simulator sickness. Human Factors Laboratory at Virginia

Eight dependent measures were used to Polytechnic Institute and State University
identitf" the state of driving simulator dis- (VPI&SU). The simulator I% a rem.arch to. ,
eoumfiri. Tlw%% inhstdad ph.isiolugical, per- providing the iubject with the illusion of
tormance. and s.lr-rclirt m.asures, each of highway driving, including realistic vehicle
which will he described in the apparatus handling via a 4-degree,.uf-freedom physical
section. motion system (roll, yaw. lateral translation.

r, Subhct~ts and longitudinal translalnin) courdlinated
with a dynamic visual %cene. The driver.

Sixiv-lutsr %i0hivo,. were iowd in the v%- sianolalur Ititerfave cunstiiulw" an intcract iw
pfrinw'n, .iil.. oil t..a.h of Ihw eight cxjuri- clu,.d.luop %,.temn in which sietrimig wheel.
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accelerator. and brake pedal movements pro- the lattrul-directional dynamics. A switch .-
- vide input signals to the simulator dynamics. was used to change the method of simulating

which, in turn. produce appropriatr feedback Lhteral acceleration between experimental
for the driving subject. A complete descrip- runs.
tion of the simulator is provided in Wierwille In experimental conditions specifying
(1975). angitlar-rotational simulation of lateral ac-

Among the simulator's capabilities is the celeration, a 35% of full-size cue was used.
ability to introduce driving disturbances, (The usual roll mnotion cue was retained in all
such as random gusts of wind and road curva- experimental conditions.) After preliminary
ture. Thlee disturbances, often encountered testing of various increments of roll angle
in everyday driving, were used in the driving simulation of lateral acceleration, ranging
task for the present study. A random noise from full-size cue to 10% of full-size cue. it
generator, interfaced with the dynamics was decided that the 35% cue was optimum.
computer, was used to simulate randomly oc- Considering a naive subject's ability to con-
curring crosswind gusts of a continuous trul the driving simulator without prior expe-
9-min duration. These gusts, having a root rience, it was concluded that rotational ex-
mean square lateral velocity of 8 mi/h (12.9 cursions exceeding 35% of full size were
km/h). were believed to be typical of wind ex. overly violent, both from a controllability
perienced while driving down an open high- standrint and for reliable data collection.
way on a breezy day. Also. a 3-min predeter- Rrictly. the side force on a subject when ro-
mined sequence of curves simulating a tated during roll is
superhighway winding through moderately F sin 8
hilly terrain was presented to each subject.

Programnming and actuation of the curvature where W is the subject's weight and 0 is the
was performed on the hybrid computer. roll angle in radians. The side force on a sub-

Driving simulator modificationls. The jict for true lateral translation is
VPI&SU driving simulator was adaptable to W a
"the current investigation of driving simulator F w -

sicktess for two reasons: (I) in its normal
operatifig colffiguratiol, the simulator has where a is the lateral acceleration of the sub-
never induced ohmen-ahle jilhess ii any of o•vr ject and g is the acceleration due to gravity.
800 driving subiects, thereby enabling the re- Using the small angle approximation for sin
s- earchers- to '"d d' the subsystems of the # and eliminating F above yields
simulator in an effort to expose specific de.
terminants of sickness, and (2) the rapidly re- 8
sponding motion base of the simulator,
coupled w'ith the analog/hybrid computer- Iffull angular rotation had been used, the roll
controlled dynamics. allowed the simulation angle per mist of lateral acceleration is 0.102r
of alternative motion techniques and delays (5.84 deg). For 35% of full size. the roll -ngle
in addition to the normal vehicle dynamics becomes 0,036r (2.04 dug) per nt/s2 of lateral
characteristic of problematic simu[, tors. acceleration.

Replacement of normal translational The second independent variable involved
'simulatioi of lateral acceleration by angular delaying the normial slmul.itor dynamics. In
!rotation of the subject in the roll axis was half of the experimental o.unditions, the nor-
:performe'd by modifying the programming of mal (nondela>ed) dynamics character-stic or
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a typical late-model. interm-.diate size, simulator e.vrperience. The measures selected
domestic sedan were used. In the other halfof were heart rate. pallor, forehead perspiration.
the conditions, the dynamics were delayed. and respiration rate.
Fur a given steering wheel input by the sub- Subjects' heart rates were monitored using
ject. both visual display and physical mo- a plethysmograph attached to the antihelix of
tion feedback systems were simultaneuusly the left ear in conjunction with a Hewlett-
delayed by 0.30 s ovev the normal vehicle Packard Patient Monitor. Model 78203C. The
respon. ' analog outputs of the Patient Monitor were

The 0.30-s duration or delay was selected fed into the hybrid computer for on-line data
because it appeared to be representative of processing. A mean heart rate value was
the feedback lags inherent in several sickness- computed for each data-taking period.
inducing simulators. Furthermri. after pre. The individual transducers used Ic-
liminary investigation ol steering input de- monitoring pallor, respiration rate. and
lays of 030 s and larger, it was determined forehead perspiration were designed by labo-
ihat durations of greater than 0.30 s required ratory nersunnel at VPI&SU solely for the
too much compensating lead on the part of current experiment.
thesubject forcontrollec' •imulator handling. A second earpiecc module, fitted on the

The third independetnt variable involved right ear. was used Yv monitor pallor. This
enclosure of the motion platturm. In half of transducer is senslti.,k to slow changes in
the conditions, the s-imulator operated in its oprcity of the skin of ti car over time, such
normal mode. that is. with the subjects unen- as thase.iduc to vawciconstriction. The pallor
closed. In the other half. the subject- were earliecA in;Jd'cs a light source which is
enclosed in a removable, windowless czi thenmagy ilsolaied livm the car by fiblr op-
which completely enclused the subjects and tics. TtLi avoids heatint- of the ear by the light
eliminated any possibility or visual room ref. source and thereby contaminating the mea.
erence cres. surement. Since pallor does not occur instan-

The enclosure was fabricated from plywood taneously, this transducer is insensidtve to the
and painted flat blck on the: inside and out- quick opacity changes produced by a single
side. The narrow. I.,ox-like cab was designed heartbeat. An increase In pallor results in a
to resemble the enclosures used on several decrease In skin opacity over a period of time.
other simulators, such :as the Volkswagen Such a pallor increase is represented by an
(Uncke. Richter, and Schmidt. 1973) and Increase in voltage output fronm the photocell
the 1968 General Motors Technical Center receptor located opposite the light source. An
(k.inkc and Williams, 1968) devices. The cab amplifier circuit and digital volhmeter w•ev
structure included fluw-through ventilation, used to obtain pallor readings.
a ,diding door fur normal egres. and a pop-off Subjects also wore a headband which in-
top fvr emergency egress. corporated two integral surfate electrodes

Phyiiological (depmndeoz) ineasire, After used to measure forehead perspiration.
.'reviseIng the %ymptom,.tulog% of iiniulator Nominal current atplied to the elcctrode%
.sicktvess a% reported in sevcral papers (e.g., was IS micruamperes using a flu ,ting
liarrvmi and Nelson. 1965: Miller and Gtd- ba•|lery-powered circuit. Skin conductance
son, 1960; and Testa. 1969). four phvyiologi. (voltages) wa% recoided from a digital roh.
tal measures were setect.Ld fuort s -c% nt uf meter and later converted to rcsistance val-

_ subjects' hodily responscs to the driving ucq fur data analysis.
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The respiration rate monitor was used to angle over the 3-min data-taking peri,)d was
obtain the number of breaths taken by a computed on line by the hybrid co mputer.
subject per minute (where one breath consists The steering signal was also processed on
of one inhalation and one exhalation). A sub- line using the hybrid computer. Movement of
ject a:ts seated in a driving po'xision, and the the steering wheel of 2 deg or more, after the
rvspir: lion rate transducer was placed near time derivative or steering pas,,d through
the h.ttom of the subject's ribcage. The zero. constituted one steering reversal.
sensing unit consisted of a flexible metal belt. In addition to ihe ,ssessment of perfor-
positioned around the subject's upper abdo- mance nf vehicle control, it was of interest to
men, which supported a transducer located investigate the influence of degraded sim.
about 1.5 cm in front of the subject. The ulator conditions on cognitive processing
transducer is sensitive to the expansional and and the performance of mental tasks. While
contractional movements of the abdomen no studies incorporating the use of a driving
during inhalation and exhalation. Basically, simulator have addressed this probklrn, sev-
the subject's body serves as an antenn.-. The eral research efforts have demonstrated that
closer the body moves to the transducer, the inotion sickness is often accompanied by a
more noise the transducer receives. This @cren-1 ability to perform mental tasks.
60-1iz noise is then conditioned, amplified, such as arithmetic computations an-slms-I'-
and detected as a slowly varying voltagv sig- lion of elapsed time (Brand. Colquhoun. and
nal outnut. In the present study, the respira- P.n-v. 1968; Clark and Grayhit',-, 1961; and
lion signal was recorded on a strip chart Graybiel. Kennedy. Knoblock. Guedry.
recorder. Mertz, McCleod. Colehour. Miller. and Fre-ly.

Performance (dependepit) nteastres. Fre- 1965). For the current study, a sirr"le pre-
quently accompanying the physiological and pot-simulatur arithmetic test was used
synmptums experienced and exhibited by as :he mental task tnLasure. Two 4-rin tests

simulator-sick subjects are degraded perfor- were used, each having an equal num er and
imance abilities of various forms (Barrett snd type of multiplication and columnar addition
Thornton. 1968a: and Miller and Goodson. problems. The only differences between the
1960). It was hypothesied for this experi- before and after simulator tests were the ac-
ment that the subject's ability to control the tual numbers used in the problems. ushich
driving simulator would decrease as a func- were selected from a random number table.
tion of simulator discomfort and. corre- Both tests were scored on the basis of each
spondingly, as a -.-suit of the degraded condi. correct-answer digit fora particular problem.
lions of the sin' dator. The two dependent Self-report (dependern) itneotre. A post-
measures of vehicle controllability affecting simulator reactions questionnaire cunslti-
driver performance were yaw (standard) de- luted the sole self-report measure used for as-
'iatiun and the number of steering %h,,tl re- ses.ing driving simulator dis..omfort. The
vers,-ds per minute. questionnaire was a slight modification of

V'chich:, )aw was defined as the horizontal that used by Testa (1969). The symptoms
.angle hemeen the instantaneous roadway listed on the questionnaire for the current
.tangent and the simulated longitudinal axis s$tdv includid: nausea, cold sweating.
uof the vehicle. A continuous yaw position sig. ch:nge In breathing rate, change in saliva.

:nal -,as obtained from the simulated vehicle lion. dizrines-, drow•sncss. headache. eve-
•dynamics. The standard deviation of the yaw strain, and disorientation. Imnidiatl\ ful-
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-' lowing exposure to the driving simulator. perimenter instructed the subject to "relax
Ssuhbject, were instructed to indicate the level and sit quietly ror about rive more minuits4" "

at which'each symptom was experienced, and added that the subject would he in-
Allowable levels were slight or not notice- formed over the intercom system when the
able; medium: and extreme. practice driving task would commence.
Proxedure By this time. the subject had been seated in

the stationary simulator for at least 1. mrin.
Each subject completed two separate ex- After this stabilization period. physiological

perimental sessions separated by npproxi- baseline data were recorded over a continu.
mately 4 weeks. ous 3-min period. (It should be noted that

Sessioz 1. After reading and signing a par- physiological baseline data were obtained
ticipant's consent form, the subject per- with the enclosure in place, if the experi-
formed the first (presimulator) arithmetic mental condition specified enclosure of the
test. At the end of 4 min. the subject was in- subject.)
structed to stop working. Upon completion of the ba.,eline period, the

Next. instri'ctions for the HFT were pre- subject was informed that the actual driving
sent.,d. The HFT was administered in two task was about to begin. Room lights were
parts, with a time limit of 12 min for each turned off. the simulator's systems weml: acti-
part. Following completion of the HFT. the rated. and the subject was instructed to bring
subject was paid for participating in S.ssioli the vehicle up to a speed of 55 mi/h (88.5(1. scheduled for Session 1I. and dismissed. kinh). Upon reaching the desired speed. the

Assigimieit o/f stbjects to experimental con- sutject was told to"steer the vehicle from the
ditios. After :JI 64 subjects had completed right lane into the left and back several times
Session I. HFT scores (one for each subject) to get the feel of the car's handling during the
were rank-ordered. This rwnkin4 was then three minutes of practice driving."
separated into quartile.. %%ith 16 scores (sub- At the end of the initial 3 min of practice
jeets) to a quartile. Two subjects. were ran." driving, the subject was informed that the
dornly drawn from each quartile and as- practice period was over. The subject was
signed to a particular exj'crimental condi- then reminded over the intercom to"strive to
limn. This p|tw'duie was continued for all stay in the right lane and maintain 55 muIh
viglit v.ouil~itisn iof thie exierimn.vn, rstihing (R8.5 knivh) for the remainder of the driving
ill a Iaus,-sxthiaal ieovitation of p.rvcp- task." The second 3-mit. ;eriod consisted of
tual style•s In each of the eight conditions. the presentation of random crosswind gusts

Sr.x.iose 11. Upon arrival. the sbhject was in the straight road condition. After 6 min u f
seated in the driver's scat of the simnulator. driving, these crossvinds were ccompanmed
Next. the four physlulogical receptors were by 3 min of road curvature. The curvature
placed on the !ihj"ect. Subjects were not in. ceased after 3 more minutes of driving time.
formed (until after the experintent) as to the and the straight road c.ndition. with random
precise function of each receptor, in an effort crossui ,J gusts, was presented to the subject
to avoid biaes stich as a "conscious'" breath. for the final 3 min. During the final 3 nrin Uf
Ing rate. The subject was thý i, lamiliat ,cd the irn",lated driveng task. physiological.

"with the simlnmtor contrtol, and diplays. ya% d,' iation, and %tcering reversal data
Next. %,ubjects trod an intntction -hevt de- wvere obhained. It should b, noted that the
scribing the drivi..t task. After answering 12-min driving task was designed to be repre.
"queutions concerning the driving ta.,k, the ex- sentativ'. both in type and in duration, of
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- typical simulator tasks used in other studies TABLE I
of an apoilied nature.

After data collection, the subject exited the Multivariate Analysis of Variance Sum~nary Tahle

motion platform and was immediately es- Source df F p
corted to a desk for testing. First. the subject 1.AT 1 5.13 0.0001
was given 4 min to work- the second (post- DEL 1 3.76 0.0017
simulator) arithmetic test. Next. the subject CAB I 2.44 0.0265

iLAT x DEL 1 2.24 0.0403
was allowed as much time as needed in cor- LAT x CAB 1 1.43 0.2080
pleting the postbimulator reactions question- DEL x CAB 1 0.97 0.4733
naire. After the subject's psychological and LAT x DEL x CAB 1 0.45 0.8841
physical well.bcing were established, the SubjectsILAT x

DEL x CAB 56
subject was debriefed. iaid. and allowed to Total 63
leave.
Duaui Reductijon 0.0001: for the effect of delay in t he dynamics

Following data collection for all 64 sub- (DEL), F(8.49) - 3.76.p - 0.0017: and for the
jects, the raw data were reduced to a form simulator cab effect (CAB). F(8.49) - 2,44,
applicable to statistical analysis. A single p - 0.0265. Therefore. statistical significance
exprimental-•ersus-babelinc difference score was obtained for each main effect. However, a
was computed for Lcach physiological nica- two-way interaction effect was also luund,
sureV (heart rate, pallor, forehead skin resis- Indicating that LAT interacted with DEL.

"lance. and respiraiion rate) fur each subject. F(8,49) - 2.24. p - 0.04U3. As shown in Table
An arithmetic pretest/posttest difference 1. no other tnteractioas were significant
scure was also ubtainwd for each subject. The (p > 0.051.
pu.tsiniulator reactions queitiunn:tire, yaw o
deviation, and steering reversals were each Individual 4,alyses of anance
computed aws a single scure for each subject. Subsequent to the MANOVk. a simple

RESULTS between-subjects analysis of variance

(ANOVA) was perfurmetl on each Individual
.Mlhirjariu' Amjlv'si of Variance dependent meosure,. Therefore. eight three-

The data were firot applied to a mul- way ANOVAs were executed. For each
tivariate anal si% of variance (MANOVA) pro- ANOVA, the sources of variance and degrees-
cedure to determ-ne if the group of eight de. of-freedom were .jentical to those of the
;pndeni measures was snsitive to changes in MANOVA as shown in Table I. The intent
the three %imulator variables. The Wilk's U of the Individual ,NOVA procedures was to
criterion values were obtained for each main determine which specific dependent mea-
.ffect and all two-way and thre,-way interac- sures were reliachy affected by the diff%.rent
lion effect,. The U-values uert then irans, levels ol the simulator (independent) vari-
furmed intoexact F-ravius. u!.ist the standard ahle,. lowever, onl. tthe.se independent .f-
conversion formulae (Kramer, 1972). The re- fects found ,i•nifi'ant by 'he MANOV\ were
"suhli uf the MANOVA are presented in'Table I -includvd in the subsequent invest igation%.

The MANOVA revealed that the eight de. Due to the large numbcr of dependent mea-
:pr.ndent measures, asi a group, were statisti- sures and independent variables, it -Aas not

c tally significant fur the method of simulating pussible tu is eludc all eight ANO\ % tahhls in
laierai acceleration (LAT). F(8.49) - 5.13.p - this paper. ". hcrefure, rable 2 was, compiled
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TABLE 2.

Summary of Significant Sourccs ofr Variai-x I't.ir Each Dependcrit Measure

Dependent Measure Source of Va. .'ance dl ms F P

Pallor LAT x DEL 1 .. 5~ 6,51 0.013S
FoeedSi AT 1 61.5931 4.03 0.0495

Resistance CAB 1 895.6104 5.08 0.0281
Heart Rate (norne signitictai~t) - - - -

Rtespiration Rate LAT x D~EL. 1 60.9745 9.74 0.0028
LAT 1 86.962.6 13.89 0.0005

DýL1 29.8785 4.77 0.0331
CAB 1 "~.2501 9.95 0.0026

Arithmetic Te,.t (none sgnificanltý - - - -

Reactions
Questionnaire (none significnt) -- - -.

Yaw Deviation DEL 1 1.4424. 25.26 0.0001
Steering Revers,1ls L&T 1 2085.5,106 13.51 0.0005

and is inicrnded iu ,iumi.-arize the ANOVA ta- angular rotation-delayA~d dynamic's). at P <
blus in a conci nxuord ol'significani efficis. 0.05. All other comparisons Wert: nonsignifi.

(.00.) c,-nt at the 0.05 level -The cosv~ondingcon~.
As 5 howi in Tahle 2 the rirsi ANOVA t,;- fideni v intervals for the lateral acelterwitin-

vealied that the method of simulating latecral by- "Iciay intera ar pm n edi
acedleratiun had a significant main efht..t on
pallor. The graph of *he 95,17 confidence
inivrvals ror both kvvds of th,. later~it acekr.I

2thin varhihlc cearly predictcd thi!s result
(Figurv 11., However, thi% inain e~ffe. was re-
stricte-d by lis inturactional efftet with the
ddlav variable. The ANOVA rcsulira demon-
%Irit atd that the aietrnd)iera o~~.~tle

inrw.ractiun s rinilicantlv influunccd paltur (p
*0.0135). A Neumn-~nKvul post hue analvl "-

wa% nuh--equeiutk r1w, ftinwmtd to dvierniin, b,-. I
vnces existvd (Table 1). kkcs the number j
of er o~rcu of the ANOVA cri-tv
erlin (56) wa% not isicludled v:,tovtly in the

available mohle't for the StudevntIiA.d Pztng
Stat i'tikc (Q). the k.rttvr-ion valiex wverv
liscarly irni i'p*.atctJ. The: ' ieraltrfsoQn

nondt-laved cedl-ic dvnamics condition
(the normal 0mulator co'nfiguratiotn) differicd It tl ItMU

sitgndl,%anily from each t-f the outenr three can. t0M a010f

ditions, (lateral translation delayed dhnamicb., Ft~urc 1. U4(0 ttertPLi& i 4W~lN fecm u
C angular rut tson-000delawdj dynatnics. and ,wuorw(P' confideoce ie,.nti
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J TA\iII. 3

Result., of N•,wman-Kcuh, Analysis Using Pallor as the Dependent Mv.-,ure

Treatment Combination Number 1 4 2 3Treatment Combination Mean 1.2718 4.0610 4.5928 5.7276

p < 0.05
where:

I corresponds to lateral translation-nondelayed dynamics
2 corresponds to lateral translation-delayed dynamics
3 corresponds to angular rotation-nondelayed dynamics
4 corresponds to angular rotation-delayed dynamics

ihe ?w'ond ANOVA. using skin resistance ticularly strong effect for the method of
a~s th dep.indvnt measure, rcvcaled that the simulating lateral acccleration (p - 0.0005)
simulator cib vari:!blc had a ,ignificant elfect and moderatc1y strong effects for simulator
on forehead perspiration (p - 0.0281). The cab (p = 0.0026) and delav (p - 0.0331).
95% confidence intervals. giaphed in Figure These ,esults •re shown in the cor'idence
3. prew"nt a visul rvpresentation of this ef. interval differences depicted in Figures 4. 5.
. t.•:. and 6. Hoýacver, the lateral acceleration and

R'.•piralion rate was discovered to be sen- delay vffects vw,•e restrictcd by the two-way
sit ixv to all of the main vffocts, with a par- interaction eff.Nt. Again. a Nenan-Keuls

r
-II

'- 
", Io.e

bon

r I

7.t~a

:Figurt, 2. Lds:(ral a Ee -Oh¢wt ,u,,-d.Ior a'eracielo. Figure 3, S•.is~ndaOr cn• effic: 04 fcOtJ.tad *L•i,i it- .
,.l~•05 j•a2oi t9,5 • comzldec..~ hmei•.'t. u~uasect {9s$% cofradestce hnijjj
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$1M.tArtcu 07 (ittiRI Acttllwi'• Figure 6. Sinudator dvinapnic's delayv efflc ou re.yi.J~ .. •Figure 4. Late~ral u-crelratiot+ %•i~mdatioll eflict oil ratioij rate (95%,' coitflýdIce limit+i).,
L 1fcrrspiratiO :o rate (937c cinfidednce liliits).

CO '0procedure was performed and the criteria for
rejection values were linearly interpolated
as before. This analysis revealed that the an-

0.0 gular i, tatlon.dclavLd feedback dynamics

condition (the most degraded simulator con-
figuration) was significantly dilTerent from
each of the other three conditions. (p < 0.05)
(Table 4). No other comparisons were signifi.

l.o cant at the 0.03 level. These differences are
.""- visible in the 95% confidence Intervals shownT. • in Figure 7.I.0 As shown in Table 2. the ANOVA fur the

Spc-rfornmaic: measure of yaw deviation demn-
onstrated that the presence or absence of"1.0 delay in the visual and physical feedback
dynamics had a strong effect (p < 0.0001) on

0.0 subjects' ability to maintain a steady vehicle
heading. Similarly, the ANOVA for the steer.

•,,L Ing reversals performance measure revealed :7
. o It1.lt, that the number or stvc'ring reversals was re-

Figure S. ,¶...o.lator v,an elIVCi on r1IMrat o0 rafe liably difle'rent (p < 0.0005) for the two meth.
(9.5%u cusiuloe him.rj. otis of simulatitig lateral acceleration (by
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- TABLE 4

Results of Ncwman-Keuls Analysis Using Respiration Rate as the Dependent Measure

Treatment Combination Number 2 1 3 4
Treatment Combination Mean 1.2633 1.8489 2.2281 5.5468

p < U.0b
where:

I corresponds to lateral translation-nondelayed dynamics
2 corresponds to lateral translation-delayed dynamics
3 corresponds to angular rotation-nc'delayed dynamics
4 corresponds to angular rotation-delayed dynamics

translation or by angular rotation). Again. CONCLUSIONS
these differences are graphically depicted by Cotclntions Conwenting the Simu+lator
the confidence intervals in Figures 8 and 9. ('ndependen:t) Variables

The ANOVA procedures found that three of
the eight dependent measures were not indi- As nreviouslv discussed, the three-way
vidually sensitive to chang.s in any of the MANOVA revealed that, as a group, the eight
variables of interest or their interactions. No dependent measures were highly sensitive to
signil cant differerces (within the MANOVA changes in the three simulator variables.
domain of significance) were obtained for the In particular, the baseline to experimental
heart rate, the arithmetic test, and the post. increase in pallor was signilicantly greater
simulator reactions questionnaire measure
jTable 2).

1..

S.0

7.--0 .*,I.0DT Z

8 .0 XA ( 0V;.uYi•,Ov lC2 0'.I

1.0 .. 4

1.0

0I I

•i 4 !O 4..

- If¶� I•£/IC fIra 3I IK•ItI( {£t

Of LAYUUL *VWGU A8

SP.MLATtIO Or WAIIM. ACCUElUIas SIlA4lOaR WACK 01t00C$

Figure 7. Lateral acceleration.by-delay interaction Figuic 8. Siatsidair dywnarics delay effect op yaw
914kct on respiration rate (95* confidence lira:: 4. deviatio, (95% confidence liUnits).
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.7.

conditions. Alo, within the significant lateral
acceleration-by-delay interaction effect. the
combination of angular rotation with delayed

1-n-ffmics' mo stegra cd configuratioal
was responsible for the largest increa., in

T. respiration rate.I i ion to significantly increasing res-
piration rate, the presence of the enclosure

o "T over the subject was responsible for an in-

I crease in forehead perspiration in compari-
son to the open cab conditions. Enclos.ed
subjects reliably exhibited a decrease in skin

resistance from baseline to experimental
10.0 data-recording periods. Tiis corresponded to

increased perspiration. No subjects in the
open cab conditions demonstrated a decrease

,5.0 |-in forehead resistance. It is unlikely that the
increased perspiration was due to increased

S, LA'I•L I,. .L temperature or humidity inside the enclo-"St " 109 NO10ksure, as adequate flow-through ventilation
Figure 9. L,:err acceleration simulation effect on was incorporated into the cab design.
steering remrsals (95% confidencr !itrits). The yaw deviation performance measure

clearly indicated that delayed feedback
for the simulation of lateral acceleration by dynamics adversely affected vehicle contiol-
angular rotation than for the normal method lability. Significantly lower yaw deviation
of lateral translation. However. the interac- values for the conditions containing normal
tion of the lateral acceleration with the delay vehicle dynamics were obtained in compari-
variable restricted the interpretation of the son to the yaw deviation values of conditions
main effect of lateral acceleration. Whenever incorporating delayed dynamics.
uomputational delh;y was Introduced. re- The method of simulating lateral accelera-

gardless of the method of simulating lateral tion showed a significant main effect for the
acceleration. the baseline to experimental number or steering reversals. However. the
change in pallor increased significantly from result. are surprising at first glance. The
the normal lateral translation-nondelived number of steering reversals is generally
dynamic, condition. Therefore, the normal thought to increase ,as a function of driving
simulator configuration produced the lowest task difficultv, which is in turn influenced by
level of pallor, a number of factors, such as vehicle handling

The amount or increa.,, in subjects' respira- qualities. Following this logic, it apr.,ars that
tion rates from 1,aeline measurement to ex- the simulation of laleral acceleration by an-
perimental mezsuremesit %-as demonstrated gular rotation would be associated with aw
io he a very sensitive mea,,ure of discomfort- greater number of steering reversals than th:
ing simulator t2.4cts. The signilicance ob- normal lateral translation method. As shown!

"t ained for all thli., niaiu effects suggests that in the confidence Interval graphs of Figure 9ý'
subjv:ts tend to heighten their breathing rate the opposite effect was found to be true. One'
""'hen experiencing any degraded simulator possible explanation for the lower number of
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.. teering reversals in response to angular rota- delayed dynamics with angular rotation on
:lion is that due to the "oversize" roll cue. pallor. Also, the presence of delay showed an
"wubjccts may quickly learn to refrain from associated significani, increase in yaw devia- .

"making quick steering reversals which cause tion over the normal simulator dynamics.

the simulatur to move in successive rota- This finding sugL-Csts that delaycd feedback of
tional excursions. Ct,ntinued rotational ex- the effect of steering control inputs causes the
cursions, of the magnitude used in simulating subject to have to compensate in order to con-
a lateral acceleration cue. may be unpleasant trol the vehicle's direction. The constant at-
to a subject. Therefore, during the early seg- tentional demand placed on the subject by
ment of the driving task, the subject may the increased work load may heighten the
learn to make fewer steering corrections,. overall stress level. At any rate, the negative
thereby lessening the number of large rolling effect.i of ddLav, such as those due to camera
motions. servo lag or to. the serial procssing time of
General Recommendations some comput.rs, are compelling and demon-

strate that they should be avoided in
On the basis of the data reported herein, it simulator design.

is clear that all three of the alternate (de- Finally, the forehead skin resistance and
graded) simulator conditions should be respiration rate measures clearly indicate
avoided, or at least given careful considera- that enclosing the subject in a box-like cab
tiun before inclusion in a driving simulator has a disquieting influence. As the graphs
design. The technique of simulating lateral show, the presence of the enclosure over the
acceleration by roll-axis rotation, the pres- drix ing simulator was sufficient to cause in-
ence of delay in the visual and motion creased forehead perspiration and respira-
dynamics, and the practice of enclosing the tion rate.
subject all produced mild discomforting ef- In the present study, the overall lack of
fects in subjects. overt driving simulator sicknes,. such as

It is evident that any reduction in cost or nausea or vomiting, is in part borne out by
space saved by %imulating translational the lack of significance obtained on the fea-c
movements with rotational mot: is may he tions questionnaire. The questionnaire had
outweighed by the disadvantages of the rota- been demonstrated to be a sensitive and reli-
tional method. The use of angular rotation able measure of driving simulator sickness in
was accompanied by increases in subjects' other research (Testa, 1969). However, Testa
skin pallor and breathing rates over the nor- also reported (experimenter) observable
mal method of lateral translation. This find- symptoms of sickness, such as nausea and
ing suggests that angular rotational simula- profuse perspiration, in addition to the sub-
lion of lateral acceleration may at least jectivc reports of sickness on the question-
contribute to the onset of driving simulator naire.
uneasiness in subjects. Two explanations for the lack of -ensitivity

The presence of simulated computationa' of the questih nnaire in the current study are
delay In additiotn to the normal vehicle re- as follows. First. the actual construction of
sponse was found to induce inild subject on- the questionnaire may be partly responsible
easiness, as well as reduce vehicle controlla- for the resu•is obtained. The first column
bility. On the subject's part. this was evi- undkr "level experienced" on the question.
,enced by the effects ol delayed dynami, on naiie is indicative of "slight or not notice.
"respiration rate and the interactional effect of able" symptom% of simulator sickneos. Re-
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sponses in this column arc in agreement with simulator behavior. Journal of Applied Pvveho/orr,thu veral asenc oracut syptom of 1969.53(3).253.254.
the ovc rail absence of acute symptoms of Minke. R. E. and Williams. i. K. Driving simulator. Paper
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tests. Aurospace Medicine. 96•. 39. 9991002.
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FOR OFICIA USEONLY - Iu'e h% the F-Itt comrnunitie'. This is signifi-

I.carnt hecau~e the Marine Corp'% F-4 and Navy
A-' communitics have not becen expoed to the

W11 Twrwide-angle ACM-type simulator. With the
adsent of gearing up for the F. (tt on the pant ofW E K Y ~buotts coimmumiti'. well %eca surge of simnula-
tof training in the new 2F7 by aircrew', with no
p!c5II% iu5ep(5urc tri simulatoir sickness Ad.

NO. 3842 (19 --ý2 SEPTEMBER 19,51 OF AIRCRAF71;ISHAPS hcrince to the directri-sve quoted in thli%--Ainhcle
S~l can minimiye adverse phyiinlogicalIjstteno-

menon. A further stop that reduce% the inci-
dnce cof %imulator %icioness is its scompl;tc each

S im u ator -S ic nessmaneuver and avoid the resct func-itoW'asaika.

bie on newer simulators. F-or instancer. avoid
F_ 14 and F-4 pilots are ex perincing a phe. 40-foot dome wbich approximates a rescoting from Woler to II.-mile ball call

nomenon identified as Reverse Sensory Con-. degree field of view. Visual scenesi are created Adherence to the suggestinns herein contained
Meit ( RSC) by aviafioa phvsiolofist3 and Naval try prcojecting aircraft. missile and earth -AN can successfully- minimi.-e all tit thir following.
Aerospace -medic-Al Re,.carch personnel. This scirnes onto the domes. The dev ice it, demigned* vorettn
phvsuotlusticalphmcnornsentnxperieoecdafter to provide close-tn air combat mranecuserini: ~wns
a session in the 2E6 2FI 12:,imulator, hencevth training. * Ileiidachir
popular name for RSC has become simulator 'The cockpits in the domes are mockups of 0 Pallor
oticknessaQ the F-4.1 and F.14A aircraft and are inter- * Stomach awareness

"Navy and Air Force aircrews have reported ch2 gcabic. Spatial orientation is provided hv * loss of appetitte
%imptoms such as nausea. diryiness. head- computeri/ed control osf the skv-earth projec- * NAC

achrs. and disorienttd feelings while operating tor There is no prov ision to simulate sIsuail 0 li m -.is
training Device 2E6. Air Combat Maneuver- altitude cues osr relative direction and vclisuciti -aiu
ing Simulator (ACMS). Reports of both de. progression ovser the terrain.m-sstd
lavd reactions and persistence of symptoms Simulatortickness works bst aainstcxperi- Y* ,nn
after leaving the trainer have raised concern enced pilots. This is because the more hour% H urping
user pivssible impact on flight safety and ne, ~-. you have tn the air, the more conditioned litt e Confusion
tive training- (NAVTRAEQUIPCEN 80-C- associated visual and vestibular sensory per- * Spinning sensa~otor
005t-4500-1. Feb 1981). ception your body becom~es. So. relatisei ii Extreme unsteadine~s

1 hisphenonsenorinbas been with us for scene older pilots will probably incur mome unpleas- * Motor dvskineiiia
time, and articles havec been %%ritten on poe. ant experiences from the 2E6 ACMS than *Fljshhack3s
tionsof its effects on aircrewmen being trained their youngier contemporaries. *Visual Dysfunction
in % ide angle visual systemps. The more famil- COMFITAEWWINGPACNoticc375Soad- For an in-depth review .
iirarticlesdeal with-motion sickness'symp.. dresses this problem and seeks to limit the itimulatorf %icknesti read .eY:sANRepnni
tu'nts and 'wriattal dssorienatition." dangers of RSC by setting ujq minimums of NAVIRAEQUIPCEN X( .C4P545COfl1. I i

'Althoujch the phnoromenon has he" known required ground time betwee bouts with the tked -Simulator Sickness O)ccuir.f. rence in the
ftice %c~ars. identtfyinl; the reasons for simula. simulator and actual flhight. 3750 orders that .1F.6 Air Combat Maneuviering Simulator
its wixnrstan sdifrteuli task. The causes ar . no none shall he schedule to fly within 12 (AMCS)bsaulhorsiamcMc(iuinnexsi.l. I
complex "n. mog probably. interrelated. hours of the first exposurce to the F.14 flight Bowman. 'and Jim Forbes of Person-Systemn
While precise reasor; are not fully under- simulator" and cautions airervws to -ensure Integration. Ltd.. Alexandria. VA.
stood, research efforts are establishing a base this readjustmewnt period inc-ludes a good nightN;
w hich may someday providt the design speci- rest. For subsequent flights, a 2-hour intes-vl
ficattumm or porocedures necessary to mitigate will be observed from exiting the simulator
or eliminate the problem."- until Actual aircraft flight. Aircrews in this

Aircrewrncn become accustomed to experi- category are expected to use good judgment tn
Mcing sOmet prett% peculiar physical sensa- determintnj their owniability to perform. haw.d
ttssns in conjunction with associated visual on previous experience (t~he first exposuirc
itwibervattusna while riding out rapid rolls, ret when 12 hours was obwerved, or any unusutil
itcrsijl. tor other relativels violent or sudden reactions thereafitr).*
maneuver G-lorces and the like are a fact of COM FITA EWWIN( PAC Notice.11791adso
lite for the professionl aviaitor - comset with directs that the device be star-ted and stoppe
the territory. In A wings-level1. nocle-on-hot-izon attitude, C asto* J . H.I heforeesf(titare scoredtinthe brain'sdata with thevisual portinn secured and the white Sm lao ik es
bank, along with vistionscassociated with those dome lights turned con before the aircrew Weekl y r S ickneass.0
unumsial %cnsat ions. When therbiaindipeststhe ermerites from the trainer. Aircrvw%- are titw eloSm ay o
pis-tutri hat thece~s see. your precconifltionin¶ wetar, a: least. milnimum flight gear, tuirsa hit ir-f is a s
Sets the brain tell your body to get ready to n~ss, and 0-s.uit. M e e temb er
cagieriecte some hairy sensations ... only it COMFITWING ONE loIntruction 1542. If) 1982, 38 8 ,1
due--ni happen You aie conditioned to forces also aoddrestes thit problem and sets maxsimum 13 -2
that the simulator cannot duoplicate. Since the time exposure to the %imnulator.
brain is aceuitiomed tit.%perienctng both the The21E7 ACMSA ill soon hetintroduccd (oe
iiisual a .nd kestibular sensations simul- Frtsrs by US. Nae S4earV Center
tanoesiusl wihen one 6s experienced without RAOM T. C.Sooe4, Ctouyw andae
tow tither, sitrting conflicting internal sensory
Wie% arm felt ansi resuk in R(SC stympturms ... CO~mmadF" Wdtwffldhor
Itielulaitir sticknesso Mr, J. 14.code

'The 2E6 ACMS conousist oftwo fixed-baste, COMMERCIAL (8041444-1321
tandem crrewi cockpits. each surroundedc by a AUTO VON 090-1321
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A 2--

*...OR SAACING THE DIZZIES

-He's coming . .. 2 o'c-'ock lov,. Johnl. I'm en- sock of it.) "Sim sickness" is not strictly motion
C~3%ec4 you. r,ý- iree sirkness %whi;jh many peozl'e have exoiere"nced.

"!'IIunq p~iuo , hiwo. S -rn. I'm stiparating- Iuther. it is causpd fly ,rnt'.rn.ai irnt;:,!ancr-s
*Q.John, I'm hiat. an his six--ryve got him which ar:se when the body C.7MPares vwfat's

wiredl happening to it in the SAAC to c3s; experiences
This scenatio could have liken olace in many -oi the airraft.

USAF Spjadrons. but today we're in the Simul.3- During your flying career you have become
ibr for A:r* to-Aui C-Driat tSAAC.) at Luke AFB. at.11:,anmed fit)a cf iArtair phys.cal r-er.sa::cjn~ cc-

"FREEZE..hciid it right theie guys. See where ciiir~iacJoil coriltrnclion witth cewrtain viris.l se-ns3_
you arc. Sam You'll overshoot him. and ho'!l tions 133p.d rulls. reversals, loading tt-.. airplane
wand up right in your *Six Now if you had yo-yo'd w~ih G. unloading. etc. have accompan~'ang vas-
then. yoti'd be. in good shape to drive him out of ual pictures which are part of your brain's dzita
the fight and separate with your wingman. bank Yuu have become conditioned to a force

"Now let's reinatiate and try at again. ....... environivent whi!ch iSn't there in the sirnul~tor.
Thera's another side to the successful stoi-y of One sense (visual) indicates changing attitudes

SAAC . Voto might hea .r at like this at thae bar. an space:t whale another (vestibula3r) wr'oca'es no
... 's a super trainer, but wait till your bed change ini budy position Since you have be-

does 3 3-turn sp~n in the middle of the night.....come accustomed to having both se-nsorv
Does that SAAC ever make me sweat... systems react to the change simultaneusy

I've nevvr worked so hard . . when they don't occur together or one naoper's
Sounds pretty stimulating for a simulator. but alone, strong conflicting internal sensoitv cues

just this soft of response has been taking place are produced which resuilt in the symplomns of
in the SAAC Recent investigations by the AF ".sim sickness " Wide fiold-of-viev% simula 'tors

Human Resou~rces Laboratory have tu~rned up can present most of the visual cues arising from'n
surme Interesting psychophysiologic reactions on motlion withouti any physical motion presen .
the part of FZ4 pilots while flying. simulated dog This adoit ion of a motion olatform to tr&e sirritil
fights in thie, SAAC Some pilots have been tor does" t appear to reduce thi5sr~ con-_
experient.oinj orientation dirsturbanc'as which flirt withi'u The stresses of rapid rol!ngr~ ma.
have been~ labeled "sifrnulatcr sickness' for lack neuvers d110 sustained high.G loading cannot be
of a better term MNo. th~s doesn't mean you can provided A motion system simply cannot MIMIC
get out of a simulator mission lust 'cause you're the physaical strains crdltad on the F-4 pilot it'
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By Robert E. Coward -

Robert S. Kellogg
7 Carl H. Castore

AFH RL/OTO
Luke AFB AZ

actuai fi-ght--no necý-: strain.- ..3 i-ask puia.-r.o
upper body cornpressiori...o sustained G.

But v.-hat are these symptoms anyway? Well.
they can be as mild as a slighit disorientation or
as seveir- as physical reactions includirnq nauseza
and vorr't-i:~ Betwc-tn these tW& extremes are
symrrtolos such as profose sweating. vertigo.

jrd17zin~'.m tiislJiaJ htaigue. and feeling vtaJ~llyV
washed outi Some pilot*s have repouted*Jill dtsrup,.ed sleep and short sessions of d~:zzness.

The mno!.*t common place where these
syimiro~niS weiL experienced is in the SAAC

SAAC geshsgrsamld a ri t Ms
people experience mild disorientation dur!ng the
initial flight, but that usually passes rather
quickly. A few individuals have reported a "re-
play" of certain visual seQuences from SAAC
missions These "rep'ays" may occur during anV
period of light mental activity--later that day
while working over a paper or just relaxing in
the BOO A few other interesting perceptual
disturbanees have also been reported One pilot

lie was watching TV and experienced all the
physical st,'nsations of a climbing turn and tad
the impress-on that the TV was now suspencdd
from the ceiling Another pilot reiporled 111ýat
while lying down his visual field temporarily Ne.
came inverted 1 80 degrees until he sat uprightl
QJ D. Ellai..k or Green Label will do that to mne
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Which W3Y *ijs Up! n.Ig ':h:4..

0.0
every time!" Ed) One of 'he most frequently .0, a.
reported sensations is th3t Of imbalance similar
to that experienced attei a long boat or train
ride. Miany people %,,ho have been on a boat all
day stil! occasionally experience the rocking
seilsao!on of the w3ves several hours later. Reac-
tions frcrn the SAAC are basically the same as
these, but oerhaps a bit more vivid

Some ccricern his beeni expressed by pilots.
if I report these kind of things. Hl! b'i 2

groundea- or".. fighter pilots don't have these
vrcoblerns. These kinds of physical reactions can
be e-Apected and are normal reactions to an
initial experience in a w'de field-of-view simula-
tor! Th-_ý-e symptoms do not occur in all
aircre,#s and ind to d-sapcear dum to adap:a-
tion w~t' re:peated experience in simulators likeI
the~ SAAC

Ful; mission simulators with wide field-of-view
cap~abiitt'es W0!l play an incrciasing role in the
development of new tactics and the enhance-
ment of force readiness. The F-4 pilots who
have flown the SAAC are enthusiastic about its
vaiue as a ccmnbat trainer. However, the users of / ?
such simulators and future simulators with these
capabilities should be aware that some adjust-
ment maV be required by pilots when stepping
back into the real world from ..the computer-
generated world to -SAAC- the dizzies. An
awaireness of the nature and possible extent of
the symptoms of -sim sickness- can help the
pilot deal with such symptoms when and if they
arise The concensus of TAC pilots who have
participated in the SAAC training program is Wk- f-
that the te-mpoirary discomfort brought on by-
these symptoms is a smal price to pay for the
kind of com-ba.t training afforded by the SAAC.

Additional information can be obtained from
the Tactical Research Branch at this address

*AFHRL/OTO Lu~ke AFB AZ 85309. ..
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Crampton, G. H., & Young, F. A. The differential effect of
a rotary visual field on susceptibles and nonsusceptibles to
miotion sickness. Journal of Comparative and Physiological
Psychology, 1953, 46(6), 451-453.

THE DWFERENTIAL EFFECT OF A ROTARY VISUAL FIELD ON SUSCEPTIBLES

"- AND NONSUSCEPTIBLES TO MOTION SICKNESS'

- GEORGE H LCRAMP'TON' A FRANCIS A. YOUNG

S14M Cdire 1o Waskinsim

Most studies reporting symptoms of motion of simultaneous movement of the S and
sickness resulting from various visual stimuli the room.
indicate that angular displacement of the Apparently, mere optokinetic nystagmus
visual field is the most effective stimulus. and apparent body movement are not sufficient

This displacement of the visual field has to arouse nausea. Lebensohn (5) could not
usually been accomplished in two ways. It. inhibit gastric activity with just the small
may be an entire room which either oscillates surface of a kymograph drum, though ap-
about a horizontal axis from which the S is parent motion and nystigmus were present.
suspended in a swing (7, 9), or tips right and Colley (3), however, utilizing a cylinder
left about a horizontal axis with a stationary rotating about the whole body, found inhibi-
S (8). A second method is to have S fixed and ton of contractions and an atonic condition
to rotate around him a cylinder, the inside of of the stomach by roentgenological examnna-
which is painted with vertical stripes (2, 3, 6). tion. Hisi description of the alteration in
These conditions impart an apparent motion gastric activity coincides with Hatcher's (4) as
of the body, and some Ss experience nause to the sequence of events at the commence-
Those stimuli which revolve about a vertical mert of nausea and vomiting. It is apparent
axis result in optokinetic nystagmus, to which that an adequate visual stimulus for na-rsea
Vogel (6) related the occurrence of nausea and requires a relatively luge, moving visual area.
dizziness at a critical frequency of 12 2m. At In most such experiments it wu customary
this particular frequency, with s apparatus, to find that only a few Ss became nauseated.
he recorded the most regular nystagmus. At The purpose of this investigation was to
higher and lower frequencies, he found either determine If these individual differences in
irregular or no nystagmus and none of the susceptibility to nausea induced by visual
motion sicLness symptoms, stimulation could be related to individual

There is some doubt as to whether a vigorous differcnces in susceptibility to mo&,n sickness.
horizontal optokinetic nystagmus is a neces-
sary condition for the development of motion MEUroD

sickness symptoms, bough, perhaps, visul SubjiLd
_ ate an proitLSuhanyeas t " qUtsaUotnalre utilsed and

jjjamre1uir . Such a nyst u wasnotvalidated by the Weittyan studies (1) *t used as a
preunt- e-i auation described by Wood basis for the teet'eiona of YL S•ven womea and 9 MM

(9), wherein the visual field did not rotate but were choun for thm susceptible group (scoe 24 Lad

merely oscillated about a horizontal axis which blw). and S women and 14 man for the noeasusceptibte

was lateral to S. In Witkin's situation (8), r ( or 38). All Si we tta atted

nystagmus was also not a factor. Here, rela-
tively slow tipping movements of the room App, raha
about a horizontal axis medial to the stationary A to s ft. square with T0 in. high walls of fiber
S brought about nausea. Interestingly enough, board and a ceiling ofstretcbed burlap was contructtd.
the nausea was alleviated by the introduction The crtameolored interior Was unptinted. The entire

room was centered on a revoking horizontal wheel, 42

I From a thesis submitted to the graduate school of in. in diameter, driven by a t.h.p. motor. A Va6ac,

the State Collete of Washl,~tntn in partial ful6llment type 200-CU, manufactured by the General Radio

of the requirements for the Degree of Master of Science. Company, was introduced into the motor circuit to

I NoW' at Army Medical Servire Graduate School, adjust the angular velocity. The velocity could also

Walter 4ted Army Medical Center, Washington. D. C. be varied by cocans of a lever which changed the
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452 GEORGE H. CRAMPTON AND FRANCIS A. YOUNG

tension of the belt which drove the base wheel. The Of the four Ss classified in the "nausea"
ang• ar velocity could thus be varied from zero to 24 category, three requested that rotation be ".
rpnL The S's cbair was in the exact center of the room,
supported by a pipe which extended from the bottom stopped before the 10-min. period had elapsed.
of t~e chair seat down through the wheel bearing to Two men lasted for 2, and 5j mrin., re-
the sheel ba&s. A second pipe extended from the top spectively, while one woman requested rota-
of the chair frame up through the ceiling of the revolving Lion to stop after 74 mrin. No decided sex
room and was anchored to the rafters of the experi- differences in the occurrence of nausea were
mental room. The chair was completely independent
of the rotating room and remained stationary when noted.

the room revolved. It was poasible, however, to revolve
the "~air by hand whcn standing in the room. For TABLE I
illumination, & 60-w. bulb was placed on the forward Incidence of Nausea in Relation to Suscptibility
elge of the upper framwoork of the chair. I ,

exacr PU-,4.:~utlP
Procedure a"S NZA MAUSSA

After being seated, the S& were instructed to keep
their eyes open and watch the dloor, walls, and celing Susceptbles
o the room. rathrthin some part of their body. If MlIe 9 * 3 Z S I 2
they felt they wert going to vomit, they were to Female 7 1 2 J I
instruct Fto stop. The Ss were not told the chair would Both sees 16 i 4 5 5 2

revolve, but after they were in the chair, it was spun NonsucepdblesI
around once to give the suggestion that they, Lad not Male 14 0 o 6 I a
the moom, would be spinning. The program of velocities Female 5 0 0 1 4

was to accelerate the room during 14 sec. to 24 rpm Both sexes 19 0 0 7 12
and maintain a period of constant velocity for 20 ec.,
and then switch off the current and allow the room
to decelerate for 20 sc to a velocity of 9 rpm. The TABLE 2
cycke was immediately repeated and continued for 10 Incidence of N•aujam In Relation to Perceived Rotation
mi., or until S requested rotatioo to stop. I

RESULTS AND CSCUSSION vaa.sm otnoEA V , eoura
The resulting symptoms were the basis for Positive chair was revolvinL g

categorizing Ss: Thought chair was revolving 4 9 13

a. Nouauc. Those Ss who requested the Thought room was revolving 2 3 S

motion to stop before the 10-min. period was room was revolving 2 0 2

completed, and those Ss who by their own

reports indicated they were just able to last
out the full 10 miin. This group was typified An inspection of the results reveals very

by having to rest before leaving the experi clearly that individuals susceptible to motion

mentai room, and by their fear of immediate Sickness are also susceptible to nausea in a
vomiting, rotary visual field, and, conversely, non-

b. Light .asm. These Ss lasted out the ausceptibles are resistant. By grouping the

full 10 mrin., but upon being questioned after- data of Ttble I into four cells, using suscepti-
wards reported "feelings" of nausea. They bles and nonsusceptibles as the fi•st and

expressed the belief that they would have second clas.ifications, symptom categories

vomited if they bad been exposed for a longer a and b as the third, and categories c and d as

period of time. the fourth, a fourfold table results. The null
c. Dimers. This group reported dizziness hypothesis that such a distribution of indi-

after stimulation, but no nausea. viduals arose by chance is refuted by a prob-

& No nauiec oad ao dimiess. ability value of .012 as indicated by chi square
The results are presented in Table 1. When computed by the direct method. It may be

questionable, all judgments were made con- concluded that some of the individual differ-
servatively, that is, in the direction of lesser ences found in previous studies may be related
nausea. Most, though not all, judgments were to the Ss' motion sickness susceptibility.
made without the knowledge of the suscepti- Informal discussion with several of the Ss
bility group in which S fell. a few days afterward indicates that the effects
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-EFFECT OF A ROTARY VISUAL FIELD 453

of this darticular form of stimulation may last parent rotation tended to be unaffected, and,
for sont~ time. One' of the nonsusceptible men conversely, those who perceived the actual
reporieý only dizziness immediately following motion tended to experience nausea. The X's
stimulation, but after he left the experimental involved in each cell are too small to permit
room he began to feel slightly nauseated. This adequate analysis, and further work is needed
condition lasted for'about 2 hr. The Ss were todeterinine if such a relationship isa trueone.
categori~zed in terms of the reports immediately
following rotation, and no changes were made IN

on the basis of any later information. One 1 wo grourn f t' ~u oihle and the
susceptible mati in dhe "light nausea" cate- other not susceptible to motion sicknes
gory lost his appetite for lunch. A susceptible were subjected to a -ro-t-ating room sit ati ii
man in the "nausea" category, who requested Jin w%- týhc reoreý hioýr h e
rotatiou toi stop after 23J min., vomited upon suiting nausea svmptoms we-e categorizedI on
reaching houme and complained of aftereffects anaritrarvfour- in t ale
consibtiLng of a severe headJache and light 2.y -The result sindicate that individuals
nausea fop the following two days. These after- -AFe a, u

efcswere particularly noticeable when hec ceptible to nausea in a rotary visual iidd
was watching large, moving objects. tuto an Lnvrennusptte

The Ss' reliorts as to whether the rooru (trae ~rs~at
Motion) or lthe chair (apparent motion) was ~ cnlddta oi fteidvda
actually revolving are of interest. Table 2 3. It s concuded tat soe of Llt indvidua

pris~ents, thev. data in terms of those Ss who dttric nreauuiiuatudnipt
fell into symptom categories a and 6 (nausea vious studies utilizing rotary visual fields may
group), and those Ss who fell into symptom !be related to the motion smkntess su ceiihlt
categories c aind d (no-nausea group). Thirty-oft 'ijc.
three Ss were ignorant of the structural fe3- REFEREN*CES
tures of the equipment and were subjected 1. A~T .n~ S., CU M.. HIL C. RIC-~
only to the Es indirect suggestion that ;bhe citm, E. A.. &WPswor, G. R, We~tevao Uni.
chair would bie turning. Two Ss knew the true veuiity studies of motion tickntss: Vt. Picdtion
nature of the equipment, one (a susceptible) of skakkes on a verica.] a"c tAror i'y mcatia oi
was classitied as "light nausea," and t he other a milotio sickoesa histoty qucý'uowuiaire. J.
(a noniusceptible) as "dimzinc-A." Roth Ss PjcJ. 1945, 20, 23-30,

repoted hatthe hai seeed t lerevovin Al'WOULY, .it. 1). ", Rutioa al ao inoud durinc
re~wrtei tat h-echar semedto e rvoling rotation of the visual eaviroomant. Awjy. J.

in spite of their previous knowledge to the Piy", 1932, U, 43-5.
contrary. I% lthe break-down in Table 2, these 3. C~xv F-K. Wtiter~ z winetLiide
two.T.- were iirbitrarily placed in the "thought Unittisucbuagra Uber di.- Eatkebunt der Ske.

chai wasrevlvitg" ategry.kra nkbkit, Z. Ali*a. Med,, 1927, 106. 267-171.
chai wasrevlvin" ctegoy. . HATa~oa.i R. A. 11e mehanism ul voatitiag.

For those Ss who thought that eithier the Pp"of J~n, 1924. 4. 4194304.
chair or tlu room could bec revolving and S. Lt~~axiox. 3. E. Car-uickn~a. Aftk. 00"A"i...
wene not positive as to the t rue state of affairs, 1930. 4. 34Z-347.
the illusqion of rotation would Lhift from room 6, Vooxi., P. Mt btdie Bnndeangurndsot',Lioeiiu heen

Scliwitdets. PýAu. r4ek. Its. Physi4., W31~, 218.
to the chair and back. For some, this alteriui- 5140
tion would occur without conscious effort. 7. VeN Duciutoshorrs, H4. 1h" 4.Zib !sJW fty .bt
Other Ss within this group found thecy could por~somad Trotanisted by V. F.. Hetukrý4&a
3ltentate the illusion voluntarily by watching Tomonto Unie.w oft Tomoto Prvss, MO4.
some part of their body or momencrtarily closing &h WIN .A Pfego of b 'mnna l*s2,1.o andi4 .tIu~

their eyes, even though they were specilically 1404. 63. No 7 (Whote Nn. 3011.
intatrurled not to do so. 9 . Wooo, R,. W. The 'launted na-in' i"wAci" ?JýKk -.

From an inepect ion of Table 2 it is suggested Res.. tQ.2 7-7
that tine utdividuals whto perceived the ajp. X~t.i Md4 it. ,1ii
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Crosby, T. N., & Kennedy, R. S. Postural aisequilibrium and
simulator sickness following flights in a P3-C operational flight
trainger. Presented at the 53rd Annual Scientific Meeting of the
Aerospace Medical Association, Bal Harbor, FL, 10-13 Kay 1982.

ABSTRACT flight crews, i.e., pilot, copilot, and flight---
Variable- amourts of standing and walking engineer, who were regularly attached tO

unsteadiness., have been reported following fixed-wins, patrol squadrons that comprise .
training mi:sions in the Navy's ground-based Patrol Wing 5 stationed at HAS Brunswick, Maine.
P3-C operational flight trainer (2F87). This Subjects were accessed from crews scheduled for
L.,-ouilibrlum is accompanied by other symptoms normal refresher and certification training at
related to vestibular upset (dizziness, vertigo, Fleet Aviation Specialized Operational Training
stomach awareness, headache). Reviews of Group, Atlantic (FASOTRAGRULANT) Detachment
previously published reports of Air Force and Brunswick. Additional observations were made
wavy simulator sickness studies show that while using instructor pilots and flight engineers
leans, unsteadiness, ataxia and incoordinatlon from PATWING-S and one group of training
had been reported before, this aspect of devicemen from the FASO unit operating the
simulator sickness has not previously bee simulator.
emphasized. It is believed that these
conditions can reduce the effectiveness of APPA•ATUS, The basic apparatus used in this
training, and pernaps more importantly, pose & study was the P3-C operationtl flight trainer
threat to air'crew safety in the event of air or which Is designated as training device ?F87F.
motor vehicle operations during the period of This 'igh fidelity simulator manufactured by the
the post slawlatc,- exposure. Link Oivislo., of the Singer Company, reproduces

the flight deck environmwnt (with the addition
":TRODUi •T ION of an instructor/operator Station) nounted upon

Along with the incre.-sed usage of ground- a .ation platform with six-degries-of-freedom.
bdSe:[ flignt smulators has been the Inueeased Visual dispijys represeftative of external
incidence of disturbances due tc. the optokinetic aircraft mnvircno ti are provided by Mcdonnell
relationships of the visual displays and the Douglas Vital IV Computer Ir-ge Generation 'CIG)
mocief platforms. Simulator sickness is the system. This CIG system provide high resolu-
collective term for this malady and the symptoms lution, chrOna.,c displays collimated to the
whiCh occur are generally Similar tO the pilot and copilot pos.itions, resoectively. and
symptoms of air, sua, and space sickness. As 15 describea in detail in service manuals.
with other forms of motion sickness, the Ancillary apparatus used in this t-vest-
disturbances are probably caused by visual- igation included a styrofoam baffle, painted
vestibular interactions (Reason A Brand, 1975). flat black. This baffle fashioned by hand from
Waowever. preliminary evidence suggests that comoercially available styrofoan was used in two
different classes of symptomatoloogic after- distinct configurations in order to occlude
effects occur In different simjlators. We find the flight engineers' visual input f-om
it convenient to consider simulator Sickness in the pilots' displays. Additionally. a
three main- classes of aftereffects which have Hewlett-Packard vonochrogatic video mo'itor was
significance for military aircrew training, used to provide the flight engineer with a low
These Include: 1) nausea and other neurovega- fidelity repeat of the pilots' visual
tative symptoms; 2) postural disequilibrium end presentation.
other psychomotOr aftereffects; 1) drowfLess.
dizZiness and other corebro/visual anomalies. PROCEOURE. The Investigation was conducted in

Recently a computer Image generation (CIG) too phases. Phase one addressed problem
system was installed In a P3-C operational identification while phase two evaluated the
flight trainer at kAS, Brunswick, WE. The new feasibility of an additional display for the
system replaced a c•sera modelboard system which flight engineer. In each phase two Provocative
had per•itted a wide fielf tf view for pilot, tests of vestibular effects were eMployed: 1)
copilot and flight ?ngi .r. The pilot and Pensacola Kotion Sickness Sym$tomology forms
copilot, in t-e pr". -onfiguration, each have were filled out and scored according to the
forward viewing CRT/CIG displays and the pilot ofthod described in Viker, Kennedy, qcCauley, I
%4s an additional slie view CRT/CIG display for Pepper, 1979); 2) postural eq•uilibrium tests
vse in circling-to-landing approaches. However, just prior to comenceefent Of a simulator hop
the flight engineer has no display of %is otw and im•ediately upon completion of the exercise
and is 30 degrees off-ails when viewing the were conducted, The posture tests employed we-e
pilots' and copilots' CIGs. With the Intre- the walk-on-floor eyes-closed etai stand-on-one-
ductIon of the new system came reports of foot eyes-closed of Freoly, Graybiel, and Saith
similator sickness In flight engineers, but (1972). According to Fregly 1197a) these two
generally favorable reactions from pilots end tests possess eacellent reliability and pre-
copilots. These sickness reports included dictive validity for trie full scale rail walking
ty"Ptoftlogy Irom each of the three categories Performance of the Grayblel-Fregly posture test
listed above.; the study which follows evaluates (Fregly S Gtaybiel. 1966). The tests are de-
the Sickness which occurred and reports ON two scribed in detail elsewhere (Fregly at at 1972)
kuman factors .engineering design options set up but in summary each subject's session scores
t0 Inillile the problee. were; a) walking - the best three trials out of

five with a ma•i•um score of 30 steps; b)
SUBJECTS. Subjects wtee WATOPS qualified P3-C standing - the best three trials out of five
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with a maxirvum score of 180 seconds. insufficient data are available to identify the
Typical flight simulation session duration aetiological significance of the different

was approximately four hours. CAnectdotal equipment features which are most Sickness
reports had: inoicated postural disequilibrium provoking in the different simulators. Ite,
was rarely-.encountered when the visual scene appears that in addition to the off-axis':
content durnq the majority of the exercise was viewing reported here, field of view, visual
impoverisned (e.g., over water flights). inertial lags, highly dynamic visuals, are all:--
Therefore, anly hops whose training objectives provocative.
would necessitate rich visual scenes (e.g.. re- Because of the extraordinary advantage for.^:
peated approach and take-offs) were used.] Data training of ground based flight simlators it
were obtained under four conditions 1) with, and can be expected that their use will increase
2) Without occlusion (baffle) of flight greatly. Thus the problems of simulator
engineer's view while platform motion was 3) on, sickness should be studied more because they can
or 4) off. be expected to compromise training effectiveness

so greatly. It is probable that dl-play
EV.ALUATION OF LOW FIDELITY FLIGHT ENGINEER properties which are most conducive to problems
DISPLAY. Procedures for this phase of the can be identified and perhaps avoided in future
investigation were almost identical to those designs. For this reason, a survey should be
described in the preceding subsecyion except for undertaken.
tne following lepartures. The baffle was While simulator sickn.ess is not a unitary
modified to allow the enqineer visual access to category for biomedicai diagnosis. it Cont.nues
a Hewlett-Packard monochrome repeater tempor- to be employed as such by the manager of human
arily installed for this evaluetion. Motion was resources who attaches his problems (i.e. tie
not uved during this phase and only two adverse efiects of simulator sickness) to the
conditions (with and without baffle) were simulator. It is our view that it would help to
tested. distinguish whether: I) unpleasant side effects

will reduce pilot acceptance and therefore lower
RESULTS simulator usage; Z) perceptual aftoreffects from

These results can be sumnarized as follows. simulator exposure may place a subject at risk
wotion (either 'on' or 'off) had no effect upon exiting the simulator or at sometime later; and
the deoendent measures In the problem identi- 3) habits (e.g.. adaptation) learned in the
fication phase. The occlusion of the flight ;imulaýor will transfer to the aircraft and m)
engineer from the pilots' visual input by ine have negative consequences. This taxonomy
insertion of the baffle significantly (p(.(111 comuined with the three classes of aftereffects
eliminated the symptoms of pos'ural disequl- listed above might provide a common language for
librijm seen in apprcixlately fifty percent of all to enploy uhgn discussing the difficulties
the engineers in control conditions with no of simulator sickness. For instance, while the
baffle. Tneie results were repeated in the biomedical complaint (e.g. discomfort) f~y be
second phase of the experiment along with the 0viated )y shorter exposure:. it does not
observation that addition of the low fidelity ensure that the other problems (e.g., learning
CRY display foe the flight engineer had no incorrect habits) way also be removed.
significant impact upon Xhe relationships The authors are encouraged with the use of
described above with no display. In other tests of postural disequilibrium as diagnostic
-words, baffle and display results were no signs of adverse effects of the different
different than baffle alone, while display displays which were employed. The significant
without baffle was not different from unbafflod differences between the with and without VFR
condition in the problem identification ;&soe. condition in the first Study enabled us to

understand with greater confidence th# efficacy
DISCUSSION Of the low fidelity CRT display. Koreover the

The results of this study art clear Cut. objective naturt of tests of posturail ejili-
Off-ails CIG viewing of CRYs by flight engineers brium make it a better prospect for routine usa
produces ataxia &nd other symptoms of motion at simulator centers by technicians rather than
sickness. Longer exposures result in more the more subjective Symptomology scoring
pronounceo and protracted effects. Occluding peocedure (Wt Viker, et aý 1979). We feel that
the flight engineer's view of the forward develoaqent of more sophisticated objective
viewing displays obviates the problita but also measures of postural equilibrium !cf Pewan)
makes that airCrew p$1ition IFR. A low fidelity holds promise for better understanding uf sim-
CRT affords some protection and allows the ulator sickness problems, The utility is: 1) as
flight engineer a form of VFR. Obviously, a sensitive diagnostic tool in order to deter-
off-axis viewing shouli be avoided if possible mine whether an effect is pcesent from exposure,
in the design of future systems. and 2) as a metric device, between and within

Although syt-tors of, simulater sickness Subjects. where different display features could
observed li this study resemble those reported be compared for rtla4•ive magnituez of effects.
elsewhere, "enOugh differences occur (incidence,
time course, sympto• m im, .et,'.) that it is
probable this ,malady Is polygenic. Presently
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N-712:LHF

I February 1982

MEMORANDUM

From: N-712
To: N-221 (R. L. Cannaday)

Subj: IFi17A CH-46A WST; psychophysiological disturbances in

1. Preliminary evaluation of the CH-46E WST (2Fi7A) at Reflectcne, Inc.,
Tampa, FL revealed several factors which could lead to psychophysiologicil
disturbances in aircrew members and the instructor pilot. For instance,
it was noted that the horizon did not form a continuous line from one wind-
screen to the other when the "simulator was in a bank cr turn. There was also
considerable flicker of the display which would lead to visual fatigue. This
is noteworthy since it is well documented that fatigue is a major contributo,-
to disorientation. Furthermore, the copilot can only see portions of the
display since all optics are foci's'.d to the pilot's design eye position.
This is extremely awkward and disturbing to the copilot. He is receiving
untocused, somewhat uninterpretable signals. Une would predict a priori that
tie. copilot would be more susceptible to simulatur-induced problems than the
pilot. Simiiarly the instructor pilot, altnough having a better field of view,
is Gbserving optics focused for the pilot.

2. Additional items could be listed that may lead to psychophysiologlcal
disturbances. However, it is too premature to unequivocelly state that the
2F1lTA contributes towards "simulator sickness." The etiology of simulator
sickness is not well understood and currently under investigation in this
laboratory.

3. It is our reconunendation that the simulator be closely monitored after
its on-site installation for incidences of simulator sickness. lhe monitoring
can be easily accomplisned by a questionnaire. The questionnaire, which we
would develop at N-712, would help elucidate the relative incidence of dis-
turbance (if any), under what circumstances it occurred, and some experiential
characteristics of the users. Based upon the results of the questionnaire,
we could then make a more detailed analysis of the defined problem and recommend
a solution.

4. Setting aside the problem of simulator sickness, we believe a more immediate
and significant problem of the 2F1l7A is its capability to provide adequate
training for the copilot in other than IFR flight conditions (i.e., no visual).
fDue to the incomplete visual scene the copilot can observe, it appears on the
surface at least, that the only actions he can take are instrument monitoring
and radio communication. Navigation by visual means and terrain rotor blade
clearance calls, for example, cannot be performed. It is strongly recommended
that an immediate training effectiveness evaluation be performed.

U7

Frank, t.H., A Crosby, T.N. Psychophysiological disturbances in
the 2FI17A, CH-46A WST (Memorandum N-712:lHF). Orlando, FL: Human
Factors Laboratory, Naval Training Equipment Center, 1 Feb. 1982.
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N-712:LHF
(- 1 February 1982

Subj: 2FI7A CH-46A WST; psychophysiological disturbances in

5. We reatly appreciate being invited to consult on the 2HIMTA. We regret.`
that our evaluation could not be more definitive. Please contact us at any time
for additional assistance on this or any other human factor problem.'

L. H. FRANK T. N. CROSBY
LCR, MSC, USN LT, MSC, USN

(

(
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Hartman, B. 0., & Hatsell, C. Field study: SAAC simulator.
Brooks AFB, TX: USAF School of Aerospace Medicine, Oct. 1976.

1. The IJSAF School of Aerospace Medicine has conducted a staff study -
o, the Siiiuator for Air-to-Air Combat (SAAC) located at Luke AFB AZ.
The problkm arises from a variety of psychophysiologic symptoms in
pilots oCcurring while or following flying the SAAC. The requirement
for this staff study originated in the Phase I FOT&E report. There
was a subsequent letter request from TAC/OR (Major General Leaf)
through AFSC/SGB to AMD.

2. The SAAC is designed for training in visual air-to-air combat
simulation. The system provides two F-4E cockpits on six-dogree-of-
freedom motion bases. Each cockpit has a canopy formed by eight CRTs
which provide a total FOV of 3000 horizontal and 1420 vertical.
Visuals are a combination of TV presentation cf a slaved aircraft
model as a target with a CGI background showing sky and terrain.
Motion effects are further simulated by "G" suit, "G" seat, and light
dimming operations. This system is manufactured by Singer with visu-
als by Farrand and computers by Aerox.

3. An on-site study was conducted at Luke AFB AZ by the USAF School
of Aerospace Medicine during the period 3-6 August 1976. Pilot com-
plaints and symptoms resulting from "flying" missions on the SAAC
were quantitatively and qualitatively assessed. Several data sources
were utilized:

a. Interviews with 14 pilots, including most of the IPs who flew
multiple missions as part of Phase I FOT&E, student pilots who had
flown only one or two SAAC missions, and 3 pilots as they emerged from
a SAAC mission

b. Review of approximately 100 questionnaires obtained during

Phase I from IP test subjects

c. The Phase I FOT&E report

d. Two rides on SAAC, the second of which was "maximum maneuvers"
to try to induce motion sickness and/or other symptoms in the investi-
gator

e. One ride on the ASUPT simulator (Williams AFB) and the For-
mation Flight Trainer (FFT) simulator to compare visual display systems

f. A conference with the cor,•mander, the chief flight surgeon, and
the staff ophthalmologist at the USAF Hospital, Luke AFB

4. The-complaints from Phase I and our initial analysis were as
follows:
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C
a. Spatial disorientation (52%). Reported on only the first one

or two rides. None of the classic symptoms were present. The pilots
are basically reporting that the simulator "feels strange at first.."
The report is made even when the motion system is inoperative. Spatial
disorientation in the classical sense did not appear to be a problem.

b. Eye strain (50%). Initially reported for only the first one or t-
two rides. During interviews, it was established that it occurs on
every ride for those pilots who report it at all. The visual display p& '7
system appears to have some deficiencies. It is an infinity optics .
system using an array of CRTs; the CRT resolution permits pilots with
excellent visual acuity to see the raster lines. Our initial hypothesis
was that the pilots found themselves in a state of visual accommodative
conflict, trying to acconTnodate on near stimulus cues while required to

achieve an infinity view with zero accorriodation. The problem is com- I

plicated by focus/brightness differences between adjacent CRTs, which Tie
need to be routinely tuned and matched, possibly a little out of focus. T
The visual problem is further complicated by resolution difficulties
in tracking the target ship at apparent distances beyond 1-2 miles.
Analysis of the visual problems was conducted subsequently by the hos-
pital ophthalmologist (Lt Col Kennedy). His final conclusions are
that:

(1) There are some near vision cues which stimulate the
accormodative conflict initially identified, but these become less
significant after a couple of rides.

(2) The problem seems to be a larger physiologic conflict
involving (in combination) disrupting vestibular inputs, unnatural
"cerebral" (perceptual) inputs, and conflicting/disturbing inputs to
the eye.

This will be a continuing but tolerable problem with the SAAC.

c. Headaches (32%). The result of eyestrain. Reported to occur
on only the first one or two rides, but actually occurs for every pi-
lot who experiences eyestrain. This will be a continuing but toler-
able problem with the SAAC.

d. Nausea (14%). Reported for only the first one or two rides.
Is most likely the result of the combination of eyestraln/headache
and the extreme rates of perceived notion during typical F-4 ACM
(motion system on or off may be somewhat irrelevant to this problem).
May occur infrequently probably only for those pilots who do not feel
up-to-par the day of the ride. Not a significant problem, but probably
will occur periodically.

L7

e. -Tiredness (38%). The natural result of a high workload ACM
simulator mission.
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A further statistical description of the extent of these symptoms is
given in Table 1. Note that, overall, impairment of performance is
infrequent (e.g., no ratings of 4).

5. Further analysis of the'contribution of the motion system to the
reported:symptoms was performed. Motion picture films were obtainedof the simulator, including external film clips with the simulator in

motion, and cockpit film clips of the visual display "motion." Film
clips were provided by the IG Safety Center, Norton. Review of the
clips on visually displayed "motion" did not reveal anything particu-
larly provocative, but this analysis was limited because of the quality
of the filmed shots. (Good-quality films are exceptionally difficult
to obtain under the conditions confronting the photographer in the
cockpit. The Norton photographer did an exceptional job in providing
us with photographic data.) The external shots were of superior qual-
ity and allowed USAFSAM to perform an approximate frequency analysis
of the behavior of the motion system. The external clips were scored
for vertical and horizontal displacement on a frame-by-frame basis.
Motion platform displacement scores were analyzed for spectral content
using a fast Fourier transform computer program. Supplementary data
on the motion system were also obtained from the contractors' proposal
documents and used to verify the analysis of empirical data.

6. Problems addressed in the motion system analysis are as follows:

a. Nausea. There have been two cases of emesis in subjects fly-
ing the SAAC. In at least one of these cases the motion system was on.
Numerous (14%) subjects report mild nausea which apparently occurs with
or without the motion system engaged and which is no longer a problem
after two or three missions.

b. Visual display/motion system synchronization. Subjects report
that the simulated aircraft feels oversensitive.

7. As background for the subsequent paragraphs, a review of the motion
sickness literature reveals a surfeit of theories; however, there are
some common threads. Pilots integrate visual and proprioceptive infor-
mation in order to maintain an inertial reference frame and perceive
motion relative to it. This requir , ýADptation, after which orienta-
tion can be maintained with relative ease. When placed in• a novel
situation in which learned visual-proprioceptive relationships are no
longer valid, a pilot must work hard to solve the orientation problem
and tnus may feel disoriented and queasy. Readaptation must occur be-
fore the subject again feels at ease. This phenomenon could explain
the disorientation and mild nausea experienced by pilots on their initial
SAAC missions (ref. 1). "

8. It i; known that vertical periodic motion in the range of 0.2 Hz to
0.4 Hz iý a very effective stimulus for motion sickness (ref. 2). In
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order to determine if the SAAC motion has significant frequency com-
ponents in this range, spectral analysis previously described was
performed on a two-dimensional time series derived from a single 250-
sec. filiied sequence of the SAAC motion. Figure 1 shows that there h
is indeed a major portion of acceleratory energy in the 0.2 Hz to 0.4 f
Hz ranges Lacking detailed physical characteristics of the motion
system, tt is not possible to determine the origin of this phenomenon
with certainty; however, a preliminary analysis suggests that it may
be caused by the nonlinear restorative forces near the limits of verti-
cal motion (buffer regions) in the same sense that a Duffing oscillator
can have a low-Q resonance. In any case, the acceleratory motion spec-
trum of the single time series analyzed would be sufficient to cause
motion sickness in moderately susceptible subjects over a period of ex-
posure of one hour. It must be emphasized that longer time series of
higher quality must be analyzed before definite conclusions can be
reached. The SAAC project office at Luke is acquiring higher quality
data. We are prepared to support or analyze in parallel this new data.

9. The overly sensitive feel of the simulator is probably due to the
low-level motion system cues presented to the subjects by the SAAC
motion system. Specifically, experiments have shown that subjects can
generate greater rate/displacement sensing and thus better tracking
performance and a less sensitive "feel" in a motion base simulator
than in a fixed base simulator. A review of data in the Singer pro-
posal suggests that with the 18,240 pounds motion system payload a
vertical acceleration increment of only +0.2 g is attainable (com-
puted by assuming a maximum increment of +1.0 g for an 11,000 pound
payload as reported in the Singer proposal). This certainly cannot
reliably reproduce rotion cues familiar to trained pilots and un-
doubtedly contributes to the sensitive feel of the simulator. It
may also explain why, at times, subjects are unable to report whether
or not the motion systeri was turned on during a mission.

10. With regard to the motion system, the following recor-nendations
are made:

a. Initial familiarization period of at least one and preferably
two missions with motion system "on" to allow establishing visual-
proprioceptive relationships. Avoid switching frQrn motion-system-on
to motion-system-off moides after familiarization.:

b. For a more refined analysis of the motion system problem,
record motion data simultaneously from 3-axis accelerometer located at
pilot position and from the visual system to allow quality spectral
analysis to-at least 5.0 Hz. This will allow determination of the
significance of the spectral peak discussed in paragraph 8 and addi-
tionally will allow closed-loop modeling with the goal of determining
the origin of this spectral peak and a method of correction.

(
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c. The equation of motion governing the visual display should not
be damped in order to bring motion and visual cues in step. This could
increase-the acceleration spectral energy at frequencies below 0.5 Hz
with a r~sulting increase in motion sickness incidence.

d. iThere are some merits to initiating a motion system upgrade of
the SAAC. though we feel some concern about the cost effectiveness.
(See reference 3.) Upgrading of the SAAC motion system should have two
goals:

(1) Increased motion cue quality

(a) Increased motion amplitude capability (both accel-
eration and displacement) while maintaining cue-onset delays less than
0.1 sec.

(b) Minimization of conflictual cues.

NOTE: A mixture of reliable and conflictual cues are present in all
simulators. It has been shown, however, that even low-level simulator
motion can increase system,; stability over fixed base. (See reference
4.)

(c) Motion cues of increased quality will reduce the
sensitive feel of the simulator. This results primarily from the
pilot's increased lead generation with motion base simulators, i.e.,
for a pilot describing function

Yp (jw) Kp (jwTL + 1) e~iwe

TL 5motion base) : TL (fixed base) overall result for most systems
Kp .'motion base) < Kp (fixed base) } is increase in stability.

(2). Minimization of any tendency of the' system to produce
significant-acceleratory spectral energy in the 0.2 - 0.4 Hz range.

(a) If it is suspected after further analysis that the
resonance is due to restorative forces comprising the buffer regions,
the resonant frequency could be raised by placing the buffer region
onset point nearer the motion limits.

(b) If there are no system resonances in the 0.2 -* 0.4
Hz range, accomplishment of d.(l) above will likely satisfy (2).

11. With regard to the remaining probleos identified in this staff
study: .

a.; Some attention should be given to the visual accommodative
conflic( as described ii paragraph 4.b. above. Eyestrain and mild
headaches may continue to be a problem because the state-of-the-art
on CRT displays will not permit much improvement At this time. The
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C- discomfort is mild. The current rule in 2 squadrons at Luke which pro-
hibits a student flight following a simulator ride without an IP on
board errs on the conservative side but reflects a realistic concern
for fligft safety. Squadron coianders obviously have this option.

b. *The visual motion/physical motion systems are out of sync.
Roll and!itch are overly sensitive (as discussed above), exceeding
the characteristics of the aircraft. There is the sionificant problem
of "false cues" (reference 3). Damped equations of motion (perhaps I0%)
might help.

"c. The initial orientation ride should be carefully structured.
The current draft training syllabus exposes pilots to normal maneuvers
and familiarization only, but lasts one hour. We recommend (from the
visual system point of view) not less than one familiarization ride
limited to one-half hour and to contain two periods when the pilot
backs out of the visual cockpit enclosure for a few minutes to relax
and reorient to a normal visual scene.

12. We are prepared to assist further on this problem. If the USAF
School of Aerospace Medicine becomes further involved, we recommend
a coupled effort with the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory.

ROBERT G. MCIVER, Colonel, USAF, MC
Com•,Tander
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Havron, M. D., & Butler, L. F. Evaluation of training
effectiveness of the 2FH2 helicopter flight trainer research tool
Tiechnical Report No. NAVIRADEVCEN 1915-00-1). Port Washington,

NY: Naval Training Device Center, April 1957.

e FORWARD .. ..

(NTROOUCTION

THIS EVALUATION WAS CONDUCTED TO DETERMINE THE EFrECTIVENESS OF DEVICE

2-FH-2s HELICOPTER FLIG4T TRAINER RESEARCH TOOL. THE DEVICE CONSISTS Or A`UNIQUE

TYPE OF VISUAL DISPLAY, A COCKPIT WITH ACTI.VATED INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLSI AND A

GENERALIZED FLIGHT SYSTEM COMPUTER. IT WAS ORIGINALLY CONSTRUCTED. TO DETERMINE

THE FEASIBILITY OF UTILIZING AN INTERNAL NON-PROGRANMED POINT-SOURCE-OF-LIGHT

PROJECTION SYSTEM TO CREATE THE ILLUSION OF THREE DIMENSIONAL SPACE ON A CURVED

PROJECTION SCREEN. THE FLIGHT COMPUTER IS DESIGNED TO APPROqIMATE IN A GENERAL

WAY THE FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BELL HTL-4 HELICOPTER.

.,.,.. • ft•

PURPOSE

AS A FIRST STEP IN THE STUDY OF THIS NOVEL NON-PROGRAMMED PROJECTION

TECHNIQUF, DEVICE 2-FH-2 WAS INSTALLED A" ELLYSON FIELDs FLORIDAp AND THE

TRAINING SYLLABUS WAS STUDIED AND ANALYZED IN, ORDER TO'INTEGRATE THE DEVICE INTO

THE ROUTINE MELICOPTER FLIGHT TRAINING PROGRAM, THc EVALUATION'SOUGHT TO

DETERMINE TO WHAT EXTENT THE DEVICE WAS USEFUL IN INITIAL STAGES OF HELICOPTER

TRAINING AND WHAT PROBLEMS AROSE AS THE RESULT OF. THE EXPOSURE OF" STUDENTS TO A
... ,f • f . , t . : ft . ft . 4 ", . f f •

NUNSER Of HOURS OF PRACTICE IN THE DEViCE PRIOR'TO MLIGHT IN AN OPERATIONAL-S, . ft f °

NEL ICOrTER. , •
-f f t... f i ,; . f...'

RESULTS " : . ftm t

I. TNi DOVICE DID NOT DEMONSTRATE ANY TRAINING ADVANTAGE OVER THE ROUTINE

NE1HOD OF TRAINING IN 14ELICOPTER BASIC rLIGHT.ITRAJNING,. "

( f t. . .14T

ft .f ft-ft. ft ft-t ft 1 -r -1 0' - '
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EVALUATION OF TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS OF THE 2-FH-2
-- HELICOPTER FLIGHT TRAINER RESEARCH TOOL

I. BRIEF OF STUDY

INTRODUCT ION

THIS 15 THE REPORT OF AN EVALUATION OF DEVICE 2-FH-21 HELICOPTER HOVERING

RESEARCH TOOL. DEVIcE 2-FH-2 WAS CONSTRUCTED BY THE BELL AIRCRAFT CORPORATION,

0urFALO, NEW YORK UNDER CONTRACT TO THE U. S. NAVAL TRAINING DEVICE CENTER. THE

DLFLORLZ COMPANY OF NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK WAS A SUB-CONTRACTOR TO BELL AIRCRAFT

CORPORATION AND WAS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE INITIAL DESIGN OF THE COMPLETE DEVICE.

THE DEVICE WAS DEVELOPED AS AN ENGINEERING PROTOTYPE TO DETERMINE THE FEASIBILITY

OF A NCN-PROGRAMHED VISUAL DISPLAY FOR TRAINING IN HOV:RING AND OTHER MANEUVERS

PERFORMED NEAR THE GROUNI. LATER* ITS CAPABILITIES WERr EXTENDED TO PERMIT SIMU-

LATION OF HICV ALTITUDE MANEUVERS WITHOUT EXTENSIVE MODIFICATION OF THE FLIGHT

COMPUTER SYSTEM, THE DEVICE USES A POINT-LIGHT-SOURCE TO PROJECT IMAGES FROM A

TRANSPARENCY PLATE CONTA.NING OBJECTS AND SCENERY TO A WIDE ANGLE SCREEN

SUPRONOING THE COCKPIT. TH" 2-FM-2 IS DESIGNED TO SIMULATE AePPOXINATE FLIGHT

CHARACTERISTICS Or THE HTL-4. Two INTERCHANGEABLE TSIANSPARENCY PLATES CAN BE

USED. THE "LOW-ZLTITUOE PLATE* PROVIDES :. VISUAL EXTRA-COCKPIT DISPLAY FOR A

rLYSPACE or 570 iv 570 rEE" IN LENGTH AND WDOTH AND 55 FEET IN ALTITUDE. THE

"-NIGH-ALTITUDE PLATE" PERMITS MANEUVERS IN A SIMULATED AREA ..-400 FEET BY 2400

FEET WITH AN ALTITUDE or 500 FEET.

IN AN INITIAL APPRAISAL CONDUC"•D BY PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATES

(PRA) (10), INSTRUCTORS Or ,ELICOPTER TRAINING L'NIT ONE (HTU-I) FLEW THE DEVICE

AND WERE INTEAVIEWED. RESPONSES AND C',AMINATION OF THE A-STAGE TRAINING SYLLABUS
F

INDICATED THAT THE LOW-ALTITUJE PLATE THEN INSTALLED WOULD PERMIT PRACTICE IN

ABOUT HALF THE A-STAGE MANEUVERS. LACKS or FIDELITY WERE NOTED BUT NONE APPEARED
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SUFFICIENTLY SERIOUS TO INDICATE THAT THE DEVICE WOULD HAVE NO TRAINING VALUE.

ALL..INSTRUCTORS RECOMMENDED FURTHER INVESTIGATION OF THE OPERATIONAL CAPABILITIES

SOF-THE DEVICE. THIS It A REPORT OF THE METHODS USED AND THE RESULTS OBTX1NED

INTHE RECOMMENDED INVESTIGATION.

METHOD

, THE EVALUATION WAS CONDUCTED BY THE STEPS SUMMARIZED BELOW AND DESCRIBED

IN DETAIL IN THE APPROPRIATE SECTIONS OF THE REPORT AS INDICATED:

STEP I. COLLECTION AND INTEGRATION OF CONTENT

OPERATIONAL HANDBOOKS, TEXTS ON HELICOPTERS ANDr..
RESEARCH REPORTS WERE REVIEWED; HTU-I INSTRUCTORS AND

STUDENTS WERE INTERVIEWED TO IDENTIFY AND INTEGRATE

A• THE CRITICAL COMPONENTS OF HELICOPTER FLIGHT. (SEE

SECTION II AND APPENOICES A, B AND C.)

STEP 2. DEVELOPMENT OF A TRAINING SYLLABUS

A SYLLABUS TO TRAIN STUDENTS iN THE 2-FH-2 WAS

', .~.J DEVELOPED* PRETESTED AND PREPARED FOR USE IN STEP 4.

(SEE SECTION III. THE SYLLABUS IS APPENDIX D.)

1 STEP 3. DEVELOPMENT or A FLIGHT CRITERION

AN IN-FLIGHT CRITERION CONSISTING OF A RATING FORM

";'; ~DESCRIPTIVE Or FIVE CRITICAL HELICOPTER MANEUVERS WAS

DEVELOPED, PRETESTED AND PREPARED FOR USE IN STEP 4.

(SEE SECTION lV. THE FLIGHT CHECK 13 APPENDED AS

"t APPENDIX E.)
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STEP 4. ADMINISTRATION OF TRAINING SYLLABUS AND FLIGHT CRITERION

II IES THE TRAINING SYLLABUS WAS ADMINISTERED TO EIGHTEEN

-o: HTU-1 STUOENTS PRIOR TO SQUADRON FLIGHT TRAINING. .EIGHTEEN

COMPARABLE CONTROL STUDENTS RECEIVED NO TRAINING IN THE

DEVICE. EXPERIMENTALS AND CONTROLS WERE TESTED ON THE FLIGHT

CRITERION AFTER FIVE HOURS or HTU-I TRAINING, (SEE SECTION V.)

D

STEP 5. ANALYSIS OF DATA

CRITERION SCORES OF EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL STUDENTS

AND THEIR GRADES OF THE TWO GROUPS DURING EARLY SQUADRON

TRAINING PERIODS WERE COMPARED. (SEE SECTION V.)

STEP 6. REPORT OF RESULTS

NLGATIVE RESULTS IN STEP 5 LED TO EXAMINATION OF MO*ON

SICKNESS AND LACKS OF FIDELITY IN THE DEVICE AS POSSIBLE

CAUSATIVE FACTORS. MOTION SICKNESS IS DISCUSSED IN SECTION

VI, THE QUESTIONNAIRE ON MOTION SICKNESS IS APPENDIX F.

LACKS OF FIDELITY AS DESCRIBED BY INSTRUCTORS AND THEIR IMPLI-

CATIONS FOR LEARNING ARE DISCUSSED IN SECTION V11,

RESULTS

I* TRAINING IN THE 2-FiH-2 LEO TO NO APPARENT IMPROVEMENT IN FLIGHT

PERFORMANCE IN THE AIRCRAFT,

2. TRAINING IN THE 2-FH-2 PRODUCED SICKNESS SOMEWHAT SIMILAR TO MOTO'.

SICKNESS AMONG MOST PARTICIPATING INSTRUCTORS AND STUDENTS.

3.. FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS or THE DEVICE THAT SPECIFY DISPLAY-CONr. OL

RELATIONSHIPS LACK FIDELITY IN A NUMBER Of IMPORTANT RESPECTS.- !T
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IS PROBABLE THAT THESE FAULTS CONTRIBUTE TO SICKNESS. THERE IS SOME

EVIDENCE OF NEGATIVE TRANSFER BECAUSE OF THEM.

4. FOIR THESE REASONS THE 2-FH-2 AS PRESENTLY CONSTITUTED, IS NOT

RECOMMENDED FOR OPERATIONAL TRAINING. HOWEVER, BECAUSE OF THE VERY

CONSIDERABLE POSSIBILITIES OF A WORKABLE DEVICE OF THIS SORT, THE

CONCEPT OF PRESENTING EXTRA-COCKPIT VISUAL DISPLAYS AND ITS IMPLEMEN-

* TATION SHOULD NOT BE DISCARDED. (SEE SECTION VIII.)
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11. COLLECTION AND INTEGRATION OF CONTENT

•PRLRIO..I'ITL TO TýtL DFVELOPMLNT Or THE TRAINING SYLLABUS AND THE FLIGH

CRITE.R.ON Tkt rotlLlWIN', oSJLCTIVES HAD TO BE ACCOMPLISHED:

" A. IOLNTIFiCATION OF CONTENT (MANEUVERS AND TASK COMP-

ONrNTS* TO UF. TAUGHT AND EVALUATEO).

B. DETERHMNATION Oft THE IMPOPTANCE AND DIFFICULTY OF

TASK COMPONCNTS.

C. ANALYn:• OF THE RCLATIONSHIPS AMONG MANEUVERSp TASK

COMPONENTS AND SKILL REQUIREMENTS*.,

THE ABOVE THREE OBJECTIVES WERE ACCOMPLISHED CONCURRENTLY. BACKGROJND

,NrORMATION WAS COLLECTED AS DI*SCRIBED BELOW.

THc STANDARDIZATION MANUAL (12), DEVELOPED BY HTU-1 PROVIDED A CONVENIENT

:TARTING POINT FOR ACCOMPLISHMENT OF THIS PHASE. WELL WRITTEN AND OETAILED, :T

DESCRIBES ALL MANEUVERS TAUGHT IN A AND B STAGES Or HTU-I AND LISTS THE MOQE

COMMON ERRORS ASSOCIATED WITH EACH.

USING THIS MANUALO A FOUR PART QUESTIONNAIRE WAS DEVELOPED TO OBTAIN I4rOc-

MAIION BEARING ON THr OBJECTIVE: MENTIONED ABOVE. THIS QUESTIONNAIRE WAS

%U0MITTED TO 23 INSTRUCTORS) AND WITH MINOR MODIrICATIONSS TO 15 STUDENTS IN

TRA:NINC IN HTU-.. QUCSTIONS AND RC3PONSES ARC DISCUSSED BRIEFLY BELOW AND

P0RSCNTrO IN APPENDICES A AND B.

STHE WORD MANEUVER IS USED HERE AS IT I IN HTU-I. IT SPECIFIES A DESIRED

AIRCRAFT PATH THAT HAS OPERATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE GENERALLY WITH RESPECT TO

THE GROUND, fOR A GIVEN TIME PERIOD. THE TERM TASK COMPONENT I USED HERC

TO DENOTE PARTICULAR PHASES OR ASPECTS OF A MANEUVER.

e KILL REOUIREMENTS ARE THE SKILLS NEEDED TO EXECUTE SPECIFIED TASKS AN6

iANEUVER5 PROPERLY.
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N

QUESTION I REQUIRED THE RESPONDENTS TO RANK 19 OF THE 30 MANEUVERS LISTED

IN THE STANDARDIZATION MANUAL IN TERMS OF THE DIFFICULTY STUDENTS ENCOUNTER IN

LEARNING TEEM*. THE TEN MANEUVERS RANKED AS MOST DIFFICULT ARE LISTED BELOW ?.

IN ORDER. -

10 MOST DIFFICULT MANEUVERS
C

INSTRUCTOR RANKING STUDENT RANKING

I. HOVERING 1. HOVERING

2. VERTICAL LANDING 2. VERTICAL LANDING

3, NORMAL APPROACH TO A 3. NORMAL APPROACH TO A

DEFINITE SPOT DEFINITE SPOT

4. AUTOROTATIONS 4. TURNS ON A SPOT

b. NORMAL APPROACH 5. AUTOROTATIONS

S6. FIGURE EIGMTS 6. FIGURE EIGHTS

7. TURNS ON A SPOT 7. VERTICAL TAKE-OFF

8. SQUARES 8. NORMAL APPROACH
T

9. SIOEWARD & REARWARD 9. SIDEWARD & REARWARD

FLIGHT FLIGHT

I0. VERTICAL TAKE-OFF 10. CLIMBING TURNS

THE HIGH AGREEMENT BCTWEEN INSTRUCTORS AND STUDENTS IS1 OF COURSEp NOT 2.

SURPRIIING. MANEUVER RANKS PROVIDED A GUIDE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE TRAINING 0

SYLLABUS AND THE FLIGHT CRITERION.

I QUESTION 2 WAS DIVIDED INTO THREE PARTS. THE FIRST TWO PARTS SOUGHT TO 'l

* ELEVCN OF THE 30 MANEUVERS LISTED IN THE MANUAL WERE EXTRACTED BY CLIMIN- M(

ATING NON-FLIGHT PROCEDURES (COCKPIT PROCEDURESp GROUND TAXtING, ETC.) AND'

MANEUVERS NOT TAUGHT PRIOR TO SOLO (RUNNING LANDING, BACKWARD TAKE-OFF, ETY.).
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A.,CERTAIN WHICH CONTROL MANIPULATIONS AND COORDINATIONS ARC MOST DIFFICULT TO

LEARN; THE THIRD ATTEMPTED TO IDENTIFY THE MORE CRITICAL CUES REQUIRED TO

EXECUTE4.ANEUVERS PROPERLY.. RESPONSES INDICATED THAT THE CYCLIC CONTROL IS TIE

MOST DIFiICULT TO LEARN; ALSO THAT THE REQUIREMENTS OF MANEUVERS DETERMINE TOA

CERTAIN EXTENT Y4E DEGREE OF OirFICULTY" ENCOUNTERED IN LEARNING TO USE AND

COORDINATE THE CONTROLS PROPERLY.

QUESTION 3 WAS A CHECK ON ERROR COVERAGE IN THE STANDARDIZATION MANUAL WHICH

LIST$ ERRORS COMMON TO EACH MANEUVER, FIRST, INSTRUCTORS WERE ASKED TO LIST

ERRORS NOT INCLUDED IN THE MANUAL; STUDENTS WERE ASKED TO LIST THEIR OWN ERRORS.

hEXT, ERRORS LISTED BY INSTRUCTORS AND STUDENTS WERE COMBINED WITH THOSE DESCRIBED

IN THE MANUAL. FINALLY, THE COMBINED LIST WAS RESUBMITTED TO INSTRUCTORS WHO

WERE ASKED TO RATE ERRORS IN TERMS OF THEIR FREQUENCY, THE DIFFICULTY IN CORREC-

TING THEM, AND THEIR CRITICALITY. TO THE SAfE FLIGHT OF THE AIRCRAFT* THE RESULTS

Of THESE ERROR RATINGS ARE PRESENTED IN APPENDIX C,

A 5UMMARY OF RESPONSES INDICATED THAT THE COVERAGE OF ERRORS PROVIDED BY

T0C STANDARDIZATION MANUAL 1S RELATIVELY COMPLETE. IN GENERAL, ERRORS ADDED BY

INSTRUCTORS WERE NOT RATED AS CRITICAL AS THOSE DESCRIBED IN THE MANUAL WITH

RLtPCCT TO THE ABOVE THREE CRITERIA.

QUESTION 4 WAS CONCERNED WITH THE SEVERAL EXTRINSIC CONDITIONS THAT THE

2..tNH-2 CAN SIMULATE. THELE INCLUDE WIND DIRECTION, VELOCITY# AND GUSTS# CENTER

ING or GRAVITY CHANGEp CHANGC5 IN TEMPERATURE (DENSITY-ALTITUDE), AND WEIGHT CHANGES.

INSTRUCTORS SPECIFIED WHETHER OR NOT EACH OF THESE CONDITIONS SHOULD BE INCLUDED

IN THE 2.FH-2 TRAINING SYLLABUS, AND RANKED CONDITIONS RECOMMENOco FOR INCLUSION f

IN ORDER or IMPORTANCE, RESPONSES INDICATED THAT WIND VELOCITY AND GUSTS ARE

MOST IMPOR TANT AND THAT THEY SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN A TRAINING SYLLABUS.

ETC.). BACKGROUND MATERIALS PERMITTED IDENTIFICATION or THE MORE IMPORTANT
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Ci•"• : U.,LJVEk5 AND THE MORE CRITICAL TASK CCMPONENTS TO BE INCLUDED IN THE TRAINING

.'LLASUS AND THE FLIGHT CHECK AND GAVE INSIGHTS AS TO THE SKILLS REQUIRED TO

ViECUTi MANEUVERS PROPERLY. BACKGROUN) MATERIAL IS INTEGRATED BELOW INTO Ai.

ANALYSIS OF HELICOPTER FLIGHT PARAMETEtS.

-r.•.. T., *!.tG T R lU PEMENTS AND SKI.LS

-% T7T,"r'TIG % DCVELGP TRAINING AND TESTING INSTRUMENTS, IT WAS

L":;:€ -0 AECCGNI2t CcrA!N LIMITATIONS TO USING THE BACKGROUND MATERIAL

r- TL' k ýOLLECTED. ;I!-STI A NUMBEF or MANEUVERS AND THE TASKS THEY REQUIRE

S.. •iT ONE ANOTHER, FOR EXAMPLE, THE NORMAL APPROACH INCLUDES THREE OTHER

MANEUVERS %-d.T SUBJECTS WERE INSTRUCTED TO RANK AGAINST IT: GLIDING TURNS,

UCiERING, AND VERTICAL LANDINQ, FURTHER, IT WAS DIFFICULT TO PREDICT FROM THE

;NFORMATION COLLECTEC T7.E EXTENT TO WHICH THE LEARNING OF ONE MANEUVER OR TASK

:( WOULD FACILITATE THE LEARNING OF OTHERS. SUCH KNOWLEDGE HAS OBVIOUS IMPLICATIONS

FOR THE SELECTION OF TASKS FOR BOTH TRAINING AND TESTING. THESE LIMITATIONS

MADE IT DESIRABLE TO IDENTIFY THE BASIC PARAMETERS OF HELICOPTER FLIGHT AND THE

A TASKS THE PILOT MUST PERFORH TO CONTROL THE AIRCRAFT EFFECTIVELY WITHIN THEM.

THIS DONE. IT BECOMES POSSIBLE TO ESTABLISH WORKING HYPOTHESES AS TO THE TYPE

AND DEGREE 0r SKILL! FEQUIRED TO CONTROL THE AIRCRAFT IN THE VARIOUS MANEUVERS*

THE TRAINING SYLLABUS AND THE FLIGHT CRITERION WOULD THEN BE PREOICATLD ON THESE

HYPOTHESES AS WELL AS UPON MANEUVER RANKSe

DISCUSSED BELOW ARE THE FLIGHT PARAMCTEAS, THEIR kELATIONSHIP TO THt FLIGHT

CONTROLS AND TO THE SKILLS REQUIRED TO MANIPULATE AND C:OORDINATE CONTR=.!A

THERE ARE SIX BASIC FLIGHT DIMENSIONS OR FREEDOMt or FLIGHT. THREE OF THESE

ARE TOANSLATIONAL OR DIRECTIONAL, NAMELY FORE-ArTt LATERAL (TO EACH SIDE' AAD

VERTICAL, IN ADDITION, THERE ARE THRiE ROTATIONAL FREEDOMS PITCH, ROLL, AND

-.A
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YAW. WiTH;N EACH OF THESE BASIC PARAMETERS THE AIRCRAFT HAS THE CAPABILITY OF

ýQLED AND ACCELERATION. THESE SIX FREEDOMS CONSIDERED TOGETHER CAN ACCOUNT FOR

MOVEMENT al THE AIRCRAFT IN ALL DIRECTIONS AND AT ALL SPEEDS, HENCE, THEY ARE .

!wFFICIEN1;O DESCRIBE ALL POSSIBLE HELICOPTER MANEUVERS. THE PILOT MANELVE•5 R

TnE AIRCRAFT WITHIN THESE PARAMETERS BY MEANS OF FOUR CONTROLS - THE THROTTLE,

T4E COLLECTIVE PITCH, THE DIRECTIONAL CONTROL PEDALS, AND THE CYCLIC CONTROý..

THE COORDINATED OPERATION OF THESE CONTROLS, PLUS THE THRUST OF THE POWER PLANT, S

THE LIFT OF THE AIRFOIL, THE WEIGHT, DRAG AND INERTIA OF THE AIRCRAFT, AND

LXTERNAL CONDITIONS SUCH AS WIND AND PRESSURE ALTITUDE, DETERMINE THE FLIGHT

PATH OF THE AIRCRAFT WITHIN THE FREEDOMS# CONTROLS ARE DISCUSSED BRIEFLY ME.OW.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, SEE HELICOPTER TRAINING MANUAL (1l)t AND FLIGHT

HANOBOOK NAVY MODEL HTL-5 HELICOPTER (7).

A. THROTTLE AND COLLECTIVE PITCH

NS y

CONSIDER THE AIRCRAFT IN THE HORIZONTAL PLANE, THE

THROTTLE CONTROLS THE RPt4; THE COLLECTIVE PITCH f

CONTROLS THE POWER (COLLECTIVE-THROTTLE CAM LINKAGE)

OF THE ENGINE, AND ALSO THE MECHANICAL PITCH OF THE

MAIN ROTOR. BETWEEN THE TWO THEY DETERMINE THE THRUST

OF THE AIRCRAFT* AND IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE WEIGHT

E

AND INERTIA Or THE AIRCRAFT ITS VERTICAL SPEED AND

ACCELERATION. As THE AXIS or ROTATION 13 TILTED FROM•
IT

THE VERTICAL THE POWER HELPS DETERMINE THE SPEED AND

ACCELERATION OF THE AIRCRAFT IN FORE-AFT AND LATERAL

SE

DIRECTIONS, HENCE .THROTTLE AND MAIN ROTOR PITCH PRO- -

: VIDE THE POWER FOR THE FLIGHT OF THE AIRCRAFT IN THE

THREE TRANSLATIONAL FREEDOMS.

1.1
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(
B. DIRECTIONAL CONTROL PEDALS BE"

'=DIRECTIONAL CONTROL OF THE AIRCRAFT IS ACCOMPLISHED Th

"BY DIRECTIONAL CONTROL PEDALS (SIMILAR TO RUDDERS) LI;

WHICH GOVERN THE PITCH OF THE TAIL ROTOR. CONTROL

I COMPLICATED BY TORQUE WHICH VARIES WITH THE SPEED 0E

OF THE MAIN ROTOR. THE DIRECTIONA%. CONTROL PEDALS TH.

CONTROL THE HTL IN THE ROTATIONAL OR YAW FREEDOM. OT-

C. CYCLIC PITCH AIR

THE CYCLIC PITCH CONTROL PREDOMINANTLY CONTROLS THE LEf

MOVEMENT OF THE AIRCRAFT WITHIN THE PITCH AND ROLL PRA

AND FORWARD-REARWARD AND LATERAL MOVEMENT FREEDOMS.
I N

M•VEMCNT OF THE CYCLIC IN THE PITCH AND ROLL DIMENN-.

SIONS TILTS THE TIP-PATH-PLANE or THE MAIN ROTOR
MOT

FROM THE VERTICAL. THIS MOVEMENT OF THE CYCLIC CONTROL
IS

GIVES DIRECTIONAL THRUST WHICH PRODUCES TRANSLATIONAL

FLO
MOVEMENT IN THE DIRECTION IN WHICH THE CYCLIC IS

HOW

MOVED. FUNDAMENTALLY THE AIRCRAFT FOLLOWS THE TILT

Ace

OF THE ROTORs

PRO
As STATED EARLIER, THE POWER AND BLADE PITCH DETERMINE THE VERTICAL THRUST

OML
AND0 MCNCEp THE LIFT or THE AIRCRAFT. HOWEVERc AS TRANSLATIONAL MOVEMENT

OECONES FASTER, THE SPIDED Of THE AIRCRAFT GIVES ADDED LIFT TO THE ROTOR SLADOS;

WHI.
THIS 13 CALLED TRANSLATIONAL LIFT. A USErUL 0ISTIkCTlOW CAN THEN SE MADE

REC.

CLA"
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eiTWEEN LO./ SPEED ON HOVERING MANEUVERS IN WHICH LIFT 15 PROVIDED PRIMARILY BY

TOE ROTATION OF THE MAIN ROTORS AND MANEUVERS IN WHICH EFFECTIVE TRANSLATIONAL

LIFT CPME$ INTO PLAY, AS DISCUSSED LATER.

1*4 SUMMARY, THE MOVEMENT OF THE AIRCRAFT WITHIN THE SIX PARAWETERS IS 1.

DETLRMINED BY THE MOVEMENT AND COORDINATION OF THE FOUR CONTROLS. BECAUSE OF

TKE TORQUE OF THE ROTOR, THE CONFIGURATION OF THE AIRFOIL# AND EXTERNAL AND

OTHER CONDITIONS, THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CONTROL MOVEMENTS AND MOVEMENT Of' THE

AIRCRAFT IS BY NO MEANS CONSTANT OR RECTILINEAR. THE TRAINEE THEREFORE MUST

LEARN FOR EACH CONTROL ITS LAG AND INE AMOUNT OF MOVEMENT REQUIRED TO EXECUTE

PROPERLY TASKS A GIVEN MANEUVER REQUIRESe

INTEGRATION Or VISUAL INFORMATION WITH MOTOR RESPONSES

THIS DISCUSSION or FREEDOMS AND CONTROLS NECESSARILY PUTS EMPHASIS ON THE

%OTOp COMPONENTS OF THE FLIGHT TASK; OF EQUAL OR GREATER CONCERN FOR THIS StUDY

IS THE QUALITY Of INFORMATION AVAILA8LE TO TsL SENSORY RECEPTORS. THIS CONT:NUOUS

tLOw or INFORMATION-FEEOBACK ALLOWS THE PILOT TO CLOSE TMt LOOP, I(,•o TO NOTE

*O. THINGS ARE GOING AND TO AOJUST THE FLIGHT PAYN OF THE AIRCRAFT. THE PILOT

ACQUIRES THIS INFOAMATION 8Y &TTENOING TO AN0 INTrRPRETiNG VISUAL, AURAL, AND

pfOPmIOCEPTIVE STIMULI. SINCE THE 2-FH-2 PRINARI.1 PROVIDES A VISUAL OISPLAY&

UST
Ok.,Y VISUAL STIMULI ARE CONSIDEREO MERE.

THE MOTOR RESPONSES OF THE PILOT MAY CC VIEWED AS THM RESULT OF DECISIONS

ES; •vMICM b4C PILOT MAKES (HOWEVER RAPiDLY) ON THE BASIS OF SENSORY INIFOAM•TIOM NC

lCCEIVES. WITH RESPECT TO V!SUAL INFORMATIONt THE DECI.'IONS CAN SE CONVENIENTLY

•.iASIFCD ACCORDING TO:

"1. CHANGES IN THE POSITION Or THE AIRCRAFT IN THREE-

OIMENSIONAL SPACE, WITH !aTICULAR WEFERENCE TO AM
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C APPARENT PLAN (SURFACE Or EARTH) -IN ONE DIMENSION.

(DEGREES OF FLIGHT FREEDOM INVOLVED: TRANSLATIONAL

F. ORE-AFT, LATERAL AND VERTICAL.)

-2. CHANGES IN THE AXIAL ORIENTATION OF THE AIRCRAFT

IN THREE-DIMENSIONAL SPACE, AGAIN WITH PARTICULAR

REFERENCE TO THE SURFACE OF THE EARTH. (DEGREES

Or FLIGHT kR,"DOM INVOLVED: ROTA TIONAL PITCH4, YAW.

AND :-OLL01

3. RAiES OF CHANGES IN I AND 2 ABOVE. (SPEED AND

ACCELERATION PARAMETERS*)

THE FUhIDAMENTAL PROBLEM 'S TO ACCOUNT FOR THE WAY IN WHICH DECISIONS OF THE

TH4REE YPES AL3OVC ARE MADE ON THE BASIS OF VISUALLY MEDIATED INFORMATION. PRIOR

RESEARCH AND OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE MAKE IT APPARENT THAT THERE IS NO SINGLE

( SET OF NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT VISUAL CUES. INFORMATION CAN BE ACQUIRED FROM

CUES:

N. A. ORIGINATING IN IN$TRUMENTS WITHIN THE COCKPITj

E.G., YAC~p AIRSP'.-D0 ALTITUDE.

B. ORIGINATING IN THE "WORLfl" EXTERNAL TO THE COCKPIT,

E.G., SURFACE AND OBJECT CUES.

C& ORGINATING IN VISUAL FIELD RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN

THE AIACP.irT bTRUCTURES (E.&., COCKPIT FRAME$ BUBOLE,

ANTENNA# t.* AND OBJECTS IN THE EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT.

THSA "CUE" M~AY BE DEFINED AS A CRITICAL RESPONSE- INDUCING srIMULUS,

WHICH STIMULUS MAY BE ONE OF SEVERAL TYPES:

(le) FUNDAMENTAL OR BASIC PROPERTIES OF THE VISUAL FIELD,

E C.c.. PERCEIVED TEXTURE Of SURFACESO CONTOURS oF
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OBJECTS, MOTION PERSPECTIVE OF VISUAL FIELD ITSELF,

A.ND OF THE HUMAN ORGANISM, E.G., RETINAL DISPARITY.

(2) PEcCEIVgVALUE Or EXTRA-CLASS CHARACTERISTICS OF

ObJLCTS AND RLLATIONSHIPS OF OBJECTS IN VISUAL FIELD,

E b.. ANES IN SIZE'ANO SHAPE OF OBJECTS, INTER-

PCSITIC', ETC., WH;Ck CHANGES ARE CORRELATED WlTm

_; ;IN POSITION, AXIAL ORIENTATIONp AND RATES

,:T Cr-ANkES ON THE BASIS Of PAST EXPERIENCE.

3w 4NALOýUE OBJECTS (E.G., AIR SPEED), WHICH GIVE

i,4AfMA'TION IN DIRECT FASHION.

-- TL AbO'EE FAIMARY INFORMATIONAL CONTENT OF THE VISUAL FIELD MAY NOT A.-¶AYS

-R L UTILIZEC l;u Thl WAYS SUGGESTED ABOVE, PUT RATHER ACCORDING TO "EXPECTANCIES"

xs OiSCvSSOD BELOW.

THE COMPLETELY PROFICIENT PILOT KNOWS; FOR ANY MANEUVER, HOW THE PLANE WILL

-ESPOND TO THE MOVEMENT OF THE CONTROLS. HE KNOWS WHAT CUES TO ATTEND TO IN

ORDER TO OBTAIN ACCURATE INFORMATION AS TO HIS POSITION# SPEED AND RATE OF

MOVEMENT SO AS TO DIRECT HIS AIRCRAFT PRGPERLY. HE HAS LEARNED - ONE MIGHT SAY

HE 4AS IN HIS HEAD - AN APPRCPRIATE SET OF EXPECTATIONS, HE KNOWS WHAT HIS

ENVIRONMENT OUGHT TO LOOK LIKE. HE FLIES THE AIRCRAFT S0 THAT AT ANY TIME IN

FLIGHTS HE MAKES HIS PERCEIVED ENVIRONMENT CONFORM TO THE LEARNEOl EXPECTED

ENVIRONMENT BY MAKING CONTROL CHANGES TO MOVE THE AIRCRAFT FROM ONE DESIRED SET

Ot CUE CONDITIONS TO THE NEXT* MEANWHILE CORRECTING ANY DISCREPANCIES BETWEEN

HIS ACTUAL VISUAL PICTURE AND HIS EXPL%.TATION SET BEFORE SUCH DISCREPANCIES

BECOMLv LARGE. %

IT SHOULD BE RECOGNIZED THAT THE OBJECTS IN THE VISUAL FIELD ARE HIGHLY

REDUNDANT, THAT IN MOST INSTANCES THE PILOT HAS MANY MORE CUES THAN NC NEEDS.
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THE COMPLETELY PROFICIENT PILOT WILL KNOW HOW TO SORT CUES 30 AS TO SELECT THOSE

THAT WILL EFFICIENTLY GIVE HIM THE REQUIRED INFORMATION WITH RESPECT TO HIS

POSITION, AXIAL ORIENTATION, AND MOVEMENT WITHIN THE FREEDOMS. HE HAS ACQUIRED

THE PROPER SCANNING HABITS.

IT FOLLOWS THAT THE OBJECTIVES OF TRAINING - MAKING AN INEXPERIENCED PILOT

INTO AN EXPERIENCED ONE - ARE TO:

(A) TEACH CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN CONTROL MOVEMENTS AND

MOVEMENT OF AIRCRAFT*

(0) BUILD APPROPRIATE EXPECTATIONS.

(C) TEACH SELECTION OF APPROPRIATE CUES FOR EVALUATING

DISCREPENCIES BETWEEN THE ACTUAL AND EXPECTED VISUAL

INFORMATION.

(D) lEACH MOTOR SKILLS OR HABITS SO THAT THE PILOT CAN

MANEUVER THE AIRCRAFT SO THAT HIS ACTUAL PERCEPTION3

CONFORM TO HIS EXPECTATIONS.

THE OBJECTIVE OF PRESENT PROFICIENCY TESTING WAS TO DETERMINE WHAT DEGREE

OF PROFICIENCY HAD BEEN REACHED IN THESE SKILLSo

WORKING HYPOTHESES

FROM THE PRECEDING DISCUSSION Of THE TASK Of THE HELICOPTER PILOT$ AND

INSTRUCTORS' AND STUDENTS' RANKINGS Or MANEUVERS9 CONTROLS# CONTROL COOROINATIONS

AND ERRORS* ONE CAN ESTABLISH CtRTAIN WORKING HYPOTHESES THAT SERVE TWO PURPOSES.

FIRST, THEY HELP EXPLAIN THE RANKINGS WITHIN A MINIMAL SET OF CONCEPTS. SECONOD

,FkY GUIDC THE SELECTION OF TASKS AND DISTRIOUTION OF TIME IN THE TRAINING

9

SYLLABUS AXND THE FLIGHT CHECK.

C WHILE THE TREATMENT IS, Of COURSE, NOT EXHAUSTIVE, A STATEMENT or WORKING
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HYPOTHESES ON WHICH THE TRAINING AND TESTING WAS PREDICATED FOLLC

As THE PILOT SHOULD BE TRAINED AND TESTED ON THE

CONTROL Of THE HELICOPTER IN ALL FLIGHT FREEDOMS.

B, MANEUVERS MAY BE DIVIDED INTO TWO KINOSt TH03..THAT

INVOLVE EFFECTIVE TRANSLATIONAL LIFT (TRANSITION TO

FORWARD FLIGHTv NORMAL APPROACH9 GLIDESp TURNS, ETC.)

AND THOSE THA-T DO NOT (HOVERING, VERTICAL LANDINGS,

TURNS ON A SPOT, SQUARESp ETC.). THE FIRST TYPE OF

MANEUVER IS REASONABLY FAMILIAR TO STUDENTS OF HTU-I

ALL OF WHOM ARE FIXED WING PILOTS. AS INDICATED IN

THE BACKGROUND INFORMATION, THE HTU-I STUDENT HAS

LITTLE DIFFICULTY WITH MOST OF THESE MANEUVERS. HIS

LEARNED FIXED WING EXPECTATIONS ARE EASILY MOoIFIED

TO ENABLE HIM TO PERFORM THESE MANEUVERS. CONSE-

QUENTLY, GREATEST EMPHASIS WAS PLACED ON MANEUVERS

OF THE SECOND TYPE. THESE ARE EXECUTED NEAR THE

GROUND. THE FIXED WING PILOT NEEDS TO BE TAUGHT TPE

PERCEPTUAL EXPECTATIONS AND THE MOTOR HABITS THAT

WILL ENABLE HIM TO PERFORM THEM PROPERLY*

C, A TIME DELAY BETWEEN THE MOVEMENT OF A CONTROL AND

THE RESPONSE OF THE AIRCRAFT INCREASES THE DIFFICULTY

OF THE TASK WITH WHICH THIS DELAY IS ASSOCIATED. IN

THE HTL THERE IS A MARKED LAG IN THE RESPONSE TO BOTH

THE CYCLIC CONTROLV WHICH IS INSTRUMENTAL IN GQVERNING

THE MOVEMENT OF THE AIRCRAFT IN FOUR OF THE 31X MOVe-

MENT rREEDOMS9 AND THE THROTTLE. SPECIAL EMPHASIS WAS
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C
PLACED ON CYCLIC LAG IN TRAINING. CERTAIN LACKS OF

SrFIDELITY IN THE CORRELATION 8ETWEE-- MOVEMENT OF THE

r49OTTLE AND COMOENSATORY ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES IN

THE 2-FH-2 MADE IT SEEM DESIRABLE NOT TO PLACE TOO

MUCH EMPHASIS ON THROTTLE CONTROL IN THE 2-FH-2.

C. THE DIFFICULTY IN LEARNING A MANEUVER IS CLOSELY

ASSOCIATED WITH THE PRECISION WITH WHICH IT MUST BE

PERFORMED, FOR EAMPLE, THE VERTICAL LANCING WHICH

RECUIRES TOUCHDOWN WITH NO SKIDDING OR FORE-AFT MOVE-

MENT IS MORE DIFFICULT TO PERFORM THAN THE VERTICAL

TAKE-OFF. IN THE LATTER NANEUVER, THE WEIGHT OF THE

AIRCRAFT TENDS TO PREVENT MOVEMENT BEFORE THE CRAFT

(. IS AIRBORNE AND ONCE AIRBORNE TOLERANCES ARE NOT SO

STRINGENT. PRECISE CONTROL MANIPULATIONS AND MANEU-

VERS THAT REQUIRE TOEM WERE EMPHASIZED IN THE TRAINING

SYLLABUS AND MEASURED IN THE FLIGHT CHECK,

E, HOVERING IS THE MOST DIFFICULT MANEUVER FOR THE NEW

STUDENT* THIS I5 LIKELY TRUE FOR FOUR REASONS:

to SINCE IT IS A NEAR GROUND MANEUVER IT MUST BE

PERFORMED PRECISELY*

2. THE PILOT MUST COUNTER THE INHERENT INSTABILITY

OF THE AIRCRAFT, ACCENTUATED IN THIS CASE BY

CONTINUOUS VARIATIONS IN THE "BLOW aACKx FROM THE

GROUND CUSHION.

3. THE MOVER DIFFERS FROM ALL FIXED WING MANEUVERS

( IN THAT THE SAME'.LOCUS OF THE PLANE IS MAINTAINED.
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IT IS THE ONLY MANEUVER WHICH REQUIRES DECISIONS,
1.

AND THUS CONTROL MOVEMENTS TO MAINTAIN A ZERO

RATE OF CHANGE OF CUES IN THE PILOT'S EXTRA-COCKP'IT

L VISUAL FIELD, THE PILOT CANNOT DO THIS BY LOOKING

AT ONLY ONE OBJECT SINCE BY SO DOING HE DOES NOT

RECEIVE SUFFICIENT INFORM4ATION VO SOLVE THE EQUATIONS

NECESSARY TO MAINTAIN YHE POSITION OF THE PLANE WHEN

IT CAN MOVE SIMULTANEOUSLY IN ALL FREEDOMS#

"4. THESE DIFFICULTIES COMBINE WITH THE LAG IN THE

CYCLIC qONTROL TO ENCOWRAGE OVER-CONTROLLING IN

THE HOVER,

__FOR THE ABOVE REASONS TRAINING EMPHASIS IS GIVEN TO

_ HOVERING AND NtAR-GROUNO MANEUVERSt AND TO DEVELOPMENT

OF SCANNING HABITS THAT WILL PROPERLY INTEGRATE VISUAL

CUES.

r F. AMONG THE MORE DIFFICULT MANEUVERS OR TASK ELEMENTS ARE

I"

THOSE WHEREIN THE MANIPU.ATION OF ONE CONTROL PRODUCES

A COMPENSATORY MOVEmENT IN A PARAMETER OTHER TitAN THAT

GOVERNED BY THE CONTROL. CONSIDER, FOR EXAMPLEv TURNS

ON A SPOT* BECAUSE OF PITCH CHANGE ON THE TAIL ROTOR#

TURNS TO THE RIGHT TEND TO CAUSE THE RPM TO INCREASEp

TURNS TO THE LEFT TEND TO CAUSE THE RPM TO DECREASE.

THESE RPM CHANGES# IF NOT COMPENSATEDS INCREASE OR DE-

GREASE THE LIFT OF THE MAIN ROTORl HENCEv THE ALTITUDL

.Of THE AIRCRAFT. THEREFORE, COMPENSATORY THROTTLE ANoD
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(- COLLECTIVE CONTROL ADJUSTMENTS ARE RýQUIRED. TASK

ELEMENTS WHEREIN THE PROPER MANIPULATION OF ONE

=. CONTROL CALLS FOR A CO'4PENSATORY MOVEMENT OF OTHERS

WERE EMPHASIZED,

IN SUMMARY, INFORMATION PROVIDED BY INSTRUCTORS AND STUDENTS WAS CONSIDERED

IN SEVERAL CONTEXTS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE TRAINING SYLLABUS ARD THE FLIGHT

CHECK. CONSIDERATIONS OF THE SiX FREEDOMS PROVIDED A MEANS OF CLASSIFYING

MANEUVERS AND ASSURED THAT EACH WAS COVERED IN THE TRAINING AND TESTING, BY

RELATING FREEDOMS TO CONTROLS, PROCEDURES COULD BE SPECIFIED AND MANEUVER TASKS

LIKELY TO PROVE MOST DIFFICULT COULD BE IDENTIFIED, THESE COULD BE STRESSED IN

TRAINING. IN ADDITION , CONSIDERATION OF POSITION, PATH AND AXIAL ORIENTATION OF

THE AIRCRAFT WITH RESPECT TO THE GROUND, AND THE SMOOTHNESS OF CONTROL MANIPULA-

TION PROVIDED TWO CONTEXTS FOR EVALUATION IN THE FLIGHT CHECK. BY DIVIDING

MANEUVERS INTO THOSE ASSOCIATED WITH EFFECTIVE TRANSLATIONAL LIFT AND THOSE THAT

ARE NOT; EMPIIASIS WAS PLACED ON INSTRUCTION IN CONTROLS AND CONTROL RESPONSES

UNFAMILIAR TO THE FIXED WING PILOTo INSTRUCTION IN SUCH CONTROL RESPONSES WAS

GIVEN SPECIAL TRAINING EMPHASIS AND THE MANNER IN WHICH4 THESE CONTROLS WERE

COORDINATED WAS MEASURED IN THE FLIGHT CHECK. FINALLY# EXAMINATION OF THE

VARIOUS TYPES OF CUES HELPED TO DESCRIBE THE SCANNING HABITS WHICH THE TRAINING

SYLLABUS SOUGHT TO DEVELOP* THE ABOVE CONSIDERATIONS PROVIDED THE BASI1 FOR THE

USE Of THE BACKGROUND MATERIAL IN THE TRAINING SYLLABUS AND THE FLIGHT CRITERIONe

1(
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III. THE TRAINING SYLLABUS

STHE TRAINING SYLLABUS WAS INTENDED TO MAXIMIZE LEARNING Of THE MORE tITICAL

CONiCNT AS REVEALED BY RELATED MATERIALS (5 & 6) AND AS DETERMINED FROM TKE BACK-

GRO;O MATERIAL AND FROM ITS ANALYSIS PRESENTED IN SECTION II. THE rOLLOWING

GrIDES WERE USED:

A. EmPHASIS WAS PLACED ON THE MANEUVERS WHICH INSTRUCTORS

AND STUDENTS JUDGED MOST DIFFICULT TO LEARN*

B. ESSENTIAL TRAINING POINTS WERE IDENTIFIED FROM I) EVAL-

UATIONS OF THE DIFFICULTY OF USING CONTROLS PROPERLY AND

OF EFFECTING PROPER COORDINATION OF CONTROLS, AND

ERROR RANKINGSe

C. VISUAL CUES AND CUE CONDITIONS (SEE APPENDICES A & 8)

THAT PROVIDE THE MOST EFFECTIVE FEED-BACK WERE IDENTIFIED

FOR EACH MANEUVER. THIS MATERIAL WAS USED TO TEACH

SCANNING HABITS AND TO TEACH STUDENTS TO CORRELATE CONTROL

MOVEMENTS AND CUES*

ON THE BASIS OF. THE ABOVE INFORMATION AND THE RATIONALE DISCUSSED IN

SECTION II, THE TRAINING SYLLABUS WAS. OUTLINED AND DISCUSSED WITH HTU-I INSTRUC-

TORSa THEIR SUGGESTIONS WERE NOTED AFTER WHICH THE PROGRAM WAS DELINEATED

FURTmER. THIS INITIAL PROGRAM WAS LIMITED IN COVERAGE TO THE MANEUVERS THAT

COULD BE TAUGHT WITH THE LOW ALTITUDE TRANSPARENCY PLATE. UPON RECOMMENDATION

Or INSTRUCTORS (SEE APPENDIX A), WIND VELOCITY AND GUSTS WERE INTRODUCED IN THE

LATER PERIODSo THESE COULD BE ADJUSTED TO THE LEARNING RATE# SINCE THE ADDITION

Or 4iNO SERVES TO MAKE THE MANEUVER MORE DIFFICULT, DURING INITIAL PRETESS OF

ap2

THES-YLLABUS 2-FH-2 MALFUNCTIONS DELAYED THE PROJECT SEVERAL WEEKSe MEANWIILES
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n " THE HIGH-ALTITUDE PLATE WAS INSTALLED AND ADDITIONAL LESSONS WERE DEVELOPED TO

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF ITS CAPABILITIES*

THE AMP6LFIED TRAINING SYLLABUS CONSISTED OF TWELVE 30 MINUTE SESSIONS.

THE SYLLABUS !A3 PRETESTED BY THREE INSTRUCTORS WHO TRAINED FIVE STUDENTS. THE "

PRETESTINGS SERVED TO CHECK ON THE PACE OF I.NSTRUCTION, TO ELIMINATE "BUGS", TO

TRAIN INSTRUCTORS FURTHER AND TO MAKE SURE THE SYLLABUS COULD BE SCHEDULED AND

ADMINISTERED PRACTICALLYs INSTRUCTOR AND STUDENT COMMENTS WERE RECORDED AFTER

EACH LESSON. IN GENERAL* THE SYLLABUS WAS FOUND SATISFACTORY. HOWEVER, A CON-

SIDERABLE NUMBER OF SUGGESTIONS HELPED IMPROVE THE REVISkD PROGRAM WHICH IS

FOUND IN APPENDIX D. EIGHT OF THE TRAINING PERIODS INCLUDE MANEUVERS TAUGHT

NEAR THE GROUND AND MAKE USE OF THE LOW-ALTITUDE TRANSPARENCY PLATE. THE GREATER

FLY.ROOM PROVIDED BY THE HIGH-ALTITUDE PLATE WAS UTILIZED rOR FOUR PERIODS TO

PROVIDE INSTRUCTION IN MANEUVERS ASSOCIATED WITH EFFECTIVE TRANSLATIONAL LIFT.

( THUS, SUBSTANTIALLY ALL MAN'EUVERS TAUGHT IN A-STAGE OF HTU-I ARE INCLUDED.

THE SYLLABUS CONSISTS OF FIVE STAGES OF INSTRUCTION:

I. ORIENTATION AND FAMILIARIZATION. (PERIOD I)

2. PRACTICE WITH INDIVIDUAL CONTROLS* (PERIODS 1 &2)

3. PRACTICE IN NEAR-GROUND MANEUVERS, (PERIODS 3 - 8)

4a PRACTICE IN MANEUVERS ASSOCIATED WITH EFFECTIVE

TRANSLATIONAL LIFT. (PERIODS 9 & 10)

5, DIAGNOSIS AND CORRECTION OF ERRORS AND FINAL CRITIQUE.

(PERIODS 11 & 12)

THE SYLLABUS WAS PREPARED FOR BOTH INSTRUCTOR AND STUDENT. ESSENTIAL

POINTS OF EACH PERIOD OF INSTRUCTION (TYPED ON 5 X 8 CARDS) SERVED AS GUIDES FOR

INSTRUCTORS.: IN ADDITION$ AT THE COMPLETION OF EACH INSTRUCTION PERIOD, THESE

POINTS PROVIDE A BASIS FOR A STUDENT CRITIQUE* RECOGNIZED PRINCIPLES Or GOOD
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PEDAGOGY SUCH AS THOSE LISTED BELOW WERE FOLLOWED:

A. THE BURDEN OF LEARNING IS PLACED ON THE STUDENT. He

IS RESPONSIBLE FOR UNDERSTANDING THE SYLLABUS AND THE

STANDARDIZATION MANUAL SO THAT HE IS PREPARED TO TALK

THROUGH THE CONTENT OF EACH LESSONs

B. FLEXIBILITY OF INSTRUCTION IS PROVIDED BY ALLOCATING

TIME AT THE ENo OF EACH INSTRUCTION PERIOD FOR THE

INSTRUCTOR AND STUDENT TO CONCENTRATE ON PARTICULAR

DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED BY THE STUDENTe

c. FLIGHT IS "rROZEN" AND STUDENTS CRITIQUES ARE GIVEN

AS REQUIRED. IN ADDITION, STUDENTS ARE CRITIQUED AT

THE ENo or EACH PERIOD*

o. EMPHASIS IS PLACED UPON BREAKING MALADAPTIVE FIXED-WING

HABITS SUCH AS THE HABIT (ESPECIALLY STRONG IN NAVY

PILOTS) OF BRINGING THE STICK FULL BACK ON LANDING.

FROM COMMENTS OF HTU-I INSTRUCTORS AND STUDENTS TRAINED IN THE 2-FH-2, IT

IS BELIEVED 'THAT THE TRAINING SYLLABUS SATISFACTORILY EXPLOITS THE PRESENT

CAPABILITIES OF THE DEVICE.

12 3

- ,4
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"IV. THE CRITERION

THE CRITERION CONSISTS OF A FLIGHT CHECK. IT WAS USED TO ASSESS THE

TRAINING CAPABILITIES OF TkE SIMULATOR BY COMPARING PERFORMANCE (IF STUDENTS likO

WERE TRAINED IN THE 2-FH-2 WITH THE PERFORMANCE OF COMPARABLE STUDENTS HAVINM: NO

SUCH EXPERIENCE. THE BACKGROUND MATERIAL DISCUSSED IN SECTION II HELPED DETERMINE

THE CRITERION CONTENT; RESEARCH REPORTS WERE OF ASSISTANCE IN DEVELOPING TECH-

NIQUES OF EVALUATION (4, 8, 15 & 16). MANEUVERS WERE SELECTED FROM THOSE JUDGED

MOST DIFFICULT AND CRITICAL, APPLICATION OF THE CONCEPT OF FLIGHT FREEDOMS

ALLOWED SELECTION OF MANEUVERS TO PROVIDE COVERAGE OF THE PILOT'S ABILITY TO

OPERATE THE AIRCRAFT IN EACH FLIGHT PARAMETER AND IN THE MORE COMMON COMBINATIONS

OF PARAMETERS, STUDY OF THE DIFFICULTY OF MANIPULATING THE VARIOUS CONTROLS AND

AN EXAMINATION OF THE MORE CRITICAL ERRORS PERMITTED CRITICAL SKILL REQUIREMENTS

( TO BE IDENTIFIED. THE MANEUVERS SELECTED WERE%

A, HOVERING

B, VERTICAL TAKE-OFF AND VERTICAL LANDING

C. CONSTANT HEADING SQUARES

D. TURNS ON A SPOT

E. NORMAL APPROACH

THE MANEUVER RANKS, THE MORE DIFFICULT CONTROLS AND CONTROL COORDINATIONSO

AND THE MORE CRITICAL ERRORS ASSOCIATED WITH EACH MANEUVER CAN BE FOUND IN

APPENDICES A, B AND C.

A PRELIMINARY DRAFT OF THE FLIGHT CHECK WAS DEVELOPED9 DISCUSSED WITH

INSTRUCTORS, AND MODIFIED ACCORDING TO THEIR SUGGESTIONS. THE CHECK LIST WAS

REDUCE* TO KNEE-PAD SIZE FOR SAFE AND EFFICIENT ADMINISTRATIONo FOUR INSTRUCTORS

PRETEStED THE FLIGHT CHECK IN THE AIR BY ADMINISTERING IT TO THEIR STUOENTS.3
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INSTRUCTOR RATINGS AND COMMENTS WERE SUMMARIZED WITH RESPECT TO NOW APPRO-

PRIATELY ITEMS DESCRIBED LEVELS OF PERFORMANCE OF BEHAVIOR BEING EVALUATEDp THEIR

COMPREHIEýSIVCNESS, AND THE PRACTICALITY OF USING THE CHECK FORM AS PRESCRIBED,':-'

IN ADDITW)Np INSTRUCTOR RATINGS ON THE COMPLETED FORMS WERE EXAMINED TO OETERMIJ.E

WHETHER ALL ITEM.CATEGORIES WERE BEING USED, AND HENCE, WHETHER ITEMS COULD

REASONABLY BE EXPECTED TO DISCRIMINATE BETWEEN EFFECTIVE AND INEFFECTIVE PERFORM-

ANCE. SEVERAL CHANGES WERE MADE IN ITEMS AND FORMAT ON THE BASIS OF PRETESTS.

STANDARD NAVAL ABBREVIATIONS AND PHONETIC SPELLINGS WERE USED IN THE FORMAT.

THIS MADE IT POSSIBLE TO RATE EACH MANEUVER ON A SINGLE PAGE. SINCE THE CHECK

PILOT MUST ALSO ACT AS A SAFETY PILOT, THE ABRIDGED FORM IS MUCH EASIER FOR HIM

TO HANDLE.

THE FINAL FORM OF THE FLIGHT CHECK IS PRESENTED AS APPENDIX E. THE NATURE

OF TOE ITEMS REFLECTS SOME Or THE DIFFICULTI'ES INHERENT IN ACCURATE EVALUATION

or HELICOPTER FLIGHT. MOST CRITERION MANEUVERS ARE PERFORMED NEAR THE GROUND AT

LOW AIRSPEEDS AND WITH SMALL ALTITUDE TOLERANCES. IN SUCH MANEUVERS THE AIRSPEED

INOICATOR AND ALTIMETER ARE PRACTICALLY USELESS. PERFORMANCES IN THESE PARAMETERS

WERE EVALUATED SUBJECTIVELY. CRITERION ITEMS ARE OF THREE SORTS:

U. RELATIVELY OBJECTIVE MEASURES WHEREIN THE CHECK PILOT

RECORDS THE READINGS OF COCKPIT INSTRUMENTS. THIS

TYPE OF ITEM IS, OF COURSE, REGARDED AS MOST RELIABLE

AND HENCEp MOST DESIRABLE. READINGS'OF THE COMPASS

AND TACHOMETER WERE USED AND AIRSPEED READINGS WERE

RECORDED IN THE TRANSLATIONAL LIFT PORTION OF THE

NORMAL APPROACH.

-2. SUBJECTIVE RATINGS OF THE CORRECTNESS OF-THE ALTITUDE,

POSITION OR TRACK OF THE PLANE WITH REGARD TO SOME
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"GROUND REFERENCE POINT.

3. SUBJECTIVE EVALUATIONS OF THE SMOOTHNESS WITH WHICH

THE STUDENT USED INDIVIDUAL CONTROLS OR EFFECTED

CONTROL COORDINATIONS*

EVALUATIONS Of ALL THREE TYPES ARE USED WITH EMPHASIS UPON THOSE TASK

* ;COMPONENTS INDICATED FROM BACKGROUND MATERIALS AS MOST CRITICAL, TO AVOIDO

INSOFAR AS POSSIBLE, THE LACK OF DISCRIMINATI'ON AND RATER BIAS OFTEN ASSOCIATED

WITH SUBJECTIVE RATINGS AND TO MAKE SURE THAT CHMCC PILOTS USED HIGH AND CONSIS-

TENT STANDARDS OF RATINGS1 A SET OF INSTRUCTIONS WAS DEVELOPED WHICH DESCRIBE THE

ERRORS COMMON4Y ASSOCIATED WITH FLIGHT RATINGS. THESE INSTRUCTIONS ARE APPENDED

IN THE FIRST PAGES OF APPENDIX E,

THE CRITERION YIELDS AN OVERALL SCORE AND PROVIDES NEANS FOR COMPUTATION

OF A NUMBER OF SUBSCORES. AomINISTRATION OF THE CRITERION AND THE COMPARISON

( OF CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDENTS WITH RESPECT TO VARIOUS CRITERION SUBSCOAES

13 DI3CUSSED IN THE NEXT SECTION.
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V. ADMINISTRATION OF TRAINING SYLLABUS AND CRITERION

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.

ý CONSIDERATION WAS GIVEN TO THE MANNER IN WHICH THE TRAINING SYLLABUS *No

rLIA4T CRITLRION SHOULD BE ADMINISTERED& SEVERAL RESEARCH DESIDERATA AND ..PEN-

ATIONAL LIMITATIONS IIAD TO BE KEPT IN MIND:

A. THIRTY-SIX STUDENTS WERE OBTAINED FOR THE STUDY;

HALF o0 THESE COULD Be UTILIZED FOR SiX HOURS o0

TRAINING IN THE 2oFH-2. THIS HALF WOULD BE DES-

IGNATED AS EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECTS, THE OTHER HALF

AS CONTROL SUBJECTS*

Bo THE EVALUATION PROGRAM SHOULD INTERFERE AS LITTLE

AS POSSIBLE WITH OPERATIONAL SCHEDULES.

C, SAFETY PRECAUTIONS REQUIRED ALL SUBJECTS TO HAVE

SOme HTL FLIGHT TRAINING BEFORE THE FLIGHT CHECK

COULD BE ADMINISTERED.

D. Ir THE 2-FH-2 IS AN EFFECTIVE TRAINING DEVICES AS

MORE AND MORE IN-FLIGHT HOURS ARE INTERSPERSED

BETWEEN 2-FH-2 TRAINING AND ADMINISTRATION Of THE

FLIGHT CRITERION, THE MORE DIFFICULT IT BECOMES

TO ASSESS THE DEGREE OF TRANSFER. THIS CONSIDER-

ATION WAS BALANCED AGAINST THE ONE JUST ABOVE WITH.

THE RESULT THAT FOUR HOURS OF FLIGHT TRAINING WERE

ADMINISTERED BETWEEN THE ADMINISTRATION Or THE

TRAINING SYLLABUS AND THE FLIGHT CRITERION*

SEVERAL DESIGNS FOR THE EVALUATION WERE CONSIDERED. ONE INVOLVED INTER-
- i

SpCRS¶NG 2-FH-2 TRAINING PERIODS BETWEEN HOURS or FLIGHT INSTRUCTION1 PART Or
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THE FLIGHT TRAINING PERIOD COULD BE USED TO ADMINISTER FLIGHT CHECKS COVERING

MANEUVERS JUST PRACTICED IN THE 2-FH-2. THE TIME, OR THE NUMBER OF TRIALS

"REQUIRED I REACH AN ACCEPTABLE CRITERION, COULD THEN BE USED AS THE MEASURE OF:',

THE EFFECTAVENESS OF SIMULATOR TRAINING IN THAT MANEUVER (8). THIS METHOD COUL-

NOT BE IMPLEKENTED OPERATIONALLY, A BLOCK TPAINING METHOD WHICH CONSISTED OF

GIVING ALL TRAINING IN THE 2-FH-2 PRIOR TO FLIGHT TRAINING WAS THEREFORE UTvLIZED.

THERE IS SOME EVIDENCE TO THE EFFECT THAT THIS METHOD UTILIZES SIMULATORS MORE

EFFECTIVELY (3, 13 & 14).

TWO ALTERNATIVE METHODS FOR EQUATING TRAINING TIME OF EXPERIMENTAL AND

CONTROL SUBJECTS WERE CONSIDERED* (As STATED EARLIER SOME FLIGHT TRAINING HAD

TO BE GIVEN TO BOTH GROUPS BEFORE THE CRITERION WAS ADMINISTERED). BY ONE METHOD,

TOTAL TIME WOULD BE EQUATED; I.E., 2-FH-2 TIME PLUS FLIGHT TIME FOR EXPERIMENTALS

WOULD BE EQUATED TO FLIGHT TIME FOR CONTROLS, BY ANOTHER METHOD, EXPERIMENTAL3

(" COULD BE GIVEN A SPECIFIED NUMBER OF TRAINING HOURS IN THE 2-1H-2. EXPERIMENTALS

AND CONTROLS WOULD THEN BE GIVEN EQUAL FLIGHT TIME PRIOR TO ADMINISTRATION OF

THE FLIGHT CRITERION.

THE LATTER PROCEDURE WAS FOLLOWED BECAUSE OF POSSIBLE AMBIGUITY OF INTER-

PRETATION OF CERTAIN TYPES OF POSSIBLE RESULTS: If CRITERION SCORES OF

EXPCRIMENTALS AND CONTROLS DID NOT DIFFER SIGNIFICANTLYj THE TRAINING VALUE OF

THE 2-FH-2 WOULD HAVE TO BE ASSUMED TO BE EQUIVALENT TO THAT OF THE SAME NUMBERI OF HOURS OF FLIGHT TRAINING, ACCEPTANCE OF THI$ ASSUMPTION WITHOUT FIRST HAVING

ESTABLISHED THAT THE CRITERION ADM!NISTERED OPERATIONALLY COULD DISCRIMINATE

BETWEEN EFFEC;TIVE AND INEFFECTIVE PERFORMANCES COULD LEAD TO FAULTY CONCLUSIONS.

ADMINISTIRATION OF INSTRUMENTS

THIRfY-SJX SUBJECTS WERE SELECTED, EIGHTEEN EXPER(MEIITALS AND EIGHTEEN

CCNTROLS. SUBJECTS WERE STUDENT PILOTS REPORTING TO KTU-1. TRAINEES VARIED
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6PEATLY IN THE AMOUNT OF FLIGHT EXPERIENCE. SUBJECTS INCLUDED AVIATION CADETS,

kON-OESIGNATED AND DESIGNATED NAVAL AVIATORS. MANY OF THE LATTER WERE OFFICERS

wtmo HAD HAOEXTENSIVE FLIGHT EXPERIENCE. CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECTS WEREý..

SELECTED FROM THREE HTU-I CLASSES: 5-57, 7-57 AND 8-57. SIX EXPERIMENTAL STUDENTS

AND SiX CONTROLZ WERE SELECTED FROM CLASS 5-57; FOUR OF EACH GROUP FROM CLASS

7.57 AND EIGHT OF EACH GROUP FROM CLASS 8-57. STUDENTS WERE TRAINED AND TESTED

AS rOLLOWS*:

SUBJECTS REPORTED FOR TRAINING IN THE 2-FH-2 AFTER THEY HAD

BEEN GIVEN THEIR A-I FAMILIARIZATION FLIGHT AND ON COMPLETION

OF GROUND SCHOOL. SUBJECTS WERE THEN ADMINISTERED TWO HALF

HOUR LESSONS PER DAY IN THE 2-FH-2 FOR SIX DAYS, INSTRUCTION

WAS SPACED SO THAT THERE WAS AT LEAST A THIRTY MINUTE BREAK

eTWEEN TRAINING PERIODS ON THE SAME DAY.

2-rH-2 INSTRUCTION WAS ADMINISTERED BY QUALIFIED HTU-I

INSTRUCTORS ASSIGNED TO THE PROJECT.

PRETEST AND TRAINING SCHEDULES WERE HAMPERED BY 2-FH-2 BREAK-

OOWNb AND INSTRUCTOR SICKNESS CAUSED BY THE DEVICE.

ALTHOUGH THREE INSTRUCTORS SHOULD HAVE BEEN SUFFICIENTt ELEVEN

WERE ASSIGNED; SEVEN OF THESE HAD TO QUIT $ PRIMARILY BECAUSE

Or bICKNESS. MORE INSTRUCTOR TIME WAS THEREFORE REQUIRED TO

CHECK OUT NEW INSTRUCTORS IN THE STANDARDIZED ADMINISTRATION

Of THE TRAINING SYLLABUS.

IHE FLIGHT CHECK WAS ADMINISTERED AFTCA THE STUDENT HAD COM-

PLETEO TRAINING HOUR A-S AND PRIOR TO TRAINING HOUR A-6. THIS

0 Ttis PROCEDURE WAS FOLLOWEO WITH EXCEPTIONS REQUIRED TO COORDINATE THIS

STUOY VITH SQJADRON SCHEDULES.
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REPRESENTED A COMPROMISE BETWEEN SAFETY ON THE ONE HAND

AND ADMINISTRATION OF THE CHECK AS SOON AS POSSIBLE ON

-COMPLETION OF THE 2-FH-2 TRAINING ON THE OTHER. THERE

_ E.RE FOUR FLIGHT CHECK INSTRUCTORS# EACH OF WHOM WAS

BRIEFED ON THE CRITERION AND REVIEWED THE INSTRUCTIONS

FOR ITS ADMINISTRATION. THE FLIGHT CHECK REQUIRED ABOUT

%TIIRTY MINUTES TO ADMINISTER; THE PLANE WAS LANDED DIRECTLY

AFTER EACH MANEUVER SO THAT PERFORMANCE OF THAT MANEUVER

COULD BE RATED.

IN ADDITION TO THE FLIGHT CHECK, ADMIN1STRATIVE RECORDS CONSISTING Of THE

SCORES MADE BY EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL SUBJECTS ON THE SQUADRON FLIGHT CHIT

REPORTS FOR HOURS A-2 THROUGH HOURS A-5 WERE OBTAINED.

THE RATING FORMS WERE TABULATED SO THAT ANALYSIS COULD BE MADE BY MANEUVER

"AND BY FLIGHT TASK. SCORING PROCEDURES ARE DESCRIBED NEXT. BOTH SETS OF

CRITERION DATAS THAT COLLECTED ON THE FLIGHT CHECK AND THE TRAINING FLIGHT CHIT

SCORES, ARE SUMMARIZED IN TABLES I, 2 AND 3.

SCORING PROCEDURES

PERFORMANCE WAS SCORED AS FOLLOWS: THREE-CATEGORY ITEMS WERE SCORE= 2

roR GOOD OR EFFECTIVE PERFORMANCE, I FOR FAIRLY GOOD PERFORMANCE, AND 0 roR

POOR PERFORMANCE. IN THE CONSTANT HEADING SQUARES NANEUVER# REPtATED ITEMS

(GROUND SPEEO, FOLLOWS TRACK, ANTICIPATES STOPS AND MAINTAINS ALTITUDE) WERE.

SCORED It i AND 0. ALL TVO-CATEGORY ITEMS WERE SCORED 2 OR 0.

OCCASIONALLY, INSTRUCTORS HAD TO TAKE OVER THE AIRCRAFT FOR REASONS or

3AtETY# AND WHEN THIS HAPPENED THE WEIGHT Of THE ITEM WAS SUBTRACTED fROM THE

SCORE* IT3MS WERE SCORED ZERO DURING TINES WHEN THE INSTRUCTOR HAD TO KEEP

CONTROL Or'THE AiRCRAFT.
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QUANTITATIVE SCORES WERE CONVERTED INTO THIS SCORING SYSTEM AS FOLLOWS:

COMPASS (OPrIMAL-0 0 HEADING) SCORE

MAINTAINED HEADING WITHIN 50 -. - - - 2

MAINTAINED HEADING WITHIN 100

VARIATIONS GREATER THAN 10O - - - .- - C

5

AIRSPEED IN NORMAL APPROACH (OPTIMAL 45 KNOTS)

WITHIN 42-48 KNOTS ...... 2

WITHIN 38-52 KNOTS ...... I

BELOW 38, ABOVE 52 KNOTS --- --- 0

TACHOMETER (OPTIMAL 3100 RPM)

WITHIN 3050-3150 RPM- -- - --- - - - 2

W ITHIN 2975-3225 RP M ..-------- I

BELOw 2975, ABOVE 3225 RPM - - - - - - 0

INSTRUCTORS9 AT TIMES, EITHER FAILED TO OBSERVE OR FAILED TO RATE ACTIONS

COVERED BY SOME ITEMS. VALUES Of THESE ITEMS WERE SUBTRACTED FROM THE TOTAL

POSSIBLE SCORE. THIS ACCOUNTS FOR THE DISCREPANCY BETWEEN TOTAL POSSIBLE SCORE

S * IN VARIOUS COMPARISONS*

t

COMPAriSON OF CRITERIO,4 SCORES OF EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTRqL SUBJECTS

e P.THE ScORES Of EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL SUBJECTS ON THE FIVE MANEUVERS AND

T*E COMPONENT TASKS ARE SUMMARIZED IN TABLES I AND 2. COMPARISONS INDICATE

THAT TOTAL SCORES ARE SUBSTANTIALLY ThE SAME. tS.QRES MADE BY CONTROL SUBJECTS

0o Vo6A XANEUVCRS AND TOTAL SCORES ARE SLIGHTLY HIGHER THAN THOSE MADE BY

EXPCR1MCNTAL SUBJECTS BUT THESE DIFFERENCES ARE NOT STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT.

"11 WAS ORIGINALLY PLANNED TO NAVE THREE INSTRUCTORS CVALUATE TWO CONTROL AND TWO -
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDENTS FROM EACH CLASS SO THAT THE EFFECT OF THE DIFFERENT

INSTRUCTOR STANDARDS AND DIFFERENT CLASSES COULD BE CONTROLLED. HOWEVER, IT

WAS POSSIBLt TO MAKE SUCH A COMPARISON IN ONLY 18 CASES. NINE CONTROL AND NINE

EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECTS FROM THE SAME CLASSES WERE RATED BY CHECK PILOTS -WITH EQUAL-:

EXPERIENCE. DATA ON THESE CASES YIELDED ESSENTIALLY THE SAME RESULTS.

SCORES WERE COMPARED BY FLIGHT TASK UNDER THE ASSUMPTION THAT ONE GROUP

NIGHT HAVE PERFORMED CONSISTENTLY BETTER ON CERTAIN TASKS AND POORER ON OTHERS.

COMPARISONS FAILED TO SHOW CONSISTENT DIFFERENCES. (SEE TABLE 2.)

A CHECK WAS MADE TO DETERMINE WHETHER THESE RESULTS NIGHT BE ATTRIBUTABLE

TO DIFFERENCES AMONG CHECK PILOTS IN THEIR STANOAkDS OF RATING, OR CONSISTENT

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SCORES OF STUDENTS CHECKED IN THE HTL-6 AS AGAINST THOSE

CHECKED IN THE HTL-5. No CONSISTENT DIFFERENCES WERE OBSERVED.

AS A FURTHER CHECK, FLIGHT CHIT SCORES FOR EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL SUBJECTS

FOR FLIGHTS A-2 THROUGH A-5 WERE COMPARED. THESE WERE THE INTERVENING PERIODS

BETWEEN TRAINING IN THE 2-FH-2 AND THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE FLIGHT CHECK FOR

EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECTS. RESULTS ARE SHOWN IN TABLE 3. No CONSISTENT PATTERN IS

APPARENT. EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECTS RECEIVED SLIGHTLY HIGHER AVERAGE GRADES IN HOUR

A-2 BUT THIS TREND DOES NOT HOLD IN THE HOURS THAT rOLLOWEDs

THESE NEGATIVE RESULTS MAY BE ATTRIBUTABLE TO A NUMBER OF CAUSES* AMONG

THESE ARE: 1) FAILURE OF THE THE FLIGHT CHECK TO DISCRIMINATE WHEN ADMINISTERED

BY SQUADRON CHECK PILOTS, AND 2) LACK OF FIDELITY OF THE 2-FH-2 COMPOUNDED BY

NUMEROUS INSTANCES OF MOTION SICKNESS. THE FIRST HYPOTHESIS 1 HARDLY TENABLE

SINCE SCORES ON THE FLIGHT CHECK ARE WELL DISPERSED AND THERE IS A MARKED

CORRELATION -N SCORES AMONG MANEUVERS. THE SECOND, LACK OF FIDELITY COMPOUNDED*

BY NOTION SI•CKNESS, IS DISCUSSED IN THE NEXT TWO SECTIONS.
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TABLE I

CRITERION SCORES BY MANEUVER

GROUP MANEUVER TOTALS

HOVER VTO-HVR-LDG K-HDG-SQ TOS N-APP

E XPEP I ENTALI

•INTS 1ADE 217 459 371- 327 489 18631

rF POSSIBLE POINTS" 324 682 560 526 818 2910

.RCENT SCORE 67% 67__, 66% 62% 64%

aTPOL*

IiNfr MADE ,235 491 331 301 518 11876

CTTAL POSSIBLE POINTS* 324 680 480 502 818

.C,,T SCORE 72 73% 79%. 6% .6 63% . 67%

N - IS EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECTS; IS CONTROL SUBJECTSe
IN SOME INSTANCES TOTAL POSSIBLE POINTS FOR A MANEUVER

DeItFER SINCE CERTAIN ITEMS WERE NOT OBSERVED AND/OR
EVALUATED BY THE CHECK PILOT.

NOTE: THE rOLLOWING ABBREVIATIONS ARE USED:

I VTO - VERTICAL TAKc-Orr
2 HVR - HovER
3 LOG - LANDING

4 K-HDG-SQ - CONSTANT HEADING SQUARE
5 TOS - TURNS ON A SPOT
6 N-APP - NORMAL APPROACH

1I35
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TABLE 2

... "CRITERION SCORES BY TASKS -

1 GROUP
TASK EXPERIMENTA CONTROL
"-" POIN TS TOTAL PERCENT POINTS" TOTAL 1 P

MADE POSS IBLE SCORE MADE POSSI!BLE 11 SC&O,.

1. ALTITUDE 213 322 66 21 306 721

2. ATTITUDE 173 242 71% 178 242 7

3. AIRSPEED, ACCEL. 114' 178 64% 102½ 158 66.

4. HEADING, TORQUE 151 238 159 238 .I

5. RATE OF TURN 30 66 45% 26 62 421

6. PSN RE: SPOT OR TRACK 210 357 59 _ 216 332

7. PWR-RPM 106 212 .100 202S

8. COLLECTIVE 276 387" 71% 271 380 ,_71

9. CYCLIC 208 320 6,5L 211 312 681

10. RUDDER 233 376 62% 239 368 1..

It. THROTTLE 149 212 7o 152 204

TOTALS 2910 64% 1876 i80iiIi

1 P6

4 S
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TABLE 3

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF FLIGHT CHIT GRADES*
FORý EXPER IMENTAL &CONTROL SUBJECTS FOR HOURS 2-5 OF HTU- I INSTRUCTION

U 'SATIS-IBOWID ABOVE TOTAL
'ERC"' - FACTORY p AVERAGE AVERAGE I AVERAGE

SC O R r-" 
-R G 

.,. .

"EXPERI MENTAL SUBJECTS***_

9- 7 - I9 79% 51 21% 248

76 5 256 78 68 2D% 329

4 %- ..

• k.:' - I- 29 294, 73, 29%, #36.
.-.-:' - 22,_ _ __ ___ __ _ _ _ __ _

6 C Es46 1065 244 18% 15

___,._- - .CONTROL SUBJECTS"* _

7 If - 166 84% 31 16% 9

2%1 1 258 78% 67 .. 333

- j 279 75% 77 21% 1371
-5 19 311 76% 77 1 407

-AE 42 A 1014 7% 252g 38

"NOTE: THE TABLE CAN MOST EASILY BE READ FROM LEFT TO RIGHT,1 T PERCENT SCORES ARE COMPUTED ON THE BASIS OF THE NUMBER OF GRADES
"FALLING IN A GIVEN GRADE CATEGORY'TO'THE TOTAL NUMBER OF GRADES

GIVEN TO THE GROUP FOR THE HOUR.

"EXAMPLE: FOR HOUR A-3 THE EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECTS RECEIVED 2%e •.BELOW AVERAGE, 78% AVERAGE, AND 20% ABOVE AVERAGE; THE"TOTAL GRADES RECEIVED WAS 329.

* READERS WILL NOTE THAT THERE IS NO STANDARDIZED NUMBER OF GRADES

FOR ANY HOUR@ THIS IS BECAUSE INSTRUCTION (COVERAGE) IS GREATLY

"DEPENDENT ON STUDENT-INSTRUCTOR PROGRESS AND STUDENTS ARE GRADED

ON CURRENT AND PRIOR FLIGHT ACHIEVEMENTS AT THE DISCRETION OF THE

INSTRUCTOR"

1t No GRADES WERE GIVEN IN THIS CATEGORY.

."e N - 18 EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECTS; 18 CONTROl. SUBJECTS,
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Vt. SICKNESS INDUCED BY THE 2-FH-2.

THERE WAS lO. PROVISION IN THE ORIGINAL STUDY PLAN TO STUDY MOTION

SICKNESS3e -OWEVER# THE PROBLEM BECAME SO ACUTE THAT PRA AND NTDC PERSONNEL

DECIDED THAT SOME EFFORT SHOULD BE MADE TO INVESTIGATE SICKNESS INDUCED BY THE

2-FH-2 AND FACTORS RELATED TO IT. SINCE THIS HAD TO BE DONE IN THE MIDDLE OF

THE STUDYv IT WAS NOT POSSIBLE TO ARRIVE AT DEFINITIVE ANSWERS. HOWEVER, SOME

IDEAS ON THE NATURE OF THE SICKNESS, POSSIBLE CAUSESp AND INFORMATION THAT MAY

SUGGEST RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THESE CAUSES AND SICKNESS ARE DISCUSSED BELOW.

THERE IS A GOOD DEAL OF LITERATURE ON VARIOUS TYPES OF MOTION SICKNESS:

SEASICKNESS, AIRSICKNESS, ALTITUDE SICKNESS, ETC.p (It 2p S)o MOST SICKNESS OF

THIS TYPE REPORTED IN THE LITERATURE IS PRODUCED BY THE MOVEMENT OF THE SUBJECT.

STATEMENTS SUCH AS "VISUAL, KINESTHETIC, AND OLFACTORY STIMULI ARE INFLUENCING

FACTORS BUT WILL NOT PRODUCE SICKNESS BY THEMSELVES" (9) ARE FAIRLY COMMON. THE

DISCUSSION BELOW IS LIMITED TO A DfSCRIPTION Or THE SITUATION FACED IN THE STUDY.

THE SICKNESS ENCOUNTERED WITH THE 2-FH-2 IS APPARENTLY UNIQUE IN THAT ONLY VISUAL

CUES WERE A PART OF THE CAUSAL COMPLEX.

SICKNESS AND OTHER UNDESIRABLE SENSATIONS WERE REPORTED AT BELL AIRCRAFT

CORPORATION WHERE THE 2-FR-2 WAS DEVELOPED, AND AMONG THREE OF TWELVE INSTRUCTORS

IN PRELIMINARY EVALUATIONS.CONDUCTEO AT ELLYSON FIELD (tO). IN THIS STUDY, IT

WAS ENCOUNTERED IN A MORE VIRULENT FORM. FURTHERMORE, THE 2-FH-2 MAY NOT

REPRESENT AN ISOLATED CASE OF SICKNESS AMONG CONTACT MIGHT SIMULATORS3 WHICH

PROVIDE EXTRA-COCKPIT CUES, AS THERE HAVE BEEN SOME REPORTS OF SICKNESS IN THE

F-151 AERIAL FIXED GUNNERY TRAINER.

* THIS TERM IS USED HERE TO REFER TO THE SICKNESS ENCOUNTERED9 IN THE 2-FH-2.
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A QUESTIONNAIRE WAS DEVELOPED TO OBTA!N INFORMATION CONCERNING THE SICKNES..

IT?.WAS COMPLETED BY THIRTY-SIX RESPONDENTS - INSTRUCTORS, STUDENTSO AND OTHER

pCISONNEL EXPERIENCED IN THE 2-VH-2 AND THE HTL& THE QUESTIONNAIRE FORiM..Js

PR3SENTED AND RESPONSES ARE SUMMARIZED IN APPENDIX F, AND DISCUSSED BELOW.

TWENTY-EIGHT OF THIRTY-SIX RESPONDENTS REPORTED SICKNESS IN SOME DEGREE.

It WAS MORE FREQUENTLY REPORTED EARLY IN TRAINING AND IT WAS MORE LIKELY TO

OCCUR IN THE FIRST TEN MINUTES or THE TRAINING PERIOD,

NAUSEA, DIZZINESS# VERTIGO, HEADACHES, BLURRED VISION AND SWEATING WERE

FREQUENTLY REPORTED SYMPTOMS& THE FIRST THREE AND SWEATINGS ARE COMMONLY

RtPORIED AS ASSOCIATED WITH AIRSICKNESS3 HOWEVER, BLURRED VISION AND HEADACHES

AR[ NOT SO COMMONLY REPORTED IN THE LITERATURE& THERE WERE A NUMBER OF REPORTS

Of PDOUBLE VISION."

T-E SICKNESS WAS OFTEN QUITE PERSISTENT, MORE THAN HALF THE RESPONDENTS

RCPOaTED IT LASTED AN HOUR OR LONGER AFTER THE FLIGHT AND FIVE SAID IT LASTED

OvERNIGHT. THERE WERE A NUMBER OF REPORTS THAT IT INTERFERED WITH READING$

PAPER WORK, ETC., SEVERAL HOURS AFTER A FLIGHT, ALTHOUGH SOME RESPONDENTS

REPORTED GETTING OVER THEIR SICKNESS AFTER A FEw HOPS, SEVERAL DID NOT; AND THERE

WERE INSTRUCTORS WHO REPORTED NO SICKNESS THE FIRST HOURS BUT BECAME SICK LATER*

SPECULATIONS AS TO WHAT FEATURES OF THE DEVICE WERE RESPONSIBLE FOR THIS

SICKNESS RELATE TO COMPONENTS OF THE MACHINE AND THE PERCEPTIONS OF THE OPERATORS.

TwESc ARC LISTED BELOW.

A, FIDELITY LIMITATIONS*

1, REFLECTIONS FROM BOTH PLATES, WHEN THE LIGHT IS

NEAR TNE GROUNDt RESULT IN DOUBLE IMAGES ON THE

SCREEN. "
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S- 2. AT LO~W ALTITUDE5 AND ON APPROACHING THE DECK,

OBJECTS BECOME PROGRESSIVELY MORE BLURRED AND

APPEAR FOGGY, TEXTURE CUES ARE THEREFORE OF

NO VALUE IN PROVIDING INFORMATION AS TO ALTITUDE.

3. NEAR THE INDICATED MACHINE LIMITS OF 150 IN

PITCH AND ROLL PILOTS REPORTED AN APPARENT PITCH

OF 450 TO 600 IN THE LOW-ALTITUDE PLATE.

4. BOTH PLATES VIBRATE DURING YAWING AND TURNS&

5. THREE !NCOAPATiBLE APPARZNT NOrIONS ARE VISIBLE:

1TE MAItV -ATION OF THE PAkOAAMAs THE MOVaENT OF

THE PLATE OVERHEAD WHEN IN CERTAIN POSITIONS, AND

APPARENT MOVEMENTS PRODUCLD BY DUST OR LINT ON

THE LENS*

6. WITH TRANSLATIONAL MOVEMENTp OBJECTS .ON THE FLOOR

OF THE PLATE PROVIDE INTERPOSITION CUES* No INTER-

POSITION CUES ARE, OF COURSE, POSSIBLE AMONG OBJECTS

PAINTED ON THE SIDES OF THE TRANSPARENCY.

7. THERE IS A LACK OF ROTATIONAL PITCHING OR ROLL

NOTIONS OF THE COCKPIT; THERE ARE NO KINESTHETIC

AND VESTIBULAR SENSATIONS NORMALLY PRODUCED BY

G-CHANGES IN FLYING AN AIRCRAFT*

8. DISCREPANCIES EXIST BETWEEN 'CONTROL LAG AND CONTROL

DISPLACEMENT REQUIRED IN THE 2-FH-2 AS CONTRASTED

TO THE HTL

9. THE COCKPIT IS P031TIONCD WRONG RELATIVE TO THE LIGHT.
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j0. THERE IS A LACK OF RETINAL DISPARITY - THE SAME

IMAGE IS SEEN BY BOTH EYES.

B. IN ADDITION,. THERE ARE CERTAIN FACTORS THAT MAY BE

REGARDED AS "PSYCHOLOGICAL¶. THIS IS A CATCH-ALL

CATEGORY BUT iNCLUDES:

ji DISPAR-TY BCTWEEN PERCEIVED VISUAL DISPLAY AND

EXPECTED VISUAL DISPLAY. THIS AR35ES FROM ALMOST

ALL LACKS OF FIDELITY LISTED ASOVE.

2. SUGGESTION. PERSONNEL COULD BECOME AIRSICK IN

THE DEVICE BECAUSE T
HEY BECAME AIRSICK IN IT

EARLIER OR BECAUSE PERSONNEL IN THE SQUADRON

TOLD THEM THEY WOULD.

3. CLAUSTROPHOBIA, ESPECIALLY IN THE LOW-AL T
ITUDE

PLATE, A SENIOR OFrICE4 WITH THOUSANDS OF HOURS

OF FLIGHT EXPERIENCE SAID, THE 2-PH-2 INITIALLY

GIVES ONC THE SENSATION &CLAYED TO CLAUSTROPHOBIA --

A FEELING OF BEING ENCLOSED OR ENTRAPPED IN AN

ENCLOSURE WHEREIN ALL LIGHT AND OBJECTS ARE HAZYt

DULL, AND GENERALLY OUT Of vOCUS. THIS FEELING

AUTOMATICALLY IMPOSES A PSYCHOLOGICAL BLOCK TO THE

PROCESS OF PHYSICAL AND MENTAL EFFICIrNCY'. A

NUMBER Or OTHER HTU-l INSTRUCTORS REPORTED SI3,9M:A

FEELINGS.

THERE ARE BITS OF EVIDENCE TOAT TEND 70 REFUTE OR

LEND SUPPORT TO THESE SUGGESTED CAUES.
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(k

(A) BLURRED VISION, DOUBLE VISION, EYESTRAIN AND

. lt4PAIRHENT OF READING. THESE WERE FREQUENTLY

REPORTED BY PILOTS, BUT ARE HOT CONMONLY

-- REPORTED IN THE LITERATURE ON MOTIONSICKNESS

AND AIRS3CXNESS, THESE REPORTS SUGGEST THAT

LACK OF RETINAL DISPARITY IS A PRIME CAUSE.

THE FACT THAT SICKNESS WAS REPORTED LESS OFTEN

IN THE HIGH-ALTITUDE PLATE ESPECIALLY AT HIGH-

ALTITUDES SUPPORTS THIS HYPOTHESIS, IT WOULD

APPEAR, HOWEVER, THAT THIS IS NOT THE ONLY

CAUSE. SOME PERSONNEL TRIED WEARING A PATCH

OVER ONE EYE. ONE INSTRUCTOR SAID THIS ALLOWED

HIM TO DO PAPERWORK AFTERWARD EVEN THOUGH HE
)(-

COULD NOT 00 THIS TYPE Of WORK SUBSEQUENT TO

FLYING WHEN HE 010 NOT WEAR THE PATCH. HOWEVER,

HE AND OTHERS WHO USED THE PATCH REPORTED UN-

PLEASANT SENSATIONS OR SICKNESS WHILE WEARING ITv

(a) THE HIGH PLATE PRODUCED NOTICADLY LESS 3|CKNESS3

ALTHOUGH UNPLEASANT SENSATIONS WERE REPORTED BY

SOME SuGJECTS IN IT* THIS MAY DE TAKEN AS

EVIOENCE TRAT THE LACK OF BINOCULAR DISPARITY IS

A CAUSE, HOWEVER, Txc FUZZINESS OF TEXTURE CUES

AT LOW ALTITUDES AND PLATE RFLECTIONS ARE EQUALLY

IENA8LC ALTERNATIVE HYPOTHESE5a

(C) INSTRUCTORS RtPOTYLO SICKNESS SOME3HAT MORE FRE-

QUENTLY AND IN A MORE EXTREME fORM THAN STUDENTS.
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TmIS COULD BE EXPLAINED ON THE ASSUMPTION THAT

' INSTRUCTOR'5 EXPECTANCIES ARE MORE FIRMLY F1•EOD,

HENCE, MORE SENSITIVE TO LACKS OF FIDELITY ft THE

- CHtNE. IT COULD ALSO BE ATTRIBUTED TO TIAE FACT

THAT STUDENTS PROBABLY HANDLED AE CONTROLS MORE

OFTEN*

()• SICKNESS WAS EXPERIENCED ONLY WHEN THE DISPLAY

MOVED. THIS VCJLO SUGGEST THAT REFLECTIONS* ETC.,

WOULD NOT IN THE'THEMSELVES PRODUCE SICKNESS.

(E) ONLY I OF 8 SUBJECTS WýIO TOOK DRAMAMINE RCPOR-EO

THAT IT HELPED HIM. SEVERAL SUBJECTS REPORTED

UNPLEASANT SIDE EFFECTS FROM DRAMAMINEo

(F) NTDC REPRESENTATIVES MOVED THC COCKPIT BACK ABOUT

4 A FOOT ABOUT MIDWAY IN THE TRAINING SYLLABUS.

"THIS HAD NO NOTICEABLE EFFECT ON SICKNESS.

(G) AIRSICKNESS WAS REPORTED -4OST FREQUENTLY IN

PITCH AND ROLL OSCILLATIONS, HOVERING, *NO FIGURE

CIGHTS. VERY STRONG AIRSICKNESS WAS REPORTEO BY

7 RESPONDENTS IN TURNS ON A SPOT. IT WOULD SEEM
'4.

THEN, TO BE 1OST CLOSELY ASSOCIATEO WITH MOVEMENT

IN THE ROTATIONAL RATHER THAN TRANSLATIONAL FREE-

% OHS. (ATTENPTS TO HOVER OFTEN WOUND UP*IN

OSCILLATIONS.)

(N) SUGGVSTION ALONE PROABLY DI0 NOT CAUSE SICKNESS'.

ALTHOUGH IT NIGHT NAVE BEEN A CONTRIBUTING FACTOR.
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V

SEVERAL PILOTS WHO HAD NOT BEEN IN THE MACHINE

O4 HEARD ABOUT SI(XNESS INDUCED lY THE DEVICE,

BECAME' SICK &FTER FLYING ' 2HE-rH-2.

(I) INSTRUCTORS WHO FLEW THE 2-FH-2 AT RELL AIR-

CRAFT CORPORATION WHEN THERE WERE GAPS IN THE

SCREEN, REPORTED THEY BECAME AIRSICK MORE QUICKLY

THAN WHEN FLYING WITH TPE COMPLETE SCREEN AT

, PENSACOLA.

(j) No SICKNESS HAS BSEN REPORTED IN A SOMEWHAT

SIMiLAR ENGINEERING PROTOTYPE DEVELOPED BY

LINK AVIATION COMPANY. THIS PROTOTYPE Is

ESSENTIALLY A SYMBOLIC PRESENTATION CONTAINING

NO OBJECTS OF KNOWN SIZE. THE PILOT FLIES

OVER A CHECKERED STRIP, THE SEAT PITCHES AND

iROLLS. THE SUGGESTION HAS BEEN MADE THAT

PITCH AND ROLL OF THE COCKPIT OF THE 2JrH-2
e

WOULD NEDUCE THE SICKNESS. THE WRITEAS DOUBT

THIS UNDER THE ASSUMPTION THAT SEAT MOTION

WOULD NOT IN ITSELF PRODUCE A REALISTIC SIMUL-

ATION OF GRAVITY FORCES. HOWEVER$ IN THE

ABSENCE OF DATA IT WOULD BE WIORTHVHILr TO

INVESTIGATE THIS HYPOTHESIS.

FROM THIS 3ISTING, IT iS OBVIOUSLY NOT POSSIBLE TO PINPOINT ANY ONE FACTOR

AS A SOLE .CAUSE 9F SICKNESS. 'IT IS PROBABLE THAT SEVERAL FACTORS ARE RESPONSIV't.E,

ALL or THCSE MUST BE RELATED IN SOME WAY TO LACK or FIDELITY IN THE MOVING DISPLAY,.

fOR INSYRUCTORS REPORT RELATIVELY LITTLE AIRSICKNESS IN HELICOPTER TRAINING.
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HOWCVER, IT IS VERY DOuBTFUL THAT ANY VISUAL EXTRA-COCKPIT DISPLAY THAT CAUSES

SICKNESS AS COMMON, INTENSE AND PERSISTENT AS THE 2-FH-2 C.AN EVER BE OPERATION-

ALr.Y ACCEPTABLE, WHATEVER ITS MERITS.
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VII. LEARNING AND FIDELITY

.AoMITTEOLY, "EXPLANATIONS" AS TO WHY THE 2-FH-2 FAILED TO TRAIN ARE uAD HOc",

HOWEVER, WHEN WE COMBINE THE DISCUSSION OF CONTROLS AND FLIGHT PARAMETERS .!N

SECTION II WITH THE INSTRUCTOR COMMENTS CONCERNING PERFORMANCE OF STUDENTS TRAINEC

IN THE 2-FH-2, A NUMBER OF HYPOTHESES ARE SUGGESTED, WHEN THIS MATERIAL IS

CONSIDERED FROM THE VIEWPOINT OF LEARNING# IT SEEMS PLAUSIBLE THAT STUDENTS

TRAINED IN THE 2-FH-2 LEARNED A NUMBER OF WRONG HABITS. CONSIDER THE COMPLEX

SKILLS REQUIRED TO FLY AN AIRCRAFT. IN HIS COMPENSATORY SYSTEMp THE FUNCTION OF

THE PILOT IS TO CLOSE SEVERAL LOOPS, TO TAKE CARE OF SEVERAL SUB-TASKS MORE OR

LESS SIMULTANEOUSLY, HE MONITORS AND CONTROLS THE PATH OF THE AIRCRAFT IN THE

SIX FLIGHT PARAMETERS BY CORRELATING HIS ONGOING OBSERVATIONS WITH HIS EXPECTAN-

CIES BY APPROPRIATE MANIPULATION OF THE FLIGHT CONTROLS. HE DOES THIS BY

DEVELOPING TWO TYPES OF HABITS:

A. MONITORING AND RESPONDING PROPERLY TO THE INDIVIDUAL

DISPLAY-CONTROL RELATIONSHIPS - CLOSING INDIVIDUAL

LOOPS,

B, PROPER TIMESHARING BETWEEN LOOPS - COMBINING A NUMBER

Or LOOPS#

WHAT ARE THE STAGES OF LEARNING BY WHICH THE N3VICE BECOMES PROFICIENT?

IT SEEMS REASONABLE TO ASSUME THAT AN INITIAL STAGE CONSISTS O7 LEARNING GROSS

EXPECTANCIES, I.E., WHAT IT LOOKS AND FEELS LIKE TO FLY A HELICOPTER. THE PILOT

PULLS UP CpLLECTIVE AND SENSES THE AIRCRAFT RISING$ HE LEARNS THAT THERE IS A

LAG IN RESPONSE TO MOVEMENTS OF THE CYCLIC CONTROL* THAT HIS AIRSPEED INDICATION

IS OF LITTLE USE IN 3OME NEAR GROUND MANEUVERS. BUT, Ht HAS NOT YET LEARNED TO

CL03S THE LOOP EFFECTIVELY.
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LATER IN TRAINING THE PILOT BEGINS TO OBSERVE THE DISPLAY AND MANIPULATE

FLIGaT CONTROLS SO AS TO rLOSE THE LOOP EFFICIENTLY. WHILE HE MAY LEARN ONE

LOop A TINC (FOR EXAILE, CYCLIC AND ASSOCIATED DISPLAY CHANGES) OR SEV[PAL

aT @%CE, CONSIDER THE .TAGES BY WHICH HE LEARNS TO BE A MONITOR-CONTROLLER OF

O'& OISPLAYC€ONTROL LOOP. AT FIRST'HE MUST LEARN HOW MUCH TO DISPLACE THE CONTROL

to PAODUCE A GIVEN RATE AND ACCELERATION OF AIRCRAFT MOVEMENT IN THE FREEDOMS

InE CONTROL t'VERNS. He MUST LEARN THE CHARACTERISTIC CONTROL LAG AT VARIOUS

spccs. FOP EACH MANEUVER HE MUST LEARN THE CORRECT EXTRA AND INTRA-COCKPIT

,:SUAL PICTURE SO HE CAN RELATE TO IT THE PICTURE HE OBSERVES BY PROPER CONTROL

.CmNCNTe. AT THIS LEARNING STAGE HMEMUST CONSCIOUSLY THINK OF EACH MOVE; HE

CAq. AND OFTEN DOES, VERBALIZE WHAT IS HAPPENING TO THE VISUAL PICTURE; THE

S•3xi 'C MUST MOVE THE CONTROL. To 00 THIS ALMOST REQUIRES THE PILOT'S FULL

T;ug. As LEARNING PROGRESSES, THE MONITOR-CONTROL FUNCTION BECOMES LESS

.T![NTION-OEMANOINGp LESS TIME CONSUMING, MORE ETTICIENT. HABITS ARC DEVELOPED

wolCo MAKE IT UNNECESSARY TO CONSCIOUSLY THINK THROUGH EACH MOVE, THE TIME SAVED

Cam aC APPLIED TO LEARNING OTHER LOOPS.

CONTROL or TWO OR MORE LOOPS IS LIKELY ACHIEVED AS FOLLOWS: THE PILOT

SgWLCS ALTERNATELY THE CUES THAT PROVIDE NECESSARY INFORMATION AS TO HIS POSITIONS

SpttD AND ACCELERATION. HE MAKES A RAPID JUDGMENT AS TO WHETHER HE MUST MOVE A

£ONTRO•, Ir HE MUST, HI KNOWS THE APPROXIMATE AMOUNT Or DISPLACEMENT REQU4REDw

Ip[NCC9 mC DOES NOT HAVE TO WAIT AND WATCH TO SEE THAT THE PLANE RESPONOS PROPERLY.

INSTEAD# me SHiFTS ATTENTION TO THE CUES PROVIDING INFORMATION ON A SECOND LOOP;

st4gCS TA4 NECESSARY CONTROL MOVES AND CONTINUES IN THIS MANNER UNTIL THE FLIGHT
t

is PumptTtOe THUSt WHEN THC PILOT BOrOMES.PROrICIENT9 HE MONITORS AND CONTRO-

SEVERAL CONTROL-DISPLAY LOOPS BY TIME SAMPLING EACHt QUICKLY CORRELATING HIS

ptCaEPTION v.TH HIS EXPECTANCIES SO AS TO ADJUST AND READJUST THE POSITIONp
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MOVEMENT AN4 ACCELERATION OF THE PLANE. DEPENDING ON AIRCRAFT TYPEO MISSION,

MISSION PHASE, ETC., TME Tr0E REQUIRED TO MONITOR VARIOUS LOOPS DIFFERS GREATLY.

THE PROFICIENT PILOT VARIES HIS TtIE-SHARING PROCEDURES AS A FUNCTION OF SUCH

FACTORS S0 HE CAN EXECUTE ANY MANEUVER EFFICIENTLY.

How CAN A TRAINER THAT LACKS FIDELITY FAIL TO PRODUCE POSI-TIVE TRANSFER .

OR LEAD TO NEGATIVE TRANSFER? FOR MOST EFFECTIVE LEARNING, CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS

SHOULD BE LINKED IN THE SAME WAY IN TRAINER AND AInCRAFT. BUT, CONSIDER THE

DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED BY THE SINULATOR-TRAINLL RILOT IN THE AIRCRAFT. MOVE-

MENT Of A CONTROL LEARNED IN THE SIMULATOR EITHER MOVES THE CUES SPECIFYING

PLANE-EARTH RELATIONSHIPS TOO LITTLE OR TOO MUCH9 OR AT THE WRONG RATE. THE

HABITS LEARNED IN THE SIMULATOR ARE INAPPROPRIATE IN THE AIRCRAFT. ONE CRITICAL

HABIT IS THAT OF MOVING THE CONTROL, THEN NOT ATTENDING TO THE INFORMATION

PROVIDED BY ITS ASSOCIATED DISPLAYS. THE PILOT MUST LEARN THIS HABIT SO HE CAN

ATTEND TO DISPLAY ELEMENTS THAT DETERMINE HOW HE MUST MOVE A SECOND CONTROL.

( WHILE ATTENDING TO THESE ELEMENTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE SECOND CONTROLp HE ASSUMES

IMPLICITLY THAT HIS MANIPULATION OF THE FIRST CONTROL THAT BROUGHT THE SIMULATOR

BACK INTO ALIGNMENT WILL PROPERLY REALIGN THE AIRCRAFT, AS THE SIMULATOR LACKS

FIDELITY REALIGNMENT IS. NOT EFFECTED* so, TO FLY THE AIRCRAFT PROPERLY HE MUST

BREAK LEARNED HABITS# AND IN DOING SO BRING HABITUAL SKILLS BACK TO THE CONSCIOUS

THRESHOLD.

IT WOULD SEEN REASONABLE TO PREDICT THAT THE TIME REQUIRED TO RELEARN IS

A FUNCTION OF THE NUMBER OF LOOPS THAT LACK FIDELITY AND THE DEGREE Of DISSIM-

ILARITY BETWEEN TRAINER AND AIRCRAFT IN EACH, AND FINALLY, WHEN THE DISPLAY

CONTROL RELATIONSHIPS ARE PHENOMENALLY DISSIMILAR9 NOT ONLY MUST THE STUDENT

RELEARN TO.MONITOR EACH LOOP PROPERLY$ HE MUSTp ro VARYING OEGREE3S RELEARN

TIME-SHARING HABITS.3

14
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THE CONCEPT OF THE PILOT CLOSING DISPLAY-CONTROL LOOPS HELPS TO IDENTIFY

AhD EVALUATE CRITICAL FIDELITIES OF THE 2-FH-,2. To MAXIMIZE TRANSFER, THE

PICTURE 02ESENTED IN THE 2-FH-2 SHOULD BE SIMILAR TO THAT OBSERVED FROM THE

aINCRAFT SO THE PILOT CAN LEARN PROPER EXPECTATIONS, THE MOVEMENT OF CONTROLS--

"*3EQVIREO SHOULD BE SIMILAR IN LAGS, SENSITIVITY AND DISPLACEMENT SO THE PROPER

WITOR HABITS CAN BE LEARNED; THUS, THE SAME MOVEMENTS THAT CORRELATE OBSERVED

CUE CONDITIONS IN THE 2-FH-2 WITH THE EXPECTED CUE CONDITIONS WILL CORRELATE

THEM EQUALLY WELL IN THE HTL.

WITH THE ABOVE IN MIND. COMMENTS FROM INSTRUCTORS AND STUDENTS WERE CLASSI-

riCD UNDER THE CRITICAL LOOPS GOVERNED BY THE COLLECTIVE-THROTTLE, DIRECTIONAL

COkTROL PEDALS AND CYCLIC CONTROL. THESE COMMENTS SHOULD NOT Br REGARDED AS

PAECISE DESCRIPTIONS AND THEY MAY, IN SOME INSTANCE$ REFLECT EMOTIONAL BIAS.

HC'VVER IT IS BELIEVED THAT* THEY ARE REASONABLY ACCURATE.

T-6OTTLE AND COLLECTIVE PITCH

THROTTLE AND COLLECTIVE PITCH CONTROL THE LIFT AND HENCEp THE ASCENT AND

OCSCCNT Of THE AIRCRAFT BY ADJUSTMENT OF THE PITCH OF THE MAIN ROTOR AND THE

oaca. THE THROTTLE IS MOST FREQUENTLY USED TO COMPENSATE FOR COLLECTI'VE

ADJUSTMENTS.

AMONG THE MORE CRITICAL EXTERNAL STIMULUS PATTERNS THAT ALLOW THE PILOT TO

waRsO.C THESE CONTROLS PROPERLY ARE CUES ARISING FROM THE EXPANDING OR CONTRACTING

GROU•D PATTERN# INTERPOSITION AND CHANGES IN INTERPOSITION or OBJECTS IN THE

VET[ICAL TRANSLATIONAL FREEDOM* THE APPARENT MOVEMENT Or GROUND OBJECTS ALONG

fas CANOPY# THE SIZE or KNOWN OBJECTS, AND SURFACE TEXTURE AND APPARENT TEXTURE

CNANGES WITN CHANCING ALTITUDE.. INSIDE THE COCKPIT THE MOST CRITICAL INOICATIO ON

*S TOE RP4M wNICm IS TO THE ROTARY WING PILOT 'WHAT AIRSPEED IS TO THE rIxEo

WING PILOT.ou IN ADDITION THERE'ARE THE SOUNOS OF THE ROTOR AND ENGINE WHICH
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VARY WITH ROTOR SPEED AND HENCE, PROVIDE HELPFUL AURAL CUES,

THE 2-FM-2 DEFINITELY GIVES THE ILLUSION OF FLYING BECAUSE IN A GROSS

SENSE, TI4 EXTERNAL CUES "ACT RIGHT". THE EXPANDING AND CONTRACTING GROUND

PATTERN 1$ PERCEIVED, THE INTERPOSITION OF OBJECTS, AND AT HIGHER ALTITUDES,

TEXTURE CHANGES OCCUR NATURALLY& HOWEVER, AT LOW ALTITUDES, OBJECTS BECOME

FUZZIER AS THEY ARE APPROACHED. ALSO BECAUSE OF ENGINEERING COMNFOMISES REQUIRED

IN THIS MODEL, WHEN ON THE DECK, THE PILOT FEELS THAT HE IS SITTING TOO HIGH IN

A BOWL. THIS IS ESPECIALLY TRUE WITH THE LOW-ALTITUDE PLATE, THIS MAY IMPAIR

JUDGMENT OF ALTITUDE AND HENCEp THE CAPABILITY OF THE DEVICE TO TEACH MANEUVERS

SUCH AS NORMAL APPROACHES AND VERTICAL LANDINGS.

THE MOST CRITICAL FAULT IN THIS LOOP SEEMS TO BE THE RPM INDICATION. IN

THE HTL, THE RPM IS VERY SENSITIVE. THE CONTINUOUS MANIPULATIONS OF COLLECTIVE

REQUIRED ARE CALLED "MILKING". A VETERAN INSTRUCTOR SAYS: ' 'MILKING' IS A

PROCESS WHEREBY RNM IS BUILT UP BY REDUCING COLLECTIVE (WITH FULL THROTTLE)

THEN INCREASING COLLECTIVE TO AVOID SETTLING TO THE GROUND. HOWEVER, 'MILKING,

IS USED IN ALL MANEUVERS AT ALL SPEEDS AND ANY ALTITUDE, ANYTIME THE COLLECTIVE

IS DECREASED THE THROTTLE MUST ALSO BE DECREASED TO AVOID OVERSPEEDING THE

ENGINE. ALSO WHEN COLLECTIVE IS INCREASED THE THROTTLE MUST BE ADDED TO KEEP

FROM LOSING RPM. IT MATTERS NOT IF THE PLANE IS IN LEVEL FLIGHT AT 500' OR IS

MAKING A NORM.AL APPROACH OR IN A HOVER 'MILKING' 1S USED TO CONTROL RPM AS WELL

AS REGAIN LOST RPM*"

ONCE SET, THE RPM INDICATION IN THE 2-FH-2 DOES NOT REQUISE THE CONTINUOUS

ATTENTION AND ADJUSTMENT OF COLLECTIVE AND THROTTLE REQUIRED IN THE AIRCRAFT.

A NUMBER OF INSTRUCTORS SAID THAT STUOD"TS TRAINED IN THE 2-FH-2 HAVE A TENDENCY.

TO IGNORE RPM IN THE HTL LETTING IT GET DANGEROUSLY LOW OR OVERSPcED. ALSO3,

THE UNREALISTICALLY STABLE RPM INDICATION REDUCES THE VALUE OF INSTRUCTION IN
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4-e,7*T7 CONTROL SINCE THROTTLE ADJUSTMENTS DO NOT HAVE TO BE MADE TO COMPENSATE

r.3 i3..LCCTIVC CHANGES. CHANGES IN THE SPEED OF THE ROTOR AND MOTOR PROVIDE

j'• D:7rFTENCES THAT CAN SE USED AS CUES TO MAINTAIN PROPER RPM. THE SOUNO or

&:' 38 AND mOTOR IN THE 2-FH-2 ARE REGARDED AS SOMEW"A1 LIKE THAT IN THEP:

&r T0NE Of THE SOUND CAN BE ADJUSTED. SOUND AND SOUND CHANGES ARE NOT REGARDED

St- h5!°,TORS AS ESPECIALLY CRITICAL IN INITIAL HOURS OF INSTRUCTION.

:,(c:.3%AL CONTROL PEDALS

J1#*CCIONAL CPNTROL IS EFFECTED PRIMARILY BY 'RUDDERS". THE EXTRA--CGCKP!-

•. •hgO•q IS TmC POSITION OR SWING OF THE PILOT AND AIRCRAFT NOSE ACROSS 'E

pa%3zawA of EARTH AND SKY. WITHIN THE COCKPITy THE LOCUS OF THE PLANE IN TWC

yE. 1CSION IS INDICATED bY THE COMPASS. A COMPLICATING FACTOR IS THE RrQUIR-

vLO J*R C.AATLY VARYING AMOUNTS o0 RUDDER WITH POWER CHANGES.

l-E SITUATION INVOLVING THE COMPARATIVE SPEEDS O0 MOVEMENT OF THE NOSE OF

!-c Z-"-2 Amo HTL-5 WITH MOVEMENT or RUODDRS IS NOT ENTIRELY CLEAR. SOME

q kZT;uTOAS AND STUDENTS REPORT THAT THE REACTION OF THE 2-FH-2 TO APPLICATION

P,;CZLR IS SLUGGISH. THERE IS GENERAL AGREEMENT HOWEVER, THAT THERE IS NOT

S- 1V'•:ENT YAW TENDENCY IN THE 2-FH-2 WITH APPLICATION AND REDUCTION Of POWER.

1• a ,bS•[OR SAYS "TORQUE IS A GREAT PROBLEM TO STUDENTS BEGINNING HELICOPTER

fSA •. IT IS VERY IMPORTANT THAT THE RESPONSE BE T+IE SAME IN THE 2-FH-2 AS

,• t-c HTL-5 OR HrL-6". ANOTHER SAYS "IN GROUNDWORK THE SMALLEST (POWER) CHANGE

*t T-• KL-5 CAUSES A DIFFERENT TORQUE LOAD". THIS IS NOT TRUE OF THE 2-FH-2.

It Tot MIGH-ALTITUDC PLATE INSTRUCTORS REPORT THAT AIRSPEED VARYS TOO MUCH

w- Ri;.LRE IS USED.

|,(-SUMMARY, INSTRUCTORS* FEEL THAT THE -YAW LOOP GOVERNED BY DIRECTIONAL

•G@OL•PPDALS 1I SUBJECT TO SERIOUS LACKS OF FIDELITY.
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( CYCLIC CONTROL

THE CYCLIC STICK CONTROLS THE PITCH AND ROLL OF THE AIRCRAFT AND HENCE,

ITS TRANSLATIONAL MOVEMENT IN FORWARD AND LATERAL DIRECTIONS. EXTRA-COCKPIT

CUES ARE SIMILAR TO THOSE USED TO MONITOR FREEDOMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE COLLECTIVE

EUT WITH GREATER' EMPHASIS ON THE SPEED AND ACCELERATION OF MOVEMENT OF THE GROUND-.

SKY -ANORAMA, INSIDE THE COCKPIT THE MAIN INDICATION IS THE AIRSPEED. AGAIN

THERE ARE A NUMBER OF COMPLAINTS.

THE 150 LIMITS OF THE 2-FH-2 IN THE PITCH AND YAW FREEDOMS DO NOT ALLOW

ENOUGH FREEDOM FOR COMPLETE INSTRUCTION IN TURNS AND AUTOROTATIONS. THIS IS

EXPECIALLY TRUE WHEN WIND IS ADDED. THE STUDENT LEARNS TO USE "TOO MUCH RuooDR,

NOT ENOUGH STICK". IT IS ALSO CLAIMED THAT WITH A PITCH OR ROLL NEAR THE LIMIT

or.150, THE 2-FH-2 APPEARS TO BE IN A 450 TO 500 BANK, THIS WOULD ENCOURAGE

OVERCONTROL.

STHE CYCLIC CONTROL IN THE 2-FH-2 IS MUCH MORE SLUGGISH THAN THE CYCLIC

IN THE AIRCRAFT. UNLIKE THE AIRCRAFT THERE IS NO FEEDBACK IN.THE STICK OF THE

2-FH-2.

ANOTHER INSTRUCTOR HAS THESE COMMENTS ABOUT THE CYCLIC AND CORRESPONDING

AIRSPEED AND GROUND SPEED INDICATIONS ESPECIALLY IN THE HIGH-ALTITUDE PLATE*

"AIRSPEED IS PRODUCED ONLY WHEN THE CYCLIC IS DISPLACEo FORWARD. WHEN THE

STICK IS REDUCED TO NEUTRAL, AIRSPEED DROPS TO ZERO, GROUND SPEED DOES NOT

INCREASE IN RELATION TO STICK DISPLACEMENT OR AIRSPEED INCREASE* FOR THIS

REASON, FORWARD FLIGHT AT ALTITUDES IS ALMOST INDEPENDENT OF AIRSPEED' RELATION-

SHIPS".

IN ADDITIONj THE WIND EFFECTS AND GUSTS ARE NOT REGARDED AS REALISTIC.

"IN VERiICAL TAKE-orFS THERE IS NO WAY TO rEEL DRIFT UNTIL YOU ARE PRACTICALLY.

OUT OF CONTROL".
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IN SUMMARY, COMMENTS Or INSTRUCTORS AND STUDENTS INDICATE QUITE SERIOU5

LAtcs OF FIDELITY IN LOOPS GOVERNED BY THE THROTTLE-COLLECTIVEt THE DIRECTIONAL.�.

C.-%TROL PiCALS AND THE CYCLIC'CONtROLS. UNTIL THESE ARE CORRECTED, THE STUDENT -

0IKELY LEARNS CONTROL ADJUSTMENTS DISSIMILAR TO THESE REQUIRED IN THE HELICOPTEI,

fv*T-ER, THE STUDENT COULD HARDLY BE EXPECTED TO LEARN THE CORRECT TIMC-SHAR'NG

POOCCOURES IN THE 2-FH-2 AS IT EXISTS NOW. LEARNING TIME-SHARING INVOLVES

eotGING ATTENTION-SHARING HABITS INTO HARMONY'WITH THE TIME-SHARING DEuANDS OF

TO( FLIGHT SITUATION. THOSE ELEMENTS OF FLIGHT THAT ARE MOST ATTENTION DEMANO!NG
sajOJ BE FAITHFULLY REPRODUCED IN SIHULATORS. IF THEY ARE N('Tp SIMULATORS CAN

4tvCLOP INEFFECTIVE AND DANGEROUS TIME-SHARING HABITS.

THE ABOVE COMMENTSS MANY OF WHICH COME FROM INSTRUCTORS WHO WERE FREQUENTLf

$t:9 IN THE MACHINE'AND OFTEN HOURS AFTERWARDS$ MAY REFLECT NEGATIVE B:ASrS IN

vWNl• N AMOUNTS. HOWEVER# iT MUST BE RECOGNIZED THAT THE DEVELOPMENT OF COWPEK-

$StORY SIMULATORS THAT PRESENT EXTRA-COCKPIT CUES PLACES ADDED BURDENS ON THE

;L1IG14C. PERHAPS THE MOST CRITICAL OF THESE, IF THE SIMULATOR IS TO 4AVE
£=lWtfa TRAINING VALUE# IS THE INCORPORATION OF THE CORRECT FLIGHT CHARACTEcISTfCs.
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v , -*

Vt II, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

-A SIX-HOUR TRAINING SYLLABUS rOR THE 2iRFH-2 AND A FLIGHT CHECK CONSISVi$NG

"at CO*4MON ACLICOPTER MANEUVERS WERE OEVELOPED TO EVALUATE THE TRAINING CAPABILITIES

- ' v�w 2'H,2 ENGINEERING PROTOTYPE. THE TRAINING SYLLABUS WAS ADMINISTERCD TO

"(IGMTZCN HTU-I TRAINEES (EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECTS). THE FLIGHT CHECK WAS ADMINISTERED

- t THESE lUBJECT3 AND TO EIGHTEEN COMPARABLE CONTROL SUBJECT! WHO HAD NO TRAINING

• " I ThE 2-•H-2. MAJOR OUTCOMES WERE THESE:

A. EXPERIMENTAL STUDENTS PERrORMED NO BETTER THAN C.ONTROLS

EITHER ON THE FLIGHT CHECK, OR ON TRAINING CHIT SCORES

. "FOR TRAINING PERIODS IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING TRAINING I*

THE 2-FH-2.

5. THE 2-FH-Z GtLVE APPROXIMATELY SEVENTY-rIVE PERCENT or

TI4E INSTRUCTORS AND STUDENTS UNPLEASANT SENSATIONS SOME-

WHAT SIMILAR TO MOTION SICKNESS. A SUBSTANTIAL NUMBER

or SUBJECTS REPORTED NAUSEA, VOMITING, BLURRED V1SIONp

AND OTHER INTENSE AND RELATIVELY PER3sISANT UNPLEASANT

SENSATIONS,

C. ToE 2-FH-2 GIVES THE ILLUSION or FLYINGe HOWEVER,

""U8JECTS REPORT A NUMBE Or SERIOUS LACKS O FIDELITY

*r Or RELATION.SHIPS BETWEEN CONTROL, MOVEMENTS AND COCKPIT

AND EXTRA-COCKPIT DISPLAYS. THESE DEFICIENCIES ARE KNOWN

By DESIGNERS BUT BECAUSE OF TECHNICAL PROBLEMS AND LACK
ii"1o FUNDS HAD NOT BEEN CORRECTED WHEN THIS STUDY WAS

CONDUCTED.
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t. D. FACTORS IN C* ABOVE CONSIDEREOD IT IS DOUBTFUL THAT

THE 2-FH-2 AS CONSTITUTED AT THE TIME OF THIS STUDY,

PROVI6ED AN ADEQUATE TEST OF THE CONCEPT OF VISUAL

FLIGHT SIMULATION.

L.•i" THERE ARE, OF COURSEy AMPLE REASONS NOT TO RECOMMEND THE 2-FH-2 FOR

:PARATIONAL TRAINING.

*.SCuSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

STUDY FINDINGS SUGGEST THAT A REASSESSMENT OF EFFORT CHANNELED TOWARD THE

CEVELOPHENT OF TRAINERS DESIGNED TO PRESENT VISUAL EXTRA-COCKPIT CUES IS IN

OADER. MANY FACTORS THAT BEAR CONSIDERATION ARE BEYOND THE SCOPE OF THIS STUDY:

"TtEIR IMPORTANCE TO PROJECTED FUTURE PLANS AND OPERATIONS MUST BE DETERMINED BY

'f tdVLtIARY PERSONNEL. LET US EXAMINE THE CONCEPT OF A TRAINER DESIGNED TO PRESEN'

ExTRA-COCKPIT CUES, AND NOTE ITS ADVANTAGES AND POSSIBLE USES ASSUMING IT CA

BE IMPLEMENTED AS A FUNCTIONAL AND RELIABLE HARDWARE ITEM WITH HIGH TRANSFER

T&AINING VALUE. AMONG ADVANTAGES ARE THESE:

A. IT ALLOWS MORE FLEXIBILITY IN TRAINING. IT ALLOWS

USE OF TECHNIQUES OF INSTRUCTION IMPOSSIBLE TO

[• IMPLEMENT IN AIRCRAFT& ACTION CAN BE FROZEN AND

CRITIQUED. STUDENT - INSTRUCTOR COMMUNICATIONS

"CAN BE FACILITATED.

B B. TIME REQUIRED TO MANg WARM UP PLANES1 TO FLY TO

TRAINING SECTORS ETC., CAN BE ELIMINATED.

* C.. IT CAN BE USED TO SIMULATE ESPECIALLY DANGEROUS

* ATTITUDES AND MANEUVERS THAT CANNOT BE PRACTICED

IN THE AIRCRAFT.
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D. TRAINING IS NOT HAMPERED BS' CLIMATIC CONDITIONS.

THE VALUE OF TRAINERS PRESENTING EXTRA-COCKPIT CUES WILL DEPEND ON THEIR

USEFUL.NESS TO FUTURE OPERATIONS. THEIR USES ARE NOT CONFINED TO ROTARY WII;6

TRIINZNG. AMONG POSSIBLE USES ARE:

I.- TO TRAIN HELICOPTER PILOTS, WHO, UNLIKE THOSE

. STUDIED HERE, NHAVE LITTLE OR NO FIXED WING EXPERIENCE.

*2. TO TRAIN PILOTS IN NUCLEAR POWERED AIRCRAFT WHERE

RADIATION EXPOSURE MUST BE MINIMIZED.

* 3. TO TRAIN TEST PILOTS PRIOR TO INITIAL TEST FLIGHTS

IN NEW AIRCRAFT*

4. To PROVIDE TRANSITION TRAINING IN FIXED WING AIRCRAFT.

5. TO TRAIN FOR E4PECIALLY CRITICAL OPERATIONAL MISSIONS.

4 THESE ADVANTAGES AND USES CONSIDEREDp IT IS FELT THAT FURTHER INVESTIGATIGN

AND STUDIES SHOULD BE SERIOUSLY CONSIDERED. DEVICES LIKE THE 2-F1-2 ARE NEW IN

CONCEPT AND LIKE THE F#RST PLANES, TIME AND PATIENCE WILL ac REQUIRED TO OrVELOO

MODELS THAT WILL ACCOMPLISH THEIR tNTCNDEO MISSIONS. IFV AFTER CONSIDERATION

OF ALL PERTINENT FACTORS, IT 1I DECIDED TO CONTINUE EFFORT IN THIS FIELD, THE

FOLLOWING RECOMNCUDATiONS ARE MAOE:

A. DEFINE QUANTITATIVELY ANO PRECISELY THE LACKS Of

FIDELITY, DETERMINE WHICH Of THESE CAN BE CORRECT-CDCANO

WNICN ARE APPARENTLY INOEAENT IN THE POINT SOURCE PRO-

JCCTION TECHNIQUE. IT VAS THE IMPRESSION OF THE WRITCRS

THAT MANY FIDELITY LACKS THAT ATTENUATED THK TRAINING

VALUC OF THE 2-FH-2 CAN BE CORRECTED BY KNOWN TECHNIQUES.

Sa. • ESTABLISH AND INVESTIGATE HYPOTHESES AS TO CAUSES OF

NOTION SICKNESS BY EXPERIMENTATION I? FN VARIOUS REDUCED
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CUES SITUATIONS, ETC.* AND BY COMPARISON OF THE

ENGINEERING FEATURES OF 2-FH-2 AND siCKNESs SYMPTOMS

PRODUCED BY IT WITH PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF SYMPTOMS

i- ENCOUNTERED IN OTHER PROJECTION SYSTEMS.

C. DEVELOP A METHOD OF EVALUATING THE MECHANICAL AND

TRAINING CAPABILITIES OF VARIOUS PROJECTION SYSTEMS

TO SIMULATE ROTARY WING AND FI'XED WING FLIGHT. THIS

FIELD IS STILL TOO NEW TO SETTLE ON ONE SYSTEM OF

PROJECTION*

MOST or THE ABOVE SHOULD BE ACCOMPLISHED BY A TEAM CONSISTING OF PHYSIC

SCI(NTISTSp PERSONNEL FAMILIAR WITH LCARNING PRINCIPLES AND PILOTS WORKING I

.C435C CONSULTATION. THIS WILL HELP TO ASSURE THAT RESEARCH HOURS ARE ALLOCA

!0 DEVELOPMENT AND INVESTIGATION OF FEATURES OF THESE DEVICES TWA( ARE MOST

S••t|CAL TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF THE PURPOSES FOR WHICH THEY ARE DESIGNED.
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SAPPENDIX F

'S

"MOTION SICKNESS OUESTIONNAIRE AND RESPONSES

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ARE SUMMARIZED ON THE FOLLOWING

PAGES, WHERE APDROPRIATEp RESPONSES ARE BROKEN DOWN IN

TERMS OF STUDENTS IN THE HTU-I PROGRAMp INSTRUCTORS, AND

INTERESTED PARTIES. INTERESTED PARTIES ARE SQUADRON IN-

STRUCTORS OTHER THAN THOSE WHO INSTRUCTED STUDENTS IN

THE 2-FH17 , ""

1.
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MOTION SICKNESS IN THE 2-FH-2

THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS ARE ASKED IN ORDER TO GATHER AS MUCH FACTUAL INFORMATION
AS POSSIBLE ON THE PROBLEM OF MOTION SICKNESS. THE DIRECT CONCERN, OF COURSE,

IS TO DIAGNOSE ITS CAUSES 50 THAT IT CAN BE PREVENTED IN THE 2-FH-2 AND SIMILAR
TRAINERS :THAT PRESENT VISUAL DISPLAYS. THE VALUE OF THE INFORMATION OBTAINED

HERE WLLL-DEPEND ON HOW ACCURATELY YOU CAN RECORD YOUR EXPERIENCES*

CONSIDER EACH QUESTION AND ALTERNATIVE RESPONSES BEFORE ANSWERING. ALL QUESTI§NS
WILL NOT BE APPLICABLE TO EVERYONE; PLEASE ANSWER AS MANY QUESTIONS AS APPLY TO

YOUR OWN EXPERIENCES.

MAKE MARGINAL COMMENTS TO QUESTIONS THAT DO NOT PROVIDE ADEQUATE COVERAGE AND/OR

WHEN ALTERNATIVES 0O NOT DESCRIBE YOUR OWN EXPERIENCES PROPERLY, YOUR COMMENTS

ARE ESPECIALLY SOLICITED ON QUESTION 26 WHICH REQUESTS OPINIONS ON ASPECTS OF
SICKNESS NOT COVERED IN THE QUESTIONNAIRE.

FILL IN BELOW

DATE

A. NAME B. RANK

C. NUMBER OF FIXED WING FLIGHT HOURS

FIXED WING HOURS TOTAL

0 - 250 3

250 - 500 16

500 - 1000 9

1000 - 2000 2

2000 - 3000

3000- 5000 3

D. NUMBER OF HELICOPTER FLIGHT HOURS

HELICOPTER HOURS TOTAL

0 - 50 19

50 - 150 0

150- 300 0

300 - 500 I

500 - 1000 6

1000 - 2000 8
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QUESTIONNAIRE ON MOTION SICKNEfSS

1. WHAT WAS YOUR INITIAL FEELING ABOUT FLYING THE DEVICE JUST PRIOR TO YOUR

FIRST HOP IN IT?

YoVR OBJECTION TO FLYING IT WAS - -

I VERY STRONG I STRONG 5 MODERATE 8 NONE 20 WANTED TOV'LY I

2. AFTER FLYING THE DEVICE A FEW TIMES NOW DID YOUR FEELINGS ABOUT IT CHANGE?

YOu LIKED IT - -

0 MUCH MORE II MORE 13 ABOUT THE SAME 5 LESS 7 MUCN LESS

3. DID YOU FLY THE DEVICE AGAINST YOUR WILL?

5 YEs 30 No

4. DiD YOU FEEL ANY TENDENCY TO SICKNESS WHILE FLYING THE DEVICE?

6 CONSISTENTLY 4 MOST OF THE TIME 6 SOME OF THE TIME

12 ONLY OCCASIONALLY 8 NEVER

5. IF YOU EXPERIENCED ANY DEGREE OF MOTION 31CKNESSO PLACE A CHECK IN ONE COLUMN

FOLLOWING EACH MANEUVER ACCORDING TO THE PART IT PLAYED IN CAUSING SICKNESS

OR TENDENCY TO SICKNESS.

TENDENCY TO SICKNESS

VERY

STRONG CONSIDERABLE SLIGHT NONE

A. HOVER 2 3 B 23
L

B. VERTICAL TAKE-Off 0 4 7 25

C. VERTICAL LANDING I 2 7 26

o. TURNS ON SPOT 3 10 6 17 t
E. PARA, HDG. SQUARES 3 8 4 21

r. CONSTANT HEADING SQUARES I 7 7 21

G. FIGURE EIGHTS 8 5 4 20

H. CLEA ItNG TURNS I 4 II 20

I. NORMAL APPROACH 0 3 B 25
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VERY
(TABLE CONT. rrom F-3) STRoNG CONSIDERABLE SLIGM NONE t 8.

J. AUTOROTATIONS I 0 6 29

K. GLIDING Tuais 0 2 6 28

L. 0=11LI.ATIONS-FORE AND AFT 7 6 7 16

M. 05tiC ATIONS-LATERALLY 8 10 4 14

6. D YOU THINS THIS SICKNESS WAS AN ACCUMULATION EFFECT PRODUCED BY SEVERAL

OF THE A8OVE MANEUVERS?

26 YEs 7 No

IF $O, LIST THEM AND EXPLAIN. .

7. %I0AT PERIO0 AND HOW QUICKLY AFTER A FLIGHT STARTED 010 YOU FIRST NOTICE A
TENDENCY TO SICKNESS? (USE BACK OF PAGE IF MORE SPACE IS NEEDED.)

How SOON AFTER STARTING PERIOD
PERIOD No. or RESPONDENTS 0 - 10'MIN. II - M0 MIN. '1 - 30 MIN

14 9 1 2

2 13 B I.

3 8 2 4

4 4 3 0 0

5 3 2 I 0

.6 3 2 I 0

7 I 1 0 0

8 2 0 0

9 1 0 0 0

to I 0 1 0

II I 0 1 0

12 0 0

TOTAL 52 28 12 4 i
-- h

=!1

_I

-- I
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8. FROM YOUR OWN EXPCRIENCE# 00 YOU THINK THIS SICKNESS CORRELATED WITH

A. ALCOHOLIC INTAKE THE NIGHT BEFORC: 2 YES I PROBABLY 15 No

15 No DRINKING

SAB. O COLDS,. STOPPED NASAL PASSAGES: 2 YES I PROBABLY 12, No

16 No COLDS

C." ANY OF YOUR rOOD OR SOFT DRINK INTAKE PRIOR TO FLYING THE DEVICE:

Fooo: 2 YEs 20 No; DRINK: 2 YEs 30 No

0. LIST ANY MEDICINE YOU TOOK WITHIN f2 HOURS PRIOR TO FLYING DEVICE.

9. PLACE A CHECK BESIDE ALL OF THE WORDS BELOW WHICH DESCRIBE HOW YOU FELT.

QUALIFY ANY CHECKS THAT YOU FEEL ARE NOT CLEAR.

14 DIZZINESS 12 HEADACHE

5 NERVOUSNESS 0 INSOMNIA

4 DROWSINESS 0 NIGHTMARES

12 BLURRED VISION 0 PAINS OR TINGLING

II SWEATING 0 DIARRHEA

0 DRY MOUTH 0 CONSTIPATION

3 WEAKNESS 0 TROUBLE URINATING

5 TIREDNESS 0 SKIN RASH

o TINNITUS (RINGING IN EARS) 6 VOMITING

113 VERTIGO 5 DOUBLE VISION

IS NAUSEA OTHER (EXPLAIN)

S8 RLIS" IN STOMACH

COMMENTS:

I. GENERAL LIGHT FEELING ALMOST LIKE DRUNK.

2. EYES WERE SLOW TO FOCUS SIX HOURS AFTER MOTION SICKNESS.

3. EXTREME AMOUNT Or SALIVA, SLIGHT FEELING OF MELANCHOLY, LIGHTNESS IN

STOMACH. -

" 4. NOT ABLE TO 00 WHAT W WANTED TO DO.

5. UNABLE TO FOCUS EYLS PROPERLY SEVERAL HOURS AFTER FLIGHT.
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10. PLACE A CHECK BESIDE THE APPROPRIATE WORDS TO SHOW WHAT HAVE BEEN SOURCES
OF SUCH SICKNESS FOR YOU IN THE PAST. QUALIFY ANY YOU CHECK WHICH YOU

FEEL ARE NOT CLEAR*

3 AUTO 0 SHIPS ON QUIET SEA

- 0 TRAIN 8 SHIPS ON ROUGH SEA

I SMALL BOATS 2 AIRPLANES (SMOOTH FLIGHT)

4 AS A STUDENT PILOT 5 AIRPLANES (ROUGH FLIGHT)

(FIXED WING)
0 HELICOPTER STUDENT

0 AS A FIXED WING'

INSTRUCTOR 0 HELICOPTER INSTRUCTOR

3 OTHER (EXPLAIN)

12 NEVER

II. WITH WHAT FREQUENCY DID YOU EXPERIENCE SICKNESSES CAUSED BY THE ITENS

CHECKED IN QUESTION 10?

I CONSISTENTLY

I MOST OF THE TIME

4 SOME or THE TIME

4 INFREQUENTLY

6 RARELY

12. COMMENT ON YOUR ANSWER TO QUESTION 1t -

1, IN CABIN OF HUP DURING AUTO ROTATIONS' AT NAVIGATION TABLE AND TAIL

SECTION or P4Y-2; ACROBATICS IN SNJ (PARTICULARIMY THE BACK SEAT); IN
AIRCRAFT WHEN WITHOUT VISUAL REFERENCE TO THE HORIZON.

2. As A FLIGHT STUDENT, I'VE BEEN *WRUNG-OUT* BY INSTRUCTORS IN FIXED

WING A/C; I'VE GOTTEN SICK A FEW TIMES ABOARD SHIP DURING ROUGH

WEATHER AND HEAVY SEAS.

3. HAPPENED ON 2 OCCASIONS IN FLYING EXPERIENCE. MOSTLY DUE (I aCLILVE)

TO CONCENTRATION ON A VERY SMALL PATTERN or INSTRUMENTS; TRYING TOO
HARD TO CORRECT SHALL ERROR AND LOSING SIGHT or WHOLE PICTURE*

4, 1 CROSSED THE ATLANTIC IN 1953 ON A DESTROYER. I WAS SICK FOR ABOUT -

"10 DAYS UNa.TIL I GOT ADJUSTED TO THE CONTINUOUS MOTION.

5. -ONLY ONE TIME - THE INSTRUCTOR WAS FLYING AND WE WERE DOING TURNS ON.

THE SPOT - WE 010 ABOUT EIGHT IN A NOW,
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13. CHECK YOUR PRESENT AGE.

0 15 - 20

1. 10 20 - 24

7 25 -29

6 30 - 34

3 35 - 39

0 40 PLUS

14. How MUCh 00 YOU WEIGH?

15, HOW MUCH DID YOU WEIGH WHEN YOU EXPERIENCED MOST OF THE MOTION

SICKNESS?

16. LIST ANY DRUGS (TABLETS, PILLS, ETC.) WHICH YOU HAVE TAKEN TO COMBAT

MOTION SICKNESS.

DRAMAMINE 6 ; 1ONAMINE I ; BENZIDRINC I

17. IN WHAT QUANTITIES WERE THESE DRUGS TAKEN AND AT WHAT INTERVALS IN

RELATIONSHIP TO YOUR ENTERING THE OBJECT CAUSING SICKNESS?

S( 3 HOURS PRIOR TO FLIGHT I; I OR 2 PILLS 2_ ; AFTER I GOT SICK

I PILL 30 - 45 MINUTES PRIOR TO HOP I

18. WHAT EFFECTS DID THESE DRUGS HAVE ON YOU? (SEE LIST QUESTION 9 FOR SUGGESTIONS

19. DO YOU HAVE ANY PERSONAL REMEDIES (NON-MEDICAL) FOR PREVENTING SICKNESS.

LIST AND/OR EXPLAIN.

I. FORGET ITp BE OPTIMISTIC#

2. YES, IN THE TRAINER I CONCENTRATED ON FLYING A GOOD HOP AND I SEEMED

TO FORGET NOW I FELT.

3, IE SLEVE THAT TO A HIGH DEGREE IT IS A RESULT OF MENTAL ANTICIPATION.

H NAVE SEEN AND HEARD MANY PEOPLE EXPRESS THEIR FEAR Of SEASICKNESS, ETC.,

BEFORE THEY EXPERIENCED IT AND WHEN THEY ACTUALLY ENCOUNTERED IT THE

RESULTS WERE BAD. .

4. IN THE TRAINER IT HELPS TO CON7I LLY SHIFT YOUR GAZE. CLOSE EYES WHEV
FEELING TIRED,

5. V1SUALIZE THE PATTERN OF FLIGHT AND NAVE ORGANIZED SCAN Or PANEL OR

COCKPIT.

6. NONE EXCEPT TRYING TO REALLY PUT"MYSELF INTO THE PICTURE AND PRETEND I
WAS REALLY VLYING.
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20. DiD YOU EVER HAVE TO STOP A HOP OR LESSON IN THE 2-FH-2 BECAUSE OF SICKNESS?

9 YEs 20 No

21, HOW LONG AFTER LEAVING THE 2-FH-2 ODI YOU FEEL ITS EFFECTS?

"STUDENT INSTRUCTOR INTERESTED PARTY TOTAL

LJMEDIATE CESSATION 5 2 2 9

I HOUR 5 - - 5

4 HOURS I 2 I 4

8 HOURS I .2 I 4

12 HOURS I - - I

OVERNIGHT I 2 2 5

LONGER THAN ANY OF ABOVE -

TOTAL 14 8 6 28

22. DESCRIBE ANY LASTING EFFECTS YOU HAD.

I. LIGHT DIZZY FEELING

2. UNCOMFORTABLE

3. VOMITED

4. I COULD STILL SEEM TO SEE THE SCREEN AND FEEL MOVEMENT FOR ABOUT ONE

HOUR AFTER A HOP.

5. SENSATION BEHIND EYES; SLIGHT NAUSEA.

6. STRONG DESIRE TO DO NOTHING BUT SLEEP.

7. 1 NEVER HAD LASTI'WG EFFECTS EXCEPT FROM THE TRAINER. I ACTUALLY HAD

MORE NAUSEA AND DIIZINESS AFTER I COT HOME AT NIGHT AND HAD FLOWN THE

TRAINER ThAT MORNING THAN SHORTLY AFTER THE FLIGHT.

8. SLEEPY, TIREDt DISINTERESTED IN rOODo.AND JUST PLAIN FELT UNOIT TO LIVE

WITH rCR 8 TO 1I HOURS AFTER L,#-VING THE 2-FH-2.L

9. LIGHT HEADINESS .AND SLIGHT HEI

23. WfERE*THcy DIFFERENT FROM THE IMMEDIATE EFFECTS?

r 3 YES 9 No

How?

IMMEDIATE EFFECTS WERE SICKNESS AND HEADACHES, LASTING EFFECTS WERE NAUSEA

AND DIZZINESS.
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24. How MUCH TIME HAVE YOU HAO IN THc 2-FH-27

STUDENT INSTRUCTOR INTERESTED PARTY TO-A.

0 -30 MINUTES ....

30 -60 MINUTES I 4 5
..a

" I - 3 HOURS - - I I

4 - HOURS 15 2 -17

7 -12 HOURS 2 1- 3

13- 20 HOURS 2

20 - PLUS HOURS - 3 2 5

TOTAL is 8 9 35

25. You WERE --

10 AN INSTRUCTOR IN 2-FH-2 PROGRAM.

18 A STUDENT IN 2-FH-2 PROGRAM.

5 AN INTERESTED PARTY IN 2-FH-2

3 OTHER (EXPLAIN)

26. OISCUSS ANY ASPECTS OF SICKNESS YOU ENCOUNTERED WHICH YOU FEEL ARE INCOMPLETE

COVERED ABOVE. (USE BACK OF PAGE IF NECESSARY.)
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S* Kellogg, R. S., Kennedy, R. S., & Graybiel, A. Motion
sickness symptomatology of labyrinthine defective and normal
subjects during zero gravity maneuvers. Aerospace Medicine,-
1965, 36, 315-318.

Labyrinthine defective (L-D) and normal subjects were down jects at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. In The first
through zero-gravity maneuvers and their motion sickness sympto- group 45 persons participated in zero-G fights and 23
uAt(oioy observed. The L-D subjects showed no sign o motion v ou ons par e flights and 23
uiclocas, whereas 64 per cent 4i the normal subjects developed vomited on one or more flights. In the second group 90
symptoms. The absence of functional labyrinthine mcchanisais persons participated, 21 vomited and 23 others reported
appreciably decreased, and probably completely eliminated sut- nausea. Of the total of 44 who vomited 60 per cent
pctibility to motion sickness during sre-gravity maneuvers. experienced a recurrence of nausea in the evening of

the day they were motion sick.
Three generalizations may be drawn from these ex-1 liE PRIMARY OBJECTIVE of this investigation periences with parabolic flights: (1) the incidence of

was to compare the functional symptoms of two motion sickness was greater when subjects were 'free
groups of subjects during exposure to the force environ- floating" as compared with being "restrained," (2) ss-
ment in a C-131B aircraft flying through standardized ceptibility to motion sickness is generally lower with
Keplerian trajectories. One group of subjects was made increased flight experience and (3) weightlessness was
up of persons with bilateral labyrinthine defects (L-D), not the only variable and the motion sickness produced
while a second group had normal vestibular function may have been influenced by the other flight stresses.
(normal subjects). A secondary objective was to com- particularly the positive G's.
pare the findings obtained in this environment with More prolonged exposutres to weightlessness ha e
those obtained earlier on some of the same subjects ex- been experienced in other types of flights, namely. the
posed to standardized acrobatics, wave action at sea,' X-15,'" the suborbital and the orbital flights. From the
coriolis acceleration in a slowly rotating room and cen- information available only Cosmonaut Titov4"'-1 experi-
tripetal force in a counter-rotating room.' enced symptoms characteristic of motion sickness. The

A survey of the pertinent literature has not disclosed fact that Glenn' reported slight scasicktires while in a
any report dealing with exposure of L-l) subjects to life raft after impact points up the lack of transfer from
weightlessness. There are a few reports describing their whatever adaptation to unusual force environnments he
participation in other types of experimental flights hut acquired in flying to the rnvirtimnent at sci.
no comment was made regarding symptoms of motion
sickness.'" METHODS

Persons with normal vestibular function have been
exposed to weightlessness in a variety of experiments. Subiecls,-The 6 L-D s, bjects tested ranged in age
The experiment which has been used most extensively from 20 to 48 years. The principal clinical finding- on
is the parabolic flight which produces weightlessness these suhjects are summarized in Table 1. The tesrt% of
periods of 10 to 60 seconds, preceded and followed by otolith function revealed swiffcient variance to raixe the
high positive-C loads. In these flights subjects were question of residual function in some instances.
either "restrained's'-1 or "free floating.'* Gerathewohl' The 19 normal subjects were made up uf two groups.
has summarized his experience at the USAF School of student subjects and regular subiects. The former con-
Aviation Medicine in which 16 subjects were exposed to sisted of nine healthy medical students. 21 to 25 years
a total of 300 parabolas. during which six of the subjects old. A tenth candidate was not allowed to par~icipte

-developed motion sickness. Von Beckh.' surmmarizing because his susceptibility to motion sicknt-ms under other
the experience at Hollomon Air Force Base, retorted circumstances indicated undesirable complications might
that six of 18 subjects became motion sick during zero- ensue. The regular subjects consisted of 10 enlisted
gravity flights in a T-33 jet aircraft. Loftus' has sum- men. 18 to 21 years old, who were assigned to the Naval
marized the extensive experience of two, groups of sub- School of Aviation Medicine for the express purpow of

participating in experiments. All 19 subjects were free
ThtI rese•snh was condudted jiontly by the )Iuman Engineer. of functional disordets, defect or disease of the'sensory

hag Division, Bt*havioral Scie•ou Laboratory, Aerorpa Medical organs of the inner ear as detennined by histori, audio-
P"esWcb Laboratoies., Aerospace Medicul Division. Air Fofce gram and the caloric test.
Syt-ems Command. Wright-Pattenon Air Force Base. Ohio, and The Force Evinpmvment-The force environinent ofthe U. S, Naval School of Aviation Medtcie, U. S. Naval Avta- the zero-gravity airplane is described elsewhere. A
tioms Medical Center-54, Pensacola, Florida. This paper has beao
etauloctd by the A MedwA Aesemh Labwalones as typical flight procedure, for convenirnce termed
AURL-TDR-0447. "maneuver,' consisted of a shallow dive lollowed by a
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trdjct'torv " ithi jiproximatcly 10 to 12 sectinds of were regarded by the eXperimenter ats less. fit than nor-

wI-lhs Rs.iecovery invxolved a putllup generating trial although flivy rated Givirselvec, as 'fit -All except
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PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF TRAINING IN A FULL VISION SIMULATOR

I. INTRODUCTION

In rosponse to a series of reports that pilot trainees had, on occasion,

experien~ed dizziness, fatigue, nausea, motor imbalance, and flash-back of "

visual e~periences after periods of extensive training in the Simulator for

Air-to-Air Comhat (SAAC), the Tactical Air Command (TAC) requested the Air

Force Human Resources Laboratory's (AFHRL) assistance in studying these

responses. These effects were experienced by students participating in the

TAC Air Combat Engagement Simulator II (TAC ACES II) course (F-400OZ 00 AL)

provided at Luke AFB, AZ. A previous study of these responses was carried

out by B. Hartman, School of Aerospace Medicine Brooks, AFB, Texas. Hartman

revealed some significant psychophysiological responses ano made

recornendations with respect to platform motion and training procedures to

reduce these negative reactions. Reports of simulator sickness in the A-7

moving base simulator were also investigated by R. Kellogg and were found to

be frequently experienced by the pilot trainees. Accordingly, an

experimental program was instituted to study these psychophysiological

responses in the SAAC simulator.

II. METHODS

Training Course

The course of training for the TAC ACES consists of an intensive week of

air-to-air combat engagements in which each pilot has the experience of

flying against each member of the group. During the course, each student

receives approximately 12 hours in the SAAC (the equivalent of approximately

550 simulated combat engagements). The students do not fly any airborne

missions during this progran. In addition to their time in the simulator,

the students re,7eive approximately 25 hours of orientation, briefing,

mUti-medta' training and engagement debriefings. The training program was

designed t provide the student with an intensive experience in the mechanics

of air-to-air combat in a short period of time.
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Subjects

The subjects used in this study (N=48) were combat ready F-4 pilots who -

were selicted for the advanced simulation training. No special selection

beyond tkeir participation in the training program was used. Table I shows a'-.

breakdown of pilot experience in flying and simulation.

TABLE 1. PILOT EXPERIENCE DATA

N % of Ss

F-4 Flying Experience

More than 1,000 hours 15 31.3

500-1000 hours 9 18.8

Less than 500 hours 24 50.0

Visual Simulator Experience
Prior SAAC training 8 16.7

Other visual simulators 11 22.9

Design

An individual interview technique was employed to gain information from

each pilot. The interview took place on the afternoon of the fourth day of

the five-day training program. Tape recordings of each interview were made.

Results of analysis of these tapes were summarized on worksheets and

frequencies of various types of responses were tabulated.

Facilities

The simulator used in this study was essentially a two cockpit device,

oriented s o as to allow one-on-one air-to-air combat. The facility

(described~in detail in Kelly et al.) has a full screen visual display system

with an eight-channel mosaic of CRTs which provides a field of view + 148

degrees horizontally and + 150/-30 degrees vertically. The computer
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generated image is provided by a dual raster, monochrome television system

(- using one raster for the background (simulated terrain and sky) and one

raster for projecting an opposing aircraft image. Using the two cockpit

complex,,.the trainees can thus engage In air-to-air combat.
t .

I11. RESULTS

The results show that a very high proportion of these experienced pilots,

exposed to intensive training in the SAAC, exhibit some degree of aversive

symptomatology. Some 87.5% of the group described some forms of response to

the simulator which was considered to be a perceptible change from normal
(Table 2).

The most prevalent symptom was clearly nausea, which was reported by

79.2% of the Ss. The range of severity of symptoms was from mild or barely

detectable to severe, bordering on emesis (vomiting). None of the subjects

in this study vomited, but it should be pointed out that in the Hartman study

cited above, two cases of emesis were reported. The largest proportion of
( occurrences of nausea took place in the simulator during the first 1-2 days

of training. There was a marked reduction in nausea later on in the week.

In addition, the occurrences of nausea outside the simulator were more

frequent f-om 5-30 minutes after training than on-half to 10 hours after

training. it appears also that a s•eep period between exposures to the

simulation greatly reduced or eliminated symptoms of nausea.

Profuse sweating also occurred in 26 of the Ss (54.2%). Of this group,

22 (84.6%) of those exhibiting this synptom) experienced this condition in

the cockpit. The other four Ss experienced this problem within 5-30 minutes

after emerging from the SAAC. In all cases, the sweating experienced was far

greater than normal for a comparable amount of work.

Balance problems, like "sea legs* or motor dyskinesia were next in

frequenck, occurring in 60.4%'of the Ss. The highest proportion of *

dyskinesia occurred not in the simulator, but shortly after leaving-the

si'nulatoý cockpit. It should be noted that 14.6% exhibited symptoms as much

( as one-half to 10 hours later.
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The sensation of spinning or being rotated in some orthoginal plane was

"experienced by 26 (54.2%) of the Ss. These symptoms occurred anywhere from

.5-10 hours after training sessions in the SAAC by 14 of the 26 subjects

(53.8%). ..

Twel-te of the Ss (25%) reported kiresthetic sensations typical. of variousy

maneuvers (i.e.,,roll etc.) after having completed one or more training

sessions in the SAAC. These reactions were spaced over a wide time period

subsequent to leaving the cockpit and included some strong sensations of

flying specific maneuvers which had been flown ii. the simulator. These

sensations persisted for the entire week of training for 10 of the 12 persons

who experienced them.

Some 11 (22.9%) of the Ss experienced the additional symptoms of one or

more of the following: headache, *leans", dizziness (produced by the Barany

chain) and momentary loss of situational awareness.

The visual perception reactions to the SAAC training are summarized in

Table 3. As can be seen, 17 of the Ss (35.4%) reported not unusual or

otherwise disturbing visual-attentional difficulties occurring during the

training period. Another 17 Ss (35.4%) reported noticeably "vivid" visual

reactions including daydreams, dreams, and recall of the missions with more

vivid than usual visual components. Virtually all of this group attributed

these reactions to the highly distinctive visual scene presented by the

SAAC. However, another 17 Ss (34.4%) reported some degree of highly vivid

involuntary visual flashback of the SAAC visual scene. These visual

flashbacks were accompanied in all cases by kinesthetic sensations 4escribed

as if they were flying a climbing roll.

In addition, 17 of the Ss (35.4%) reported persistent attentional

difficulties, chiefly in the evenings, during the training week.. The Ss

generally described these problems variously as an inability to focus on

written miterial, an inability to concentrate on anything for more than 3-4

minutes, qandering attention,'etc. These problems tended to be dercribed in

conjunction with the Ss attempting to work on written materials.
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Finally, five of the Ss (10.4%) reported periodic, temporary inversions

of their visual field during the week. These would typically occur in the

evening while the Ss were resting, watching TV, etc. in their quarters. For

example,.t.ne of the Ss reported that while reading in the TV lounge, he .:7

momentarily dozed off and when he awakened, he had the perceptual sensation

that theuTV set was located on the overhead and that his body had rotated

backwards by 900. Others reported complete inversions of the visual field

similar to those described by Graybiel and Kellogg (1967) while flying zero

gravity maneuvers.

The subjective reponses of the pilots with respect to fatigue in the

simulator as opposed to the aircraft are detailed in Table 4.

TABLE 4. SUBJECTIVE RESPONSES WITH RESPECT TO FATIGUE,

SIMULATOR VS AIRCRAFT

N

( Mental Fatigue

Greater in SAAC 38 79.2

Same 2 5.2

Greater in F-4 8 16.7

Physical Fatigue

Greater in SAAC 10 20.8

Same 4 8.3

Greater in F-4 34 70.8

It is clear that the simulator flights produce greater mental fatigue (in

the majority of cases, 79.2%) as compared with flight in the aircraft,

16.7%. On the other hand, physical fatigue is reversed, with 70.8% of the

pilots experiencing more in the aircraft than in the simulator, 20.8%.
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IV. DISCUSSION

It is clear from the interviews with the F-4 pilots that significant

psychophtsiological responses to complex simulation are taking place.

Although,:the literature on motion sickness is quite voluminous (see Money,

1970, fo. a review), only a relatively modest number of studies have been Z,-

performed' specifically on the subject of simulator sickness (Miller and

Goodson, 1960; Barrett and Nelson, 1965, 1966; Barrett and Thornton, 1968;

Reason and Diaz, 1971). Inasmuch as severe sickness can be produced in a

complex fixed based simulator, it seems clear that such sickness is not

caused solely by vestibular overstimulation from the gravito6nertlil field

presented to the pilot. The etology of simulator sickness appears to follow

the "sensory conflict" theory which has emerged so prominently in recent

formulations (see Reason and Brand, 1974).

In the present study, a version of the sensory conflict theory may be

envoked to explain the occurrence of simulator sickness. It is known from

the animal work of Henn, 1974, that purely visual stimuli are capable of

driving the vestibular nuclei in the same way that gravitoenertial forces

drive the vestibular system. Thus, when the pilot is exposed to complex,

wide screen moving visual presentations, his vestibular system gives him the

sensation of moving in space (linear and circular vection). The highly

trained pilot has developed a neural program of expectancy with respect to

gravitoenertial flight patterns. When he is presented with maneuvers in the

simulator, in the absence of true vestibular input, there may thus be a

neural mismatch between his highly trained acceleration sensing system and

the zero input from the vestibular system, when there is no real motion.

This neural mismatch or sensory conflict may in large part be the cause of

the experP';ced simulator sickness.

It would follow from the above discussion that, the more highly trained

the pilot, the greater would be his vulnerability to simulator sickness,

since his 'iighly developed percept of aircraft motion is so finely tuned.

conversely, a novice pilot would have less difficulty with simulator sickness

since he has not yet developed a neural expectancy of the motion/vislon

complex. This result seems to be borne out by the preliminary investigations

of 1. Kellogg (cited above), in that the more experienced A-7 pilots tend to

be more reactive to simulator sickness.
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From the standpoint of symptomatology, nausea was the most p~evelant,

followed by dyskinesia, profuse sweating, sensation of post flight spinning

and maneuvering and other reactions such as headache and loss of situational

awareness. These are all symptoms which are characteristic of conventional -

motion sickness. Therefore,. the sensory conflict theory, which is generally

accepted-as the underlying cause of motion sickness, appears to be. directly

applicabTe to simulator sickness. Nausea, as experienced in the simulator

was indistinguishable from nausea produced inflight. A very interesting

finding was that a few of the pilots who had never experienced nausea during

their flying careers, experienced it for the first time in the simulator!

The implication here is that the simulator produced for them the strongest

sensory conflict situation they had yet encountered.

With respect to dyskinesia, a significantly high proportion of the

subjects experienced this difficulty. Such motor imbalance takes place when

there has been a strong sensory conflict or when there has been a sustained

vestibular or kinesthetic input, which continues to affect the subject even

after cessation of the stimuli. It would seem that both of these conditions

are operative in the case of simulator sickness. Since the occurrence of

this symptom is in large part directly following the simulator flight and

no'mallv of short duration, it would appear to follow a hibituation pattern

similar to post rotatory after nystagmus.

The visual perceptual responses to simulation are quite interesting. It

appears that the visual and perhaps the psychomotor system are driving the

vestibular system in such a way as to produce quite striking perceptual

illusions. Involvement of the vestibular system is further implied in that

several of the subjects reported that while experiencing reactions like the

inversion illusion, if they shook their heads, the illusion would be

eliminated. The act of shaking their heads may be akin to recaging the

internal gyros and putting the visual perception back on track. There must

be a complex interplay of cognitive, visual, vestibular and kinesthetic

factors iMa the formation and alteration of these visual perceptions.

1
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Along this same line, it was noted that from a visual standpoint, two
functions carried out during the training were stressful to the pilots. The
first was the simulator freeze, which is instantly stopping the visual scene
movement, and ingress into the simulator while the visual scene was being .-7
presented. The freeze mode-evoked consistently negative comments by the

pilots. JFor example, if the pilot were in an active attack on the other
aircraft and at the moment of firing the guns or releasing the rockets a
freeze took place, the pilot felt a great deal of dissonance and in'some

cases, spatial disorientation. Many of them felt that such freezes were
instrumental in producing their symptoms of simulator sickness. During
ingress to the simulator, they also felt a sense of dissonance at being

confronted with a full blown active visual scene.

A high percentage of the subjects exhibited profuse sweating and unusual

fatigue, which appeared to be much greater than would be expected fromi the
amount of physical exertion required in the simulation. The high cognitive

and motor work load was probably the cause, along with the sensory conflict
discussed above. The pilots %ere clearly aware that flying the simulator,
which could not produce G forces as were prodiced in the F-4, was not as
physically demandinq as the aircraft. However, the massing of complex

wo-kloads produced i result which was clearly a stress response and resulted
in profuse sweating and fatigue.

V. RECOmImENDATIONS

It seems clear that with the continued development of complex wide screen
simulators and with their ever expanding role in flight training, that
attention to the problem of psychophysiological responses to simulation

require more attention. The dynamics of the production of simulator sickness

needs to be studied in much more detail, so as to develop methodologies of
reducing its negative t-ffects of training. The following are secific areas
of recommendation which the authors agree could reasonably be made at this

point in tOme.

18
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(1) Inform the Pilot Population: It is believed that if the pilot

population has a greater awareness of the potential reactions of the kind

C described in this report, they will be better equipped to deal with them 'Zler

they occur. To this end, a dissemination of this information could be

instituted through wing level briefings, flight surgeon briefings .nd through:'

the general pilot literature. A thorough briefing on this area is strongly ,

suggested for each of the TAC ACES II courses given at Luke AFB.

(2) Situation Freeze: Since the simulator freeze has been identified as

a strong producer of symptoms, its judicious use is recommended in any

complex simulation.

(3) Ingress: Since ingress with the simulator visual system turned on

appears to stress the pilots, a system is recommended which allows the visual

to go on only after the pilot is in the simulator and ready to go.

(4) Post Fliqht Caution: It is further recommended that caution be

exercised when flying directly after exposure to complex flight simulation.

Post simulator flight reactions may interfere with the ability of the pilot

( to perform to full capacity.

18
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Kennedy, R. S. 2F87 (#5) Aircraft Operational Flight
Trainer, Trip report of sickness. Unpublished memorandum, Naval

.Biodynamics Laboratory, New Orleans, LA, 6 March 1981.
" ~~NBI'.: 01 : ,

650";

• ~6 Xa•rch 198!

MEMORANDU'

Frum: *CDR R. S. LKnnedy, AdminIstrative Assistant to Scientific Director
To: Coammanding Officer, Naval giodynamics Laboratory, New Orleans. LA

70189
Via: Scientific Dtrectorlc

Subj: 2F87 (#5) P-3C Aircraft Operational Flight Trainer, trip report of

sickness

P.ncl: (1) Roster of FASODET personnel who assis-ed project team

Ref: (a) CO NBDL Itr to NAVAIRSYSCOM Codt 413
(b) Wiker, Kennedy, McCauley, Peppet, Aero Environ and SDace Med.

"1980, 51
(c) Fregly, 1968, Aero Med 39
(d) Fregly, Graybiel, & Smtith, 1972, Aero Med 43
(e) Coward, Kellogg, Castore, USAFPJL Report TAC Attach, rec .979
(f) 4 tller & Goodson, Aero Med 1960, 31
(g) Schroder, & Col1ins, TAA AM 79-9, 1979
(h) Money, DCI&1 Tech Memo. 80-C-44, 1980

( I. Training at the facility, (FASODET) involvlng the moving base .va "
of two main types - !ed (to the tactical trainer) and uncouoleC. .,5'.
two-thlrds of all missions are unopled (i.e., 12-15 4 hour -ops/w '
11n otpled flights involve mainly take-offs and landings. A beneit. o" •
"tralner is that take-offs and landings can be more rapidly recyc'.ed ýhart in

actual flight. Coupled flights occasion minimal visually displayed or.
Lion (night time at tea, etc) and evoke negligible reports of illness. Nfany
flight engitieers report discomfort during u.-!ýS vd misoons. Thc svnpto;.

they report resemble motion sickness (refirence Fa)).

2. A team formed hy thrce persons from NTEC and one each from McT•onneo".1
Douglas and NBDL, convened in Rrunsvick, 10 February, in an attempt we allev
the symptoms of motion sickness experienced by flight engineers. in ti-ese 2V
uncou_ c_ flights (reference (a)). An Initial evaluation was conducted o. the
optical louvers or.ginally suggested by NBUDL (reference (a), after wh!ch a
bkfrle was designed. Test and evaluation data concerning efficacy of the
baffle were collected between 11-19 Feb by me. lTata collection assistance was
provided during the first week by Lt. Crosby (NTEC) and in the second week by
TD; Williama (FASO). Evaluations were conducted using simulator sickness
symptomatology reports, (rafarence (b)) postural equillbrhlvm (standing and
valking) *coreu (references (c)ar, d (d)) and pilot opinion formu.

3. The iiportant findings are:

a. Concerning the louver: The optical geometry of the simulator is such( that it was not possible to place the filters at the image plane of the. CRT.
Thus, the ccxaputer generatetl image vas broken, up die to spherical and chromatic
aberrations. An opticist from NTEC (Dennis Braglia) was provi'ded with a
sample of the material and .ill evaluate it further and then communicate those
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sickness

findings to 3M. I will probably participate in these discussions. It is my
opinion that when 'properly milled and placed in the right position on the CRT,
this mAterial might be used either in th4 2F87 (#6) presently undergoing
acceptance testing at Singer-Link, or in the planned updates for 2F87 (I's
1,2,3 or 4), should those simulators employ the same visual display geometry
as Is 5.and 6.

b. Baffle/occluder - this was somewhat NBDL's design also, although all
members of the team (including FASODET Brunswick) participated in the installa-
tion. After initial fabrication, wuanly by McDonnell .Douglas, .it was possible
ou6sequently to install or remove the baffle in five minutes. rstiwated cost
of osterWii for this fix is $4.50 including the paint. Preliminary evidence
suggestn that with the occiuder: (1) motion sickness symptomatology in f*igc
engineers is vastly reduced or 0liminated; (2) the design properties of the
occluder are such that pilota snd co-pilots report no interference in vieving

-the visual displays (sickness had not been a major problem for them previously);
and (3) flight engineers do report a desire for a diaplay of their own. The
success of thc present baffle recommends a consideration of that option. In
its present form, with the flight engineer's seat in the extreme forwa-d
position, the baffle occludes up to 100% of both pilot's and co-pilot's view
of their CGI. When the engineer'a seat is in its typical position (third
detent), only 10-20% of each CGI is visible, but tbhi reduction in field of
view appears to convey good advantages also. It is nct unreasonable to consider
that separation to this extent may obviate the binocular rivalry which may be
occasioned when the two CCI displays fall nn the tvo disparate retinae of the
flight engineer. Since both displays lmage objects at infinity, everything on
both displays is in focus, but fall on different retinal loci in the two eyes.
The depth distortions uhica may rtsaul from these displays, particularly
during turning, motions, where the lack of concordance between the two displays
is most noticeable, may contribute to the motion sickness problem perhaps in
ways similar to what bas been obaerved with visually coupled systems. Binocular
rivalry and depth Illusions may make the simulator sickness in *the 2F87C
related more to problems believed to occur in other simulators Mich also have
two separate CCIs (vis., Lamps, 5-3, etc.) In addition, the simulator sickness
is etiologically different froo the sickness and symptoms which are reported
in point source projection and multiple CAT systems (e.g.. 2E6 and the USAF
simulator at Williams, reference (e)).

c. Postural disequilibrium appears to be a significant consequence of
simulator exposure and seems not to have been reported previously. In these
present studies, the following generalizations may be communicated further
provided new experiences do not contradict the preliminary evidence:

(1) Flight engineers are staxic immediately after flight following
no-baffle conditions, particularly but not necessarily, when inertial motion
was experienced during the previous four hours; a difference that was statis-
tkcally significant (p .04). The decrement resembles that repbrted by persons

with elevated blood alcohol levels, (reference (g)).
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(2r Pilots flying in left seats are more ataxic post-flight than
co-pilots flying in right seats. The geometry of the simulator is such that
the pilot hen tico :G'. displays, one forward and one side looking. The co-pilot
has only the forward displal.

(3) Persons wi.th recent flight experience (particularly when coupled
with sle.ep loss) heve revealed baseline postural disequilibrium performances
at or below the 5th percentile for this population. Recovery is sometimes
found when the baseline testing is performed 24 hours later.

(4) Fllgnats of one hour or less appear to have no effect on postural
equilibrium.

(5) Flight engineers with more than 2500 hours occasionally exhibit
p.stural disequilibrium baseline scores at or below the 5th percentile. It is
well known that texic agents and environmental stresses which affect the
cochlea also affect the vestibular apparatus (e.g., noise, hyperbaria, stre-
ptomycin sulfate). Most flight engineers with more than 2500 flight hours

( exhibit hearing losses. They may have vestibular defects too. In this regard,
reports from the Canadian simulator (Aurora) reveal far less simulator sickness
than has been reported with our 2F87C. Important differences between the U.S.
and Canadian situations are: (a) their cockpit lighting is low temperature
white, while ours is red; (b) they have no side panel CGI for the first pilot,
and (c) their flight engineers frequently have more than 5000 flight hours.
It io felt that the side window for the pilot probably contributes to his
greater ataxia but it is not believed a factor in the flight engineer's sickness.
The cockpit lighting may modify the adaptive luminance of his retina such that
more photopic than scotopic levels are available in the Aurora. The influence
of this factor on overall simulator performance should be studied. It is not
known to what extent this factor contributes to the greater sickness of pilots
in the Aurora (reference (h)) and greater sickness of flight engineers in
2F87C. The very high flight times in reciprocating engines In'this population
can be suspected to result in some sensory loss greater than may be seen In
persons with average lower flight times (viz, flight engineer trainees at WAS
Brunswick). Concomitant loss of auditory and vestibular sensitivity may
convey protection from simulator sickness as it has been shown to do for other
forms of motion sickness. If so, then it may be difficult to estimate the
true nauseogenic properties of various simulators unless care is taken to
evaluate the positive function of the octavomotor nervous system (particularly
the Gonacoustic labyrinth) in the persons on which the data are based.*

This factor day explain why the present simulator reports more symptoms in

seemingly less experienced personnel-counteie to what has been customarily
found in simulator sickness elsewhere (i.e., more flight hours lead to--more
sickness--because of an experience x cue conflict interaction (cf. reference (f)).

(4
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It follows logically that visual acuity loss may also afford some protection
from simulator sickness and although most crew members have 6/6 corrected
vision, degraded visuals might also produce fewer problems. This factor may
also be important in explaining why such a range of opinions is available
concerning whether or to what extent simulator sickness occurs'in the 2FC87.

(6) The fidelity of the visual scene either due to acuity loss in
operators or detuning the simulated visual scene should be studied for its
effects. According to "conflict" (or "correlation") theory of motion (and
simulator) sickness, greater conflict would occur betwen high fidelity inputs
(e.g. visual and inertial) when not concordant (spatially or temporally) than
between low fidelity inputs. An alternative explanation following the modu-
lation transfer function studies would suggest that wide field of view, low
spatial frequency inputs (e.g., stimulating rods and peripheral vision) would
be more disruptive than small, high spatial frequency visual display#. These
relationships warrant further discussion.

4. Presently data are being collected by persons in the FASODET at HAS,
Brunswick. Flight engineers are being tested before and after their four hour
flights on a non-interference basis with their training. The major objective.
is to determine whether motion sickness symptoms and ataxia are less by statis-
tical test after the no-baffle versus baffle condition. When sufficient data
are available, they will be communicated to AIR 413 and at that time, permission
will be requested to report these findings in a technical report or at a
scientific meeting.

5. The following recommendations are made:

a. The basic design of the occluder should be adopted as an ad lib
option to be employed at the discretion of flight engineers to reduce problems
of motion sickness.

b. The training requirements for VFR vs IFR for flight engineers should
be reviewed in order to be able to consider the utility of a low fidelity mon-
ochrome CRT for the flight engineers. The occlusion of the pilot and-co-pilot
visuals with concomitant success of removing motion sickness was a necesaary
first stop towards evaluating this option.

c. The postural disequilibrium which appears to be occasioned by exposure
to this environment should be studied further. The purpose in this study was
to use equilibrium as a sensitive probe for effects. It is not known whether
the postural disturbances observed are symptomatic of more general incoordlnatiou*
(e.S., fine -or gross motor control) and whether certain conditions might not
amplify the effects (e.g., sleep loss, alcohol, red versus white light, impover-
ished sensory conditions). Other questions include: The amount of time required
for return to baseline levels? Do all moving environments produce like changes?
Do individual differences exist? Should particular activitiew be avoided?
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7. Encloire (I) contains a list of persons who facilitated the conduct of
this project. In particular, TDCS Thomson and TDI Williams provided day-to-day
direct assistance and TDCS McDine and LT Pluto offered overall help including
staying after normal working hours when required. I believe that this project's
success depended principally on their cooperation and propose that this be
communicated to their commanding officer. If you will entertain such a proposal,
I will draft what I feel would be an appropriate letter of comwendatio

(
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.AV..RAE.UICEN 80-C-C2.35-I.500.

A few fig!'.her crew_ using .h -az:'s 2.. Ai: •oba_ Xznp -
-. ,c .C.*:.S) have o:v .ogical- offecs

similar to m'iore sickness s--_o.. - -

A cue.-ionnaire was designed to co2.c: C.2.:= to define t h'-
incid-nce an(' severit-y of this .-- u .- sickress." The
questionnaire w•. -- ven .o 65 'rcrew -_.-.e:e'- c- an i...;.iv-4&'4.
basis. The san.p.c ",'-. vp r" ".cn-. . .... " " - . - "
squadrons at NA$ Oceana.

Twenty-seven Dercent (IS) of the aircrew."-•,rie-co; v-.:.-
ing degrees of i-aor s4ickness" rinc:, .. : at': .
the 2E6 Air Ccmbe.t .x.euveritngt', .ator ,SAc•o•. ,x . --
cent (ii) of those rienc'.ni -. toms rr-.- .
the svmos frcn : inu, n ut to 6 n'"-s ""-
session ec.ded. The date.c._i- - in -h-s s- --- nic. ---I:
susce.-.ibii-.-v increases '..i ,erience levet" - -:.-
incience rare occl-z z t .,.e -'.^,2
than 1-500 fligh, -o'r. (-.7 ncne-I) as c..; .- . ..
44 crew !nembers with 1500 or fewer f"-h'. "c*--.

A recent USAF study revealed - - •.0S o- " tc .,.
.who used t-_e simulator -for air-Po-air coz'3.z 'P•... ?.•. -,

simulator sickness sym.ptoms. The _uAC ,_'if,.e. 2.-L .
the type of display used and the m-annor 0= Ur.

At the time of the study, the Device 2E5 w-.• T r,. .,installed at XAS Oceana !n N'oirember .... an......- • •-'--:
February 1980.-

Significant changes in the length or intes-1 -.tv f -t -
in the 2E6 ACMS may be accompanied by corresv:-.n.'
the occurrence of simulator sickness. .urther e:-a.ai-,.or. o.
simulator sickness rates should be pursued-,<-- a.*.'.."-.:.. c:-
culum is defined and modifications to the s,:' r ",ch z-
addition of ground growth cues) are mace.
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istudy undertaken to assess the rate 'nf occurrence and the (cont)
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C degree of severity of "simulator sickness" experierc by' ind-
viduals who have thfl-' :ae Device 2E6, Air Cob z-QneuverS Simulator.

Twenty-see. n Dercent .: .te aircrews from F-4 ad .•-.- suadrons
at NAS, O0 ana, V4.irgini beach, 'irginia exoerienee v..I .• I--n e .... T-,--c?.

symptoms E,&ring and,'or af:er use of thi*s simulato--. S --:cn'_-on P
percent of those.ex se-ie c-m-toms. re-orted Der-ss.en:t2 o:
the symptoms from fifteen m.inutes •6 six .ours a::er a
session ended. At the time of the stuady, this was a new sim orinstalled in Novenmber 177, ther-fre, ,he oeri of bserva-icn
was limited.

Further investigation of simulator sickness is planned when a
structured c... o_ ino te -- i ,ng
and modifications are made to t•he si=.Ua.or.
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SL72MARY

A few fighter crews using the Navy's 2E6 Air Combat Maneu-
vering Simulator (ACMS) have experienced physiological effects
sizilar to motion sickness symptoms.

A questionnaire was designed to collect data to define the
incidence and severity of this "simulator sickness." The
questionnaire was given to 66 aircrew members on an individual
basis. The sample included participants Erom both F-4 and F-14
squadrons at NAS Oceana.

Twenty-seven percent (18) of the aircrews experienced vary-
ing degrees of "simulator sickness" during, and/or after use c:
the 2E6 Air Combat Maneuvering Simulator (ACMS). Sixty-one per-
cent (11) of those experiencing symptoms reported persistence of
the symptoms from 15 minutes up to 6 hours after a simu,.a:or
session ended. The data compiled in this study indlicates that
susceptibility increases with experience levels. The highest
incidence rate occurred among those ai'crew rer5ers 122 + witý m".re
than 1500 flight hours (47 percent) as compared to _18 percent for
44 crew members with 1500 or fewer flight hours.

A recent USAF study revealed that 88 percent of aircrc.s
who used the simulator for air-to-air combat (SAAC) also reocrte
simulator sickness symptoms. The SAAC differs from the 2-6 in
the type of display used and the manner of use.

At the time of the study, the Device 2!6 was a new.simuzator,
installed at NAS Oceanain November 1979 and co-•issioned in
February 1980.

Significant changes in the length or intensity of training
in the 2E6 ACMS may be accompanied by corresponding changes in
the occurrence of simulator sickness. Further exan.nation of
simulator sickness rates should be pursued when a training cur°-
culum is defined and modifications to the simalator (such as the
addition of ground growth cues) are made.
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FOREWORD

:.-In March 1980,Ait was reported that a few Navy personnel7
wer4.-experiencing some unsteadiness and discomfort while flying
the-Air Combat Maneuvering Simulator (ACMS), designated Devicd
2E6. The -discomfor-4ng symptoms described, especia'lly when not

assoiatd wth ealmot'-on, are us-ally referred to as "s-mula-
tor sickness" to di.Ffe~rertiate them from true motion sickness.

Recognizing the need for pursuing this matter further, this
study was initiated by the Navall Train~ing Equipment Center
(NAVTRAEQUIPCZ:4) to det-ermine tbe extent of the problem.
CDR Charles H~utchins of the Naval Air Systems Co=.and (CO11NAV-
AIRSYSCOM) (AIR 340F) provided financial support for the study.

Results, obtained through questionnaires ae~inist-ered to 66
aircrew members from F-4 and F-14 squadrons, indicated that 27
percent (18 crew members) reported varying symptoms and degrees
of simulator sickness. Although somec pilots report-ed similar
symptoms while f lying aircraft, this study deal-- prima rily with
simulator induced problems. 1{owever, some opin:.ons concerni.ng
mentai1 and physical fatigue experienced in the similator compare
to actual aircraft ACM training sorties, were also solicited.

In an attempt to compare tthe 2E6 experiences wit~h those iu
a simnilar device, the 1XASA, Langley Research Center. V-4rgi--nia was
contacted in reference to the xi~ferertial1 Y~qneuvering .Siulzator
(DMS) located at their factl~ty. fletoiled doc~nentation of s-:mu-
lator sickness had not been 'Kept =n this siurula tor, but a NASA
representative stated that out of 600 to 800 pilots who have
operated this device, he could ontly recall two who txperienced
extreme simulator sickness, The effects m. these pilots wcre so
disorienting that they co-ald not complete the trainting sessions.
Unfortunately, less dramatic symptoms such 4s fratigýue, headiach.,es.
txcessive sweating, and other mi-nor discomforts vert not
documented.

This brIngs up the question of the defin-ition of "airtulator
sickness." ,' therem has been used rather loosely and has in-
c luded symptoms as mild ass sweating or a slight elisorienzation,
to more severe physical reactions including nausea and vomiting.
Betveen these extremes are symptoms such as vertigo, d!, zlintes
and visual, mental, or general physical fatigue. ill some cases,
the symptoms persist for -several hours after leavingS the sirnu-
lator. In assiga simulator for its adverse eff~ects on the
trat-nee population, it is important to be specifIc about th. ý,
type cf "sickness" it produces. In same ca~ses,Lille Symptoms
may b-n minor and of a transient natt~re, and no worse than would
be experienced under operational flight condi-tions.

There are several hypotheses that have been advanced in an
effort to ex.plain simulator sickness. It is probably sa.fe
state that not all instances Of this phenomenon can be expla' e'
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by any one hypothesis. One of the most favored explanations is-
that it is the result of conflict of sensory cues; for example-
the cinflict between the apparent motion seen on a visual display
and lOck of any corresponding real motion of the simulator.
Another instance would be excessive time lag between the simu-
lator control system and the corresponding movement in the visual
display. Situation freeze also imposes sensory conflict on the
pilot. In these cases, the visual and proprioceptive (bodily
feel) senses are not in phase. This imbalance can create a
perplexing state that may be manifested in some of the symptoms
discussed above.

McDonnell Douglas Astronautics was also contacted to deter-
mine the manufacturer's experience with the dome simulator type
systems representative of Device 2E6. Although varied popula-
tions (e.g. experienced and inexperienced pilots, civilian and
military dignitaries, foreign visitors, etc.) operated the
simulator, McDonnell employees could not recall any incidents of
simulator sickness. All of their simulator missicns, however,
had been highly structzred in procedures and of less than 30
minutes duration per session.

Another simulator system with different characteristics was
also investigated. This was the Air Force's simulator for air-

( to-air combat (SAAC) which has produced sickness in 88 percent
of the users. A direct comparison cf the SAAC data to that of
the 2E6 should be made with reservation, however, gince training
on this device is very intensive over a short period of time
(approximately 12 hours of actual simulator use over a fc=r-day
period) and the visual systems are of different types (dome pro-
jection real image vi "pancake window" virtual image display on
SAAC). This comparison is useful in some respects, however,
since it demonstrates that despite the high incidence of discom-
forting sensations, it continues to be used for training. The
consensus of Tactical Air Command (TAC) pilots who have partici-
paced in the training program is that the temporary discomfort
brought on by these symptoms is a small price to pay for the
kind of combat training provided by the davice. Another useful
bit of information gained from this simulator corroborates the
adaptstion phenomenon. Most occurrences of nausea experienced
"on the SAAC took place during the first one or two days of
training. There us a marked reduction in nausea later on in
the week.

t

There are two recommendations already in effect at the 2E6:
simulator complex that are designed to reduce the incidence of
sickniss. One is limiting the time duration of individual
sessions to 30 minutes. The second is flooding the simulator
area with light before visual system freeze.

With no detailed training syllabus available for guidance,
operation of the Dev!ce 2E6 is being conducted in a non struc-
tured manner. It has b•e% noted that the length of individual
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sessions vary and in some cases may be excessive. Uninterrupted
time'and specific tasks in the simulator, of course, are imporf
tant.: considerations in evaluating the severity of the problem-,
Once-astructured curricu'um is adopted, the incidf:nt of si=muator
sickuess can be studied further and perhaps reduced by currici.tm
refinement and/or other changes in use. Therefore the integra-
tion of a comnrehensive training syllabus into the Device 2
program is essentr Eato teassessmen: of sim"utor " Sickness -n
this simulator.

The fleet is currencly establishing n Fleet Project Team to
coordinate and direct efforts related to all ACM training objec-
tives and recuirements. One effort will be directed at integrat-l
ing the 2Fi12, 2E6 and TACTS (Tactical Aircrew Combat Training
System) syllabi.

The NAVTRAEQUIPCEN,with contractor support,will continue
moni ra.ýing the occixrree of simulator sickness on devices 2E6
and when a struc2ured training program goes into effect and
the new device modi-lcations (e.g. ;rounc-growth) are incorpo-
rated into the Devx:. Z6. At the conclusion of this study,
another report will be issued with recommendations for allevia-
tion of simulator sickness if any is found under the new circum-
stances.

eA. PUIG
Scientific Officer
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

InLroduction of wide-angle visual simulators into the
operational and training communities of military aviation has
been accompanied by reports of aircrews experiencing "simulator
"sickness." U.S. Navy aircrews have reported s-mptoms such as
"nausea, dizziness, headaches, and disoriented feelings while
operating Device 2E6, Air Combat Maneuvering Sinulator (ACMS).
Reports of both delayed reactions and persistence of symptoms
after leaving the trainer have raised concern over possible
impact upon flight safety and negative training. This report
details the methods and results of a short-term project under-
taken to assess the rate of occurrence and the degree of severity
of simulator sickness experienced by individuals wiho have flown
the 2E6.

The 2E6 Ad"AS-cousists of two fixed-base, tandem crew cock-
pits, each surrounded by a 40-foot dome which approximates a
360-degree field of view. Visual scenes are created by project-
ing aircraft, missi]i and earth/Aky scenes onto the dones. A
more detailed description of thc LA6 is provided in Appendix A.
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SECTION II

BACKGROUND

Occuirence of "motion sickness" symptoms in flight
simulators has been reported in various simulators using
wide angle visual systems (e.g., Miller and Goodson. 1960,
and Coward, Kellogg and Castore, in preparation). The
concern over the possible impact upon flight safety has
prompted articles dealing with spatial disorientation (e.g.,
Porter, 1979, and Coward, Kellogg and Castore, 1979).
Although the phenomenon has been known for years,
identifying the reasons for "simulator sickness" is a
difficult task. The causes are complex and, most probably,
interrelated. While precise reasons for "simulator
sickness" are not fully understood, research efforts are
establishing a knowledge base which may someday provide the
design specifications or procedures necessary to mitigate or
eliminate the problem.

Prior research efforts have documented many of the
types of "simulator sickness" conditions occurring in the
2E6. Four studies in particular provide insight into issues
specific to the 2E6 and contribute to a better understanding

( of the problem as a whole. A brief description of each
study follows, including a short synopsis of pertinent
conclusions as they relate to the 2E6.

First Study
Puig, 1971

Puig (1971) provides a review of the problems
associated with simulator sickness in a paper entitled The
Sensory Interaction of Visual and Motion Cues. In this
treatise, Puig states that an inoividual senses movements
and accelerations by means of his visual system. He also
receives and senses this information from within his own
body through proprioceptive cues (i.e., through muscles,
joints and inner ear). The visual and proprioceptive cues
interact with each other. "Motion can be sensed visually
and proprioceptively. Acceleration cannot be sensed
visually, however, until increasing velocity is noted.
Conversely, the proprioceptive sens , though insensitive to
velocity, 1s quite sensitive to acc.eration." Puig states
that the b9dy relates visual and "kinesthetic" (feel) and
"vestibular" (balance) cues to interpret combinations of
motion and/or accelerations. When an individual uses a
fixed-base simulator, his eyes will sense motions and/or

( accelerations from the moving visual displays, while his
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proprioceptive senses (particularly the vestibular) indicate
that he is not moving or accelerating. The normal sensory
interactions are disrupted and internal conflicts arise
result-ing in feelings of "uneasinesss" or "simulator
sickness." Thus, "it 'is not the visual illusion of motion
per soi but the visual sensation of apparent acceleration
and/orechange in direction that triggers off the initial
feeling of" discomfort."

Puig further states that in addition to sensory
conflicts, poor visual fidelity may also be a contributing
factor in simulator sickness. "...in the presence of a
well-structured visual display, therefore, the visual mode
will be the primary overriding input. With a poor visual
reference, however, the motion cues [vestibular response2
will tend to take priority. In situations where the visual
and motion inputs are sensed as being equally demanding,
they will be reinforcing or contradictory depending upon
whether the cues are in or out of phase."

Another potential complicating factor regarding
simulator sickness mentioned by Puig involves a study

-- (Olive,. 1969) which correlated physical and nedi-al data of
1,000 Naval aviators over a twenty-year period. The
analysis indicated that susceptibility to vertigo and
disorientation incre'se with age.

In reviewing previous research efforts, Puig reported
ten hypotheses which have been advanced in an effort to
explain simulator sickness:

1. Conflict between the apparent motion seen on the
visual display and lack of any corresponding real
motion of the simulator.
2. Optical distortion (both static and dynamic) in the
visual display, particularly of vertical objects; the
synthetic presentation of a visual scene which is a
distorted representation of a real environment.
3. Poor resolution.
4. Rapid changes in brightness (flicker).
5. Wide field of view.
6. A highly structured field of view (too much
detail).
7, A poorly structured field combined with peripheral
flicker.
8. Excessive lag between simulator control and
dorresponding movement in the visual display.
9. High frequency vibrations which disrupt
afccommodation.
1.0. Projection screen-to-observer distance
insufficient for infinity focus of the eyes, producing
conflict between actual distance of the display and the
apparent distance of the screen.
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( Puig concludes by emphasizing the necessity for
considering the sensory interactions between the visual and
vestibular apparatus when designing simulators with visual
displays.

Second- Study
Miller and Goodson, 1960

Miller and Goodson examined simulator sickness
occurring among Navy helicopter pilots. During the early
stages of visual flight simulation development, the Navy
procured the 2-FH-2 helicopter simulator. The device was
built by Bell Aircraft Company in conjunction with De-Florez
Company of New York and installed at Ellyson Field,
Pensacola, Florida in February, 1956. Two projectors
provided 260 degrees azimuth by 75 degrees elevation display
coverage. The upper projector displayed the sky scene while
the lower projector depicted the near terrain, the far
scenery and a portion of the sky. The cockpit was
fixed-based. Significant occurrences of simulator sickness
symptoms resulted from using the 2-FH-2.

In an attempt to identify some of the possible causes
of the simulator s ickness symptoms, Miller and Goodson

( .mentioned that previous researchers suggested the symptoms
were a result of internal conflicts resulting from the
absence of real motion accompanied by the presence of visual
cues designed to give the impression of movement. While
admitting this might have been a contributing factor, they
generally dismissed this hypothesis as a major
consideration. They felt the slight accelerations and
decelerations in a helicopter were too imperceptible to
cause symptom onset. They suggested instead that the
underlying problem involved conflicting visual cues
resulting from distortions in the visual display rather than
a conflict between visual and proprioceptive cues. Major
findings included:

1. Sixty percent of the instructors reported sickness
as compared to 12 percent for the students.
2. Sometimes the ill feelings did not occur until
several hours after simulator usage.
3. One instructor had to get out of his oar on his way
home to regain his equilibrium.
4 . Some instructors, after much simulator time, would
e.4rience significant discomfort from merely looking
a .he simulator.
5i Even those individuals who did not report sickness
symptoms became very fatigued after simulator use; this
condition often lasted throughout the day.
6. Lag in the simulator at times resulted in
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overcontrol, sometimes leading to loss of control. The
loss of control produced a violent maneuver; the more
violent the maneuver, the greater the degree of
simulator sickness.
Tr Instructors sItting as passengers during these
conditions were more prone to simulator sickness than
iT they were at the controls.

Miller and Goodson concluded their study by saying the
simulator sickness problem became so serious that it was one
of the chief reasons for discarding the device from the
operational inventory.

Third Study
Reason and Diaz, 1971

In Reason and Diaz's study the effects of simulator
sickness upon experienced automobile drivers as compared to

passengers was examined. Reason and Diaz theorized that the
major underlying cause of simulator sickness results from
what they termed "sensory rearrangement." That is, an
individual in his real-world experience learns to
subconsciously associate visual scenes of motion with his
proprioceptive senses of corresponding acceleratione. An
individual retains these associations in his "spatial memory
store." The more experience a person has in these
real-world experiences. the stronger the association that is
stored in his memory. Thus, when real-world experienced
individuals are placed in a simulator environment in which
visual scenes of motion and acceleration are depicted
without the accompanying acceleration forces, "unfulfilled
expectations" occur. These experienced individuals expect
to feel acceleration forces in conjunction with the visual
scenes. When this does not occur, internal conflicts arise
which can initiate onset of simulator sickness symptoms.
Under this theory a novice would not be expected to be as
apt to get sick as an experienced individual zince the
novice has not developed the "spatial memory stores."

Reason and Diaz felt the Miller and Goodson study
partially bore out this theory by the findings that
instructors experienced a five times greater incidence rate
than their students. In a further investigation of the
"sensory rearrangement" theory, Reason and Diaz examined
individuals with automobile driving and passengeFr experience
in an'automobile driving simulator in which the individuals
viewed a ten-minute driving scene as passive observers. The
experfment used a 6 x 12 foot screen located six feet away
from the subjects. Major findings included:

1. Twenty-eight out of the 31 individuals exhibited
some form of simulator sickness.
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C 2. Active participation in the control of the vehicle
is not necessary in order to induce simulator sickness
symptoms.
3. :Women were significantly more susceptible to 7A
sim4lator sickness than men.
4. ýThe more the driving and passenger experience of
individuals the higher the degree oA simulator
sickness.
5. Evidence suggests that driver experience exerts a
more powerful influence on simulator sickness than
passenger experience.

Fourth Study
Coward, Kellogg and Castore, in preparation

In a study conducted on subjects training ACM in the
Air Force Simulator for Air-to-Air Combat (SAAC), at Luke
AFB, Arizona, Coward, Kellogg and Castore reported a
simulator sickness incidence rate of 88 percent in the
subjects interviewed. The SAAC is an ACM training system
that utilizes cathode ray tube (CRT) displays to provide a
near 360-degree field of view to the trainee. The six
degree of freedom motion base was not used during the
training of the subjects interviewed in the Coward, et al.,
study. The SAAC consists of two F-4 cockpit trainee
stations, instructor operator stations and debrief stations.
Capabilities include simulation of 1vi ACM in an integrated
mode or in an independent mode with each trainee flying
against an instructor controlled or computer programmed
target.

The SAAC students were reported to have high levels of
operational experience; 50 percent had over 500 flight hours
and 31 percent had in excess of 1000 flight hours. The SAAC
subjects participated in one week of intensive training and
experienced approximately 500 engagements in 12 hours of
simulator time. The most prevalent symptoms reported were
nausea - 79 percent; motor dyskinesia - 60 percent; and a
sensation of being rotated in some orthogonal plane - 54
percent. Significantly, the study also reported persistence
of symptoms up to ten hours after completion of simulator
training and delayed reactions after training, such as
visual Wflashbacks" in as many as 33 percent of the
subjects. Delayed reactions were also reported by the
subjects involved in the Miller and Goodson study addressed
above.

p
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SECTION III

METHOD

The conduct of the study included the administrat!on ofa ques~t~onna!re presented during individual interviews. The
questionnaire (a copy is included as Appendix B) solicited
information doncerning experience levels in ACM flight
training, experience in visual simulators and the type and
degree of severity of sickness symptoms. The interviews
were conducted in squadron spaces away from the simulator
complex. Each individual was carefully briefed concerning
confidentiality of any information which he provided.

The sample of subjects was selected on the basis of
availability and experience in the use of the 2E6 ACMS. The
Commanding Officers of the four squadrons involved were
briefed thoroughly on the confidentiality and content cf the
questionnaire and were included as subjects in the
interviews. A total of 66 subjects were interviewed. The
group included 65 individuals from four separate fighter
squadrons and one test pilot from the Naval Air Test Center

(NAVAIRTESTCEN), Patuxent River, Maryland. All subjects were
exposed to the 2E6. through squadron training programs or as a
result of personal interest in the device, with the exception
of the NAVAIRTESTCEN test pilot. The experience level of the
subjects ranged from 250 to 4000 flight hours; all were opera-
tional fleet aircrew members. The training they received con-
sisted of four flight missions of one hour duration and was
generally designed as a structured prelude to an Air Combat
Maneuvering program. The simulator "instructor" operator
position was normally assumed by a peer, aircrew member, or
training device operator (TD).

2
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SECTION IV

RESULTS

Thestudy indicated that 27 percent of the aircrew I
members 4nterviewed experienced some degree of simulator-
sickness symptoms. Table I provides a breakdown of the
subjects according to aircrew designation, ty)es of aircraft
flown and extent and related numbers of symptoms
experienced. Of the total subjects interviewed, 39 were
Pilots and 27 were Radar Intercept Officers (RIOs). The
flying experience of the subjects and the rate of occurrence
is presented in Figure 1. The highest incidence rate of
simulator sickness occurred among those aircrew members (22)
with more than 1500 flight hours in which 47 percent of the
subjects reported some degree of symptoms (Figure 2).
Forty-fouR aircrew members had 1500 or fewer flight hours
with 18 percent reporting sickness symptoms. (Note: As
flight hours increase, N decreases and reliability
decreases.) The rate and type of sympt-om occurrence is
reported in Appendix C.

The severity of symptoms ranged from mild to severe.
In several cases subjects terminated the training sessions

( because of the severity of sickness onset. None of the
subjects reported emesls, but several reported loss of
appetite until after a sleep period; in each of these cases,
the symptoms subsided completely after a night's rest. The
most common symptom reported was dizziness which occurred in
17 percent of the subjects interviewed (Figure 2); vertigo
and disorientation were reported by 11 percent of the
subjects; "leans" and nausea were noted by nine percent.

Although each subject was asked if he experienced
"flashbacks" or "visual replays", no occurrences were
reported among the 66 aircrew members interviewed. Subject
number 7 (Appendix C) is an Air Force exchange pilot flying
with the Navy who is a graduate of the USAF SAAC training
program. During his SAAC training he experienced visual
"flashbacks" but did not experience these symptoms when
training in the 2E6. The subject reported, during the
course of his SAAC training, "seeing the checkerboard
pattern of the SAAC background display painted on the inside
of my eyelids" when lying down to sleep. The symptoms
terminated after the last day of flying in the SAAC and did
not recur. (These reported simulator sickness symptoms are
consistent with findings from Coward, Kellogg and Castore;
discussed in Section II.) Subject number 7 stated the SAAC
CRT display was much harder on the eyes than the 2E6
display. He experienced no simulator sickness symptoms
during his six hours of 2E6 use.
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,..

TABLE 1. DATA SUMMARY

Sixty-five total individuals interviewed from four fighter squadrons plus

one NAVAIRTESTCEN test pilot.

Number of Aircrew Members Interviewed

and Reporting Sickness Svmptoms

Ai rcrew Number Number Reporting Percentage
Position Interviewed Sickness Symptoms Reportino Sickness Cateo

Pilots 21 9 42.9% F-4
RlOs 16 3 18.8%

Pilots 18 5. 27.8%
RIOs 11 1 9.13 _ __

Pilots 39 14 35.9% T
RIOs 27 4 14.8%
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Mental f`atigue was -reported as ½gthe samne, greater or
less than actual ACM: flight, trai.ning by ccua! nbc~rs of the
subjec"*s. Powever, as reported in Tlable 2, S3 Dercent o-f th-e :
subjects int:erviewedý renorted Dhysica. ratigue as being equal t&i-
that eiperienced -.in the a-r- during AMtra-in-ng. A!' but three.-
percent of the saubfects interview,-ed reporte6 perspir~n 'Less or_?ýý
much less than. in actual. Fligh:, the exceptio-n be'D rofu-se
sweati*ng accompanied by nausea Jfbr scme of those inrdivLdluals
ex!Periencing sirulator sic~kness.

There were some ar,4cl-e sym-ptons reported. These were "eye-
ball jitter," tedfeel ing, 10:s Of de:pth1 Dercent-io~n, lrneeýs

weak, and fullness o--- +-'the stomac'h. One aviator reporting "ey:e-
ball I itter" had Darr:4.c--*rated in. tests to exam nete o::
this phenomenror in. centrifuge experfnents. T*he occurrence oz
this unique symp-tom =ay ec -taea Tpreconditiioned ½dv reýons-
which was transferred From tne cerntrifuge to the fix_-ed-*b--:i
simulator.

Only two sub*cot , re-oorted delave;' reaction:' :ir wsv mrt'_'
onset occurred a-fter LeaV__.g th~e trai.ner. Howe-.;er, 6. --ercTeýý. :
Vfr'se exoerienciLng, symptorms ieported persistence of t~he sy=-:cM:
from 15 mi-nutes tp to ý;iX' hours.

Another sub4ect of s-peci~al inte-rest, due to hisntensive
exposure to the IE6, is re~orted i-ndividually (subject n'bori S).
He is a te-It ,l1lot with 3110hurs of fllght t i'" '
tests on the simulated aircraft models -_'ne~~
experience in the 2E6 consisted of four Ihours Der day for fivs
consecutive days. His sympntoms were descrileed as se;7ere, with--*
nausea bordering on enes .s, and pers-.Atiný- until after a ngt
sleep. The symptoms were most severe a acr th.e seconc* eay E~
training and dissipated over the next three days, lie Ettributsr
the lessening of symptom severity to breaking his mission into
30 to 45 minute perinds with -30 minu.;nte brasadbecomnh-g i.
iar with the visual syste=. At the end of the fthday, te.
subject reported mild disorienting feeli4ngs that persi'sted Until
bed time. Specifically, the subject stated he woule not fly
a day in which he participated inl 2ES training ~ef o. '-'.,s

experience relates closely to findings by Coward et- al., ceez!_-in7
with I'ntensity and length of train4'_;.g

Possible Simulator Sickness Causes

The "reset"' function was reported by 33 nercent of7 t~he
subjects exp~eriencing symptomrs as being trhe mO'St be
cause..Of symptom onset. Performing l.oops an6 nose -h

""Reset" - the freezing of the simulator visual display

and returning to a new net of initial conditions.
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_ t=.

TABLE 2. INTERVIEWEE OPINIONS CONCERNING RESULTING
226 Y.ZNTAL AND PHYSICAL FATIGUE

Menta! Fatigue in Relationshio to Actual Aircraft ACM. Trbinirn Sorties

Greater in 2E6 33.3%

Saxne in 2E6 33.3%

Less in 2E6 33.3%

Physical Fatigue in Relationship to Actual Alrcraft ACM Traininq Sorties

Greater in 2E6 11.1%

Same in 2E6 83.4%

Less in 2E6 5.5%
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attitudes without visual altitude references was report_•d
by an. additional 44 percent as being a contributing
fac•dr to the onset of symptoms. The twilight environment
of thee display was also reported to be disturbing by
20 percent of the subjects.

2
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S£cT:3O; V

DIFFERENCES A.CN' 235 ."E7 GROUPS

Fli~trtt experý_enc-, aircrew p-'ý it~or fcle:
type Cf !rc-aft al'l revealed certain recai_- ...- zs t';

siultos1.c'<•!es_- s;uscept.-ibility•

Flelgt ,.xoerience

The hyoothezis advanced by Miller and Coodsor 'i")..
thet acviao's are more s-scept.b'e t.c ..*:.t--
sickness than their less experienced un--erprts is
supported ty the results of the present study. Aviators
wlt% wore -. an 1500 hours of flyirg experiera-.. . a
symptoc1 occ*-rence rate of 50 percent, i av!?..cr!: v*.t*-
1500 hcurs or less sustained a symptom occurrence rate of 2ý
perý-P-. Thp significant disparity between the two Sroi:s
may indicate a greater degree of conflict between visual zn•
proprioceptive senses because of increased precon t_'cn:r-
gained through airborne experience. Physiologsicsl body
changes resu.ting from physical aging may also be a
contributing factor to this phenomenon, since thore with
more f'light hours naturally tend to fall into older %-e
groups (Puig, 1971).

Aircrew Position (Function)

More pilots (36 percent) reported simulator sickness
symptoms than RIOs (15 percent). These findings sup,-rt
Reason and Diaz's (1971) observations from an automobile
driving experiment which indicated those with driving
experience ,m!ght be more susceptible to simulator sickness
than those with only passenger experience. Two hypotheses
may account for these differencess

1. Internal body conflicts arise between the visual
scenes and the "G" force and acceleration cues.

Pilots, particularly in tactical aviation, learn to
rely heavily upon "flying by the seat of the pants" to
perform their mission. This requirement stems from the
necessity to focus nearly 100 percent of the visual
attention span outside the cockpit in order to maneuver the
aircraft- to the "piece" of the sky which will accomplish the
desired tactical object$ves. During critical flight
regions, slow airspeed or nose high maneuvers, changes in

Best Avalab!e Copy 215
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(
"G" forces and accelerations serve to warn the pilot to
momentarily focus his attention "inside" the cockpit and
concentrate on controlling the aircraft to avoid
out-of-cobtrol flight conditions. Thus, pilots are
preconditioned to react to "G" forces and acceleration cues
received through their "feel" senses. Since the "G" force
and acceleration cues received by the "feel" senses do not
correspond with the visual scene represented in the 2E6,
conflicts may arise when pilots see visual scenes which
initiate anticipatory signals from these senses. The
conflict between feel and the visual scene may be greater in
experienced individuals. Because of the increased
conditioning of the "feel" senses in these individuals, the
degree of uneasiness or "simulator sickness" may increase.
This hypothesis is further supported by the fact that 44
percent of the aircrews reported loops and nose high
attitudes as a contributing factor to the onset of simulator
sickness symptoms. During vertical maneuvers, the airspeed
tends to decay rapidly which requires sensitivity to subtle
"G" force and acceleration cues to recognize when to focus
one's attention inside the cockpit. It follows that absence
of these cues in these situations might induce feelings of
anxiety and contribute to conflicts between the visual scene
presentations and the interaction of the internal "feel"
senses of the aircrews, thus, inducing simulator sickness
symptoms.

2. RIO and pilot training differences tend to make R:Os
less susceptible and pilots more susceptible to simulator
sickness.

Another contributing factor to the low number of
simulator sickness reports for the RIOs may be their type of
training background. During the undergraduate portions of
the RIO training pipeline, they are tasked with conducting
intercepts in the back of a T-39 aircraft with no access to
windows for relating aircraft maneuvers to visual scenes.
It has been reported within the community that this
operating environment is very conducive to air sickness and
individuals are "washed out" of training in this phase if
they cannot overcome the negative effects of these symptoms.
The remaining individuals have been conditioned to "deny"
the conflict between the visual senses and the sensations
created by "0" forces and accelerations in the performance
of their missions. This is just the opposite of pilot
training which requires developing increased sensitivity to
the "G" forces and accelerations to perform their prescribed
role.

The above discussions must remain hypotheses since
there are confounding sources in the data. For example, in
the "real world" and in the simulator a RIO must perform a
different type of visual timesharing task than does a pilot.
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Salo could account for tte differercez between RIO and
pilot sickness rates.

Aircraft Type
*

The data indicates that F-4 aviators got sick more
often than F-14 aviators. Forty-three percent of the F-4
pilots experienced syr;ptoms whiie only 8 percent of the
F-14 pilots reported sickness symptoms. Tnis result may be
related to differences in aircraf; flight character*stlcs or
to varied training approaches.

It should also be noted that many potentially
confounding factors nay have influenced these preliminary
findings. For example, F-14 aircrews had not ured ths 2E5
in over 90 days at the time of the interviews while tl-e -
aircrews had utilized the 2E6 within 30 days of the condnct
of the Interviews; thereore., memory decay could hav-
resulted in fewer reported cases of F-1 arcrew -!c'cerP.
Also, other factors such as age, which -" "t a :ec :P.ts.
were not analyzed. Further analys&s Is required before f.r
conclusions can be drawn.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE 2E6 AYD SAAC

This preliminary effort.. revealed that fewer !ndlv* iz
are reporting simulator sickness in the 2E6 than in *h• Ah•
Force SAAC. Simulator sickness occurred in 27 percent of
2E6 subjects and their synptor- appeared less se.ere o

the 88 percent sickness rate reported in the SAAC fCowzrt,
Kellogg and Castore, in prepzration). Differences in
utilization of the simulators, f!idelity, degree of
realism/capability and visual display hardware make it
impossible to precisely determino why these differences are
occurring at the present time. However, a prelivinary
cross-comparison of these differences may provide scme
insight into the problem.

Manner of Use

The subjects experiencing simulator sickness in the
SAAC were generally exposed to the simulator through a
well-defined, intensive syllabus and experienced more hou-s
of training in a more compressed period of time. The
greatest number of 2E6 subjects, nearly 50 percent, had five
or less total hours of simulator time, taken in one hour
time blocks in a five to ten day period. In comparison, the
SAAC subjects received 12 hours of simulator time in a five
day period. Additionally, the SAAC subjects experienced
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C
their training in a concentrated, structured environment,
while the 2E6 subjects trained in a more conventional
setting. .These differences in the training programs might
account for some of the disparity between the 2E6 and SAAC
in the percentages of aircrews reporting simulator sickness.

Only one of the 2E6 aircrew members interviewed
experienced the'intenslty of simulator usage which the SAAC
aircrews experienced (Subject 19, Appendix C).
Significantly, he was the only subject interviewed whose
symptoms persisted until after a full night of rest. He
also experienced the greatest variety of symptoms and the
most severe episodes of nausea.

Fidelity

Miller and Goodson (1960) reported the low fidelity of
the visual display in the 2-FH-2, specifically the
distortion apparent in the visual scene, as a primary
contributor to the onset of symptoms. The 2E6 display,
however, while having a low degree of structure in the field
of view, has very little distortion. It is felt that low
structure in the field of view does not induce significant

( occurrences of symptoms. However, low light levels, flicker
and a nondescript background may play a limited role in
initiating simulator sickness onset.

Realism/Capability

The "ground growth" and "progression" features of the
SAAC (not currently installed in the 2E6) enhance the
realism by providing visual cues representing changing
altitude and velocity. While these features are highly
desirable for ACM training, they may provide the trainee
with a greater degree of conflict between the missing
proprioceptive cues and the enhanced visual motion cues. It
is possible, that if these features were to be incorporated
in the 2E6, some increase In the incidence rate of simulator
sickness may occur.

Visual Display Hardware

Differences in visualdisplay hardware appear to
account for variations in symptoms, also. The 2E6 projects
model images onto a domed screen 20 feet from the aircrews.
Aircrews observe indirect image displays reflected from the
dome screen. The SAAC on the other hand, surrounds the
aircrews with large CRT displays located three to four feet
away from the aircrews. SAAC aircrews view direct light CRT
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displays collimated a= infinity. Interestingly, on-thi-d o- O~hs
SAAC-.aircrew members fro- Coward's st-:dy (4-n preparaticn, rc-::porrid instances of 4n-vo m.itarry Ifa Uak.o t ~fe
follbwina S.tAC trainirs sessions. Bu~t, out of 66 ~6 u.-ezs e ze:-
viewed, no instances of flash1-1acks wcre reportfed.

Nurnerosas crossing artacks. referree to as `high-:7,,e qt'-
shots" were prac-_Ice.7o~ SAAC. Cos4idering Vo-~3 ~.577)

studies tat e M'asseachuset!-S TinSti;tue of "'echnol--y on ~~'
era viwn. hsi an. imortant poi=t to cc-=s'ic.,-r =n zlva_-

uaring the occurrdence o f s:*mulator sickness in th SAAC.

TLhe Advanced Simulator for Pilot Training (AS77T 'cats.-
Williams AFB uses t.-.e sane type of visual display as Ithe x< A
SAAC. Du=irng on-site di`scussions with ASITesne.. -. :

of trairnees in- the AS'PT were reported as simrila to t~~
rienced in the SAAC. At"hough- incidence rates for the AS?" -;:r-
not avial, a te of one sublect's experience th e AS:' -'
reviewed in which '-a described symptom occur-r~c~. ev:i
persistence nearly-identical to those of SAAC ta-I'eeC2.

Ccortain ammouts of simulator sickness may' occur in r- " I-
ulators utilizing wide-angle visual systems. It- -Ls fel.t. nn*-j-
ever, that the training benefits which can be der-vd:rr
dlynamic visual displays far out-weigh the ne-ativ'e im~act e:-
ing from the simulator sicknIess phenomena. Z~~~~a
tory research efforts are continuing to try to ceter=in---
p..at6form motion requirements for wide-field visual !La-Z"~~
ulators (e.g., Young, 10977). It may be fea~si_"2._e qone a
correctly mate motion/force platfor.fs with v:'st'aq d! sD'"FYsentations and m~itigate incidents of simulator s7cK eF.'
meantime, applied research efforts which. can more
compoare operationall equipment and user differencezs `it ltý
capable of more accurate yascertaining the intern. =_ .

tions which lead to the onset of simulator sickness. Once :ndsq:
internal body functions have been positively identi5!ieC, i-
lator design engineers may be able to construct in.or
will reduce or eliminate this problem.

Since the Air Force study on SAAC was completed, thee he
been sIgni*ficantly less apprehension and simu..;atcT i~n'
the students. This is probably the result of a new brie-f in-3
cedure that was initiated to familiarize the-m with the
After they were briefed on what to expect in. the ~tr h
students seemed to feel more comfortable and bette= P.*-..e zo co:*o
with: the discomfort, especially after being told th.-at others
were af f eted also but that they adapted readily, with .
essence, they were ...told: "The symptoms are -very tran:cn ar:
you will adapt to it (the simulation.)." (Personal
with Mr. Robert E. Coward.)

Bestp~aiDue Copy
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APPENDIX A

- DESCRIPTION OF 2E6

the 2E6 Air Combat Maneuvering Simulator (ACM.S) was in-
stalled at the Naval Air Station, Oceana, Virginia and became
operational in November 1979. 'The device is designed to
provide close-in Air Combat Maneuvering training. The device
has two trainee stations (pilot and NFO in tandem cockpit
configuration) located inside each of two 40-foot domes which
provide a 360-degree field of view (see Figure A-1). Inside
the domes are sky-'arth projectors that project a blue sky
and green-brown earth displays separated by a white haze band.
The cockpits in the domes are mock-ups of the F-4J and F-14A
and are interchangeable. Each cockpit is fixed-based with
spatial orientation provided by computerized control of the
sky-earth projector. There is no provision to simulate visual
altitude cues or relative direction and velocity progression
over the terrain.

Each dome is also provided with a missile projector,
capable of displaying one missile in flight at a time, and
target projectors capable of displaying two aircraft
simultaneously. Four cathode ray tube projectors in each

• ( dome project a maximum of two targets and accurately
simulate target altitude and range, from 300 feet to 25,000
feet.

An Instructor Operator Station (OS) associated with
each dome (or trainee station) provides control for that
station in the independent mode or for both stations in the
integrated mode. In the independent mode, all activity
occurs in a single dome; the Integrated mode requires an
interaction of activity between domes. In either mode, a
pilot can fly against a computerized bogie, if desired.

In either the independent or the integrated modt 1 the
Instructor Pilot (UP) can choose computer control of a
programmed target (adversary) or "choose to fly" the
adversary himself from a modified throttle and stick at a
control station located at the 10S (see Figure A-2). Each
1OS and trainee station Is operated by an independent
computer system. Figure A-3 provides a functional diagram
of the complete 2E6 ACMS.

A normal training mission consists of seven to ten
engagement* in a 30 to 45 minute period with each engagement
lasting two to four minutes. At the beginning of each
mission, the IP selects aircraft and adversary type, initial
conditions (airspeed, altitude, heading), weapons, fuel
loads and other mission specific criteria. The mission can
be frozen in time and restarted from that point, reset to
the initial conditions, or reset and new initial conditions
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Figure A-1. Air Combat Maneuvering Simulator, Device 2E6
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Figure A-2. Instructor Operator Station
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selected. During the reset function all mission conditions
are reset, including spatial orientation; the sky/earth
display "snaps" back rapidly to the zero degrees ptch, roll
and yaw.

Debrief of the mission is available at an independent "
console and-d!splay system, allowing extensive review and
hard copy extraction of selected parameters. Up to 15
minutes of replay also is available within the dome. During
replay, all training displays and conditions are replayed
with the exception of aircraft control movement.
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APPENDIX B

SIMUTLATOR EFFECTS QUESTIONNAIRE

Introduction

This questiormaire is designed to provide informtion pertinent to a

study of the desi.a and use of visual full-ndission similators such as the
2E-6 AD}S. The focus of t-he questior~aire is on reported cases of physio-
logical symptoms similar to motion sickness or othei form of disconfort
associated with simulator use in both the Navy 2E-6 wid t-he Air Force Si=i-

lator for Air-to-Air Carbat (S&C).

The study is funded by Naval Air Systew Camd through the Naval

Training Equipaent Center. Permission to circulate the questimaire has
been obtained from Comander Fighter Wing MNE. All information provided is
cdnfidential to this study.

The questiomnaire item are directed at four categories:

General background inforuation.
Discussion of any discomfort or syuptoms associated
dukring use of the 2E-6.
Discussion of any discanfort or syaptcu which may
occur after 2E-6 use.

General questimos related to the application of the
2E-6 in A". training.

The questicrrwalre will take approximately 30 minu.tes. We are very
interested in your oplinicos. Very little informat.-I.on exsts reiat•ive to
the physiological effects of high ec-dIlog siimlator usage. Please be a&q
specific as you can and feel free to add mny ccamrnts you mirght have aboit

the questiomaire or the gw~ral topic.
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1. How many total flying hours have you accumulated? _

Uhat air'raft types are you rno c=-rent in? .__-

Ho many hours do you have in each?

Are you an Aviator or NaMml Fligt Officer?

2. kow uuh exPerience have you gained in the 2E-6?

Riat was the average length of each period? ... ...........

3. Was your first exposure to the 2E-6 a result of a structured training

program or personal interest?

Wiat was the type of program and the amount of ZE-6 use? _-_..._

4. Have you had experimce in visual sinulators otrher than the 2E_7? -

Which simulators?

(~ ~~o mib4 nh tire in each?_________________________

For uahat purpose? .....

Did you experience any disomfort or syaptang of M~tion siclass in any
of tbeee trainers?

Please describe the syrtoxm you experienced in each trainer?

Did you experience any other pbysiolog&cal effects such as profuse

Sweatig uifle in these trainers?
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- ArT-JDS ,R CCWO@Rr-D tM-JRNG 2E-6 USE

-a flig= elitor such as the 2E-6 prdsents aircrews with very

i distinctive visual cues. The lack of notion tnd the bhigh fidelity of the

synthetic vis. dispy prov•_ded by the 2E-6 have been noted as being a

possible sotrce of discn..ior- reported by aircrews, or what týhe Air Force

has termed ".Scii.ator Sicavess". The ipact of the synthetic visual cueing

is of great interest. The following qaestiions seek to exara-zie your opinicrs

of visual simlator use of the ZE-6.

5. Did you ex:•e__.ce &n adenate intoduction to the V.-6 as a part of

y=ur first rissicn.!? . ....

How long ware you in the d on yo=r first =:.ssion?

Did yoi break y-- fIrst ta.ni•g session into 1 or _-Dre ra'Oi.d pe_ s

in the dnre?

6. Did you experience sycptcns of motion sicdmess or disc orf that you

attributed to traini.ng in the do= o. yo= first i.ssion?_ _

HMI long were yWa i. the do--e veyo,. syptcas occrred?

ciat syatrm• did you experiwpc? .......

Nausea?
" Dizziness? __________________________

leas?

Feeling of being disoriented?

Vertigo? _____ .... __ _

Headache? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Visual problem such as focusing? ...... ...... .

7. Rave you experienced discomfort or symtcms of votion si&kiss d=in:
successive Uissions?
W.mt were the synptows? _

Specifically, did yvu experience any nausea while in the 2E-6?

Do you now experience these synptcm uihen in the cke?

If .ot, after how any nxission/1ous did the sycptoms s!'.sLde?

In utat order did the wynptow• subside? _
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8. If you experience syrptoms of discomfort or motion sickness in the

trainer, can you identify a specific mxxeuver or simulator function

that usually initiates syapton onset? -_
Did the aircrew n~ber yoa were training with get sick on the sae

mission that you did?

Was the 2E6 fully operational or were there MYy 1l.. discepneies

on the flig~hts in which you exper-ienced your discomfort or syzptoxs?

On missions which you experienced synptcms or disccomfort, were you

flying against the cacuter or amther aircrew.?

9. Wiile training in the 2E6, are trhere any particular distractions which

interfere with your concentration on the tasks recaired to perform A"?

1( 0. Uhen in the 2E6, how much do you perspire as cctpared to &,. act=a A.A

training flight?

Mch mrore Mre Salee Less Mwih less
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E•ECTS THA-I OCCUR A•FT__R USING TiE 2E-6

The e].r.g-Z qt.stio.-s rare pertinent to effects'that occur after

udmssions i*i the 2E-6.

11. Generally, hc4" do you feel after comleting a 2E-6 rirssion as cctparec

to an ADI traii-r fighz?

ore FatiZEd S.-1. 1ss Fati-,jd

Physically

Mentally

12. After using the 2E-6, have you ever e_•eri'crd m- discoifort, vi•-*al

after effects or other syitcz. ?

What were your syvpto=s?

Ubat aspects of your siralatar exmerience do ya t.hink cz:sed the

synpto•s?

13. After using the 2E-6, have you experienced any difficulty in rea-ing of

other CFC displays or any other type of e4/splays? ---- _... . .__

Reading books?

Watching T.V.?

Focusing difficulty?
Headaches?
Dizziness? __..... ..

14. If you experienced visual after effects (i.e., rept'y of v•xv-.. seqcxcas,

flashbacks) that you associated with 2E-6 training.ho, :m r1 after the

training session did they occur? ................... _ _

ltiat activity were you engaged in at occ=rence? ........ .... ..__--

Please describe in detail the characteristics of the vi-sual after effects.
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i . Have you ever experienced flashbacks of any sort associated with any

other activities or trainring? _--_

-ave the 4iffects noted above subsided?

SHow long ifcer you last t'rainng session did t~hey subside? -_

(
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GCE:\,AL QLTESTTC..S E.ATED TO 2--6 2?.

The ites bbe_.,- are of a genral nature, but are LmDort._a"t for.V-.

understaiding of how sintiator characteristics affect aircre,-s. The. ar,,-w.rs .

could ifpact the. futtze desi'p. &nd i npl tation of siL r,1ators such Ws t-e

2E-6.

15. Can you identify &ny deviation from your r.onra! ACM cockpit scan ,hn

training in the 2E-6?

16. Mien atte-pting to achieve a high G turn do you have the smsatio"n of

really pulling G? If so, what articles of fi*.t gear

were you wesrg_ at the time?

If not, have you fln i in the 2E-6 with your no,-=! f.iE.;t gSear •n?

17. While training in the 2E-6, do you perceive differeces i-n you= abili

to focus uien transferring fro outside the ocxpit to inside ps cm-

pared to infUight ALM training?

Can you cite exarv2es? __.

18. Prior to y)%= experience in a visual mission siflatcr, uat uas yo;=

opinion of training AO! in a simulator?

-hat is your opinion raw? ....... ...

Do you see any difficulty in flying after a Bin.,la tor eission?

If so, why? -_

Provision of your nrae, orgaiization and phone number or. the c-uestion-

ruire is volunrtay and would only be used if inforwtion yau provide On•the

quesdom-mire indicates furr.her research is desired.

___ __Nam . Organization

Phone
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( GLOSSARY

Emesis - Vomiting.

Flashb-ck- Ret-ia], after-images which occur following.
exposure to simulator visual scenes.

Ground growth The expansion or contraction of the back-
ground visual scenes to simulate descents
or ascents in altitude.

Ground progression The movement of the background visual
scenes in relation to the observer to
simulate .movement over the ground.

Independent mode Permits the Instructor Operator Station
(IOS) to control only one cockpit trainer.

Integrated mode Permits the selected Instructor Operator
Station (IOS) to control both cockpit
trainers interactively.

Kinesthetic Literally "feeling of motion"; refers to
the sensitivity of movements of parts of
the body (e.g., arms, legs, tongue and
eyeballs) in relation to the whole due to( the excitation of receptor cells located in
the muscles, tendons and joints of the
body.

Leans A false sensation of bank or tilt.

Motor dyskinesia Impairment of an individual's power of
voluntary locomotion.

Ocular Of or pertaining to the eye.

Proprioceptive The sense of position, movement, pressure
and equilibrium. It is divided into two
major subclasses: Kinesthetio and
Vestibular.

Reset function The freezing of the simulator visual dis-
play and returning to a new set of initial
conditions.

Vertigo False sensation of bodily position and/or
movement.

Vestibular Involves the perception of spatial move-
ments and spatial orientation of the body
as a whole, resulting from excitation of
receptor cells located in the nonauditory
labyrinth of the ear.
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SUMMARY PAGE

THE PROLM • . ,

What are the possible factors which contribute to "motion sickness" in the.
2-FH-2 Hover Trainer?

FINDINGS

A review was made of the development of Device 2-FH-2, including two evalua-
tions. These evaluations pointed with no little concern to the problem of "motion
sickness" experienced in the simulator.

The writers feel that the hypotheses offered by others to the effectthat these
symptoms were elicited by the conflict between visual cues of motion and static physio-
logical cues is fa'se. The problem seems to lie in one or a combination of several
imodes of distortion: There exist both static and dynociic dstorfions in Ihe projected
scenery; there are errors ir the perceived directioral changes of motion; and there
are dynamic error" in the perceived angular ratf, of motion. These distortions are

S( pointed out herein and suggestions ore made as to how they might be alleviated.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1952, the Bell Aircraft Corporation wao awarded a contract by tne Spec*,c'
Devices Cenier of the Navy for the development of a device to ald research in *rcin;'g
helicopter rulots by means of simulated visual contact. The co~ntract specified also that .-

the device F'as to furnish realistic training for helicopter pilots in hovering and av.o-
rotation flight maneuvers. The de Florez Company of New York City was engaged unde-
sub-contract to develop a method of attaining the required visual real'im and to des'gn
and construct the essential components demonstrating the capabilities of the r.,etiVod
devised.

The hovering operation of the devi,. was first demonstrated in December 1954, a'
the Bell Aircraft Corporation, Wheatfield, New York. In April 1955, a demonstration
of combined hovering and two-projector method of autorotation was held for representa-
tives of the aried forces.

After certain improvements were made in the original device, it was installed at
Helicopter Training Group One (HTG- 1), Ellyson Field, Pensacola, Florida, in February
1956. A modification kit (composed of a light source demagnifier, autorotat;on transpar-
ency, and a transparency storage rack) whish was added in July 1956, completed the
device, and it was subsequently referred to as Device 2-FH-2.

It should be made clear at this point that the function originally intended for Device
24-H-2 was to make possible the investigation of certain problems including those in-
volving visual contact encountered in flight training. It was also to provide a means of
evaluating the point-source system of visual presentation and to provide training in auto-
rotation and hovering maneuvers in order to permit correlation of its characteristics statis-
tically with human subjects.

DESCRIPTION OF DEVICE 24H-2

The three principal components of the device are the projection system, the cockpit,
and the computer. These components ore presented schematically in Figure 1.
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Proje:tion System

The prjection system developed for this device is based on the assumption .'hat
the comLirjtion of a small diameter point source of light and a transparency o!ate
containing'special scenery can orovide a realistic terrain perspoctive and" motion pre-
sentat;on. Through the use of this technique, a realistic, non-programmed, wide-
angle, presentation of scenery in excess of 260" azimuth by 75= elevation has been
achieved.

Unlike conventional projection systems, this system does not depend bas*cally
upon wide angle lenses. Projection of the scenery is obtained by the emission of
light from a high intensity, extremely small diameter source. As the rays of light
from this source pass through a transparent film depicting a particL '"r scene, the scene
is very much enlarged and projected on a specially contoured screen. Mot.on oi the
scenery is obtained by the displacement of the transparency relative to the light sour.e.
Two separate, overlapping, projectors are used in Device 2-FH-2: the terrain pro-
jector and the sky projector. The terrain projector is used to depict the near terrain,
the far scenery, and a portion oft the sky. The sky projector continues the sky to the
upper limits of the screen (Figures 1 and 2). The point source lamp which was found
to be most suitable was an OSRAM, high pressure, mercury arc lamp. This lamp was
used in conjunction with a specially devised demagnifier composed of a wide aperture
camera lens, a microscopic condenser, a mirror, and a dispersion tip.

Two transparencies were included with the original device. The low altitude plate
(0-55 feet) projected a simulated area of 780 feet by 780 feet. The high altitude p!ote
(0-500 feet) simulated art area of 3,000 feet by 3,000 feet. The movement of the irons-
parencies is accomplished by means of six integrated servo systems. These systems ore
capabie of producing three translational and three attitudinal freedoms. Thus, relative
motion between the transparency and the lamp is usted to achieve changes in the pro-
jected picture which describe what a pilot would see if he were actually flying a
helicopter.

The remaining component of the projection system is the scteen, the general shape
of which is shown in Figure 1. The screen is constructec! of fiber glass sections w.ch
are sorfoced with glass beads to ensure a high reflection factor. The final shape of thc
screen was determined by Dr. Francis Murray of Columbia University and was designed
so a% to miiimize irregular illumination, errors in velocity judgmento distortions of size
and distance, and to provide as correct ocular convergence as possible.
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Cockpit

The c4.ckpit contains the usual flight controls and essential flight instruments in
as realisticlon environment as possible (see Figure 3). The instrument panel is similar
to that found in the HTL-5 helicopter. However, only the following instruments hove
been activated: the manifold pressure gauge dual tachometer, airspeed indicator, alti-
meter, and compass. An intercommunication system is provided between the instructor
and trainee. Dynamic effects of vibration and rough landing jolts are produced by
rotating eccentric weights of the vibration system within the cockpit framework. These
are the only motions actually experienced in the cockpit. Two instruments, the computer
reset and the freeze switch, not conventionally found in helicopters, are located at the
base of the instrument panel in the simulator. The computer reset provides a five-second
period in which the pitch and roll angles and all of the attitudinal and translational
velocities for the projectors and computer are returned to zero. This function has been
found beneficial to the novice at various stages of training. The freeze switch stops
all computer activity with the exceptions of manifold pressure, engine rpm, and rotor
rpm.

Two speakers are mounted in the cockpit behind the pilot to provide simulated

engine noise. The noise frequency changes with engine rpm.

Computer

The purpose of the computer is to take inputs from motion of the cockpit flight
controls and produce electrical outputs representing the angular and translational
velocities an actual helicopter would assume from similar control inputs. The computer
consists of many electromechanical components such as: summing amplifiers, integration
servos, position servos, resolvers, functional potentiometers, relays, demodulators, and
servo amplifiers. In addition, various regulated and unregulated power supplies, which
furnish the power to do the computation, are located within the computer.

A more detailed description of Device 2-FH-2 may be found in references (1) and
(2).

PREVIOUS STUDIES

The preliminary demonstrations of the 24H-2 at the Bell Aircraft Corporation
indicated that the simulation of actual flying conditions was quite realistic. Although
their tests were admittedly inconclusive, there was some evidence of positive transfer
of training from performance in the 2-FH-2 to that in a helicopter.
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It was found, however, that a large number of observers (mostly helicopter pilots)
experienceB some degree of vertigo during these demonstratiorgs. The feeling of vertigo z..
was found to be worse when the affected operator lost control of the device. The
comments oJ the workers involved in these demonstrations suggested strongly that the
cause of the vertigo "did not stem from incorrect visual presentation, but rather from
the lack of associated effects on the body." (1) The similarity of the equations of
motion in the 2-FH-2 presentation to those in actual helicopter motion supports the
hypothesis quoted above in that it demonstrates that the real and simulated motions
were indeed of the some order.

It was subsequently concluded that these induced feelings of vertigo do not indicate
a lack of training ability of the device. "Rather it indicates a lack of completeness in
the simulated environment and in addition to the visual requirements, helicopter pilots
require body accelerations to complete cue inputs. This effect was not ignored in
early planning, but early demonstrations indicated satisfactory illusion of flight was
attainable with its omission. It now appears that future operational trainers might be
improved, or at least be granted easier acceptance by seasoned helicopter pilots, by
the addition of body motion to satisfy developed visual and inertial motion sensing.
But, it remains to be proven that the inclusion of approximated body accelerations will
enhance the training capabilities of the device for non-pilot or non-helicopter pilot
trainees and thus be economically justified." (1) It was thus concluded by the Bell
Aircraft investigators that it would be an improvement in future simulators if a compatible
body-projector motion could be produced.

Following installation of the Device 2-FH-2 at Ellyson Field, an evaluQtion study
was conducted by Havron and Butler, representatives of the Psychological Rezarch
Associates. Only a brief summary of this evaluation will be presented at this time.

The purpose of the above evaluation was "to determine to what extent the device
was useful in initial stages of helicopter training and what problems arose as a result of
the exposure of students to a number of hours of practice in the device prior to flight in
an operational helicopter." Thirty-six subjects were used in the study and were divided
evenly into experimental and control groups. A special training syllabus was devised
for the experimental group slated to receive training in the simulator. Subsequently, a
rating form was devised which served as a criterion upon the completion of the study.
The criterion appearing on this form consisted of the five helicopter maneuvers which
were considered to be the most critical and the most difficult.
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( The experimental procedure was as follows: All subjects were first given their A-1
familiarization flight and their ground school training. The experimental group was then
given twelve thirty-minute training sessions on the simulator totaling six hours. Follow-
ing this, both the experimental and control groups were given training in the HTL-51 up
throug; the fifth training period (a-5). Finally, both grobps were given a test hop in -
the HTJ-5 in which the five maneuvers contained in the rating scale were graded by
experiinced instructors.

The results of analyzing these data demonstrated that there was no significant
difference in the perfomiance of the two groups. This lack of significance was not con-
sidered to be surprising in view of the fact that the student learns the basic maneuvers
in about ten hours anyway and usually has little difficulty in doing so.

The fact that the performance of the experimental group was found not to be
superior to that of the control group may be attributed to a number of factors, e.g.,
lack of fidelity of controls. Until these factors are corrected, the student may be
likely to learn adjustments on the simulator which are dissimilar to those required in
the helicopter. Havron and Butler (3) stated that the deficiencies concerning the lack
of fidelity were known to the designers but that "because of technical problems and lack
of funds, had not been corrected" at the time of their evaluation. In view of this, it
is unfortunate indeed that the 2-FH-2 was installed and declared finished when known
deficiencies were left uncorrected. Inasmuch as simulation of this nature is inherently
complex, a negative evaluation, no matter how thoroughly qualified the recommenda-

( tions are, might well have a deleterious effect on future investigation along similar
lines. It is fortunate that Havron and Butler gave a straightforward report of what they
felt to be the reasons for the lock of fidelity and the subsequent ineffectiveness of the
instrument as a training device.

As was mentioned previously, during the early demonstrations of the 2-FH-2 at
the Bell Aircraft Corporation, it was noted that a number of individuals experienced
vertigo, nausea, and similarly unpleasant sensations. Similar experiences have been
encountered in connection with other visual contact flight simulators (e.g., the F-151
Aerial Fixed Gunnery Trainer). In the Havron and Butler study a questionnaire revealed
that twenty-eight of thirty-six respondents experienced some degree of sickness. These
respondents included instructors, students, and other personnel experienced both in the
2-FH-2 and the HTL-5. The more experienced instructors seemed to be the most sus-
ceptible to these unpleasant sensations. Most cases of sickness were reported in the
early stages of the experiment. It was also revealed that the "motion sickness" usually
occurred in the first ten minutes of a given training session. Interestingly, these feel-
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ings of sickness were frequently felt for several hours after leaving the trainer and, in
some cases, individuals reported no immediate sickness but became sick later in the
day. This scaca led motion sickness became such a serious problem that it was felt that
unless it can'be remedied in some way the utilization of such simulators as training de-
vices would be limited considerably. The Havron-Butler study lists a large number of
possible causes for this sickness and discusses them in detail. Consequently, they will
not be reiterated at this time.

In spite of the problems encountered in their evaluation, Havron and Butler con-
cludet! in general that a visual contact simulator can indeed prove to be an extremely
useful instrument in a number of different areas of aviation. Some of the advantages of
using such a simulator as opposed to using actual aircraft are: safety for the aircraft and
the pilot, independence of weather, training for special missions, minimizing radiation
exposure in pioneer studies in nuclear powered aircraft, and the possibility of large
economical savings. These advantages can be realized, however, only if the existing
problems of fidelity, motion sickness, control characteristics, and other difficulties are
overcome.

As is emphasized in the Havron-Buder report the most pressing problem to be faced
at present in the 2-FH-2 is that of simulated motion sickness. Obviously this limits the
efficacy of the machine in both its role as a research tool and as a hover trainer. Conse-
quently, the Naval School of Aviation Medicine was asked to review the problem and
make recommendations which might'alleviate this problem.

PROCEDURE

In an attempt to become more familiar with the device, the authors first interviewed
a number of individuals acquainted with it- operation and some who had been present
during previous studies. Following a familiarization "flight" in the simulator, a brief
flight in the HTL-5 was mode by the writers and three other members of the staff of the
Naval School of Aviation Medicine In order to make comparisons.

Next, several of the instructors who had been used in the Hovron -Butler evaluation
study were interviewed. One of these men had been so badly disoriented in the simulator
that he was later forced to stop his car, get out, and walk around in order to regain his
bearings enough to continue driving. An interesting point here is that several hours had
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elapsed since he had "flown" the simulator, and he was well on nis way home before
these effects were experienced. There were many similar cases in which no particular -

ill effects weie felt while "flying" but in which such symptoms as headache, disorienta-
tlion, and dizziness occurred later.

Finally, it was deci'ded that two men, Y and.G, should learn to operate the 2-FH-2
for the purpose of later running subjects. The former, however, was forced to discontinue
this after six hours of training because he began to have severe symptoms of motion sick-
ness. G became fairly proficient in flying the simulator with about thirty hours of train-
ing. The only ill effect he reported was a marked fatigse experienced after each "hop".
It may be well to note here that four men from Ellyson Field, who were checked out on
the 2-FH-2 at the Bell Laboratories were able, after four hours in the simulator, to
successfully hover the HTL-5. This is accomplished usually within about two hours in
the helicopter training program. Also, G had the opportunity later to fly the HTL-5.
With some fifty hours of experience in the simulator he was able to fly maneuvers re-
quired of a man with about ten hours in the Training Command. It should be understood
that neither the group of four men nor G had the advantage of a programmed syllabus of
instruction on the simulator. The task was nearly one of trial and error.

The decision was made at the start as to what was probably the most obvious and
accessible facet of the problem: the distortion of distance cues provided by the lack of

( retinal disparity and convergence. A black patch worn over one eye would eliminate
these cues and thus any distortion which might have been present due to them.

The subjects used in this experiment were ten U. S. Navy enlisted men, stationed
at U. S. Naval Air Station, Pensacola, whose ages ranged from 17 to 21 years. They
were divided into two equal groups. Each of the men was given four hops in the simula-
tor which consisted of the maneuvers reported by Havron and Butler to most frequently
provoke "motion sickness." These maneuvers were practiced by G for approximately
six hours in an attempt to standardize the "flight plan ." They were used in the follow-
ing order: 1) an orientation flight around the limits of the area; 2) hover at approxi-
mately 5 feet above the runway; 3) fore and aft oscillations; 4) turns on a spot; 5)
lateral oscillations; 6) landing. Group A was given two hops without the patch, follow-
ed by two hops with the patch; Group B was given two hops with the patch, followed
by two hops without the patch. Each man was interviewed and given a questionnaire
upon the completion of each hop in on effort to determine the nature and degree of the
effects which he experienced.
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No stati.stical difference was found between the two groups, nor was there A differ- -
ence due tothe presence or absence of the patch. However, two very definite con-
clusions wer4 drawn: 1) A great many more than ten subjects are needed to distinguish
cases of actwai sickness from malingerers and from subjects who have accepted a suggested
sickness. 2) A means much more reliable than the questionnaire is needed to determine
both the existence and the degree of sickness.

At this point the writers estimated that a period of about two years would be required
to evaluate systematically all properties of the simulator which might contribute to motion
sickness. They were informed, however, that due to space demands and maintenance
problems the machine could not be committed for more than four months. The problem of
maintenance had already been forcefully brought to the writers' attention: The machine
required about three hours repair for every two hours of operation. It was thought advis-
able therefore to spend the available time in an attempt to localize the trouble spots and
make recommendations for further research, rather than to begin the project with little
hope of being able to finish it.

DISCUSSION

With the Havron and Butler Report, the Bell Engineering Report, the Special
Devices Maintenance Manual, and the machine itself at their disposal, the writers began
an attempt to pinpoint the trouble areas of the 2-FH-2. These reports were used as
general references and while in some cases similar findings were made, the following re-
sults were found independently of previous investigations.

PHYSIOLOGICAL CUES

At first glance a "flight" in the 2-FH-2 appears to be so similar to an actual flying
situation in the Bell HTL-5 that it is rather difficult to account for the fact that there is
so much difference In their respective effects on the operators. In trying to account for
these differences, the first thought of those most concerned with the simulator was that
the basis lay in the conflict between the visual and physiological cues of motion. Inas-
much as the seat in the simulator does not move, the cues of motion are received from a
visual source without the expected accompanying physiological 'use. This conflict may
indeed be one of the elements contributing to *motion sickness," but Its relative impor-
tance in the complexity of contributing factors Is rather doubtful. Aviators are quite often
called upon to choose between two or more conflicting cues without any resulting sickness.
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Any physiological cue to motion is elicited only by changes in rate of motion, i.e.,
acceleratior•or deceleration, and these changes in rate are normally almost impercept-
ible in the IHTL-5. Furthermore, the instructors know what to expect, whereas the
student, having had essentially no experience in helicopters, has not had the opportunity
of building up such expectancies. Instructors, however, report that they must relax in
order to "feel" these cues of motion. Now, since virtually oil of the students are very
"tense" in at least their first two or three hops in both the simulator and helicopter, it
becomes a difficult to account for the fact that 10 to 15 per cent of the students experi-
ence "motion sickness" in their first few hops. In considering the above, one is led to
believe that the basic problem is concerned with conflicting visual cues, rather than
a conflict between visual and proprioceptive cues.

CONTROLS

One of the most difficult problems in learning to fly helicopters is that of over-
controlling. This is due primarily to the slight (one to two seconds) lag between move-
ment of controls and the student's recognition of response by the aircraft. The helicopter
begins its directional movement as it makes the required attitudinal adjustment, whereas
the simulator executes the full attitudinal adjustment before beginning a directional
movement. The characteristic increases tie lag in cyclic control to two to three times
that of the HTL-5. Since the only way for the simulator to assume a nose down attitude,
in preparation for forward flight for instance, is to shift the scenery upward on the screen,
an illusion is produced of flying backward. This, in turn, encourages even greater over-
controlling. In at least one instance this situation of negative feedback has caused an
experienced helicopter pilot to completely reverse his cyclic control. For example, he
began to correct for undesired forward movement with bock cyclic.

In overcontrolling, the pilot soon begins to "chase" the aircraft and often loses
control of it completely. Obviously, this loss of control produces a violent maneuver.
The more violent maneuvers were found to produce a greater degree of "motion sickness."
Subjects have reported that they are more prone to b .come sick when sitting as a passen-
ger with nothing to do than when they are actually "flying" the simulator. This may well
account for the reports that a higher percentage of Instructors than students become sick,
since the students have the controls the majority of the time.

In an effort to remedy the problem of overcontrolling It is suggested that an instru-
ment indicating the position of the cyclic be installed. This will provide the student with
o means of immediate feedback as to cyclic position. This Instrument might be in the form
ofonoscillisc•ppe,an auditory tone, or a spring loading system in the cyclic itself.

(
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TRANSPARENCY

Movement of the transparency plate provides the cues for all attitudinal and
directioftl movements except those in the vertical plane. All these movements re :
well coýrdinated with the controls and, with the exceptioh of the turning movement,
are quite satisfactory. Quite often, when effecting a turn on a spot or some similar 2-

maneuver, the transparency begins to shudder. This in turn causes the scene on the
screen to shake v iolently and resemble an earthquake. Subjects have reported that this
contributes to the "motion sickness."

The main point of reference used by aviators in visual flying is the horizon. In the
simulator, an image projected from the square transparency plate upon the round screen
produces on illusion of a horizon with corners. The horizon rises up to a peak corres-
ponding to a corner of the plate, and then begins to drop off. This is somewhat disturb-
ing to ihe pilot in his effort to stay oriented.

In the present location of the simulator at Ellyson Field, it is nearly impossible to
keep the transparency free from dust. Subjects have reported that this dust provides a
distraction in the scene; however, this is thought not to be of major importance since
the dust particles remain in a constant position relative to other objects in the scene.

The scene presented by the transparency may be too complex. It is not uncommon
for an individual, upon finding himself in a strange situation with a multitude of stimuli
bombarding him, to experience a degreeaof nausea, dizziness, et cetera. An example of
this may be found in the case of a newcomer in a large city, or a stranger at a big party.
Havron and Butler support this idea in noting the difference between Ill effects suffered
while using the complex lowaltitude plate and those suffered while using the much simpler
high altitude plate. Perhaps it would be of benefit to simplify the mass of stimuli with
which the pilot must deal.

Also, it is suggested that the three dimensional objectst especially the ones near-
*it the landing field, be removed from the transparency plate. In addition to their con-
tribution to complexity, they appear tremendously distorted from simulated positions of
low altitude and short range. Movement In the vertical plane Is provided in the simulator
by vertical movement of the light source. When the pilot is performing precision moneu-
vers near the hangar, for instance at about 5 feet, the light source is far below the top of
the hangar on the transparency. This causes the hangar, which should be approximately
35 feet tall, to loom up on the screen to on apparent height of 75 to 100 feet. This
height varies, of course, with the altitude and distance from the hangar.
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A sýcond transparency provides the top portion of the picture, i.e., sky and clouds.•
A problem here is that the two pictures overlap approxima'tely 2 feet. This fusion or the--
pictureýprovides an obscure band across the screen just above the horizon.

LIGHT SOURCE"

The picture presented on the screen Is dim and blurred. This may be a function of
the light source, the screen surface, or the transparency. Whatever the source these
properties should be modified since blur gives the impression of motion, and this may
well be a contributing factor to the motion sickness involved. This impression of motion
may also be a factor causing poor performance by a student in that, during hovering
maneuvers, one must respond to the slightest impression of movement.

The Bell Engineering Report recommends that the light source be 24 inches above
the eyes of the observer in order that optimum perspective and clearness may be obtained
at a simulated altitude of 3 to 5 feet. The source moves a distance of 7 inches during the
scope of operation, but at a simulction altitude of 5 feet, it is 9.8 inches lower than the
recommended distance from a subject 5 feet, 11 inches toll.

As is mentioned above, this projection system is distorted in that the usual cues for
S( retinal disparity and ocular convergence are locking.

An alternative method of projection is suggested in the Bell Eng;neering Report (1).
The method is composed essentially of two polarized light sources appropriately separated
so as to project two images onto a specvlar reflecting surface. If the observer is wearing
properly adjusted polarized goggles, the illusIon of depth is produced by virtue of the
fact that the images do not originate from the same source. This method consequently
decreases the severity of the screen cont-our requirements. Although this system has
certain advantages as mentioned above, u serious shortcoming is that the observer must
keep his head perpendicular to the plane of polarization on the screen at all times or
the effect is destiryod.

SCREEN

Two of the primary foctors to be considered In the design of the screen aire housing
and light return. In an effort Io avoid problems in these respects, however, .ho designers
have created other, permaps more serious problems. Let us first consider the size of the
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screen. From the cockpit, the furthest point upon which a pilot is called to focus is
about 12 feet. The closest point on the screen is about 6 feet from his eyes. This differ-

- ence of abogt 6 feet represents, in the scene, a distance of a matter of miles. Obviously,
the represerned distance to an object in the scene is some exponential function of the

*" actual distazce to that given point on the screen. Therefore, any movement of t6e head
will increase or decrease the represented distance to an object in an exponential manner,
and any correction effected by increasing the radius of the screen would alleviate this

* problem in the same manner.

If it were possible for the light source and the pilot's eyes to be at the same point,
the ideal shape of the screen would be spherical. However, this is not possible. Thus,
a deviation in the shape of the screen from that of a sphere was made in an effort to
correct for the distance from the light source to the pilot's eyes. This deviation may or
may not have achieved its purpose. In view of the fact that, at its present site, the light
source is several inches too low and the cockpit has two seats with the focal point of the
screen between them, it would be rather difficult to determine the adequacy of the in-
tended design.

In referring to Figure 1 the reader will note that at the bottom of the screen, the
curve is nearly flat and that it Is greatly accelerated about halfway up the screen and
flattens out again at the top. In the area of greatest curvature, projected scenery appears
to be slightly "squeezed in." This causes a great deal of distortion during pitching and
rolling maneuvers. Also, in straight and level flight scenery appears to be accelerated as
it passes that area of the screen.

Because neither of the seats is located at the focal point of the screen, a parallax Is
perceived by on observer from either seat. For example, from the left seat, as the curva-
ture of the screen increases upward, all objects appear to slant to the left. As the trcnsi-
tion is made in the curvature of the screen from acceleration to deceleration, a transition
is also being made in the direction of the parallax. An object then appears to be slightly
bowed and squeezed in at the point of greatest curvature in the screen, and finally appears
In true vertical perspective in the flat portion at the top. However, clouds are the only
objects which are usually presented in the upper portion of the screen. Thus, virtually
all of the stimuli which provide important cues to the pilot are distorted.

There is a similarly varying distortion evident in the lateral plane. Figures 4 and 5
are time exposures taken of a scene from different locations In the cockpit of i`e 2-FH-2.
Figure 4 was token from a point directly under the light source. Figure 5 wos taken at
approximately the same height from a point 2 feet to the right of the lighýt source. It is
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apparent. immediately when comparing these figures that a considerable amount of dis-
tortion fi produced when the scene is viewed from points other than directly under the -
light source. If this distortion were constant, the observer would likely be able to
adapt. lJnfortunately, however, the degree of the distortion is changing continually
with movements of either the scenery or the observer's head. Since these distortions
are due to the offset position of the seats, the only area free of parallax is that area on
the screen which is aligned with the observer's eyes and a vertical line from the light
source. The greater the distance from this area to a point being attended, the greater
the distortion will be. Thus, a pilot performing a turn on a spot to the left, may observe
that a fence post or telephone pole which slants about fifteen degrees to the left, grad-
ually approaches the vertical as it approaches this area of the screen, and then begins
to slant to the right. 'If this parallax contributes to the cause of "mothon sickness", one
may readily account for the fact that a greater percentage of instructors get sick than
do students; the instructors have learned to scan the visible area constantly, whereas
the students tend to fixate on a particular area of the screen and simply to attend to that
portion of the scene which comes into this area.

Any cues which remain at a fixed position with respect to the screen will be per-
ceived as conflicting with the cues of motion which are projected upon the screen. Dust
presents a greater problem here than on the transparency, and it is much more difficult

-( to remove. An attempt to vacuum the screen resulted only in making more definite
streaks on It. This problem con probably be alleviated only by resurfacing the screen.
Also, there are several large oil spots on the lower portions of the screen which were '
made while lubricating the overhead transmission,

Another reference point on the screen which remains fixed Is the line between the

upper and lower sections of the screen. Unfortunately, this line serves also as a very
good reference cue to the horizon; during straight and level flight It is situated just
above the horizon. This factor may contribute to faulty learning as well as to mntian
sickness in the 2-4H-2.

A number of Individuals have commented Independently that the apparent movement
of the scenery In the 2-FH-2 Is considerably more rapid than the corresponding movement
observed from a helicopter. The cause of this effect Is not clear, It may be however the
end result produced by certain factors discussed previously such as blurring, distorted size
perspective, distorted movement parallax, etc. This problem has been recognized and

1• dIscussed in the Bell Aircraft Engineering Report (1).
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tisrc" of light and a tranqpkreiicy rwo tralqjorencies were hiclule.d
l- 1 a, o l.,taining" special scuiry nan iwith the original dcvice. The1 . low

T i,ruvtlMe a r•alistic terrain peri•.xclive :iltil|,h. ihale (0 to 5S fcet) pr,,jcct,
aMi motion presI' natinn (Fig. 2). a siintLlert grninil art.n of 780 feet

: . I,. . " " .' =J- "- "

.Ing. 1. &-hrm.a of M-1!1 2-VII-2 helicopter ,imnlaiar.

Throtigh the u'se of this lelhniqule, a hoy 78'0 feet. The high a•ltitud e plate
r,'iGli~tc, non-prorgrn|,inn, l. wide-angle. (0-500 feet) simula•ted an arena of
l,,r.sen.atinn, of seenery in excess of. 3.00'0 feel by- 3.000 fect. The ion.'e-
-X00 azimuth by, 750 elevilion lips mcent of the trin.4•lareicies; is acomn-l*i achieved. plhshed by .tims of six integrated

Ulike lconventional prmojection sys- sero IACn jsle.. Tlhese systutis are cap-
Iins, this l)slysti ds tint dcpend able of pr•,ltcing• three imul'atioaloll
ba•sically, upon w-itle an|gle lenses. As and thrcee attitudinal freedloms. Thus.
II- rays of lighl emitt.ed front the rc~ltivc motion bet•'ect the transp:ar-

inl4n source pass through a transpar- ency and the lamp is used to achieve
vni film depicting• a pa•rticula•r scenle. changes in the projected pictlure which
dt.. s.'ene is projec-ted on ai speciallyr describe what• a pilot wtiud %cc if he

,',•|t,,sred screen. 'Motion of the sucen- were 31--u-lMy llying a heliMPter.
,'ry" is obtainedl by the dlisplaimmtrnl "The rmainhig compritent of the
4, the tranispa'rency relative to the Fg'ht projection! s'slent is the se'rcn, the
I-Jurce. T wo sepa'rate ovet"b'pping gen e'ra. I ih a e of which is shown in
;,.oicalors ame used in this device: M~igre 1. T]he screen is t'OiStrucivil
the. tIrrinlhip.ijectnr awl (lie sicy pro- of fiihr g~lass• .wetions which am-r sur-
.iv'lcr. The: term. in irmj.cteir is utel fatl" with glst, W•Iails• to ensure a
:,, d ' leiet tlw.-near terra'in, the fanr higr.h ro~lh'elion fact'or. The. sha'pe of

".r ."'rwr}', andt a portion of Ihe A- y. !he s',en.ts %-as• ,&signud to provide a%
.. "Ilk.e Nk' projector em'tntlesm the sky correct oc'utir onvrg'cr~.e as p, ssible,

tt. tr he upper limits of use screen, and to minimize errors in vclclty
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1IOTJOX SMCKNI:SS--,MIIIJ,'I/ AXI) A OlN StflN

Computer.--Th. psurpose of the pilots. exptcriecu sonm- degnrc of
, conn1puter is to take inputs from move- vcrlfig, during th'se denionstrtiu, s.

Susen!fs of the ctwk-ijs flight cwmtlrols The ferlizg, of vertigo was found to be
and produce eleclrical oitputs repre- wurs. wht',n Ilhe fftct.cd operator lost
"wLlting the magul:ar and tr;maJlatio..l cuntriI of the dcvice. hlie c€us,;nents
*.Iot'itit..hahtt ai actu:a! hclvij'oli'r of tlw wo1rl.ors invi .d in flit.se Jk.m-

%%,qtUj u mul•dlil fitul .im ,ilmkr cusitrol O.,ialiuis st.'ltled strongly" thiat' the

imm~tius. cause of tilt: vC1'i;u "did not stem

Fig.. .. .......

1.

"" : l

"Ils. " I• o

,. /

* a,

flyig coditinswsqig..e roealist o ic. in a subs-quet, eor t'

inconclusive, thcr was sonrl evidence ation by , a.ron andi Btler. was ...
of positive transfer of training from to determine to what extent the de-

ti-rformance in the 2-far-2 to trat in vce was useful in h41. tar stages of

it was -found. however, that a laie arose as a result of the exposure of
numer of obstervrs, mostly her licopter students to a number of thours of

%i,,€ocluI. e thr a oeevdne%0nbyIarnadltt:ws".

ofpstietasfro ra/ig rm t dtemnet ha/%et h e
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piactice inlteAtvc prior to Ilight this absence of rr.al inuveenitt acemi-
-in an oper-ahinnal filidcopter." It was panied by thle pretecec of visual cues.-
-found that therc wa~s tn, significant desigiicd to give the imipressioni uf

diffcerencc in thet subse~lctiet perforit. mnovesient produced a conliffit Ouwl-
auice ill a helicopter between st-udents tion. This cotaflict was thought to bxe
irained onl thle simulkator and those re- the primary cause of the "moution Sick-.
ceiviang to such training. A qiiestion- hiess." The lack of acconmpanyin..
maire, however, s-eveated that twenity- bodlily cues may indced be i6oe of tiii

cigh~t of thirty-six respondents experi- elements contributing to "1motion %ick--
Cenced sunic tIlegitv of sickness. These,- tiess", *but its relative importanice in
rcsjondenats imicludole inistructors, stat- tile comnplexity of conttributimig faclor%
(Ictits, and other personnel cxperivcticA is rather doubtful. Any physiologic
in both the 2.-FTI-2 and thle IITL.-S. cue to mtiotnl is elicited onlly by
*Me more exp4eri(.mced instructors chantige ill rate of miotion, that is, a,:-
s'-nedtaiTW c thnst: most *suscqptible to celeration or deccleration, and thest:
unpleasanlt sensations. Most CnseS of ehangcgs inl rate arc normally almost
sicknecss, were reported inl the eairly ianperceptiblc in the lIT! d-. *Ehe
stages of the mlperimentl It was also lack of such barely 1per:ceptible cues
reveald that thie "mnotion' sickness" Can harfily he thought to cause a con-
usually occurred in tile first tell main- flict great enorugh to produce such sc.
utes of a givenl tr~immiuig xvession. It-- vere! q)asptonns.

(. trt-imagly. these frellpg of sickite~ll An iinter-asing featture of the symop-
freqcuently wvere felt for- severnl hotirs trains is that tile ill feelimgs, stmletilmne
after leavimsi tihe trainer, amnd. ill som did wit cuima #in tmsi 'i era hour,
c:Ascs, indlividuals reported Alo insae- hash4 elapised Qil one occasioman 31 il
diate sickniess Isut becamec sick later ittrixtor had to gtet out -if hsis car (At
41 the dayi). Thi6 so called motion the way beanie alid walk around its
Sickness ix-came such a scrioiss prob- sardcr it) rq-am~ his equiilibriumi. Otilier
let" ith.t it was felt that 4sinless it cOu~ld instructurs beCame moiditilmlue to the
be, reietdicd hi semite way the ititiiin45 simujlator to thc e~xtenit thlat the very
tious of such simutators as trainintg sih of it mitade themn sick. 1the senithr
dICSicts wotild kiniadelrahly be limited. atithor foutnil thmit after any apprtcia-
'Tle Ilutler- flav ron study lists a large ble tinic in "fl~igt" in thle simunlattar
number of imssilite causes for this, it wais indeedl teleamtet In get out ;V,
sickness and discitsmse thurin in detail. soonl as possible. E.Veim Illose istiiv-

After fairiliariximg theomselves with iduals who did not bveoims ill reporiv-l
the physical cotuponents and opern thvat tlicy umsualily felt very tiredal tetr
tion of the s~timuitor, the ))esmait a run. This fatigitetl feeling Listed
x'z-aers atlempted to locate umnse of thle frequently throughout thle day. Ap-
possible causes of the "m'otioni sick. proximsately 60 per cent of the ins~truc-
ncss." As rmentioned eirlicr, no pro- tors reported smjrns of *"1114161-11

*vision for producing actuail motioni sicknecss" while ontly abatit 12 per ýctdfl
was inclutied inl tlw simulaitor. Pre. of tile stui'kmits repo~rted sinsilir '

vSOSio s In cltigatoirs Istavc su;Zstcd that periences as a result of a "hop" ill ik

- ~~A eosmxw 1mm:til)"
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timulator. It *is probably trite that haive relported thast they are more l'rotic
.mwmre students would not repurt such. it) bv,ýIpiiu sick whenm sitting as a pas-
f~elifljs -as reaidily as wuuld the in- svii-vi under thes conditions than
-tructor6 because. of fear that it wvould wen they are actually "flying" the

16.-I their flight statuts. It. is lisn- simuilator.
likely, though that this factur would The main point of reference wecd
arcoun11t fnr* ilth large diffvrences, found, by aviators in visual et'ntart flyin 11" 1

It is Imoissiltvle then that the has-ic the horizon. In the simullaitr, -In
prb'ii undlerlying the "mutioini sick. image pruIoxeldk froml tile StIlar
nu.s" rvporlted inmcdvvs cotiffictinl" tfallsparcliwy '1l.ate 11 tilmi~te rouiscl
vi-nal ctiv% rakthetr than a culnflict 1K.- screvin pr(Kitces an illksiol(hi) f a ltti
twtvil vuiati and proprioccptivc cues. rnti with cornri-s, The horizoni riuse

One (if the mu,,t diffioilt prohlemis up11 ) to a eak- currvil~ainding to a cerner
%IWOUnieredI when learnling to fly hehi- (i thle pla~te, anal t]ICII begins Itt drop
copters is that of vvcrcontri-liing. 1hii, 01T. This is disturirltii" tth l~%*p;oill u
is due primarily to the- slight (onev hit hi-. tW'rt to slay oricintekd.

twou S 01 sud) lag between Ilovemenvit The scene lire.ioled by the tratns-
of contrkils and tOw student'. reogni- 1Iýirceny may bv ts4&. cmiajllev. It is wit
tinn of the repusitse by thek aircraft. uncomiumott fm an ilidividual. uponi
The heiejtrbelbiins its dirve:ftiivmd fwin-itg Iiiiinsel iii a st rangi: situat uju
mo~vemenvit as it tmakwN 11th require-d withl a mlultituide oif stnimilli bounbard-
ailitumdtimal :sdjwlntmii , wvhervt tli ing hmim, toI VNjmeriemmie :1 (egfX Or
!'immnilalmt Owite tm fuill att itmidimmal smvmm1e nd m diima. I lavroum &.u
adjimtmssikl ut liaurt ak'mim k irke, 11tmm-lr s.upapnmt thin,- idlva ill ainting tilt-
tiOndIl immVATmmmemt. This ea~~lei 614-C Jdir~viviwe 4ewiv ill efe suffvre-d
slmmriwe? the lag inl cyclic: vontrol to while using" the low altitude 11la11 Coll-
two tom thrue litlirs 111t of ihb .1ITI .' . taillilig a1 kfommmjm~k of SCVcmmcrv and tllmw~
stm:t time vony way for the simulator stiffi-rvd wiliet tising time- much kimlpler
Its 3"Williv a1 nlise dtown alllttitud is ito high altitulde pla-tc. )'rhlaps it V~omld.
Ahift tie scoiiery upward oum tilt Ncrvtn, be of benetfit to simplidfy 1ti meammi' or

anillu-it'll is protlIinced of 1 lvitil; back- limumli with which thke pilot msust deal.
ward. Tmi~,. ill tur, rmenitmr.tVAeVU1~m Alto,, it i., stiggeItA~ timid thme threv
greater (tver-cowmrolling. IN at iatdittiimkm.mit- oiijle.-t esi-cf~ialy tile ontes
'lime illmst1ncc tis, li~tvationl of 14014T ikeammcrot the kniding fied, tic remuovoil
feedback hask cat-sed an expe~srienwee fr&t ilite itanilnmrt-imev plite. In addi-

Im~lemiper plotto eumtjletv rv'cr # hu to) the~ir ciomtrihmut~it' t0 C(4111)Ik'-
h5cycdh. euatrcai. ity. they naptrur tmemmemittoomily distort-
In ovem comlrollimmg the piliot stonl be- ed frotti Sinmulated pn~itiow, of low

-itv.6 it)h~e the aircra ft and ofiten allititdl: and short range 'Movemncit

lo.>es control of it completdoy. This hin the w-tical plane is provided inlithe
6ss of( comtio-W produce's a violent ma- simulator by vertical moveliewi Orfithe
uktivcvr. The inore violciit nmaeuivers light sourcv. When (tic pilot ib per-
WVtV fiounvd to produtce a greater de- Iormniiimg pimiesitmi tivatiuveri near ulav

t gm'e of "Inmntiont skiim~e." Jn~rudiots hangar, for instance At About. S feet,
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the light s'ource is far beclow the top same point. tile idcai shape of ilhe
.6of the hatigir on the trawmoliarency. screen 'woulti be sjoherkiti. I Yowrv,..,

W hs causes [lie licingr, wvhichs shimild thi~s is not PAiSRi~i. *Vhus1, a lijj"-
ile approxima.'tely 35 frect fall, to lown ill lite shaupe of the screnm front Ill.t

.is on ti,- wnr eni to) mt1 nljbj':rhilt bri;ght 6f a sp~liere n~as ,a,.1eia ill all vffiert i..
idf 75 ltIM. 14-0 ey. Thimi; lmivight vrirt, cetrrvee (air the eli%~lanve. fromi, Ilse Ii.Ig
of comtrri', with tile ahilti-ek .and dis- s'olrLce to lthe pilcet'i eym~ fit refe~r.
lanct: (rojsn Ilse hangar. ring, to Migrure 1, the readeer will w~

''lme pictlive ssr-.0.-iteil fill fill- erixs (lilt tile rurvltire~ :at thle miittawi oft ill-

is Ils:aliie.r'l j~~ na). he a1 screen is nsearly 11t, 1ha I s reit
fasniicit,1 *,f (lie* ii~;mt -,Jill-c', list. screen accehvr;,kcl tloetlt h.:alfwaly up anial tit
mimrfavc. air ihiv trm-lia~rei)cy. XV'iI~tt crme-a'i ag1ain :at Ilivt lo'p. Tm. thean-.,
ever tai.! s.'-itree, thiese prol')4rtis (of r',lt'rvf!t curari;ttre', p)rejecttd srim.

s'hon.,i, Tve :mmnitieeiiied h iucIsi'r gives cl)' apprpers. it) lie U.Ahihly "$tjtlr('ev.!
tim ia:I~-c~ llmiof ani tus in. hi raimes a g~re'at deal Of iii..

maya ~ehil be a r.: ilmtg:m to~ I ta'rliozi ilinirng jittilchn,;totali rt~liow~
1t11; nwu~ti'n invll~~v.1h. 111is macieftnler. Ali.n, in stramifitW ;tota Iv%,.!
its~ilirvs~siaot ft mi,li.' tll maly bi'iile a (1 :04 tt m,~ n mn41r'at of ittie 2Iceiery lh,

fadeetor rlatisuli pe~nr jmerfoirmani:um toy isv r~ Ill~ CIw hat. ce'herateci as it ovalS ~n
:a smmiocant in that. iuhairg iowcring mm-i Ar- t)f tile re.
neuvers, otict illmtt rteqf:1nd to tile ikwa~im sitither of the scalts is 1.)-
Sl;ftI-ilest inlisr,"4c4,1I olf illoveflli'It. ratedc -it the (c-meal iedrimm oifilhe -k-mi-em.

Alluultjor .Avivet of ltie projection a jpiralkaiC is4 iserceivtei by ;titl Ei~ er~t

ssVtemfth whid uisti. Ix olviM erek..d is (man il cuer 'rat. F~or exampqle, fnea.:
tilk: sizce of tiii scruena. Proms ilic cock. Ili" left se~al, a.; the. curvatusre oft Ilu
pit, the furirh'-st Pvlift IllumI wihtich a bri*Lo"lilce~ tipuinril, ali uh'jtc:.,
psilat is cmliclv to focus is about 12 ahlbh'ar to slant Its the luft. As tII,
fect. Theg clo~sest twilit oilth sremen transitionm is madeiiv litie cutrvature-

is abojut 6 fect from his eies. 'Tis of ltie serven ((dill acceler~ation to fitL

* difference of ahe'nt-6 feet represcits, ccleraItioam, a tiatinsiti~ll is also Iwicii;
int tile scenei a if.i~slaicej of a ' matter of mad~e~ in thle dirtetiom Of tile paniamlax.
m niles. Ilia rvemivasmtemi distancee to an Ali object thiet appewars to bc siigimt~
object intti~le we~tiC is somie c5wxti~nu bowe'i andI sujtli'erzill at tile jltotlit 0Oi
tial function of [lie actual di~stanice to greatest cuirvature itt the screen, anwl
that wiven p.Asat ten lthe screen. Mthre- finally apPmi'W in trule verticali per-
ture, am.m miovemnmt tof til ac ataJ will spectivc ;it the flat jiorioiu at tilc for.
incrmease or diwrt,.iclitie rctmrescnted 1llowever, clotuds ars. tilt only1) Oibject-
distance to) all fobject lit a51 extiNamential which are ustially jprCsciletl in thil
tulammer, and any cor'rection effected upper portion of tile screen. Tllu-;.
by increa'sing the reaidius of Mi.- screen Virtually all Of tile siimuhi which Pro.
would alleviate this problem in tile vide important cues~ to the puilot are
Saine manlner. distorted.

If it wocre possible for tilt light There is a itimilarly varying dIStc't'
-source and thse pilot's eyes to be at the tion evident in the lateral PLlane.

* AKOSVAC9 Nrl'tmt'I'll
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" Figttrs 4 and . are time exposure Iha,1 dirrctly undcr the light sonrce.
"photographs tuawti, of a sccnc from If this distortiuio were co.o|wal|t. the
diffe'rclt lcxatiolns in the cockpit of 014w olserver would likMly be able to adapt.
"2.17--1-2. Fignrc 4 waq taken from a Lisntfultately. however, the ldegrve of

.. 1o
.. . * .*°*.

• ° " °° .. • ... •..

-.-.. .

a .. . "

:7-".

Fig 4 al'd.Forward view from colter or cockpit of heli-
cqplcr s'mutlator.

5s (bel/no). Vie.w from right side of cockpit of helicopter
*!imtor.

iminti directly under the light %ource. the distortion is ellzrging conutinually
Figure, S was made at approxinwatcly wills sovesients of either the scenery
the same heighit front a point 2 feet or the observer's ]lead. Since these
to the right of the light oumrce. It distortions arc dtie to the offse posi-

4.•

It isimdaeyapri hncnilr in-ftesas h onyaefre*

I
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source. The groater thme distance ftrom has beconie an inCrenthmngly hviportaimm
this area to a- point being attesidcd, at-pcxt 9f fligh traiiiingm for reasons
the greater the distortion wvill be. of cernomary, safety, cxpeliemicy. in
Thus, a pilot pvrferinhig a mmti on a 19M6 a belicupter siaulam1tor 'was dr.-
ppot to the left. suaa oh-crvc tha~t a sigmacwl .111'l iunstalled .14 .1 zrailhiff ae~.
fieice ly).s or tosl~jtelsme jNoic' which vice isu l'vitavoiace, I:Irifta Gret tll-* dici~l
slants :~tl.it fifi fvi -I-r,... tit ltie left. jstirj%'-sc oif evaltitmhiag a jeositt nilrc,

gradalmlly aplprf.acies (lie vvrtival I.i if systemn of etjltkcal 1,rr~jv%:tieam an-I as a
approxicias this arma cif tile serecti, awlm it Ine.ihble mienois nf faeilitamtin-g thtrain.
filets llegais to St.'mut tu ftlet right. ing oif lietiorilsier pmia(s. Du)tring tile immi.

A satmmnler )f iaamlvidtam ave taclou'nt- Ihal stages 'if 13iixhie';till a miimmmbur eel

mleataed imidevitepcudctly that hIII: app),:kr. Titob-ii,.ltI arti'c tcromterriiin. filec -k-sira:
em titmm~wenitCmm of the -Avnery in the hlihtY "If cmimPtoy-ing thik delVitte4 :1~a
2-1t11-2 is cnmvioilerably snlore r.411i1 traittMiig Dithi mmitmn. Otte 4ol fitle Ilin'

than fill mbe rre-t'j.)mimimgq itinv.-mniciit As serintis slifficuiest fmiseconmtn.. reel Iva% fluff
.*reli-.. f lim aht-icolit*-r. 'Ilit* rra-eeti of to frallkd "amotimot sikm4 in a
for thki is ovoll dear. It may let: liow~- 4'dji thiat oliii siffm :mctluiv tIllov. h

cvcr the end re:sutt prexlsticed lby ver- lptI4fhein becamesox sO iutts ithat it %va.

faism favlete4~ dhitklisSel 1~revifllsly %.ttclt ons., of the 4etmkf reasnims feir discomi.

a-i himrrioig, eAlistsrt~edl-size,: rersIpictive thimuiwg file tvvi of the shimlator.
anid alistorihe ninveumeids paramllax.

Vet-iigo) ;I,itd cnsiiomt:Oiii t sym %tptom~s

pre-b-olsly are ratumseul toy a teimithimito
of -;everal Visutal dislttiom-init. As vas 1 c* GIW4On, j. j, awlt S.%mmTm. 0. %V.: %n
[i4);sittcd out earlier, m~ine of fill-.%- dis- sor cites anti o'iitymmmic elistsrtif..n its

a Itsriceinatsr flighth summetelasur. ( Vsmtfilla
tortit-ims atre continumally chismging whith lishc~t report.)
nmovemmtivil5 If five loed, Iweihy andm/or I. TLVsMeAND. W. A., 1f 1vmnix. N. TI..
Irmnspyarency thereby prottmsdng a to- uN4)m B.SAP..A.miIfACwMcAx, R. C.: Simidmthamiea to
tally unrea listic clam~ic euvironnielt. extra-cfxkloit visiuil cites in iuelats5
St1atic* ilistortions. call often be tW WII- fligis trulmmiimim Mlmr.A I.

ald 1111evlladaliteld to. -~nmcA1 5213 951

d -turtiosns ont the other Isnitid present j. if~mn ro~x h ItW MAIN AMCK "%P
a mhifficuhr pill to gV.1low. Tmt dlesigiing 01F3111 ~ANDPAI-1 CuAIM61 "Il

a111p itpormimmstid' vist:iat presemtifaltim Ii ~ rm.w.ni-ovt F If ms. r MVIs.ATses?. U

S. %'%Ata Traininz ~~e entUsingf- a piohit light source systemm, AFXS . .Am. 96
these factors cf uhynantic dislortion 4 , .RIhI5L.LV:

shmouldl 6.- tmken imnto acenmint, Ilime 1vatemalj''e Is( tralisseig Virmecemove-i
uflltmti sickmicss' priobht'nm in hfile 2. o ~t2V . wiejtrtgm tm

er researci, twot. U. S. V%;lam Train-i
-11-2 was one of the chief rea~oaivt in DeieCmmrTdmkllcP.?ir
for disearihing it as an operational KTZDVH 1915-00-1. Apr;1.

flight trainler. .Smc,. . -ma mamueiuigwt
.4. impe V.:MisslT reXIsL40agrehlwart .

Imelicr'pme~r flight stitmhomtitem. IMIl A'it-

Shimmiuatiota of 6Iperational aircraft '1100t Sep.rurien I1 ert
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_FLIGHT SIMULATOR MOTION SICKNESS
:. ~IN THE AURORA CP 140 FDS _

'oset of the arcr .ew conversion and continuation training for
the A~ura aircraft is going to be donzs in a flight simulator, with
result'ing benefits to aircraft availability for operations, and with
savings In aircraft mdintenance and fuel. A very elaborate simulator
is therefore needed, and the CFI40 FDS includes such advanced
features as a motion platform and a computer-generated visual
display. With the "motion" and the "visual" came simulator motion
sickness.

The Magnitude of the Problem

On conversion course #1 (conversion of aircrew from the Argus
to the Aurora), 4 of the 6 pilots experienced some motion sickness
while flying the simulator. On the second and most recent course,
conversion course #2, only 2 of 8 pilots experienced some motion
sickness in the simulator. Three additional persons, in addition to
pilots on formal conversion courses, have experienced acme degree of
motion sickness while working, observing, or flying in the simulator.
One of these three was a flight engineer.

The sickness varied in degree from slight discomfort to mild
Snausea; no severe nausea was reported and no vdmiting was reported.

The problem appears to be the creation.of a. negative attitude early
in the training, not a prolonged physical impediment to learning.

In most individuals who experienced the sickness, it occurred
only on the first one or two simulator exercises. Subsequent
exercises were flown symptom-free.

The Cause of the Sickness

The standard theory of motion sickness (1,2) is that it Is

caused by a mismatch or conflict in sensory inputs, i.e., a conflict
in sensory information either (a) between two simultaneous inputs or

(b) between the pattern of inputs being sensed and the pattern
expected on the basis of past experience. In a simulatur with visual

there is, in several situat ons, an unavoidable conflict between

visual information and inforation from the body's inertial receptors

(the vestibular receptors of the inner ear, pressure receptors in

skin, and receptors of muscles, tendons and joints). For example,
(a) during a turn of 180 degrees while taxiingt the visual will show

the turn of 180 degrees and the eyes will sense a turn of 180
degraes, but. the body's Inertial receptors will not sense such a turn

because the simulator duts -,ot in fact rotate through 180 degrees.

The pilot might feel that the visual scene is rotating too fast for
the rotation that he is "really" (inertially) undergoing. The motion

( platform can only partly compensate for the lack of real rotation in
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yaw. The conflict between the sense of vision (saying "we rotated

through 180 degrees") and the inertial senses (saying "we did not

r6tate") promotes the feeling of nausea and other signs and symptoms

of motion sickness.

It is perhdps valid (3,4) to say that the brain mistakenly

interprets the mismatch in sensory inputs as a situation caused by

ingested 'poisons, saying in effect, "My vision tells me that my

inertial receptors are providing false information; my inertial

receptors are exceptionally susceptible to malfunctions caused by

poisons, and therefore I have probably been poisoned; probably

something I ate; therefore, if the condition persists, vomit."

There are many such situations in a simulator wiL., visual.

Another example is (b) a level coordinated banked turn. During such

a turn the visual scene will show the degree of bank (and usually the

visual scene rotating against the turn), but the increased resultant

acceleration, S, that experienced pilots expect in such a turn will

of course be missing. If the visual shows low altitude and a

noticeable high ground speed as well as a large angle of bank and a

high rate of heading change, then the absence of large g forces will

be particularly striking: the sense of vision will say to the pilot,

"We are 4efinitely pulling g", and the inertial senses will say "We

are not pulling g". (Some simulators provide an inflatable pilot's

seat,- and when g is "pulled" the inflation pressure is reduced and

the pilot sinks into the seat. This adds realism and helps to fool

the pilot, but it does not, for purposes of motion sickness, fool the

inertial receptors in the inner ear. Even if the pilot consciously

"feels" g, the lack of real g on the inner ear can cause sickness.

For reasons not understood, the inertial receptors of the inner ear

play the major sensory role in notion sickness, and in fact, people

without inner ears are totally immune to all varieties of motion

sickness).

There are also sensory conflicts in cimulators with visual

during rolls into turns, rolls out of turns, pull-ups, bunts,

accelerations, decelerations, etc, all for the reason that the normal

inertial input to the body during such manoeuvres is not fully

provided by the motion platform.

It is interesting that almostall of the pilots who experienc-

ed sickness in the simulator, when asked (in Major Bisang~s survey)

what they felt was causing the sickness, replied that it was "con-

flict" or lack of "coordination" or "correspondence" between vision

and motion. This is precisely correct, and that it vas almost

univcrsally understood by the pilots is a tribute either to the

q:uality' of their instruction in aviation medicine or to their

perceptiveness.
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Prognosis, and Experience of Other Simulator Users

" The simulator sickness was a serious problem on conversion

cours #1. but was less so on course #2. With some variability or
nois4 that apparent development should continue. It is safe to pre-
dict that the problem will not be eliminated completely, because
other long-term users have not eliminated it, and the structure of
human beings demands that sickness occur in the circumstances of
these simulators, but the sickness can be much reduced by users deal-
ing with it properly. The process of reducing the problem has
already been started by the users. The users were surprised by the
sickness when it appeared with such a high incidence on conversion
course #1, and it was a worrisome development. By avoiding the
recognized worst sickness-producing manoeuvres, the problem was,
apparently, alleviated during conversion course #2. Further
experience will enable the users to further diminish the problem.

In the experience of other users of simulators with visual,
the incidence of simulator sickness is surprisingly high, considering
the population that is exposed to the stress, but the severity of the
sickness is much less than in real flights (1),' and the speed of
habituation is also surprisingly high (a few hours until near-immun-
ity is acquired). Apparently, everyone who operates a simulator with

a large visual has a motion sickness problem to some extent, although
with "night-only visual simulation" the problem is slight. The con-
sensus is that the motion sickness .problem "is worse. .in .simufatgrs
"*vithwider fields of'view in the"viisUil.'"Enquiries "were uAde con-
cerning "visual simulators" for airliners, and for the P3, AIO, A4,

F14, and F16 aircraft, and all of them were causing some degree of
motion sickness in some of the pilots. The occurence of motion sick-
ness in simulators with visuals that are both small and "night-
only" is quite rare.

The worst problem seems to be in an 714 simulator which is

causing disorientation as well as motion sickness. Peculiar sensat-
ions occur after flying the simulator, and pilots are required to
have one night's rest after the simulator before flying real air-
craft.

It is of interest that one of thq users who has a "bealtifult

votion system" always leaves it turned off because it "really doesn't

contribute anything to the' 'trainingS7. "tU did".not know" whether the
motion system made the motion sickreas problem worse or better. It

appears that most users with wide field visuals consider the motion

base'useful for pure Instrument flying only, and most turn it off for

VFR flying (in some cases because it is thought to aggravate the the

motion sickness problem). In general, users seem to dislike the

motion systems for z variety of reasons, some of them unrelated to

motion sickne3s. One user felt that his motion sickness problem was

much relieved by conscientious maintenance of the motion base.
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On the basis of theory it can be predicted that, when they

arrive for training on the Aurora, the "pipeline" pilots (pilots with
relatively little experience and without operational experience on
any lind of aircraft) will on average have less susceptibility to
simulitor sickness than the very experienced pilots who have flown
the simulator up to now, in spite of the fact that susceptibility to J"

notion sickness generally decreases with age in adults. The reason
for this prediction is that the pipeline pilots are less susceptible
to the kind of conflict labelled (b) above, in which pilot experience
is necessary to the expectation of a pattern of sensory input. The
pipeline pilots, because they have less experience, should have less
prominent (and less effective) expectation of what the patterns of
sensory input should be in an aircraft such as the Aurora. When an
inappropriate or inconsistent pattern of sensory input is presented,
the inexperienced pilots should be less able to recognize it v such,
consciously or otherwise.

Consistent with the above prediction on the basis of
theory, in one of the earliest reports (5) of simulator sickness, in
a U.S. Navy helicopter simulator with visual, it was noted that the
problem was worse in the instructors than it was in the students.
Similarly, the U.S. Navy found that several instructors suffered
nausea while evaluating a modern P3 simulator, called the 2F87F,
whereas two subsequent classes of students reported only more minor
symptoms of motion sickness (6). It is probably reasonable to expect

that the Canadian CP 140 FDS staff will, with experience, reduce the
motion sickness problem to the relatively small proportions currently
found on the American 2F87F.

Specific Suggestions

It is recommended that, aside from careful maintenance of the
motion base, no adjustment or alteration or addition to the FDS
machinery be made in response to the motion sickness problem unless
it is found that adjustments in the way it is used are ineffective in

reducing the problem to liveable proportions. The users will of
course, in response to simulator sickness, make their own adjustments
in the way the simulator is used, on the basis of their experience
and their objectives, as they have done already. The users have
implemented a carefully designed trainixi. programme, and some of the
following suggested procedures would, to some extent, compromise the
effectiveness of that programme because they involve doing some of
the more difficult flying tasks before the easier ones have been

learned. It might be decided to try those compromising procedures
only-in those rare students who reveal an unusually high susceptibil-
ity and unusually slow habituation. Some of the suggested procedures

can be implemented for all students, with little inconvience and
without decrement in learning.

Until habituation has provided immunity, i.e., for the first 2
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or 3 exercisies:

1) Get:the student seated and organized before turning on the visual.

2) Kce: to a minimum the 'number and magnitude of turns during taxi-

Ing

3) Keep to a minimum the amount of turbulence in flight.
4) Use the freeze mode and resetting mode as little as possible.
5) Use the night visual rather than the twilight visual.
6) Use mostly instrument flying in layer cloud and not too much clear

hood flying.
7) Keep to a minimum the number of steep turns.
8) Keep to a minimum the number of times the pilot is required to

make head movements, especially large nodding movements during tur-
bulence or during changes of aircraft heading, vertical speed, or
airspeed. Head movements during real or perceived accelera-
tiong are peculiarly effective in provoking motion sickness (7).

9) Whatever is seen or perceived to be the cause of the sickness
should be minimized.

10) To promote rapid habituation, use frequent exposures to the stress
(once or twice daily with no days off until habituation is

achieved), increasing the stress gradually with each exposure.
The exposure to the stress should always cease before the nausea
becomes seyere. The key to rapid habituation is having frequent
episodes not beyond the point of moderate nausea, with complete

( recovery between episodes.
11) Antimotion sickness drugs can be prescribed by an M.O. and will

help prevent the sickness without impeding the habituation process
(although most antimotion sickness drugs tend to make the patient
slow and sleepy).

12) Try turning off the motion base, as a last resort.

It is recommended that the FDS staff have frequent interaction

with American ailitary users of similar equipment. Such interaction
would facilitate the exchange of current Information about practical
aspects of dealing with the problem.

For further assistance with this problem, for points of clari-

fication or curiosity, or for any notion sickness problem in the simu-

lacor or in flight, please call DCIEM (416) 633-4240 ext 233, Dr. Ken
Money.
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The Sensory Interaction of Visual and Motion Cues

1 Mr. JOSEPH A. PUIG
Research Psychologist, Human Factors Laboratory, Naval Training Device Center

Effective trainig design requires that the significance of cut inteructions be established. Care must be
taken to incorporate into the training device not only the cues required for training specific tsks. but tow
essential combinations of cues as wel.

This paper discusses visual and motion interaction from the standpoint of. (I) iusions and speat•a
disowrientation; (2) spatial orientation traininr, and (3) simulator sckness.

E xperience with flight trainers has shown that defined. There has been some confusion
motion cues are perceived and used concerning the terminology used in sensory

differently when external visual cues are displayed, psychology. This has resulted from the inability to
Motion can be sensed visually and distinguish clearly between closely related sensory
proprioceptively. Acceleration cannot be sensed functions and from the arbitrary grouping of these
visually, however, until increasing velocity is functions under different names, depending upon
noted. Conversely, the proprioceptive sense, the classification scheme used. For instance, under
though insensitive to velocity, is quite sensitive to the term somesthesis. are included the sense of
acceleration. movement (kinethesis) mediated by joints,

Highly signficant interactions take place when muscles, and tendons; visceral oensations, touch,
the visual and proprioceptive senses are stimulated pressure, and other skin sensations. The term
simultaneously. As a result, a secondary stimulus, omatic senses is also used in reference to these
presented at the same time as a stimulus of senses and is used interchangeably with
primary importance to a control task, may act as a womesthesis.
distracting cue or as a source of confusion. To confuse the issue further, we have the
Conversely, a secondary stimulus may supplement classification by Sherrington (1906). According to
the primary one and aid in performance of the this scheme, the human receptor system can be
task. divided into three groups: (1) zxteroceptors,

Related to the problem of whether a secondary (2) interoceptors, and (3) proprioceptors.
cue will inhibit or enhance the primary cue is the The exteroceptors mediate such sensibilities as
effect of the secondary cue upon the sensory touch, superficial pain, temperature, tactile
threshold level for the primary cue. discrimination, vision, and audition.
Experimentation has produced human sensory The interoceptors underlie general and special
threshold data which can be applied to simulator interoceptive (visceral) sensibilities. General
design. However, sensory thresholds which have interoceptive sensibility includes perception of
been determined for a particular sense modality hunger, thirst, respiratory movements, and visceral
must be used with caution in practical pain.
applications, because of the influence of other The proprioceptors mediate such sensibilities as
stimuli acting simultaneously on other *.,nses. Thecombnedeffet o seeralcue cold rdiclly sense of position, sense of moveme.nt, pressure
sombined effect of several cues could radically sense, and equilibrium. The proprioceptive system
shift the sensory threshold level for any or all of may be divided into two subclasses: the
the -stimuli. The resultant sensory interaction kinesthetic and the vestibular. Kinesthesis (literally
should be given primary consideration in the "feeling of motion") refers to the sensitivity of"
design of training devices. movements of parts of the bot' in relation to the

Sýnce much of the following discussion is whole (foe example, arms, legs, tongue, and
dependent upon descriptions of the human eyeballs) due to the excitation of receptor cells
sensory system, some of the terminology will be located in the muscles, tendons, and joints of the
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body. The vestibular sense involves the perception THE VISUAL SYSTEM
of spatial movements vnd spatial orientation of the
body as a whole, due to the excitation of receptor The visual system appears to lack
cells located in the non-auditory labyrinth of the proprioceptive feedback regarding moderate
eft (Croso, 1967). motions and the position of the eyes. The exalt

direction o? gaze of the eye is known only by
THE YESTIBULAR SYSTEM reference to the position of the object being

The sensory information which conflicts most observed and the observer's orientation in space.
frequently with visual perception is that In the absence of a structured field, the observer
originating in the vestibular apparatus of the inner rapidly loses the sense of direction of his gaze. An
ear. This apparatus consists of two sets of sensors, example is the autokinetic illusion-the apparent
one in each inner uar. One set, the semicircular motion of a fixed point of light being fixated in
canals referred to as the six "spirit levels" of the the dark.
body by William James (1948) acts a the chief An illusion which serves to illustrate vividly the
receptors for rotational acceleration. The second interaction between the visual and vestibular
set, the otolith organs (utricle and saccule), systems is the oculogyral illusion. This effect is
responds primarily to gravity and linear associated with prolonged passive rotation and,
acceleration. The semicircular canals and otolith like the autokinetic illusion, also involves apparent
organs interconnect and are filled with a fluid motion of a visual target. Under flight conditions,
called endolymph. Currents are set up in the it is difficult to differentiate between apparent
endolymph as a result of head movements and the motion of a visual target. Under flight conditions
resultant pressure triggers off the nerve impulses, that resulting from autokinesis, but both
In steady rotation the semicircular canals become contribute to disorientation (Clark, 1963).
habituated so that when the rotation is stopped, a Tiling the head about one axis while it is being
sensation of rotating in the opposite direction is rotated about another axis (Coriolis effect) can
felt. This can persist for a relatively long time, up modify sensations of turning and cause illusions
to 30 seconds or more. The otolith organs, (Stewart and Clark, 19".5). Other effects
however, cannot be habituated, and as long as the conducive to spatial disorientation are listed in
linear acceleration continues it will he sensed. table 1.

Under the influence of complex motion
stimulus there appears to be an interaction of
linear and angular accelerations on the vestibular THE VISUAL AND MOTION
receptors. In ouch situations the duality of CLOSED-LOOP SYSTEM
function of canal and otolith mechanisms becomes
hazy. The two organs no longer contribute Many experimental studies have tried to prove
separately but appear to behave as a unit in sensing that in making spatial judgments, more reliance is
the motion stimuli (Benson and Bodin, 1966). Flaced on visual than on proprioceptive cues or
This is not surprising, considering the structural vice versa. However, a survey of the literature,
continuity of the two sensors. There is evidence particularly the studies of Witkin and Arch (1948),
that the semicircular canals are stimulated to some indicate that both senses interact to the extent
degree by position and linear acceleration (Wendt, that the result is a derivative of their combined
1951). In addition to possible vestibular actions. When the two senses are in accord.
crow-coupling effects, interactions presumably perception of spatial orientation is correct. When
take place between the vestibular and somesthetic the sensations are in conflict, however, the
senses (Smode, 1971). outcome is a compromise. The perception is then

The vestibular apparatus senses the orientation unstable and incorrect.
and movements of the head, then stabilizes the The human organism stimulates himself as he
eyes, thereby maintaining clear vision. The reflexes acts, and this stimulation, in turn, affects his
that stabilize the eyes during head movements are action. The process is circular and has been
the 'results of the united control of the muscles of compared to the feedback of servomechanisms
the eyes by four separate sources: vestibular, (Wiener, 1961). In the words of Norbert Wiener,
visuAl, neck muscle-receptor, and cortical (Wendt, "The central nervous system no longer appears as a
1951). self.contained organ, receiving inputs from the
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( TABLE 1. FLIGHT SITUATIONS CONDUCIVE TO DISORIENTATION

Actual situation Subjective experience Caue 7-.

" Actal(false perception)

Level turn Straight flight Rate of change is insufficient
"to stimulate semicircular canals.

Level turn Ascent Resultant forces on otoliths
are equivalent in both situations

Recovery from a level turn Descent Resultant forces on otoliths
are equivalent in both situations

Protracted turn Straight and level Rate of change "3 insufficient
flight to stimulate semicircular canals.

Left turn and head is bent Falling to right Stimulus is resultant of com-
forward suddenly bined motions (Coriolis effect).

Skidding in a flat turn Banking in opposite Resultant forces on otoliths
direction are equivalent in each case

Maintenance of straight and Gradual turning Rotary stimuli from yawing
level flight by successive actions are cumulative due to
corrections endolymph inertia.

Straight and level flight Turning Misinterpretation of resuiant
parallel to another aircraft of the two motions.
but at different speed

Straight and level flight Tilting or banking Misinterpreting the row of
at night approaching a lights as the true horizon dead
rww of ground lights at an ahead.
angle to the direction of
flight

Levd flight after a slow Continuing tit and lean Rate of change is not maffi.
recovery from sudden in opposite direction to dent to stimulate perception
roll compensate ("The of recovery movement.

kens')

Ascent ot descent be. Level of flight Erroneous use of a titled
tween two cloud banks. cloud layer as the horizon

Aircraft attitude tilted reference

from Urue horizontal.

Gradual ascent or descent Level flight Forces are not sufficient to
. stimulate otolitha.
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TABLE 1. FLIGHT SITUATIONS CONDUCIVE TO DISORIENTATION (Contd)

"Subjective experience
Actual situation (flepreto) rCause"• (false perception) r-

S6w bank Level flight Forces are not sufficient to
Stimulate otoliths.

Bank, correctly 4rown by Tilt in opposite direction Reversal of figure-ground

attitude indicator and increase true angle relationships of attitude indi-
excessively in attempt to cator resulting in control

Correct response to horizon bar
instead of miniature aircraft

Approaching a fixed Approaching or following Autokinetic illusion
external light (e.g., star a moving light (e.g., tail
or beacon light of other aircraft)

Approaching fixed Object is approaching wisinterpretation of relative

external object motion

Approaching the lights of One aircraft approaching Visual cues from angular
two aircraft which are separation are equivalent in

separating rapidly both situations.

FolMowing lights of two Seeing one aircraft which Visual cues from angular

akcrsft in parallel will be near or distant separation are equivalent in

ight depending on amount of both situatios.
separatio

Appruaching familiar Approaching stronge . Temporary dissociation or

kta n teirain impairment of memory,
fatigue.

Approaching strange Approaching familiar Temporary dissociation or
twain i. impairment of memory,

fatigue.

htopelkr rotating Propeller standing still Stroboscopic illusion produced

normally during me,lit during moonlit night by moonlight streaming
imight fight Bit through propeller blades and

reflecting back onto propeller

Flight in propeller-driven Disorientation ranging Flicker vertigo caused by sun-

skcrft or helicopter from mild irritation to light streaming through idling
nauses; even complete propeller or helicopter blades.
confusion and (Light flashes at a frequency
-unconsciousnes between seven and

"thirteen Hai.)

Soure: htodified after Vinacke (1947)
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( senses and discharging into the muscles. On the THE CONTROL TASK
contrary, some of its most characteristic activities
ae explicable only as circular processes, emerging In piloting tasks, visual observation .f
fIrom the nervous system into the muscles, and instrument fanel displays, the external environme*Wt
e--entering the nervous system through the seise as seen from the cockpit, and sensations of motign

wgans, whether they be proprioceptors or organs provide the primary cues upon which the pilot ba*
of the special senses." The interdependence of his motor responses. Variations in the
the spatial behavior of the body with visual and gravitational-inertial forces affect the pilot through
proprioceptive motion feedback is shown in the motion sensors of his vestibular
figure 1. system. The pilot's visual function and his sense of

The importance of the integration of these orientation are, in turn, affected through these
three feedback loops is dramatically shown by sensors. As a result of the interconnection of the
persons suffering from ataxia, a disorder vestibular and oculomotor control systems, effects
characterized by a marked disturbance in the produced on the pilot'. visual system, in turn,
coordination of voluntary movements. A person influence the response of his vestibular system and
afflicted with locomotor ataxia cannot walk his sense of orientation (Peters, 1969). The
without constantly looking at his feet and the interplay between these two anatomical systems
ground. If blindfolded he cannot walk, or even finally results in the effective, or ineffective,
stand. Such a person has lost an important part of control of the aircraft or flight simulator. It is this
his kinesthetic sense and must depend on his interplay between visual and motion cues that
vestibular and visual senses to guide his actions. makes the simulation problem particularly

Figure 1 may be expanded to illustrate the difficult. In analyzing a specific flight situation, it
man/machine relationships in a simulator is important to differentiate between the
incorporating a visual display and a motion visually-induced effects and those resulting from
system, as shown in figure 2. By reference to this motion. Then, it must be known how these cues
diagram it can be seen that the operator of a react in combination. In cases where both visual
simulator which incorporates a visual display and a and motion cues are being presented
motion system has three primary inputs: visual, simultaneously, unless the cues are realistic in both
kinesthetic, and vestibular. relative intensities and temporal factors, their

(AFTER GIBSON, 1950)1

Fgiac I. Visual .d p~'opwceptiw f.r2.
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SVISUAL VISUAL. FEEDBACK (VELOCITY) VISUAL
.,'. •[~s• Es DSPLAY

HUMAN OUTPUT SIMULATOR SIMULATOR-

CANALS AOMANS

U A IAMULA A¢ E'

int eractions may provide contradictosy that disokientation and vertigo are responsible for

information and/of produce effecta which are not early problems of feilure of flight training, and for
repres entative of the operational situation being many' aircraft accidents, and that w'ith increasing

simulated. age. probhzms of diso•rientation and vertigo
inc¢reAste.

Peters (1969) states that although kinesthetic
ILLUSIONS AND SPATIAL and auditory perceptons are involved in some

DISORIENTATION illuKioNS, they e of secondary importCnce. 'he

issue as cornplicated, however. There is evidence to

The illusions experienced in flight arshe indicate that hu~ma can detect linear motion
primarily fror stimulation of the vestibular more accurately by the kinesthetic senses than by
system and from viual phenomena. Illusions the vestibular. Although there is little doubt that

arisn from visual phenomena refer to Illusory the vatibular apparatus provides considerable
rierceptiona of orientation or motion rzsulting inforniation on linear acceleration, a simple
from erroneous interpretation of visual experiment wil show that these are limited in
information1  aure distinguished from vfisal their application. Annattong (1952) has described

phenomena caused by eompensatory eye the experiment as follows: "If the head is turned

movements and eye reflexes caused by stimulation on its vertical axit 90 degrees to the left or right

of the vestibular ystem. and the body subjected to a forward linear
Research in vestibular physiology has shown acceleration, the labyrinth should be stimulated in

the importance of the vestibule in producing saich a manrner that the motion would be

motion -;ckne• and spatial disorientation. An interpreted as being lateral instead of forward.

example of this is shown by the fact that those Actually, this does not occur, the body motion
deaf people who show no vestibular sensitivity do being correctly interpreted, and this must arnse
not get sack (Wends, 1951 ) and are les susc'eptible from somatic sensibilities. This somatic sensin of
lb disorientation than normalr individuals Ujames, motion has been recogniaed for years by pilots
1948), (Olive. 1969). who aptly referred to it ,- flying by the set of

A study correlating physical and medical data the pants'."
fr~om 1,000 aviators over a ?0.yea.a period was Further eridence of how sensory/ interaction

matde by the Amercan Institute of Biosciences can affect perception has been demonstrated by
(Olive, 1969). An analysis of the data indicated experimentation. W'apoer. We'tner, and Chandler
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C
(1951) had subjects aline a luminous rod to the according to Gibson's (1950) theory, which
gravitational vertical in a dark room. It was Found postulates that the absence of cues does not
that if a loud tone was presented to one ear or if constitute a conflict of cues. An example Fn
t& chair was tilted approximately 30 degrees from support of, this is that the absence of some cubi
& vertical, the rod was misalined by several inhibits motion sicknes, as shown by the fsnt
d&grees. Apparently, auditory or kinesthetic inputs (mentioned earlier) that deaf-mutes lacki4
influence perception of the vertical. vestibular perception do not get motion sick.

The inability of the mind and body to However, we are not relly considering the absence
differentiate clearly between sensations arising of cues. There are inertial stimuli which tell the
from different sensory organs is not necessarily individual that he is not moving, despite the visual
detrimental to simulator design. It can sometimes cues which imply motion and/or a change in this
be helpful in providing illsimons of realism. An vertical reference. This seems to be where the
example is in the use of a dynamic seat, also conflict arises. Experience has shown that in that
referred to as a G--eat. This device is designed to it *S not the visual illusion of motion per se, but
produce a feeling of motion by controlled pressure the visual sensation of apparent occelera:ion
redistributions across the contact surfaces between and/or chaane in direction which triggers off the
the body and the seat. The pressure variations can initial feeling of discomfort. Witkin (1949), in a
be produced by pneumatic or hydraulic inflation, rotating room experiment, indicated that the
direct mechanical deflection, or changes in tension greatest discomfort occurred at the point of
of the seat coven. The sequence and magnitude of mrrl of direction of movement, that is, at the
the pressures can be computer-controlled to position of greatest angular aceleration. This
simulate the somatic cues experienced during should not be surprising as the inner ear is
particular maneuvers. As it is introspectively extremely snaitive to any force acting on the
difficult to distinguish vestibular from tomesthetic body (gravity, for example) and to any
sensations, this approach has been proposed as an accelemition of the body, but is not sensitive to

Sinexpensive solution to the problem of simulating uniform motion. One ,night hypothesize that the
motion in a training device. cause is rtlated to the increase in neural activity

from eye movements fol]owing a changing visual
Kcene which is contrast-.d with the static

SPATIAL ORIENTATION TRAINING phytiologi cues from the proprioceptive systemn
However, it is gene ally very difficult to isolate the

A major causal facto of aviation.inst:ument, causes of simulator sickness and it is even powaible
weather accidents is spatial disorientation. Thia to develop simulator sicknesa in a static situation
generally occurs when the pilot unexpectedly loses such as in a room tilted from the inertial vertical.
visual reference to the ground, horizon, or a cloud According to Steele (1963), in thes cases of
ayer, and as a result loses control of the aircraft. visually induced symptoms, the cause appears to
Some flight situations in which disorientation may be over-t.imulation of the inner ear.
occur are listed in table 1. The following hypotheses are some that have

been advanced in an Offort to explain simulator
sicknes:

SIMULATOR SICKNESS 1. Conflict between the apparent motion seen on
the visual display and lack of any coratponding

A factor which favors the inclusion of motion " motion of the simulator.
a part of a total simulation system is the 2. Optical distortion (both vatic and dynamic)
inhibition of simulator sitknew. It has been in the visuai displh/, particularly of vertical
observed that symptoms resembling motion objects; the synthetic presentation of a viua
sicknews develop when operating simulators that scene which is a distored mpretation of a ICA
include a visual system providing apparent motion environment.
%ithout accompanying real motion. It has been 3. Poor resolution.
suggested that the attempt to interpret the visual 4. Rapid changes in brightnem (flicker).
cues in the absence of corresponding physical 5. Wide field of view.
motion cues is one source of conflict that 6. A highly structured visual field (too much
produces this effect. This cannot be the cue detail).
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7. A poorly structured field combined with concluded that the basic problem resulted from a
peripheral flicker, conflict between visual and proprioceptive cues
8. Excessive lag between simulator control and due to a lack of cockpit motion. The second team

corresponding movement in the visual display. (Miller and Gobdson, 1958) concluded that the .
9. lH h-frequency vibrations which disrupt basic problem was caused primarily by conflicting -

accomhuodation. visual cues produced by a combination of several
10. Projection acreen-to-observer distance optical distortions in the display.
a.sufficient for infinity focus of the eyes, A similar situation was encountered in an
producing conflict between actual distance of the automobile driving simulator manufactured by the
display and the apparent distance of the scene. Goodyear Aerospace Corporation, in use at the

Itemra 6 and 7, above, appear somewhat Injury Control Research Laboratory, U.S. Public
contradictory. This may have resulted from Health Service, in Providence, Rhode Island. Many
different interpretations of the term "structured tubjects (40 to 50%) experienced simulator
field." Benfari (1964) reported that vertigo was sickness on this device, and the cause was generally
most common when there was a combination of a attributed to the lack of a motion system.
poorly structured field and peripheral flicker. He However, it was noticed that the optical pickup
found that motion and flicker could be integrated and vidicon camera, which were suspended on the
in a highly tmct:ured field without inducing end of a movable carriage above an 87:1 (HO
vertigo. Beniari aba found that flicker or poor gauge) scale terrain model, vibrated as the gantry
str•icture by itself hail no apparent effect. In his moved ahout. This vibration was magnified
report, a poorly structured field was defined as- through the optical relay system and transmitted
"(a) haling a figure.ground contrast ratio of lea to the projection screen. Although the picture
than 2:1, (b) having poorly-articulated objects in jtter was not too obvious, the observer's eyes were
the field, (c) lacking a definite frame-of-reference constantly shifting in an effort to stabilize the
such as an horizon or vertical border, and scene. It was subsequently believed that this was
(d) having a relatively homogeneous textural the cause of the simulator sickness, rather than the
gradient." lack of real motion. Coincidentally, on the 2FH2

An important factor in these experiments was Hover Trainer there was also picture jitter
that a 165-degree cinedome projection screen was produced when executing a turn or other abruptly
used. This wide-angle screen produced a changing maneuver. Subjects reported this a a
"compelling illusion of confinement by the contributing factor to the simulator sickneas
boundaries of the visual field. Subjects who stood experienced on this device, However, since picture
outside the boundaries of the cinedome were not jitter coincided with the turning or other sudden
affected as strongly by the vertigo inducing maneuver, it could have been the illusion of
stimuli- (Benfari, 1964). Items 6 and 7 we, acceleration due to the simulated maneuver, rather
therefore, related to item S (wide field of view), than the jitter, which produced the feeling of
and it is apparent that most of the factors listed malaise. It would appear difficult to isolate the
above are, generally, interrfaet-. cause in this case. Another possibility is that litter

When a definit, Iozm! i reference is missing, it and the apparent acceleration were both

is difficult to distinguian the visual field from what contributing factors.
Gibson calls the "tisual world." Gibson states that, Recently, a new gantry drive mechanism, which

"In some flying maneuvers, in amusement park virtually eliminated picture jitter, was installed on

devices, in a special type of vertigo, and in a the Goodyear driving simulator but simulator

number of experimental situations, the visual sickness persists in the device. The Injury Control

world and the visual field cannot be distinguished Research Laboratory ploars to incorporate a
from one ranther and sme illusory frame of dynamic seat into the simulator, which will move
rft - nonegnotheravtnal vmerticalmay tramen of during acceleration, braking, and turning, in
relertnet-A non-grsa-tationa vertical-may then further efforts to eliminate the problem (Lewis,
dominate perception. The experience is 1969).
disconcerting and unpleasant. It is in theme An interesting aspect of the 2FH2 Hover
situations that one loses equilibrium." Trainer study was that a higher percentage of

11 two independent studies conducted on the inhtructocs became sick (60%) than students (12%)
2FI12 Rlover Trainer (Bell Helicopter Simulator) (Miller and Goodson, 1958). Three hypotkeses
the first inveatigaton (Havron and Butler, 1957) were offered to account for hs:
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND 6. Pilot instrument training is a known technique
RESEARCH ISSUES for preventing or recovering from spatial

disorientation. In addition to instrument training.

I. Before incorporation of a motion system for spatial orientation training should be employed to -
the s8le purpose of preventing simulator sickne, familiarize the pilot with the causes of the illusions
it mui be definitely ruled out that the problem is experienced during disorientation, and to train
not strictly a visual one. If it is a discrepancy in him on countermeasures to prevent or overcome
the presentation of visual cues (distortion) the the effects of the misleading cues which cause the
Addition of motion will not remedy the situation phenomenon.
and may only aggravate it. Hall and Parker (1967) 7. Physical training is another are& which merits
rtpocted that in one Air Force, high-performance, consideration. Vestibular training by Soviet
tactical aircraft simulator (without a visual cosmonauts made it possible to raise their
display) the motion sy.tem was not used often vestibular stability. Passive exercises were
because it was winecessary fer what it taught and conducted seeral times a week alternated with
it tended to make. the students nauseou, (motion special active exercises as par. of genera! physical
sick). ttaning. All cosmonauts showed higher vestibular
2. Experimental studits should be conducted to tolerances to rotation after training (Yuganov,
providc conclusive evidence to support (or reject) at A., 1966).
some of the hypotheses that havt been advanced
regarding simulator ticknoa. A rdatively
straightforward study which may yield SUMMARY
information of practical importance is one which
would contrmat the effcts of & dynamic visual No sensory system is completely iolAted from
syttem with and without real motion. it would the others. As a result, simultaneous stimulAfion of
attempt to show that the sickness produced by the several senses will produc.e an interactive effect.( prception of apparent motion on a vizual display nThe oraniration by the nervous system of various
can be negated by thL odditiott of real motion. sensations ixto meaningful parceptions is an
Snacori's (1969) validation atudy of ground-bwed extremely complex process. It is not str.nge,
simulstion attacked thin problem as a side issue. therefore, to find that at times -'.here are
Unfortunately, only one subject wu used in the misinterpretations of cues leading to fale
primary evaluation, and as the tueceptibility to perteptions.
simulator sicknca shows wide individual The sensations which conflict most frequently
d&ff•rencea, it would appear premature to make nith visupl perceptions are those originating in the
generalitations based on the results derived from a vestibular system of the inner ear. Sensory
&mal] -vaplt. Conndnuation of this experimental interactions between the visual and vestibular
'York, using a lage sample of both experienced spparatua are vcr Important to consider in
and inexperienced pilots, should be encouraged, simulator applications which couple a visual
3. A study should be conducted to determine the &splray to a modun system.
dfects of wide versus narrow field of view displays Thnre are three general types of acreleration:
as a contributing factor to simulator sickness, linear, rniptlar, and radial. The vrztibular system
4. It may be found that visually-induced serves to sense these acceleration& in conjunction
(apparent) motion and real motion cannot be with the somatic senses. Although the eyes are
"mixed," but that the real motion must stabilized by inputs from the vestibular apparstus,
=c.ompany the apparent motion synchronously in the visual system appears to lack proprioceptive
order to *void simulator sickness. Visuallyinductd feedback of its own. The direction of gaze is
uniform motion may be an exception. known only by reference to what is being looked

5. Detailed" measurements of pilot hcad and eye at. In the presence of a wellstructured visual
movements dwing various stages of fixed and display, therefore, the visul mode will be the
moving bae tinulatiors should be made and pynmary, overriding input. With a poor visual .
compared with flight data. This type of mfetence, however, the motion cues will tend to
investigation may provide an explan4.aon of the take priority. In situations where the visual and
function of the ocular couster-roll refltx and its motion inputs ae sensed a being equally
mlation, ifany,.osimulatoraickna5. demanding, they will be reinforcing or
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1. Subjects are more prone to become sick when 2. Instructing the pilot to close his eyes during
sitting as passengers than when they are actually startup and shutdown procedures when
"Dlying" the simulator (students had the controls exaggerated simulator visual motion occurs.
t4e majority of the time). The fact that vehicle 3. Frequent rests.
Verators rarely become sick and passengers often 4. Frequent scanning of the totAl display and
do can be explained by the conflict of cues avoidance of staring at a particular point during,
hypotheses. As the operator receives direct precision hover or maneuver.
feedback from the vehicular controls (Barrett and 5. Instill high motivation in the pilot.
Thornton, 1968), and is also in an optimum A study by Northrop Norair Division (Sinacori,
position for viewing the outside environment, he 1969) addressed itself to the issue of simulator
can anticipate what is to happen and doei not sickness as part of an investigation to determine a
experience conflict. On the other hand, the round.based simulator's capsbiity to produce
passenger who does not have these references i data representative of visual flight. A jet-lilt

al distortion is more apparent to an V/STOL aitcraft simulator using a point light
experiencedpitorthon is mo y appar-ent g the an our-e visual display with a rotational, 3 degree of
ezIerienced pilot, who is ccttinually s4- nning the freedom inotioa base, was used as th-! test vehicle.
scene, than to a stulent who tends to fixate on a Fixed base operation of this simulator ind'ced
particular area of the screen. Yet in order to pilot nausea and reduced pilot-vehicle performance.
reduce the tendenf.y to experience vertigo, Use of the motion system greatly reduced or
Sinacori (1967) instructed Mis simulator pilots to eliminated the nausea and produced rmstlts
"s.an the total display freiqently and to avoid comparabie with flight results.
staring at a particular point on the display. This~a Another interenting aspect of this study was te
but one of the many paradoxes to LQ found in the attention paid to head movements which were
"literature of simulator sickness. fo-ind to be related to vehicle motions.
3. There was probably no cue conflict foL the ,easurenients sho-wed that compensatory head
student pilots, since they hid not learned the movemerts occurred during lateral quick-stop
specific motion cues which are characteristic of maneuvers whtn peak bank angles exceeded 5 to 6
helicopter operation. Conversec'y, the instrmtor ieg-ces. Th e head counter.rolled in order to
pilots experienced cue conflict a a result of thu reduce the total inertial rolling of the head during
absence of the proprioceptive sensstions which moving base operation. During fixed base

they had been highly trained to interpret and ope'ation, the head movement was reversed, the
respond to. Fitts (195i) found that visualcontrol head tended to follow the visual scene whichro to.y importats (hile foindithtvisual colearntrl a moved in the opposite direction to what the real
n vewy important whle an individual is learning a motion would have been. The same pattern of
new perceptuai.motor task but is performance head movements shown during moving base
becomes habitual, proprioceptive feedback or operation was observed by Sinacori for five other
"feel" becomei morm important. This is readily pilots while they performed the same task during
apparent in learning to typewrite, to play a flight in a helicopter.
musical instrument, and in learning many other Head movements may have some bearing on the
skills. edoemnsmyhvsoeeaignth

higher incidence of oickness involved with
Ha~bituation is also a factor applicable to wide.angle visual displays as compared to displays

simulator sickness. In some cases, instructors may having narrow fields. However, widehangle displays
find that they adapt to the simulator after gaining usually have more dhtortion than narrow.field
experience in operating the device, and displays, and, possibly more important, the pilot
subsequently will not suffer any ill effects. As an loses all sense of a stable reference in a wide angle
sid to reducing the effects of simulator sickness in system since the edges of the projection screen are
a point light source simulator, Sinacori (1967) not in the immediate field of view. Which of these

recommended the following procedures: three fictots is the most important-heid

1. Wearing eyeshadei which prevent direct light movements necesawry to scan a wide field,

and extraneous reflections from entering the distortion, ot s of a stable reference! Or, do
pilot's eyes. they all interact to produce vertigo!
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contradictory depending upon whether the cues James, W. Psychology, New York: World Publishing Co.,
are in or out of phase. 1948.

lewis, E.M., Jr. Personal Communication, Injury Control
"In conclusion, it may be stated that effective Reseirch Laboratory, Department of Health,

S'training design requires that the significance of cue Education, and Welfare. Providence. Rhode Islad?-*
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(i)

ABSTRACT

Fifteen women and sixteen men were given a 10-
minute 'ride' in a fixed-baze car simulator with a
moving visual display (Sim-L-Car). These exposures
were standardised, and included a considerable amount
of implied (but not actual) vestibular stimulation.
Approximately one half of the subjects wore 'blinkers'
which restricted their field of view to the dynamic
visual display. The principal findings were:
(i) Some measurable decline in well-being was reported
by 28 of the 31 subjects; (2) Women were significantly
more susceptible than men; (3) Both previous passenger
and car driving experience correlated positively with
the degree of disturbance produced by the simulator;
but d-iving experience appeared to exert the greatest
influence upon susceptibility; and (4) Exclusion of
the static features of the field of view appeared to
have no effect upon susceptibility. These results
were interpreted in the light of the 'sensory
rearrangement' theory of motion sickness.

Notion sickneas susceptibility; simulator sickness susceptibility;

sensory conflict.
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INTRODUCTION

It is now well established that a form of motion sicknesa,
somettmes called 'simulator sickness', can be produced by the operation

Sof fixed-base vehicle simulators incorporating an appropriately moving

*- visual scene (Miller & Goodaon, 1960; Sinacori, 1968; Barrett &

Thornton, 1968). One explanation for this phenomenon has been provided

by the 'sensory rearrangement' theory of motion sickness (Reason, 1970;

Reason & Diaz, 1970) which argues that the essential provocation comes

" from a mismatch between the total pattern of information being

signalled by the basic orientation senses - the eyes, the vestibular

* system, and the non-vestibular proprioceptors - and that held in store

from previous stimulus exposures. Thus, motion sickness is thought to

be triggered by a conflict between the prevailing inputs from the

spatial senses and those expected on the basis of prior experience;

with the all-important proviso that the current sensory influx must

include a changing velocity stimulus of the sort normally detected by

the vestibular iqsten.

Within the terms of this theory, simulator sickness is presumed

to arise from the absence of vestibular signals in the presence of

visual information which, in conditions of actual vehicle motion, would

be accompanied by corroborating signals from the semicircular canals

or otoliths as well as from the non-vwstibular proprioceptors. The

Sbasic assumption that simulator sickness is due to the unfulfilled

expectations of a vestibular input created by the seen motion is

* "partially borne out by the experimental finding (Miller L Goodzon, op

"cit) that experienced vehicle operators are considerably more

susceptible to this disorder than trainees, or those with little or no

previous experience of real vehicle motion. This is presumably because

the expectations of the former are more firmly entrenched than those

of th. latter, and hence conflict more drastically with the 'rearranged'

sensory inputs encountered in the simulator.
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The present investigatios, differed from previous studies of

simulator sickness in that it employed passive rather than active

observers. The car simulator used in this experiment was controlled

by the investigator while the subject, seated beside him, passively

observed the dynamic visual display through the 'windscreen'. The

question which interested us was: 'How much does the absence of active

vehicle control influence susceptibility to simulator sickness?' If

a relatively high incidence of symptoms were observed in this passive

mode, then it would be reasonable to assume that the sense of

involvement created by actually handling the controls was not

essential, or even particularly influential, in producing sickness.

And on theoretical grounds, there was no reason to suppose that

'passengers' would be any the less susceptible than 'drivers',

provided that they paid close attention to the moving visual scene

(cf. 'Cinerama sickness').

In addition to studying the incidence of simulator sickness in

pasaive observers, this investigation also considered the effects of

three variables which, on a priori grounds, were likely to influence

susceptibility. These were:

a. Sex. There is a wealth of evidence (see Reason, 1968) to

show that women are generally more prone to moat conventional

forms of motion sickness than men, and it wan expected that

similar sex differences in susceptibility would be revealed in

the present experiment.

b. Restriction of vision. Approximately half of the subjects

wore 'blinkers' which restricted their field of view to the

screen displaying the moving visual scene. It was thought that

eliminating the 'unrealistic' aspects of the environment - such

as the stationary surroundings - might enhance stisceptibility.
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C. Previous car experience. The subjects' prior experience as

both car passengers and drivers was measured. From previous
; findings, it was expected that the degree of both kinda of

experience would be positively related to the amount of disturbance •

created by the simulator session; although it was of theoretical

interest to discover which of these two forms of experience,

passenger or driver, would have the greater influence.

Subjects

Fifteen female and sixteen male undergraduates and technical staff

were used as subjects. Their ages ranged from 17-23 lears, the modal

age being 19. The majority of the subjects were volunteers from a

'first lear Psychology degree course, the remainder being junior

teclniciano All the subjects were asked to complete a Motion Sickness

Questionnaire (O•..) at the completion of the experiment (see Reason,

1968, for details of the MSq and scoring procedures). The mean MSQ

*core for the women was 53.4, and for the men, 44.9.

Subjects were also asked to estimate how many houz. per week, on

average, they spent as car passengers and car drivers. Comparative

mean experiences for women and men wore.:

a. Women as passengers: 4.1 hours a week

range 0-14 hours a week.

b. Women as drivers: 1.5 hours a week

range 0-12 hours a week.

c. Men as passengers: 3.5 hours a week

range 0-10 hours a week.

d. Men az drivers: 2.0 hours a week

range 0-10 hours a week.
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Simulator

The driving simulator was the Sim-L-Car, a point light source

device manufactured by General Precision Systems of Aylesbury, Bucks.

It was a closed loop system which relied for its visual display on a

point light source projection system. The body of the simulator was

made up of A-40 components and fascia. It was instrumented with

standard car controls: steering wheel, gear lever, clutch, accelerator,

brake pedals, handbrake, and key-operated ignition. Two seats were

situated side by side in the car body 'tock-up'. The simulator was

also equipped with a sound source which, when turned down to. its

lowest volume, provided a fairly convincing background noise and
' tickerer'.

The visual display was presented to the occupants of the car on

a 6 x 12 ft rear projection screen located just ahead of the bonnet

at a distance of 6 ft from the driver and subject. The displ•q

consisted of the refracted image produced when the illumination from

a high intensity point source of light passed through a transparent,

circular 'Plexiglass' disc. A roadway network, comprising a winding

peiimeter road with intersecting transverse roads, was painted on to

the surface of the disc. Added 'realism' was provided by trees

(fashioned from cotton vool and wire), perspex buildings, and a

stationary toy bus. The impression of vehicle movement was created

by the controlled motion of the road disc beneath the stationary

light sourcel the motion of this disc was governed by the speed and

direction controls of the car in * realistic fashion.

The overall effect was that of driving on the periaeter track and

intersecting roads of a deserted airfield. The optics were such that

the car always appeared to be driving into a wintry sunset. From the

investigator's point of view, the greatest realism was achieved with

a combination of low, 'twilight', illumination and fairly high apparent

speeds. In kadition, the display characteristics were most satisfactory

on a lefthand (anti-clockwise) circuit of the perimeter track. However,

right turns were made at junctions on the transverse roads.
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Procedure

Subjects sat in the passenger seat of the simulator', and were

told that this experiment was part of general investigation designed

to evaluate the simulator as a training device. They were informed

that it could, on occasions, produce mild aymptoms of travel sickness

such as dizziness, queasiness, and nausea. The purpose of this

particular experiment, they were told, was to find out how many people

were affected and to what extent. To this end they were asked to keep

their eyes fixed on the screen ahead and to ignore anmy distractions in

the room around them.

Each subject was then driven over a standard course for a period

of 10 minutes. The course was chosen both to maximise the realistic

features of the device (i.e. high average speed and lefthand circuits

when on the perimeter road) and to include a large amount of implied

vestibular stimulation (i.e. sharp cornering at speed, rapid acceleration

and braking, stOppin• and starting). During the run, the only source

of illumination was that from the visual display itself.

At the end of the run, subjects were asked to rate their general

state of ell-being (at that tim.)o to describe their symptoms (if any),

and to rate the realism of the car aimulator. Details of the rating

scales and a"ymptoa scores are given in a separate section belov.

Restriction of Yi.ion

As mentioned earlier, opproximately one-half of the subjects were

provided with 'blinkers' to screen out all but the mving display from

the field of view. The 'blinkers' consisted of an oval rubber tube

which was held by the subject over his eyes. One end of the tube vu

moulded to fit the nose and forehead. Subjects were instructed to

adjust the shape of the tube so that it excluded all but the projection

screen from the visual scene. To avoid unnecessarz eye-strain or

pressure headache, they yere instructed to hold the 'blinkers* very

lightly against the face.
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Experimental Measures

The principal dependent measlues were the Well-bping Scale 1%

(Reason &.?Graybiel, 1970; Reason & Diaz, 1970), and a Symptom Score

derived from a 5tandardised symptom check-list. The well-being

estimates were made on the basis of an eleven-point category scale,

ranging from 0 - *I feel fine' to 10 - '1 feel awful, just like I'm

about to vomit'. To obtain the Symptom Score, subjects were asked

whether they had expsrienced any of the following symptoms either

during or immediate13 after the run: dizziness, bodily waretb, headache,

increased salivation, stomach awareness, and nausea. Two further

symptoms were mentioned by subjects during the vooct-ruw interview:

dry mouth and drowsiness. In addition, the presence and degree of

pallor and cold eweating were assessed by the investigator. To

achieve the overall Symptom Score, the presence of any of these signs

or rfmptoms was categorised as 'mild', 'moderate', and 'severe'. A

score of I was $iven to all reactions classified as 'mild', 2 to those

classified as 'moderate', 'and 3 to 'severe' reaction,. The final

Symptom Score for each subject was obtained by eaing these Individual

Weightings.

In addition, the subjects were asked to rat* the rtalien of the

Sim-L-Car on a 10-point scale from 0 -. '1It at all like a r*al car',

to 10 - 'Just like a real car'. At the conpletion of the interview,

subjects were asked to fill in the MSQ,

&MULTS

Incidence

In three subjects onl4 did both the Well-being Rating and the

Syiptoe Score indicete a cooplete absence of ov•y ill-effects. The

remaining 28 subjects reported varying desgees of diaturtance ranging

from mild dizzineme to the presence of all listed reactions includint

severe nausea. On* subject gave a vell-being rating of 10 and asked
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(".

for the run to be stopped after 9 minutes because she felt cloe to

fainting. :A percentage breakdown of the proportion of aubject.s

reporting each kind of reaction is shown in Table 1.

Table I

Percentage of Women, Men, end Total Sample Reporting each Sign

or SyXmptom.

(N-15) (N-16) (N-31)
Signs and SIMptome % Women % Men % Total

Dizziness 73 69 71

Bodily warsth 47 50 48
eaache 53 38 45

Stocach awareness 3 31 42

Nauces& 60 2:5 42 t 'Ic '

29 ~
Sweat 33 25 29
Increased salivation 13 25 19

Dry south 13 0 6

Drowsiness 7 0 3

Froe Table 1, it a clear that the moat frequently occurring

syuptow vas ditusies, and this was true for both sen and women. The

next moat frequent ~ptons were bodily warmth, headache, stomach

awarezess, a" d nausea. The only really sarked discrepaacy between

the oxee vwa in the resence. of pallor* soalething that vas detected

far sore often in wooen than in men.
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It is also clear from Tabl* 1 that all but one symptom, increased

salivation, occurred more frequently among the women, a discrepancy

that was piedicted on the basis of known sex differences in

susceptibility. A more detailed analysis of theme, aex differences is
given below.

Sex differences

Table 2 shows the mean Wel-being Ratinge and Symtoru Scoree for

men and women. Mann-Whitney 'U' tests calculated for both meazur-o

indicated that owomen were considerably more disturbed by the simulator

than the men; W-B Ratings, TJ4-5; p .. O1 (one-tailed test); Symptom

Scores, U=65.5; p<.0 25 (one-tailed test).

Table 2

Mean Well-Being Patings and Symptom Scores for M)en &ad Women

Women Men
Mean Rtange Moean •.

Ve*l-B~ing Rating 4.?' 0-20 1.7 0-5

Syeptos Score 6.6 0-18 3.1 0-7

OThe higher the WeU-Being- Rating, the

more severe the disturbance. The saae

is true of the Syuptoe Score.

It view of their marked differences in suaceptibility, men end

women woere treated eparatly irn all sb•bsequent analyses.
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The Effect of 'Blinkers'

Table:3 shows the mean Well-Being Ratings and S•mYtom Scores for

female andisale subjects with and without blinkers. For neither sex

did the restriction of vision make any significant difference to the

degree of distnirbance produced by the simulator rid*. In view of this,

the presence or absonce of blinkers was ignored in subsequent analyses.

Table 3

")Mean Values for Subjects with and without 'Blinkers'

With (NS7) Without (N=a8)

Women

Well-Being Rating 4.4 4.8

Symptom Score 6.8 6.5

With (N-8) without (x.8)

Ncn

Well-Being Rating 1.1 1.8

Symptoo Score 3.0 3.5

The rfetcts of Previous Car .xperiena*

! +•earman rank order correlation coefficients were computed

betweea the tuo sickness measures and the average time per week spent

as a car driver and passenger. This vas done for men 6nd women

"separately, and the results are summarised in Table *. '
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Table 4

A Refations between Degree of Sickness ean Previous Car Exnrience

Women N=15

rho

Ve1 We n• Rstin/Drliving experience +0.516

Well Being RatV.ng/Paaaenger experience .0.22

Symptoe Score/Driving experience +0.50"

Symptom Score/Pas3nSer experience +0.450

Men Nv16

rho

We*l-Being Rating/Dliving experience 4,032

Well-Being Rating/Passenger experience .0.05

Symptom Score/Driving experience 40,43*

Symptom Score/Passenger experience -0.12

('indicates p4.05)

Reali Ratinm

For wasen, the mean realism ratin; vas 5.8, the modal value 6,

and the range 2-9. The pattern for men was very similar: a cean of

5.6, a wodal value of 7, and a raW# from 2-8.

Casual inspettion of the data sweated that there vam a negative

relationehip between the realism ratings and the two "asurea of

aicknes. To check this, rank order correlation coefficianta were

computed, and are set out in Table 5.
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rrhola~tioia t•etwveen rthele '••'e of Sickn•ead an'd they Resh.,s. ___tnl

rho
Well-Being Ratin•/•editem Ratiung -0311

.xWell-Being Ratino/ealism Rating -o.460
Symptom Score/Reaietm Rating -0.34

Pr~dictive 'Value of KMQ

To assega the yealuo of the X4SQ for pr~eiicting individualu differencets

it suasceptibility to siovIaator sickness, rank order correlations were

* ~computed botw1 ien the total x45q score and the two =&zu~res of simulator

sicknse~o The resultin~g coefficients are shown in Table 6.

Relatlena botweon the De&Eea of Sickness and YSq Score

Women

rho

* 9q/Well-BAeng Rating .0.10

Mpt Symptoe cor l o n.1u
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view obtained from the front of a laterally stable train moving at

constant speed along a perfectly straight track. In this investigation,

it wasicertainly true that manoeuvres such as cornering at speed,

tr'aveiiing fast along a winding stretch of road, and sudden braking

vere the ones moot frequently cited as responsible for loss of well-

being.

The rather surprising finding that the presence of the 'blinkers'

had no effect upon susceptibility to simulator sickness is of

particular interest since it suggests that cognitive factors, such an

* the knowledge derived from seeing the stationary surrounds, play little

of no rArt La the production of symptoms. Evidently, the presence of

incompatible elements in the visual scene docs not appreciably reduce

the nauaeognic properties of the dynamic visual di3play.

Both this aud the demnuatratioit that passive observers are equally

prone to sickness point to the involvement of a fairla low-order

%entral mechanir-i: one that is sore attuned to signals ftrm the

relatively primitive orientation senses than to subtle nuances of

cognition. Such a ;oacaption is very murh in accord with the Isensory

"4rran~e~ ztý theory of motion sickiesa in which puychogenic factors

are couidered te b6 of necvndary importance only. The essence .of

his theory Is tUt syraptra are triggered (exactly how is nct

utderstood) by tuconsaltencies tworeen the p'-vailing influx from the

* spatial sensee and *$orsl traces fma coaparable axpowres in the

past. If the brain c*ntx cone rned with integrating spatial inputs

has tooe to 'expect' (on *1b; Usis of prior experience, th.-t is,

"thrugh tba proces -3f percoptual adaptation) that a parttular

movement of the vioual scene wilU be correlated with "cific

vestibular inputs, then the abe*eLse of thee. vestibular ntgnals on a

subsequent presentation of the same visual atimu.us will evoke the

symptoms of motion sickneAs. Why these reactions ahould take the

T.rticultrr fcrm that they do, cnd what functional purpose they serve,

is not understood4 but there seems little doubt that unfulfilled

'vestibular expectationas' are the pripmry cause.
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Tim factor- 2_ clearly did influence susceptibiluty were sex and

ptevioua car travel experience* That women wtre more disturbed by the

simulator than men was not surprisinE considering that women are known

to succumb more readily to most forms of motion sickness. But this

finding does not bring us any nearer to understanding why these sex

differences exist. Are women simply more liable to present the nausea

syndrome than sen? Is it linked in some way to their hormonal make-up?

Or do the differences in susceptibility originate from the spatial

integrating centre itselfle These important questions remain unanswered.

Vqually predictable, though perhaps less difficult to understand,

is that susceptibility to simulator sickness, both for men and women,

was positively related to the amount of previous experience with car

travel, both as passengers and as drivers. This general relationship

can be explained, as stated earlier, by suggesting thatin experienced

travellers, the stored stimulus traces are more firmly consolidated in

the 'spatial memory store'. However, on the basis of this argument

it would be expected that driver experience should count for more than

p asenger experience because, like the subject in the present

experiment, the car driver is forced to maintain the 'eyes-forvard'

mode of looking: whereas the passenger is not constrained in quite the

same way, i.e. some of the time he will be looking out at the road

ahead, but at other times he will be glancing ovt ýf tt Mide Aindows

or within the car. By comparison, therefore, the car driver has a

such better opportunity of building up stimulus traces appropriate to

the simulator situation, and so should be more disturbed by the

rearranged sensory inputs in the simulator. Do the present findings

support these predictions? E~amination of the correlation coefficients

displayed in Table 4 shows that, for both men and women, the

relationships between the two measures of simulator sickness and

driver experience were better than those with passenger experience;

althouwh, except in one instance, these were also poeitiveo The small

"samples used in this experiment, and the relatively limited range of

driving experience of the aubjects, mean that a great deal of reliance

cannot be placed on these particular data; but they do conform with the
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arguments set out above. If such a finding were replicated using larger

numbers and a wider range of driving experience, it would provide very

strong support for the 'unfulfilled expectation' aspect of the sensory

rearrangement theory.

Two other findings are worthy of brief comment. First, the rather

curious fact that those subjects who were most disturbed by the

simulator ride tended to rate the device as being less realistic than

-* those who were relatively unaffected. Were they 'punishing' the

simulator (or the investigators) for making them sick? Or was it that

they were not normally car sick so that the presence of unfamiliar

reactions like dizziness and nausea rendered the simulator less like

the real thing? It in hard to say. But whatever the cause, it cast&

some doubt on the validity of the realism ratings per se.

Secondly, it is clear flrom the coefficients displayed in Table 6
that the )SQ (a personal history inventory) would not have been

particularly successful in predicting the degree of simulator sickness.

However, the relationships were much higher for men than women; and

for both sexes, they were higher with the Symptom Score than the Well-

Being Ratings. Considering the very imprecise nature of the measures,

correlations of this order a"e perhaps the beat that can be expected.

At best, the MSQ is a very blunt instrument, and its greateat

usefulness is in screening out highly susceptible individuals. It is

known to be far less effective in discriminating between individuals

of moderate susceptibility (Reason, 1968).

Finally, what are the practical implications of these findings?

So long as fixed-base simulators incorporatirng dynamic visual displays

continue to be sed extensively for training, information that. throws

nsoe light on the origins of the distressing and time-vasting condition

of 'simulator sickness' can alvays be put to good use. But, perhaps

sore importantly, these results reveal a little more of theM

! a involved in the production of the motion sickness phenomenon,

and it In only from ra ~1,r rt o eng processes

that .ffective preventive measures can be formulated.
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FRB-CIPAL FINDINGS

(1. Some decline in well-being was reported by 28 o- the 31 unselected

subjects passively exposed to a 10-minute ride in a closed-loop car

simulator.

2. 'Women were significantly more susceptible than men.

3. Previous car experience, both as passenger and driver, correlated

positively with the degree of disturbance produced by the simulated

ride. However, there was some evidence to suggest that driver experience

exerted a more powerful influence upon susceptibility to simulator

sickness.

4. eBlinkers' which excluded the static features of the surroundings

appeared to have no effect upon susceptibility.
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1i17 val,ae ir.iiate. .he aircraft landing trials saved for every
.:.,.,,• lt tri.al in tLie simuletor.

liq exwndes I dni 2 ?shuw tiat the value of one larndinq trial in the
•.1 :,lt.or ,anqes frnii 1.18 to .79 lncding trials in the P-3 aircraft. These

S:|,ieritt 'IR values ar,. most likely the result of a combination of the variablesS! i • 5 ec bel otu,:"

1. C-I training was conducted using a block syllabus; C-2 used an

integrated sy llabus.

A mure stringent criterion was imposed on C-2.

3. C-2 had several poor performers who increased the group average.

.lespite the differences, however, the data show that transfer of landing
;•r•ctice in the simulator is high.

A co'Vparison of the landing trials of the C-3 and E groups'(TER example 3
above) indicates the value of landing pattern airwork. Under training conditions
which did not permit flare or touchdown practice in the simulator, a training
benefit did occur. In this example one landing trial in the simulator saved
.57 landing trials in the aircraft.

The study results indicate that simulator practice in landing pattern
airwork and the final phase of landing transfers positively to the aircraft.
This transfer occurs even though VP-30 instructor and student-pilots universally( agreed that the 2F87F does not "handle" like the aircraft during the final
phase of landing. The question of greater training effectiveness as a function
of improved fidelity was not addressed in this study. It is a topic worthy of
further investigation.

EFFECT OF LIMITED FIELD OF VIEW ON LANDING PERFORMANCE. A major concern of
pilots is the limited field of view of the rigid model board. They suspect'
this reduces the training value of landing practice in the simulator since
visudl cues in the periphery are absent. However, the belief that a wide angle

-' al capability is required for effective training is not supported by the
datd in the present study nor by a number of other studies. For example,
Ar,...;tro.g' employed a Varsity aircraft configured such that the field of view
e(f the pilot was limited to 500. Ar•irstrong reported that Idriding perfOnuance
in the aircraft was almost unaffected by loss of peripheral vision, even

7 ite reader is cautioned not to interpret the TER as a constant; it is not
_necessarily linear with increased training, and it varies as a function of
previous practice.

* a . D. Armstrong. Flight Trials to Discover Whether Peripheral Vision is
'Jteded for Landing. RoyaT'F ra-tc it-TViET--shment Technical ep'o~-ft 2--.
1970. Ministry of Aviation Supply, Farnborough Hants.
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. r ,•. ,ot" ¶ibi I l ty C",,Fitiun,. Roscoe 9 configured a Cessna T-50 such that
the J.incsisield of the airplane was replaced by an aluminum sheet through

a periscope was installed. An image was projected from the periscope
.n 8. inch screen witn a field of view from the pilot's eye of a maximum

1. 30 degrees horizoi, tally and vertically. Roscoe found that both experienced
af.t inexperienced pilots co~ild make safe takeoffs and landings by periscope
using a-Yariety of techniques and under a variety of conditions. Based on
these aircraft data and the data from this study, it is reasonable to conclude
that high fidelity simulators do not require "wide" angle visual systems to
provide effective landing training.

tA..1AV FINDINGS

Tne findings of this study are summarized below:

I. The E group who received no flare or touchdown practice during
simwl3tor landing trials required significantly more landing trials in the air-
craft to attain proficiency than did the C-I and C-2 groups who received full
ldnding training in the simulator (37, 17, and 28 landings, respectively).

2. The group that received no simulator training, C-3 (the fly only
group), required significantly more landing trials in the aircraft to attain
proficiency than did the E group. Practicing landing pattern airwork in the
simulator contributes positively to landing performance in the P-3 aircraft.

3. The C-i group required fewer total simulator and aircraft landings to
attain proficiency than did the aircraft-only trained group (C-3). This
suggests that the task learned in the simulator transfers significantly to
subsequent aircraft landing performance.

4. The TERs computed from the landing data show that landing practice in
the sinmilator provides a training benefit under the three different training
conditions examined.

S. N. Roscoe, S. G. Hasler, and D. G. Dougherty. "Flight by Periscope: Making
Takeoffs and Landings; The Influence of Imaye Magnification, Practice, and
Various Conditions of Flight." Human Factovs. 8. 1. February 1966. pp. 13-40.
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SECTION IV

CONFLICT OF VISUAL AND MOTION CUES

The addition of visual simulation to high fidelity fliqht simulators has
pro.,ced instances of physiological discomfort during and immediately after
tiraining in the device. This has presumably resulted from cue conflict when
visu.il motion cues are present if. the absence of cockpit motion cues. This is
pasrticularly so with wide-angle visual systems. During the series of TAEG
studies evaluating the 2F87F simulator, several VP-30 instruý.tors. reported (.
tvausea and general disorientation when the visu-al --s-teii -was operative while •-'_4'.
the cockpit motion system was off. Consequently, the issue of motion sickness
relating to simulator training was examined as a part of the second study in
this report.

QUESTIONNAIRE ASSESSMENT

To assess the prevalence of motion sickness with the cockpit motion system
off aiid the visual system on,.a motion sickness questionnaire (IMSQ) used by the
Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (NAM4RL) was submitted to instructor
pilots and pilot trainees. This questionnaire is reproduced in appendix A.10

The questionnaire was administered to students and instructors of classes
7803 and 7805. Class 7803 received simulator training without cockpit motion;
class 7605 received simulator training with cockpit motion.

The data from thlie two groups were compared with published data on student
Naval flight officers' and with data on a group of college males. 1 2 Comparisons
among these groups are shown in tables 8, 9, and 10.

The cata in table 8 are compiled from sections A and B of the motion
sickness questionnaire. Appendix B provides the scoring procedures used for
sections A and B of the MSQ.

10 The 'ISQ was modified for this study by Dr. F. E. Guedry of NAMRL. In addition,

Dr. F. E. Guedry and Dr. J. M. Lentz conducted a computer analysis of the
MSQ data collected during this study.

J. M. Lentz, G. L. Holtzman, W. C. Hixon, and F. E. Guedry, Jr. Normative
Data tor Two Short Tests of Motion Reactivity. NAMRL-1243. 1977.TNaval
Ae-rospace tiedica-l- ResearcFLaZbratory, Pensacola, FL.

1J. T. Reason. An Investigation of Some Factors Contributing to Individual

Variation in MotTon Sickness Ss TTITUy.---RCeReport 2.-1968.-
( niTy-•--o-Defens---"-e Frce Dept), London.
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,1r:Ile there tire y,•tasti al differences between the C and E groups, the
;.f.,cli,,h uifferenes ,,re smdTI. Siiiulator training time wa& the same for all

.!Uel,..F both for p, the iverage was about 12 hour-, per student as first
niint. A comparisc)n oif the C and F groups' average trials to prnficiency for

edCh tWsk snows the ,agest differences to occur in Aborts, Holding, TACAN/VOR,
and Normdl Landings. Of these, Aborts and Holding appear to have the only true
differences. TACAN/VOR and Normal Landings trials for the C group would be
essentially the same as for the E group if all theC students had been trained
to proficiency.

Based on these data, it appears that the lack of simulator cockpit motion
midy have a slight adverse effect on training in Three and Four Engine Aborts.
Tre differences in the Holding task are difficult to explain particularly in
ývers of motion as a training variable.

[FFECTS OF NO-MOTION SIMULATOR TRAINING ON SUBSEQUENT AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE.
H!te effect of training in the simulator without cockpit motion on later student
rerformance was examined. In the initial planning only those tasks were selected
in which performance presumably would be affected by the variables of motion.
The following analysis considers only those tasks. An analysis of variance (F
test) with repeated measures was used. The measure employed was Aircraft Trials
to Proficiency for the following tasks:

1. Abort Four Engine
2. Abort Three Engine
3. Instrument lasks

6. Holding
h. Non-Prec App TACAN
C. VOR
d. NOB
e. LOC
f. Prec App GCA
g. ILS
h. Inst Procedures

.1. Landings

a. NonNi l Lindings
b. Approach Flap Landings
c. Three-Engine Landings

5. Engine Failure After Refusal

/ ,'s shown in table 7, no significant differences obtained between training
/me:hods (F-3.21), and no significant interaction effect occurred between trainin;

aI ndtas-L.J .91). Trials to Proficiency were affected more by variance
of students within groups than by training method. The only statistically
sitniticant finding was that certain tasks require more aircraft training
trials than do others (F-201.43). This, however, is obvious.
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"( I•.LE 8. UATA COMPILED FROM SECTIONS A AND B OF THE MIOTION SICKNESS
QUESIIONNAIRE (RESULTS R[LATE TO HISTORY OF MOTION SICKNESS)

Class 7803 Class 7805 NIFO Group College Group

Fi mba' "of Students 26 21 552 150

M'edn tlotion Sickness 20.80 12.80 15.99 28.00
$Cu'ueptibility Score

Stan(;jrd Deviation 17.10 15.80 18.78 20.00

Tahle 8 shows the no-motion group (Class 7803) to be average in terms of
motion sickness susceptibility as determined by MSQ methods. The scores for
'his group indicate less susceptibility than those of college males but more
-usceptibility than those of the NFO and class 7805 groups. The mean of the
no-motion group was increased slightly by one student who had a score of 73.7
(highly susceptible to motion sickness).

Table 9 presents data compiled from section C of the questionnaire. for
e'ise in interpretation, each question is stated followed by the appropriate
data fron classes 7803 and 7805. Question 5 also includes published data of
Lentz and Collins for comparison with the VP-30 data. 1 J(

Responses to questions 2 and 3 suggest that the no-motion group is about
average for military aviation in that the percent of individuals indicating
some degree of airsickness under provocative flight conditions is average to
above average. This finding is consistent with previous studies. Question 4
indicates about 10 percent of the group experience dizziness episodes in everyda,
life. Again, this is average or slightly above average for military aviators.

Question 5, percent taking antimotion sickness medication. is average
ium;,ared with a college group. Considering the extensive exposure to motion of
class 7803, this percentage is below expectatlons. However, the percentage for
class 7M5_Js .venJqwer.

i ns 6 ad pon items used by Hutchins and Kennedy. 4 The
iteus areregroed as good predictors of airsickness. Their report, however,
does ,,ot give percent of individuals replying in each answer categor*,•'A 1--

1-ctr4in sense look at the responses from classes 7803 and 7805 suggests that
• sore dAudents regard themselves as "poor risks" in motion sickness studies. Lt

rSeve.-aI individuals adinitted experiencing sickness feelings when viewing ,
13

J. M. Lentz and W. E. Collins. "Motion Sickness Susceptibility and Related
8phavioral Characteristics in Men and Women." Aviation Space Environmental
Medicine. 48, 4, pp. 316-322, 1977.

( 14 C. W. Hutchins and R. S. Kennedy. "Relationship Between Past History of

Motion Sickness and Attrition from Flight Training." Aerospace Medicine.
36, pp. 984-987, 1965.
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wide-'(treen movies involving external views from within moving vehicles (see
q,.-stion 3). Overall, both arouDs seem about average for pilots in reaard to
suiceptibility to motion sic"ness. Sections A, B, and C indicate that class
7803 contains enough individuals with some history of motion sickness to serve-
as a reasonable test group for testing the prevalence of motion sickness with
the cockpit motion system off and the visual system operating.

Table 10 presents data compiled from section 0 of the motion sickness
cnucstionnaire. Table 10, part A, presents (1) grouped responses of class 7803
for the six questions of Dart A, (2) the scoring procedure for Dart A, and (3)
cocmparisons of motion sickness symptoms for class 7803, class 7805, and two
groups of student Naval flight officers from a study by Lentz, et al.16
Lentz collected normative data for these Naval flight officers on two tests of
motion reactivity. These two tests were the brief vestibular disorientation
test (BVDT) and the visual vestibular interaction test (WVIT).

Section 0, part A, indicates that the simulator exposure produced little
evidence of motion sickness either during or afte;-sifukator training. Most of

-the affirmative answers were in reference toc(irednzs-s.or drowsines-. This may
be a sign of motion sickness, but it may also be attributable to '(l) nrolonged
simulator sessions or (2) time of day of the session. Of the symotoms that
could be related to motion or the lack of It, three students reported headache
and fivereported mild unsteadiness.

The mean of the no-motion group is considerably lower than the mean of the
8VOT and ',VVIT comparison groups who were exposed to "provocative stimulation."
Thus, the no-motion students and instructors rated their 4-hour simulator
exposure as less physiologically disturbing than the comparison groups rated
their 10-minute exposure to the VVIT or their 6-minute exposure to the MVDT.

Section 0, part B, which asked each individual to give his opinion of the
simulator, mriy be the best set of questions in the questionnaire because they
directly address the point of interest. If the responses from section 8 are
converted to a four point rating scale where 1 - Not At All, 2 - Somewhat, 3
Moderately, 4 - Very Much So, the mean for question Bi for class 7803 is 2.96
closest to "Moderately." Question B1 for class 7805 is 3.7 closest to "Very
Much So." For Question 82, the mean for class 7803 was 1.77 closest to
"Some-what." The mean for class 7805 was 1.14 closest to "Not At All." For
ouestion B3 the mean for class 7803 was 3.2 closes-, to "Moderately.' Class
7805 was not scored on question B3 since they did not fly the simulator without
motion.

Based on student and instructor responses on the Pensacola Motion Sickness
-luestionnaire, simulator training with and without cockpit motion produced
little evijence of motion sickness either during or after simulator flights.
From the present results, it appears that the students and instructors both
strongly favor having the motion cues available.

16 Lentz. Holtzman, Hixon, and Guedry, op. cit.
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SINACORI, I. B. V/STOL Ground-based Simulation Techniques. Prepared by Northrop Corp.,
Norair Division, Hawthorne, CA for U. S. Army Aviation Materiel Laboratories, Fort
Eustis, Virginia, USAAVLABS Technical Report 67-55, Nov. 1967.

Suwmary: A study of various kinds of simulators has been made to determine their capabil-
ity to produce data representative of visual flight. Four simulations of a jet-lift
V/STOL aircraft were conducted using the same pilot. Control characteristics and airframe
parameters were maintained constant (as closely as possible), and the same ta'ks were
used by the pilot in each evaluation. The resulting data were compared with flight re-
sults from the same aircraft. The simulators used different displays, motion modes, and
instrumentation, and the results are discussed in the light of the characteristics of
each simulator.

The results show clearly that in order to produce quantitative data representative of
flight results, the display must have a quality level compatible with the task being per-
formed. Specifically, a precision hovering task requires a high resolution display, while
a translation (or transition task) can be performed with a display of much less resolution.
The display content is important, particularly for the precision hovering task where
height holding is required. For flight simulation of large translational movements,
cockpit motion did not appear to affect the results, however, for precision hover and
small, quick position changes, cockpit motion appears to be important in that it assists
the pilot in detecting small drift and improves his ability to control vehicle attitude.
The absence of coCpit motion when using a point source visual display for the presentation
of visual information can cause vertigo and loss of performance.

The study 'hows that valid V/STOL flight simulation can be accomplished and that quantita-
tive and subjective data which closely compare with flight results can be obtained.
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>f. Pilot vertigo was induced as the time duration of a particu-
lar flight increased. Vertigo was especially annoying to the
pilot during attitude reversals or hovering. The pilot felt

j he could do better with cockpit motion cues.

g. The pilot felt that he could not perceive small drift motions
and therefore down-rated the controllability accordingly.

h. Power spectral and probability density distributions of the
pilot's stick inputs are presented in Figures 6 and 7. Note
that they are lower than the flight values except during
attempted hover where the energy at 0.6 Hz in the simulated
flight is larger than flight.

Critique

1. The unacceptability of the attitude control is the result of the
pilot's not being able to bring the vehicle to ani acceptable hover
either at high or at low altitude. At high altitude, hover is
difficult anyway; but at low altitude, the realism of the display
was destroyed by the excitation of the transparencies' natural
frequencies and the loss of resolution. The large relative posi-
tion thresholds which exist at this, scale also prevent an accept-
able hover. If a hover cannot be achieved, then a lateral
maneuver is not possible.

"( 2. The control is acceptable for large translations away from the
ground because the errors generated during attempted hover
are not serious when applied to a large translation maneuver
such as translating down the runway at an altitude of 100 feet.
This is because the longitudinal plane assumes importance
during the maneuver and the lateral excursions resulting from
poor roll control are small compared to the large longitudinal
motion. In other words, sideslip angles are maintained within
acceptable limits.

3. The reduced pilot activity (see Table 1) is caused by the inability
of the pilot to perceive small motions, thereby causing him to
adapt a "loose" control technique. In other words, he sees little
and therefore does little.

4. Pilot vertigo may bc caused by the conflict between the some-
N times "fair" visual cues acquired during attempted hover and

the highly trained kinesthetic sensations which are expected but
not felt because the coc,%pit is fixed. Inadvertent pilot head
motions were observed frequently.

3
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3. The power spectral density of the pilot's lateral stick deflection
verifies this point, as the attitude closure was being effected at
frequencies of 1.0 Hz. The closures for flight occur at frequen-
cies of 0.5 Hz, while the various other simulators' closures are
between these values but closer to the lower one.

GENERAL CRITIQUE'

Effect of Motion

t• has been observed that overcontrol tendencies exist with the fixed-
base simulators, while for all other quantities constant, this does not
occur in the moving-base simulators or flight. The visual display fre-
quency response of the fixed-base simulators is sufficiently high that
this is not a factor in the overcontrol problem (see Appendix I). The
onset of vertigo for the fixed-base simulators using the point light
"source type of display is established. The indications are, therefore.
that significant pilot lead can be generated through the rotary motion
cues. This is illustrated in Figure 16, which contains several root
loci of pilot attitude closures. A pilot model consisting of lead and a
time delay represented by a first-order Pade' approximation (ref-
erence 4) is included. Note that varying pilot-ga*'can produce closed
loop roots which may vary considerably in damping ratio at nearly the
same frequency and pilot gain. The observations from the fixed-base
simulation indicate that closed loop roots exist at frequencies of 3. 5
radians per second with a damping ratio of 0. 1 to 0. 3. Such a closure
would be represented by the dark crosses on Figure 16. The root locus
shows, however, that the complex roots may be moved to the left if the
pilot lead time constant TL is increased to 0.4 second at constant pilot

gain. The resulting damping ratio is then 0' 5. This is approximately
what is observed in flight. Compare the time histories of Figures 11,
15, and 17. The same absence of motion which results in decreased
pilot lead could cause the conflict between the visual and kinesthetic
cues which can cause vertigo (reference 5). Note that in all the simu-
lators with motion, no overcontrol or vertigo tendencies have existed.

Figure 18 serves to illustrate the effect of introducing another closure.
In this figure, the effective closed loop transfer function of the pilot-
attitude controller is combined with the additional airframe transfer
function relating side position and bank angle. Pilot attitude gain Kp

and lead time constant are fixed, and the locus is plotted for various
values of the linear pilot gain Kp

31
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Closed loop roots are shown for a particular pilot linear gain. Note that
the position closure is lightly damped and of low frequency. This root
location may be improved if the attitude closure roots were more heavily

(• damped.

An examination of a power spectral density distribution for the lateral
stick (Figures 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 13, and 14) shows dominant resonances
at frequencies of 0. 1 to 0.3 Hz and 0. 5 to 1. 0 Rz which correspond to the
root locus just described. A comparison of power spectral density from
flight or a moving-base simulator with those from a fixed-based simulator
shows that'a more dominant peak occurs at frequencies of 0.5 Hz for the
fixed-base simulators, verifying that the attitude closure is lightly
damped. It is probable also that cues working on the involuntary aspects
of the perceptive/reactive system can be used by a highly skiled VTOL
pilot. The latency time for the detection of linear accelerations is below
the period of the position loop roots. This suggests that a highly skilled
pilot could use linear acceleration cues supplied by his vestibular sys-
tern. For the VTOL aircraft near hover, a linear acceleration is very
nearly equal to attitude change times the acceleration of gravity. There-
fore, this cue may be used as a sensitive attitude cue.

Effect of Display

It has been shown how the display can cause position holding performance
to decrease. An examination of the power spectral density distribution of
a simulator with a poor display reveals that the levels are generally
lower than in flight. [this points to the hypothesis that a correct attitude
closure is not possible unless sufficient position cues exist. This is be-
cause, without correct position information, it is not necessary to control
attitude accurately and the "drifting" kind of performance is observed.
The position cues, therefore, are important both in content and in dynam-

j.icsj They not only must provide the pilot with excellent information
regarding his position and attitude in space, but also must provide him
with the correct derivatives of his spatial coordinates. This means that
the thresholds must be considerably less than the expected R.M.S. levels
of these coordinates and below the pilot's visual threshold.

Nearby vertical towers with markings enhance a pilot's ability to perceive
vertical motion. Familiar objects and known grid lines also help. The
three-dimensional aspect of the point light type of visual display not only
serves to give the pilot more information due to the wide field, but also
allows him to scan for the most rapidly changing coordinate. .. Jipt_scan
rate was found to be high for the visual hove g task. Tar et fixation
durinK recfipon..hoer4iatemt 6ften~ to dera e rformance
vwhich coild be restored b-itleflv scannIg--o• e-T-riiore.
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Overcontrol tendencies in roll and overshoot in lateral position during
maneuvering were observed. Inadvertent head motions were also ob-
served. The vertigo tendency was nearly suppressed by both pilots.
This was accomplished by introducing several factors:

1. The wearing'.of eyeshades which prevented the direct light from
the transparency from entering the pilot's .eyes and which also
shut out the extraneous surface reflections of the transparency.

2. The adoption of a procedure where large simulator visual
motion such as that occurring during startup and shutdown was
not observed by the pilot simply by instructing him to close his
eyes during those times.

3. Frequent rests.

4. The frequent scanning by the pilots of the total display and the
avoidance of staring at a particular point during a precision
hover or maneuver.

5. Pilot motivation.

Control Utilization

Control moment utilization was studied to provide additional data on
which to base conclusions. Also, this parameter is of fundamental im-
portance for designers of V/STOL vehicles. It can reveal information
regarding pilot control inputs, since it represents the final output of
essentially a filter which receives the pilot control motions.

Since the X-14A vehicle is nearly neutral, it has nearly zero rotary
damping on all axes, and the rolling moment of the reaction control

system divided by the roll moment of inertia ( is nearly equal to

the rolling acceleration l. The error is small and therefore these
quantities are used interchangeably throughout this section in units of
acceleration, radians per second squared.

Table I contains the measured R. M.S. values of p* for all simulators

and flight test. Note that the ratios of the R. M.S. values of 1 to 6SR

during hover are nearly constant. However, these ratios for Simulator
D (all motion) and flight test are different from the ratios for all other
simulations. The results clearly show that the measured ratio of
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U. S. Navy Message from COMPATWINGSLAN"', Brunswick, ME, to CNO,
Washington, DC. 2F87(F) SER NO 5 FE and co-pilot display.

ijiJTI.4t April 1980.

R J31859Z APR 80

* FM C04PATWINGSLANT BRUNSWICK ME

5uaJ: 2Fd7TF) SER NO 5 FE AND CO-PILOT DISPLAY

TO C;, WASHINGION°DC

INFU CJMNAVAIRbYSCUM WASHINGTON DC"-- COMNAVAIRLANT NORFOLK VA
C0'¶PATwj'4GSPAC MOFFETT FIELD CA COMPATWING FIVE BRUNSWICK ME
FASOTKAGRULArNT DET BRUNSWICK ME

UN:LAS i/NO1551i/

C.3F3R OP 594. NAVAIR FOR AIR 4133., AIRLANT FOR 311B8
SUaJ: ZFS7(.F) bER NO 5 FE AND CO-PILOT DISPLAY

A, PH•iqCDN CNO CAPT FUNDERBURK/CPWL CAPT BISHOP OF 1 APR 80

1, DURING THE INSPECTION OF ZFE7F #5 AT SINGER/LINK BING1HAMTON
NEW YORK, CHANGES TO THE PROPOSED CGI VISUAL DISPLAY WERE NOTED*
A(ND IDENTIFIEL BY THE FLEET PROJECT TEAM AS POSSIBLE WEAKNESSES
IN• THE NEW tRAINING DEVICE, THESE DEFICIENCIES WHICH PRECLUDE MIN-
IMALLY ACCEPTABLE FLEET TRAINING ARE% A LACK OF A VISUAL DISPLAY
FOR THE FLIUHT ENGINEER AND A LACK OF A FORWARD QUARTER WINDOW
DISPLAY FUR THE CO-PILOT.

2, IN VIEW OF THE DIFFERENT REQUIREMENTS OF THE FLEET COMPARED TO THE
FRS AI4D THE ASSOCIATED IMPACT ON ISD AND POSP THE FOLLOWING TRAIN-
ING NEEDS AND REQUIREMENTS ARE SUBMITTED:

A, TRAINING NEEDS:
()1 THE CO-PILOT'S SIDE WINDOW DISPLAY IS CON:IDERED ESSENTIAL

FOR FLEET CO-PILOT TRAINING* PATRON PLANE COMMANDER RIGHT
SEAT WURK, AND INSTRUCTOR PILOT TRAINING, THE PPC AND IN-
STRUCTOR RIGHT SEAT WORK ARE-CONSIDERED THE MOST DIFFICULT
TRAINING EVOLUTIONS THE P-3 COMMUNITY ENCOUNTERS.

(Z) FRUM A PSYCHO/PHYSIOLOGICAL STANDPOINTo THE FLIGHT ENGINEER'S
CENTER WINDOW IS ESSENTIAL TO THE FLEET NEEDS TO ENHANCE THE
TRAINING ENVIRONMENT FOR THE FLIGHT ENGINEER, AT THE PRESENT,

(.)3()i..INFU FOR COMNAVAIRSYSCOM WASH(7] 01551/ 1/0075
539j)FC(j) 0jl1) 008(l) 04(1)

, *--" RTD:OOQ-O00/COPIES:0007
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ZFd7 I THRU 4 HAVE A VISUAL DISPLAY FOR THE FLIGHT ENGINEERs
SO NU DOCUMENTED CASES OF DEGRADED TRAINING OR MOTION SICK-
NESS EXISTS, DURING THE IN-PLANT INSPECTION AND INFORMAL USAGE
ON-SITE, EVERY ENGINEER HAS COMMENTED ON THE FEELING OF DIS-
ORIENTATION BEGINNING AS SOON AS ONE HALF HOUR AFTER TAKING
HIS PLACE IN THE COCKPIT, THIS IS CRITICAL, IN THAT NORMAL
TRAINING PERIODS WILL BE OF 3 TO 4 HOUR DURATIONo

B. TRAINING REQUIREMENT:
(1) IN THE PRESENT 2F87(F) TRAINERSs THE PILOT AND THE CO-

PILOIHAVE A FORWARD DISPLAY ONLY, TAEG REPORTS GENERATED
SINCE ACCEPTANCE OF THE FIRST ZFB7(F) HAVE POINTED TO THE
PRUBLEM OF LACK OF PERIPHERAL VISION IN THE LANDING PHASE.
THIS WAS IMPORTANT IN THE FRS DUE TO THEIR TRAINING OF RE--
PLACEMENT PILOTS LANDING FROM THE LEFT SEAT, THE PROBLEM
ENCOUNTERED IN THE FLEET IS THE TRAINING OF PILOTS FOR RIGHT
SEAT LANDINGS AND RUNWAY WORK, THE REQUIREMENT TO ACCOMPLISH
THIS TRAINING IS CONTAINED IN THE. CURRENT PILOT PQS FOR
PA1RUL PLANE SECOND PILOT* PATROL PLANE COMMANDER, AND
INSTRJCTOR PILOT, THE ABILITY OR LACK OF ABILITY TO HANDLE
THE AIRCRAFT FROM THE RIGHT SEAT HAS BEEN THE SUBJECT OP
NUMEROUS SAFETY REPORTS SUBMITTED BY THE P3 COMMUNITY,
THLSt REPORTS COVER EVERYTHING FROM MINOR INCIDENTS TO MAJUR
ACCIDENTS,

AZ) IN ORDER FOR THE P3 FLIGHT STATION TO WORK AS A TEAMP EACH
MEMBER MUST BE ABLE TO GIVE HIS TOTAL ATTENTION TO THE TASK
AT HAND, IN THE CASE OF THE FLIGHT ENGINEER, THIS MEANS TO
MONITOR HIS INSTRUMENTS AND ASSIST THE PILOT IN ANY TASK
THAT REQUIRES HIS ACTIONS, IT IS FELT THAT THE POTENTIAL
DISORIENTATION CAUSED BY THE INCOMPLETE VISUAL DISPLAY,
COMBINED WITH THE MOTION CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TRAINERs WILL
PLACE UNNECESSARY DISTRACTIONS AND FATIGUE UPON THE FLIGHT
ENGINEERs DEGRADING HIS CONTRIBUTION TO THE TEAM EFFORT,
AS WELL AS HIS INDIVIDUAL TRAINING. WITH THE PRESENT AND
FORECAST SHORTAGE OF FLIGHT ENGINEERS* IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT
THE ENGINEERS WE DO HAVE ARE TRAINED TO THE MAXIMUMs IN THE
BEST ENVIRONMENT POSSIBLE. IN 2F87(F) #5S THIS ENVIRONMENT
DOtS NUT EXIST, IN ORDER TO PLACE THE ENGINEER IN A REDUCED
FATIGUE SITUATION IT IS ESSINTIAL THAT HE BE ALLOWED To
TRAIN IN A DEVICE THAT DOES NOT INCREASE THE CHANCES OF
SPATIAL DISORIENTATION, THIS CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED BY ADDING
A VISUAL DISPLAY AT THE FORWARD CENTER WINDOW.

C. CAPABILIIIES REQUIRED:
(1) FORWARD QUARTERS CO-PILOT WINDOW TO ALLOW THE CO-PILOT,

PPCo IV TO GAIN THE PERIPHERAL VISION REQUIRED TO PROPERLY
OPERATE THE AIRCRAFT IN THE LANDING PHASE,

(2) CENTER FORWARD VISUAL DISPLAY TO HELP RESOLVE THE
INADEQUACIES DISCUSSED ABOVE.

Do QUANTITIES AND COST:
11) THLSh FIGURES HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY THE CONTRACTOR, AND ARE

HELD BY NAVAIRSYSCOM.

O0d728/O94 2 OF 3 MATA211. 094/Z3:44Z 031859Z APR 80
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E, INITIAL rRAINING CAPABILITY:
(I) IT IJ REQUESTED THAT THE IMPROVEMENTS BE MADE PRIOR TO FULL

T TImE FLEET USE WHICH IS PROPOSED TO BE NOVEMBER 1980o
F. ONGOIN4/KELATEO EFFORTS: NONE

3. CPWL POC: CAPT BISHOP CCF) AV 476-2598
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U. S. Navy Message from FITRON ONE TWO FOUR to RUWFV-A/
COMFITAEWWINGPAC, San Diego, CA. F-14 WST 2F 112/WAYS
alrcrew readjustment. October 1981.

ROUTINE * U N C LA "S S I F I E D i -1s'

P'T 03011 297 003019

RTIUZYUw FLUWFSGG5U90 2970032-JUUU--RUCLMFA.
ZNR UUUUU
R 212005Z OCT 81
FM FITRON ONE TWO FOUR
TO RUWFVAA/COMFITAEWWINGPAC Slkw DIEGO CA
INFO RuwFAAB/COlNAVAIRPAC SAN DIEGO CA
RUCLMFA/NAVTRAEOUIPCEN ORLANDO FL-..

4j% CLAS I/ND375C/C
SUbJ: F-14 WSST 2F112/WAVS AIRCREl READJLh TMENT
A. COMFITAEWWINGPACNOTE 3750/3750 CH-i OF 11 JUN 81/27 AUG 81
1. RVF A PROMULGATES GUIDELINLS FOR AIRC EW READJUSTMENT PERIODS
AFTER uSE OF F-14 WST 2F112/WAVS. F14 FLEET PROJECT TEAM (FPT) AND
OTHER INPUTS WHICH RESULTED IN RESTRICTIONS IN REF A WERE BASED UPON
L!,',ITr.0 EXPERTENCE WITH 2Fll2/WAVS AND SEVERAL PRELIMINARY PHYSIOLOG-
ICAL STuDIES CONCERNING FIXED-bASE, FULL VISUAL FLIGHT SIMULATORS.
2. INDIVIDUAL DEBRIEFS OF ALL FITAEWWINGPAC 2F112 USERS HAVE BEEN
CONDUCTED ON THE WHOLE RANGE OF C. VICE FMELITY,'UTILIZATISN* TRAIN-
ING USES, AND PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFiCTS. BASED UPON COMMENTS OF A LARGE
USER SAMPLE SPACE AND INFORMAL FPT LIAISCN WITH AUTHORS OF STUDIES.
CITED ABOVE# RECOMMEND RESTRICTIONS REF A BE MODIFIED AS FOILtUS:

(1) DISCUSSION: SOME AIRCREWS HAVE EWERIENCED SENSORtiKTOR.

PAGE 02 RUWFSGG5090 UNCLAS
DIFFICULTIES AND SICKNESS AFTER "FLIGHT" IN THE 2FI12/WAVS.
SYMP9OMS CAN BE WIDE RANGING AND VARY SIeIFICANTLY BETWEEN
INDIVIDUALS. AVIATION PHYSIOLOGISTS AND NAVAL AEROSPACE MEDICAL
RESEARCH PERSONNEL CLASSIFY THIS PHENOMEN)N AS REVERSE SENSORY CON-
FLICT. EFFECTS ARE MOST PRE VALENT ON THE FIRST EXPOSURE TO THE
VISUAL SYSTEM.

(?) ACTION: THE FOLLOWING GUIDELINES ARE SET FORTH:
(A) AFTE R FLYI NG" THE 2F 12/WAVS FOR THE FIRST TIME. AN

A!RCw AN ut? • T1 YI_' ACTU A AI•RRAYT AS A OEWME -Mil E R-FD.A,
P!RIOn CF TWELVE (12) HOURS. THZS PERIOD SHOULD-INCLUDE A GOOD
NGHT'S SLEE P.

(Ba) QI.SULSEQUENT "FLIGHTS" IN THE 2FI12/1,AVS, INDIVIDUAL
AIRCRFW JUDGEMENTVSWKLL- t. EiFR-IM PBIM TO ACTUAL FLIGHT
REGAROIhG ADEQUATE READJUSTMENT. A MINIMUM OF TWO (2) HOURS SHALL BE
O0BSERVED BETWEEN EXITING 2Fl 12 /WAVf AN TUAL F'LIG', A.....i.

(l 'HE" DEVICE WILL I A MIRL 0N 'J-T--FROZEN) IN A
WXNGS-LEVEL. NOSE-ON - HOR•IZON (EARTH HORIZONTAL) ATTITUDE& IN
ADDITION, THE ,VISUAL SYSJEM WILL BE SECUREO AND WHITE DOME LIGHTS
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WILL BE TURNED ON BEFORE CREW.EN EXIT THE COCKPITS.
(0) A K INIPUM OF TORSO HARNESS ANOJ ANTI-G SUIT WILL BE

PAGE 03 RUwvFSrG5o90 UNCLAS
UORN* FULL FLIGHT GEAR MAY EE WORNe
3. AT PRESENTt REF A RESTRICTS DEVICE UTILIZATION* USLRS ARE
HESITAINT TO LET AIRCRE*MEN FLY THE CEVICE AND NOT BE ABLE TO
SCHEDULE THEM FOR FLIGHTS ThAT NIGHT. HOJEVERt ABOVE R'COMMENUATIONS
ARE PiSED UPON A COV4SIDERED EVALUATION OF ACTUAL AIRCREw READJUST-
.MFNT FE%.UIBE0 FOR SAFETY. SUCH ACTION SMoULD INCIDENTALLY ZMPROVE
'EVICr ul!LIZATION,

-- OT

15090
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Wenger. 3. E. Motion sickness in the P.3C Fleet Readiness
Trainer at Naval Air Station, Brunswick, ME (Memorandum
N8DL:60:.jah;65OO). New Orleans, LA: Naval Biodynamics
Laboratory, 14 January 1980.

F r or: Cn-vi'nnditig orffher, Pnaval Riodyna'ilcs l~aboratory
To: Co'wrmander, Natval Air Systems Comanind (AIR-413), washilncton, flC 20361

Subj: ?inrirnn Siekne.ss~n the P-3C Pleet Rondtness Trainer at 11:1val Air

Ref: (a) .Phonnerin bctvceen CrTR Ashburn. Naval Air Systems Crivinitu (ATR-413)
.nod CDRI X4nnedy, Naval*11odyn-nuics Laboratory. (qoda-60) of

(h (MAWICS.X Brunswick, HE, Mr. 0318 59Z APR 80 to cnZ0

W~illiams AFR an D ennedy, Naval Ii~odynauincs Laboratory
(rnde-4nf) or I, rob 1980

(d) flCUtM Techtnical rommunication fto. RrO-C-44 Defence and Civil
7n-.tttute of Enivironeiental Medicine, l0owennview. Ontario. ii.,

(e) ?Ifvaj Air Developm~ent Center Report No. NAflC-77274-5fl, 30 Sept.
1977

if(f) Chapter by Co.nr~d XCraCt (pp. 363-385) in Pitvhtlo,_from Research
to Practice e`d#. by M1. 14. Pick, Jr., I.11. V.I eihowLtz, .1, F..

Sin~or A.Steoseoelerand It. V. Stevenson, Planutii Press-.
1978

1. ocerenc-' (n) ri-itiest.'! 4atval- RLodyndiunic.s Laboratory (VII11L) to ttnvest io.te
the P-3C Fleet Read~iness Trait't,.' (FRT) At Nnval% Air Station, Rrunswick, Madine
-ind to reconiomrndn wnivs to adiuwl~ate simulator sickness in that systte'u. S~isimlator
sickness in the trunsw~ick F'RT in experienced by virtuially nil fliplic en'nfoit-ors
but not by the~ pilots and copilots. Rererence (b) initially called n1ttaentioi
to this problem. lei orde'r to better asstsn the Rrunswick FRT, MR'l~1evmnody,
LCT)I Carter, and D~r. Ilittner, tefirtuhers or the NRlDL starr. rirst visited thet
P-3C FIrT at f1AS .Jacksonville, hitch is virtitally Ido'nticn1 tn the. one At
Rriniqwick but has a rin-tel boardl visual display wheren1ti the, Brimnswick FRr has
com~puter ptenw'rated iu'-krery ((:Gr). *The Jancksonville FR? docs not prooduce

appreciable r-wtLon .slckttw*;%. They also wi tnettsed a deoumainrattnn of aniS-I FR? -it Cecil f.ield which has a vers(,op, of C0G, hutt also prodluces nep.tisgihlc
motion sickneg~s.

2. Tier simulnitor sicknotin expe~riencedl by flig~ht engiIncers In the lrtsn-wiclc
I'-Ir VFtT in or classqic fnri'n and resemblett nimulatur sickness experteriwer in
other traininw', devic"~e-g r'treornces (r) anit (d). Theise ftlirht ronignoo..rn
experience And react tit tr'c optir~nlly Uiduced ditstortions -Ind illuetIon Welch
arter a Intent period of *ithout V1 minuttox pive rise to vhe rutteowlop. erra-c-ts
til,~p.iness, y..-wniint, laterplinr, coinfultion andi headache, salivntion, utnsaicsi
hwa~rmtness, extreme uinsteadIletes, and nausea. Mtoving, the Iieat -itipearet to
aggravate the problem. Training missions are routinely aborted after flighIt
times of only 4,0 mt~nitter. *The pontural witsoquilthriuim results in safety r!lsks
whten exitinr. the~ traine'r. Mtore~ove~r, fiviiandlAtely after a training, se.sitton
(lirht annineers sufV.'r f~lj)ts herore thei eye.-% heartache andi feelivirgs of dlis-
oricentation. There in the %siflgentionf of lonr~cr rAnre (hours) effects so that

flytipg And drIving may be conlraintitented tip to /48 hours.

I0
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f~.~On *Ti(.' rl i I' %.tit a" n**re a:. t r i when walk 'in ono tilo- 1 Ji~l-.r-4 At,
ex t £or tile' n. j laL-I ! iflwi ng trin f. '. t.a t or CxLro'.-mv i)~c:'
in..t"ecd hy rht, no ittuI.tor. Thi.' qLu,%egnt,. '..*eon'n rel..ctant tn t~l. m ro.* .:,
a f tr r ti o;C 11. .r ioflco . Athl i t I ona ly. theV AYmIptomA Ot s. e's1-1 Wr S i -.,-i--'.e

roi.ict tile.~ ~ererIvI-% o r oi, flgit , e notivieprs and htence Ieopa~rdlt I.;#
moit crew tit re.il i nigh.-I that to! low 010~ tra~niing on the,- aa-mt' dri'.*. *

k~ probably Ie.- orcri-c-t iv. ho.c:tise oic. rtgi iht onrinvers aittend tit Llhi-r na-!)i
retiha'r thati, t., the' rlir(*'t heltig simultntel . 1qehed.,1tnr. problems doli tit [Ilne~s
result in lost crew Li.*-ft! cItt'tl simulator follnwin?- Abortx.

I. t is preome'd the. (oil Irw~ing, FRT stimisli lQnd to tile fliP~ht en!:t nsCr64
slrnul.,tor sicIigns. Tlhe tnogt ohvialls cn'ai;e of tilt sicknesn Is the Ct.rT vii'ved
orft-Ax1s. Thlis concliosion um reacehed for the following reaso4ý: ( I) sicknenot
nwecur%; even wi thout giinl;:tor noro~ol at Tirsinswick; (2) iottikness Is ono prev-tivi~*t
fi n an 'Iclet I cal s Enil,:l.1Lm withont Cert (wi Lit or wi thout ma otio) n t Ja el, onvt I 'I
And (3) sit-koir's.; in: IIL t~p.!ri nevieo by Lthe pilnt Anid COPt ti who view theC. T

* ~ ,. ~ri~i svie efti,:,J*the, flight, engI neers.' view) or titi, CrcI 'icl:eivo

exp~.:11iiit omgttloard This Ut ici or distort iono h iuls.n.i ~.s
lorodisac. rl~sorlecl.,Lioti andI 1F14t~ .mr~era~ only the fl iitt enn.1nes*r q--
thie OmtiLei celge- or tilt- L-40 Crt#S. The Cr-L edc'Is .Appear to) N! ottslem of the

~imslsrcc (Ie'.ce'c1 eui:~en N~r away), Yet tile Pdges scam to) ove In the
nrilmsi te dI r.,ctto'i of any 1.cid molovernent (hence thtey seem to It 01 r-y) Tbi,
*ktnc ofC perceptuail co':flir~t to* Also know~i Lo produce disorientation ni1: nu'!.
Finally. ditr~ng a ruri tile l~ior1-nitaper ftoi the Efllht engineerts set., to
hrenlk and rir.#- f-ister nil thr. si.It. with t~ile elevntod wain!%. A hirnokn locrit.t !c.
truly a dintrte ing p.,rcsptinm w~ielt can omnly exarverhate natisoen a-nd di r-Mrtiznt-
;,tion. Unt that: Only :1w Ir: CG lit front OF the. p1lot tind copil t ~imoc.
tit t.ie cn.1.'i'.tini: p.~c'tn~ Tile MT onl tille sicles of thle Fr inhit jleik nr
veridfcal and ippear reaissuaring for all the crew.

5. It may prove necc,~;sarv tit iintertak1e nit R.%n pror~ram to Attaimi A #d.'eerr
lintle rq LandI tn- Of s inmalaltor sit-knosx And hiow 'it ocan be nvoided. Thle% fotlowing
are re'.:omminciitlci atz quirk jis,: "interineoIi-ate" foint bus tit thle imme-giate
prohlcei at Tirtnswick. it. ) The first is to .incclusde the ruivoit e'niinrer'.4 v!-!%:
of tilt- pilot and coptiloLls. rr I. TIhis has beeni 1111own to reoltc.' hut notL elfM-natue
tile- qimithlntlr s icknes-: a.icusroitmip. t;, refcrtitce (h). Tn nuti opinion. the, anmc
.err%ý call hwo obta in.'d v witi "1,irIt Control Film" m.,nuti.mctmsrint by List- In~ilatr al
nptic~s Division or tile Vi rtvviany (Proelmicr Tniformwation, (A12) 733-5114).
iftltlwr ccnunt#!r"-A.-qtrosr tmiv. Ineit jud mifnimizin i'. hcn moviemeuil, rteirti'nit intor
early sig~ns nf n,.,tlosn siotkne!&xu (bIlrptunev. sRiivatlan, yAwiming: s".ciaiiip.),

inc4'.~td mori cmi.'mttiL~iiby ltht enginuarx on this' tntsk at hmaiiei Aind
iut-t or thit si~mulator I,,n rtfx'dl basie mode for fliglit vnpin'eets with msInnI'~L
flirtht hotists. e.) The Inte~rmeudiate HIC wou1,1 bWO to tinstall a ' thilrot Mc1 it,
frnomir or tile rmigisit el:',,no.---r . This should nclt he Visthic to% tit( pilot Anil
copilot.

A. In guirt, it is the steparatenegs of tile displays which rjtvcs Hilo" to tilt'
proles cte hrtAn. Tilt! nepnrat.' dimpJayms provide conrucictnsgsi~' to

timhem peripierd VL141011 CI Ip'h Au~neers.. Perhapils a te'levision proslont ton orf
Cf',f iragnno on Ain appirnxiovi:tely ctirvedl ser-ten wntilil combine th it v'l.aeso
CC.! (low *alnLeunalcot f0-4t, 11.'le~raphle versastilt 'ty) and moelel-bonaro vipial.
ximmulitLons (.1 comitinumomls witle-screeii perxtpecttva). rofare~nceCe).
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7 . Tw t OLhth er s. rLt uoin iog n nCI" Lhite .f ( W.'h iP.l, A r t. retim / .d ,.rv dl ; is I . ow"r mti.i r
- mporL.lnce in the lsre si-P.t . mI slaitJo,,, '1...,n, apparent |trhe n . th,. Invis•t. .t in,..,
and deg.-rvc comment. rirsr, the vti.,, ! V:G movement andi Lhe pl.aLrorm mov'-.,n..L
are fnitlcatd by thil 9a',e electronic .i:.nal which is impletented Lm'edLaLelv
on the CGI display hut Is implemented with delay in the platfoni nnvtmrnt ,I;l,
to the dynamics or hydrailir system. hfence the platform moyement rtel.l t17
I.ng the vl.;'al sc.one movei.at. This kind of stimulus lag, snot pr.esent in
the real P-IC so that tr.ainces may he learning Ln expect Inappropriat, car-
hinations or visaii. mnv-..ient stimuli. This prohlpm C9n he solve.4 by using
feedback from actu.l movement nt the simulator to inttinte movemeitt of the
CGI's. A second problem is that the r('.C prolJucex very dlefinite cites that the
images are only a few fc'et away, although the CGT are simulating objects
thousands or feet away. These depth cues are due to binoceelar vLsLon. This
can be vertrLed by viewLn:: the CCT with one eye open and the-other ey. closed,
then opening the closed eye, jind closiLn the initially opened'one. When tiLs
is done the C.! appear to .1miap, as do ill nearby objects. Ohbects that are
real ly thotiands of feet aw•.y do not jump. The effects of this misleading cue
in the simulation are difficult to s,,rmite, but the effect may I%- important
when trannition to actunl rlIght is considered (reference (f). ,',.r.iiai. :.heo'
two errors or siwualatint, sbould he Investig.ited further. It.fa i;.. r,-r.-,no...-
datfon of ?tInrL starf members that first priority he gLven to soliftLon.t 0 r Lite
serious simillator sickness problem of flilht engineers in the P-V' FRT .•t
Brunswick. This Is especially true beca•i.e the Brunswick simulator is a
prntotype, so timely action will avoid the simulator sickness problem In other
P-3C FlT's that ^re yeL indlelivered.

Copy to:
CHO (011-59)
CIIK8t1I90) (MFD 3-C)
CO i,!hIRinC
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